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EPIGRAPH

“O frati,” dissi, “che per cento milia
perigli siete giunti a l’occidente,

a questa tanto picciola vigilia

d’i nostri sensi ch’è del rimanente
non vogliate negar l’esperïenza,

di retro al sol, del mondo sanza gente.

Considerate la vostra semenza:
fatti non foste a viver come bruti,

ma per seguir virtute e canoscenza”.

’O brothers, who amid a hundred thousand
Perils,’ I said, ’have come unto the West,

To this so inconsiderable vigil

Which is remaining of your senses still
Be ye unwilling to deny the knowledge,

Following the sun, of the unpeopled world.

Consider ye the seed from which ye sprang;
Ye were not made to live like unto brutes,

But for pursuit of virtue and of knowledge.’

Canto XXVI, Inferno, La Divina Commedia
Dante Alighieri
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Aeroelastic design of joined-wing configurations is yet a relatively unexplored
topic which poses several difficulties. Due to the overconstrained nature of the system
combined with structural geometric nonlinearities, the behavior of Joined Wings is often
counterintuitive and presents challenges not seen in standard layouts.

In particular, instability observed on detailed aircraft models but never thor-
oughly investigated, is here studied with the aid of a theoretical/computational frame-
work. Snap-type of instabilities are shown for both pure structural and aeroelastic cases.
The concept of snap-divergence is introduced to clearly identify the true aeroelastic in-
stability, as opposed to the usual aeroelastic divergence evaluated through eigenvalue
approach.
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Multi-stable regions and isola-type of bifurcations are possible characterizations
of the nonlinear response of Joined Wings, and may lead to branch-jumping phenomena
well below nominal critical load condition. Within this picture, sensitivity to (unavoid-
able) manufacturing defects could have potential catastrophic effects.

The phenomena studied in this work suggest that the design process for Joined
Wings needs to be revisited and should focus, when instability is concerned, on nonlinear
post-critical analysis since linear methods may provide wrong trend indications and also
hide potentially catastrophical situations.

Dynamic aeroelastic analyses are also performed. Flutter occurrence is critically
analyzed with frequency and time-domain capabilities. Sensitivity to different-fidelity
aeroelastic modeling (fluid-structure interface algorithm, aerodynamic solvers) is assessed
showing that, for some configurations, wake modeling (rigid versus free) has a strong
impact on the results.

Post-flutter regimes are also explored. Limit cycle oscillations are observed, fol-
lowed, in some cases, by flip bifurcations (period doubling) and loss of periodicity of the
solution.

Aeroelastic analyses are then carried out on a realistic PrantlPlane to understand
effects induced by freeplay of mobile surfaces. Conclusive work is also performed to study
the interaction between rigid body and elastic modes, assessing the occurrence of body-
freedom flutter.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

It is a controversial task to clearly identify the born of joined-wing concept. If, on
the one hand, the first aircraft showed some sort of connection between the wings (mainly
for structural reasons), on the other hand it is also true that this was a necessity more
than a choice. However, without any doubt, the first documented and organic examina-
tion of joined-wing layout (in particular a box-wing) was given by Ludwig Prandtl [7].
The German scientist clearly stated that such a configuration was the one showing the
lowest level of induced drag for a given lift and span. This concept was later further
investigated and developed [8,9], some other variants were studied [10] especially in the
’70s. Those years could be considered as a departure decade from which a significant
amount of current research originated.

The complexity of design of Joined Wings was early ascertained, see for example
reference [11]. In particular, the following primary points were made:

• design presents difficult-to-predict situations, in which intuition built on traditional
layout sizing is often contradicted;

• methodologies based, developed and used for decades may fail to give reasonable
guidelines for the design of Joined Wings. In particular this invalidates the use
of fast, low-order tools, used with confidence on traditional architectures. On the
contrary, a novel approach is sought, suggesting that higher fidelity tools are needed
since the early stages;

• integration between the different disciplines is strongly inherent. It is not obvious
to slightly change a design for improvement in one discipline without affecting
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(and most often decreasing) overall performances. This is particularly true for the
lifting surface: the classical coupling between aero-structural design is enhanced
due to the hyperstatic system and strong aerodynamic interactions; moreover flight
mechanics/dynamics need to be considered early since the possibility of fine-tuning
given by a tail/canard is lost (at least for pure Joined Wings);

• geometric nonlinearities seem to be relevant already for very small deformations,
region traditionally considered as linear [12].

Further sources of difficulties were also detected, the reader is referred to the excellent
works of Wolkovitch [10] and Frediani [9] for a first significant review of the topic. Most
of literature efforts about Joined Wings will be reviewed in Chapter 2.

With the advent of High Altitude Long Endurance (HALE) and Unmanned Air
Vehicle (UAV) concepts, design was pushed to lighter (and thus, very deformable) so-
lutions. Large deflections amplified the role played by geometric nonlinearities. This
was especially the case for the SensorCraft, a concept of HALE with ISR (intelligence,
surveillance and recognition) role developed by the US Air Force. Researches noticed
early difficulties connected to these nonlinearities, and investigated the topic for more
than a decade. Research is still in progress and although scaled models have been built
and flown, the nonlinearities have never been studied from a theoretical point of view
and in the framework of Joined Wings. They remain, at the moment, far from being
understood.

1.1 Motivation of the Present Study

What originally inspired this work was an attempt to study the nonlinear (the
here considered nonlinearities are of the structural geometrical type) aeroelastic response
of Joined Wings and capture the essence of physics. However, a large number of un-
resolved keypoints needed to be assessed and the groundwork to be laid before further
aeroelastic analyses could be carried out.

In literature, a large number of contributions mentioned the importance of non-
linearity. It was observed, its importance was shown and its intrinsic difficulty in being
captured by lower order models was proven. Thus, part of this study aims to fill this
gap.

At the same time, the terminology buckling of the aft wing was always used
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to describe instability issues related to some Joined Wings, whereas, years later the
instability was described as having a more global flavour (overall configuration rather
than buckling of the aft wing due to compressive loads). This work then, intends to
explore the meaning of instability applied to Joined Wings in order to shed some light
on this regard.

A further point to be clarified was the real meaning of the instability from an
aeroelastic point of view. In fact, the same terminology buckling of the aft wing refers
to a mechanical loading case, whereas, an aircraft in flight experiences aeroelastic loads.
Thus, it is not clear how reliable is to express stability property of a flying configuration
with a purely mechanical analysis.

A critical discussion of the above points was felt as a necessary intermediate step
before moving to nonlinear dynamic aeroelasticity. However, the big question was about
which approach needed to be chosen to efficiently tackle this problem.

1.1.1 The virtues of conceptual approach

A good scientific approach, as the universally recognized one proposed by Galileo
Galilei cannot prescind from phenomenology. Likewise, to be able to capture a broad
scenario, nonlinearities need to be studied for a wide number of different and significative
cases. In other words, if one aims to see the manifestations of nonlinearities in Joined
Wings, he/she should not restrict the analysis to very specific cases and configurations.
On the contrary, one should ideally try to explore as much as possible the design space
to unveil most of the phenomena inherent to the examined layout.

At this point, a question to answer would be what are the commonalities gov-
erning the behaviors of all different joined-wing cases. Observing the typical layout, it
is straightforward to assess that the hyperstatic (overconstrained) nature of the struc-
tures is inherent to all the configurations and represents then a distinctive trait. This
suggests that simplified models retain the most important peculiarity, and thus, are sig-
nificative for the purposes. Obviously, with the term overconstrained the author is here
referring to a macro-geometrical level, since a true realization of a monoplane wing is
also overconstrained, though at small scale level (just think about the wing-box typical
layout).

If it is true that a realistic aircraft configuration is not usually available for re-
search purposes, the issue is ways more complicated for aircraft that have never been
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flown before. Moreover, even with an airplane layout as Joined Wings, there are very
different realization and classes: a civil-transport vehicle and a High Altitude Long
Endurance configuration are completely different concepts, sharing only the macro-
geometrical layout (monoplane for example), but having completely different mass and
stiffness distributions. This supports even more the necessity of generality and the ap-
propriateness of conceptual approach.

This is exactly the method pursued in this work. By means of different simplified
models different phenomena are shown and described. The final aim is not to warn
the joined-wing designers that all the configurations will experience the here presented
instabilities. On the contrary, the objective is to (strongly) suggest that a safe-design
of Joined Wings needs to incorporate some particular nonlinear investigations (as, for
example, the post-critical ones) in order to assess that some typical instabilities or related
catastrophical phenomena are not occurring. This theoretical support for the designer
is one of the main contributions of this research.

Beside observing and classifying the behavior, a physical understanding of the
phenomena has to be sought too. Unfortunately it is not always possible to give an
in-depth explanation. For the case of Joined Wings, this has proven to be the case, at
least so far. Disappointing performances of reduced order models reinforce the above
statement. In the literature [13–16], common approaches successful on a wide range of
problems, were not able to capture nonlinearities or well reproduce the response. There
is clearly a relation between these low performances and the physical understanding of
the nonlinearities. As a consequence, it can be speculated that the nonlinear behavior
for Joined Wings is really complicated and need to be properly understood.

1.1.2 Contributions of the present study

In the following the main contributions of this work are presented, divided by
thematic areas.

Review A review of past works on Joined Wing is given. After Wolkovitch’s work [10],
no effort was made to have a unique vision about Joined Wings. Moreover, American
and European researches were not completely and in-depth aware of each other, leading
to some independent results that needed to be associated one with the other one. The
present extensive review represents a step toward filling this gap.
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Computational tools In-house aeroelastic code has been developed for carrying out
the analyses. The fundamental modules (structural, aerodynamics, etc) rely on well-
known ad accepted methods (finite and boundary element methods). However, the
particular pursued coupling between aerodynamics and structures, although not theo-
retically novel, is not widely used and has never been shown in detail in previous works.
The merit of this effort is to present in detail some theoretical parts and discuss issues
related to the different formulations.

Structural conceptual work This work shows for the first time snap-buckling phe-
nomena observed on simplified models of Joined Wings when loaded with mechanical
forces. It can be considered as a theoretical effort independently giving insight and com-
pleting an experimental campaign carried out by the Air Force Research Lab (AFRL)
in which effects of nonfollower and follower type of loading were observed.

In this work complete post-critical response is also tracked, and a study on pos-
sible parameters driving the instability is performed, proving valuable indications. In
particular, importance of bending stiffness, bending/torsion coupling and the moment
transferred through the joint is critically analyzed.

Presence of snap-buckling induces, however, issues that may manifest well before
the critical load is reached. In fact, bi-stable regions are inherent, and are a poten-
tial danger for promoting branch-jumping when an appropriate perturbation is applied.
More complicate scenario may arise: a so-called isola (fully detached and close equilib-
rium branch) is found for particular combination of parameters. Such a picture is very
worrying in terms of design perspective, since it implies multi-stable regions that cannot
be easily detected through the common path-tracking continuation methods.

Finally, within this complex bifurcation scenario, the sensitivity to manufactur-
ing defects is enhanced: sudden shifts in behavior may arise from small changes in
parameters.

Static aeroelastic conceptual work Aeroelastic static analysis potentially demon-
strated the same instability phenomena observed above. In the same framework, for the
first time the concept of snap-divergence is formulated, as opposed to the classic defi-
nition of aeroelastic divergence evaluated thorough eigenvalue analysis. Thus, the same
concerns expressed above apply also for the aeroelastic case.

The eigenvalue approach is found to give very unsatisfactory trends, even when
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enhanced by successive linearizations. Good estimates of the real critical speed are given
only after tracking most of the nonlinear response, jeopardizing then the computational
advantages inherent to the eigenvalue approach.

Reliability of mechanical loading as a surrogate of aerodynamic loading is as-
sessed. It is shown that this approach can hide important instabilities: although the
structure may show very similar stiffness (to be intended as load versus deformation ra-
tio), an infinitesimal increase in wind speed may cause a finite variation of aerodynamic
loads, de-facto, an instability.

This part is not a self-standing effort, but should be read as a completion of
some experimental works carried out by the AFRL and collaborators mimicking the
aerodynamic actions with mechanical follower loads.

Dynamic aeroelastic conceptual work Aeroelastic dynamic phenomena are then
observed, using multi-fidelity approaches. As for the previous settings, classic flutter
analysis carried out on initial/undeformed configurations does not provide accurate re-
sults.

Effects of modeling techniques are examined: for some joined-wing layouts results
are strongly sensitive to the modeling of the wake shed by the wing. Traditionally, effects
of neglecting the wake roll-up are considered to be of the second order.

A stability diagram, traced for one particular configuration, shows the rich pic-
ture: multi-stability in static regimes, multi-stability in mixed static/dynamic regimes,
Hopf’s and flip’s bifurcations give an idea of the complexity of the nonlinear behaviour.

Dynamic aeroelasticity: effects induced by freeplay of control surfaces Effect
of freeplay of mobile surfaces are investigated for a typical PrandtlPlane, a civil aviation
realization of the joined-wing (box-wing) concept. Low speed flutter occurrences are
observed that can be dominated with dampers. These instabilities usually involve higher
frequency modes, whereas, the main dynamic instability is observed to preserve in all
cases its mechanism (involving low frequency modes) as in the configuration without any
freeplay.

In some cases freeplay may also increase this main instability speed, providing
possible design indication for passive flutter suppression. On the contrary, in some other
cases, a different violent flutter mechanism is triggered by the freeplay at lower-than-
reference critical speed.
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Dynamic aeroelasticity: free flying analysis Since the first natural frequencies
show relative low values on the above PrandtlPlane configuration, the elastic modes
may theoretically strongly interact with the rigid body motion. Thus, a free-flying flutter
analysis is carried out. Unexpectedly, flutter issues are alleviated by a large extent for
the particular configuration under examination.

Design directions The conceptual work carried out on simplified models predicted
instabilities which were practically observed (although never studied) in literature efforts
on detailed HALE models employing realistic stiffness distributions and also a detailed
structural description (spars, ribs, etc). Thus, all the difficulties and complexities shown
for the models presented in this thesis may have a practical impact on real design of
Joined Wings, at least for the highly flexible cases. Design directions could then be
formulated, as summarized by the following list:

• Stability analysis should not be pursued with linear eigenvalue analysis. In fact,
such an approach can lead to unsafe predictions and costly re-design computations.

• The static analysis should not be stopped when the maximum load is reached. On
the contrary, it should be continued to track the response also in the non-feasible
regions to assess if a snap-instability (with consequent bi-stable region) occurs.

• The operative conditions should be designed to avoid bi-stable regions.

• Even if no snap-instability is observed with path tracking techniques (arc length
methods), there is no guarantee that branch jumping does not occur: a detached
branch (isola) can exist.

• Joined Wings should be approached with a global perspective, and be thought as
a unique whole system. Local actions or modifications may have a strong effect at
large scales.

• Sensitivity to manufacturing defects needs to be carefully assessed.

• Even within the same modeling approach, different approximations and submod-
eling that are demonstrated not to be important (e.g., wake shape for aeroelastic
studies) for traditional configurations, can lead to different results.
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1.2 Layout of the Thesis

The thesis is organized in three main parts. The first part, constituted by Chap-
ters 1 and 2, is preparatory for a in depth understanding of the rest of the work. Chapter 2
gives a literature review of works related to Joined Wings, indirectly highlighting the
areas that need further development and studies.

The second part is constituted by Chapters 3 through 7. It regards all the con-
ceptual work on Joined Wings. In Chapter 3, and for the first time, the snap-instability
is shown to occur for different layouts when mechanical loads are applied. A parametric
study is given in order to assess the influence of macro-geometrical parameters (joint’s
height, sweep angle) or load repartition between the two wings on the instability occur-
rence. Moreover, the nonlinear analysis is compared to the linear eigenvalue approach,
widely used in literature, clearly showing the discrepancies between the two methods.
This is even more evident since not only quantitative predictions but also qualitative
trends may not match.

Chapter 4 presents an attempt to better understand the snap-phenomenon.
Through the employment of different materials (isotropic or composite) effects of bend-
ing and torsion are assessed, with emphasis on the bending-torsion coupling at material
level. In such a framework, the ratio of the bending stiffness of the lower and upper wing
played the main driving instability role. However, torsional stiffness has an important
contribution too, whereas extensional stiffness did not prove to be very relevant. Effects
of moment transmission through the joint are also considered, showing its strong influ-
ence on instability onset. When the coupling is also present at geometrical level (sweep
angles of the wing different than zero) the variety of the response becomes extremely
difficult to be interpreted and predicted.

Chapter 5 introduces mechanical loads of the follower type. With such a loading
condition, partially better resembling aerodynamic loading, the instabilities are exacer-
bated. However, the most relevant results are on the branch-jumping phenomena. In
fact, a snap response is associated to a bi-stable region concept. Thus, a vanishing per-
turbation may lead to a transient and the configuration can settle to an equilibrium state
very far from the initial one. As a consequence, the use of nonlinear tool is suggested
to track also the post-critical response, in order to define these bi-stable regions and
operate outside of them. Finally, cases in which this approach is not enough to avoid
catastrophical consequences are presented: equilibrium states forming a detached (isola)
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from the main branch are born. All these situations are studied from a dynamical system
approach, showing the different bifurcations.

In Chapter 6, the aerodynamic loads are finally introduced. The instability
phenomenon is again observed, and is formally defined and called snap-divergence. A
classic divergence analysis through eigenvalue approach is carried out and compared to
the nonlinear one. This is done for successive linearizations about deformed configura-
tions, showing that the eigenvalue analysis overpredicts the true instability speed even
when updating the “initial” configuration. A very important fact is shown regarding
the instability and lifting capability: these are necessarily not coincident, thus, a true
instability may happen but the configuration may continue to produce lift.

Chapter 7 describes the dynamic aeroelastic phenomena. First, a comparison
between flutter as predicted with linear and linearized analyses and with different levels
of fidelity nonlinear analyses is given. In some cases a large difference in the results is
found, also between alternative nonlinear approaches. For example, it appears that con-
sidering the wake flexible does have a strong impact. Post-flutter response as limit cycle
oscillations (LCOs) are shown and studied, considering the different fidelity approaches.
The motion shows interesting features, as an asynchronous behavior of different areas of
the wing. Finally, a dynamical system perspective is offered. Complex bifurcations take
place. Tri-stable regions are present. Moreover, after a LCO develops, further increasing
the speed, a flip-bifurcation (or period-doubling) is observed.

The third part is constituted by Chapter 8 and regards an application of the aeroe-
lastic framework to a realistic configurations. Differently than the previous cases, the
application is towards a civil aircraft concept featuring joined wings (called PrantlPlane)
designed to operate in the small deformation field. Chapter 8 gives an overview of how
the model is obtained through an optimization process aiming to aeroelastically match a
model provided by a partner University (Università di Pisa). Then, dynamic aeroelastic
instabilities are studied when the model is constrained (not free to rigidly move in the
space). Moreover, an LCO is depicted and a critical discussion of flutter mechanism is
attempted from a structure-fluid exchanged-energy perspective. The rigid-body motions
are finally taken into account, flutter analysis repeated, and differences with the previous
case outlined.

The same chapter studies effects of free-play of mobile surfaces in inducing flutter
phenomena. In some cases the main flutter mechanisms is posticipated at higher speeds
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(suggesting then an approach for a passive flutter suppression), in other cases different
interaction with the rigid surface rotation induces a different mode to become unstable
at lower speed. For almost all cases, high frequency modes become unstable for a re-
duced interval of velocities in the lower range. These situations, however, can be easily
dominated adding some source of damping, e.g., rotational dampers acting on the hinge
line.



Chapter 2

Joined Wings: an Historical
Perspective

A complete and detailed review of all the previous theoretical and experimental
works on Joined Wings would go far beyond the scope of this thesis. On the contrary,
this chapter aims at giving an overview on the major past and current researches, and
providing insight into the difficulties, the open questions and the main achieved results.

2.1 Prandtl’s Best Wing System

It is a controversial task to clearly identify the born of joined-wing concept. If,
on the one hand, the first biplane aircraft showed some sort of connection between the
wings (mainly for structural reasons), on the other hand it is also true that this was
a necessity more than a choice. However, without any doubt, the first documented
and organic examination of joined-wing layout (in particular a box-wing) was given by
Ludwig Prandtl [7]. The German scientist clearly stated that such a configuration was
the one showing the lowest level of induced drag for a given lift and span. He called this
layout performing in optimal condition the Best Wing System (BWS).

Without giving any explanation, he also proposed an approximated formula for
evaluating the optimum induced drag as function of the vertical-to-wing span (h/b)
ratio. Recently a few efforts [17, 18] have studied this topic from a mathematical point
of view. In particular, with arguments about the circulation distribution on the two
wings being a superposition of a constant and an elliptic function, they found that as

12
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the above parameter (h/b) approaches an infinite value, the asymptotic behavior predicts
an optimum induced drag equal to half of the correspondent optimum monoplane (same
wingspan lift). More recent works however, [19, 20], approximating the corner with
an hyper elliptical formula [21], show that in the limit induced drag approaches zero.
Moreover, although the constant plus elliptical distribution is a good approximation for
a wide range of values of h/b, the real distribution is different.

A very relevant point discussed in these last references is the lift repartition
between the two wings. Considering most papers on the topic, the assumption that under
optimal condition the two wings carry the same lift was done, see for example [8, 22].
However, this was first questioned in [23], and then, finally, shown with more rigour in
efforts [19,20].

2.2 The Seventies

Although some wind tunnel investigations were carried out, in early years, it is in
the seventies that research on Joined Wings flourished. Some aerodynamic experimen-
tal activity [24] was investigating Box-Wing plane, under Lockheed suggestions. The
main objectives were to confirm the theoretical advantages, especially after some pre-
vious tests [25] delivered contradictory results. This was, also in recent years, a very
delicate topic: in different experimental but also numerical investigations results were
not encouraging in terms of competitiveness of Joined Wings, because of conceptual er-
rors in the approach (as the ones above, or also [26]) . For example, several wind tunnel
tests were experiencing premature separated flows due to the inadequate design of the
configuration based on methods fined-tuned on classic monoplane layout. In some other
cases, comparisons with biplane (without joints) was attempted simply adding/removing
the lateral joints. Such an approach is a conceptual mistake, since a biplane or a Box
Wing performing under optimal conditions have different circulation distributions (on
the wings), see references [19,20].

In 1974, Miranda took out a patent [27], describing the application of a Box Wing
to military aircraft; he stated that the concepts were general and could be applied to
civil transport aircraft too. As primary advantages lower induced drag and close combat
maneuverability were claimed. It was the first patent featuring a Boxplane, although the
use of multiwings was as old as the field of aircraft. Among others, controllability aspects,
maneuvering with direct force control, reduction of trim drag, reduction of aerodynamic
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interference at transonic operation and wave drag at supersonic ones, exploitation of
compact design, increased structural efficiency (stiffer) and increase of high roll capability
were claimed.

In the same year, Lockheed in collaboration with NASA, conducted the first in-
depth conceptual design of a civil transport aircraft based on box-wing paradigm [8]. A
traditional layout was chosen as reference, and an exhaustive process was carried out
considering all the most important aspects related to aircraft design, e.g., aerodynamics,
flight mechanics, structures, landing gear integration, operative conditions. Unfortu-
nately, for all the different obtained box-wing layouts flutter problems were inherent,
with both a symmetric and antisymmetric low-frequency mode well below the accept-
able speed. The anti-symmetric mode was similar to the classic T-tail flutter, in which
yawing, rolling and lateral translation with the aft wing were associated with lateral
bending and torsion of the vertical stabilizer. For this reason, increase in stiffness of
the vertical tail design were later prospected (for example, as proposed by Frediani with
the PrandtlPlane [28]). The symmetric mode was inherent to the Box Wing: fuselage
pitching about a point near its nose with out-of-phase bending of the wings and vertical
stabilizer, with relative little motions occuring at the wing tips. This mode resembled
a highly modified, flexible, short-period mode. Because of the very low frequency they
could probably be effectively stabilized by an active control system. Further studies
tried to change the configuration in order to overcome flutter problems without signifi-
cant benefits.

In the same decade, Dr. Julian Wolkovitch started investigating a different class
of Joined Wings: the so called diamond-wing layouts, [29]. Contrary to Box Wings the
wings were directly (and not through a small wing) connected, at the tip or inboard.
This configuration was the main considered joined-wing layout for at least the two-three
successive decades.

2.3 The Eighties and Nineties

2.3.1 The Eighties

The eighties were characterized by a very large and extensive effort in studying
the diamond-wing typical layout: the wings were joined either directly on the tip, or at
about 70% of the front wing. Structural optimization studies (pursuing the fully stressed
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paradigm) [30] were suggesting large structural weight reduction when the wing-box was
adequately designed, pursuing a nontraditional layout. It fact, it was noticed that in the
optimal design the material was concentrated as far as possible from the line connecting
the two wing roots. This was a particular consequence of the primary and secondary
bending moment, inherent to joined-wing layouts.

Further investigations on the structural side were carried out in [31–33], where
design space was explored and a preliminary weigh estimation procedure was set up.
Overall, configurations lighter-than-reference one (monoplane) were found. Some other
works focused on the Joint area, e.g. [34, 35].

Wind tunnel campaigns were also set up to investigate more in depth Diamond
Wings potentials [36]. Results were in good agreement with theoretical findings. Some
specific issues, mainly confined to high angle of attack regime were also noticed. Tran-
sonic regime investigations [37] were also carried out. Results were contradictory since
the wind-tunnel model was not stiff enough. This difficulty was noticed also in other
experimental activities, and was a flaw consequence of not pursuing a structural design
enhancing stiffness (for example with an appropriate wing-box layout). On the other
hand, devoting such a level of sophistication in the design of the wind-tunnel model was
not always feasible, and the structural design was often not carefully considered due to
relatively inexperience with the joined-wing configuration.

In the second half of the decade, further wind tunnel assessment studies were
carried out [38]. Results showed very good aerodynamic performance and acceptable
stability and control throughout the flight envelope. Interesting application of vortilons
was pursued, producing a profound improvement in the stall and post-stall regimes
without adversely impacting cruise performances. These last results were part of a
study for a joined-wing flight demonstrator model, as explained in reference [39].

Original applications of the layout were also studied for cruise missiles [40] or
tiltrotor [41].

The review proposed by Wolkovitch [10, 42] represents a milestone for Joined
Wings. Nowadays, the need for such a review encompassing the last decades is strongly
felt. The author is currently working to fill this gap [43].

Regarding box-wing layouts, the amount of research was not as large as the one
for Diamond Wings. Some aerodynamic analyses were presented in reference [44], a
review of past work in [45].
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2.3.2 The Nineties

This decade too was characterized by a preponderance of works on diamond-wings
layout. Aircraft synthesis approaches were pursued, in order to better assess practical
potentials of Joined Wings, instead of separately focusing on one subject (like aerody-
namics, structures, for example). A first step in this direction was shown in reference [46],
followed later by [47, 48], featuring a multidisciplinary optimization. Interesting results
were found. In particular, from a direct operative cost (DOC) perspective, gains were
smaller than expected. However, results were obtained considering the former price of
the fuel. Nowadays, the price of the fuel is higher, and this suggests that DOCs could be
significantly reduced when compared to a reference traditional configuration (increasing
fuel costs enhances the importance of having an aerodynamic efficient configuration).

A further result that needed more investigations concerned the role played by
buckling of the aft wing. In fact, this constraint was found to be active during the
optimization, and represented an important weight penalty.

Some of the above results are controversial considering last efforts and researches.
To mention one, the low speed requirements were met with more powerful engine unit.
In fact, in such conditions, to trim the aircraft, the rear wing was required to produce
a very large downforce. This is evidently a design issue, since, to completely exploit
Joined Wings advantages, trim needs to be achieved having both wings producing lift:
the reduced drag would, contrary with what found, would lead to smaller power units.

2.4 The Noughties and Current Research

In these years, two main research projects can be clearly identified: work led by
US AirForce (USAF) about diamond-wing layout applied to SensorCraft concept, and
research carried out by University of Pisa (Aerospace Engineering Department) on a box-
wing configuration called PrandtlPlane. Other researches were devoted to the concept of
Strut-Braced Wing and Truss-Braced Wing, see references [49,50]. However they won’t
considered in this thesis.

2.4.1 SensorCraft

As consequence of investigations started in the nineties as possible application of
Joined Wings to replace the Navy E-2C Hawkeye, in 2000 the NASA’s Office of AeroSpace
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Technology selected 9 aeronautical concepts in its initial RevCon program. Participants
were: NASA Langley (team leader), NASA Dryden, Boeing Phantom Works, Naval
Air System Command (NAVAIR) and AFRL for the development of joined-wing flight
demonstrator. The effort was a 4-plus-year project with the following three main objec-
tives:

• enable the integration of large radar apertures into smaller aircraft for improved
detection range and resolution;

• reduced drag and weight for improved aircraft speed and endurance;

• reduced system cost.

Notice that, Air Force interest was due to the rapidly growing in surveillance unmanned
air vehicles (UAVs) [51]. In 2001 funding priorities within the participating government
agencies were directed elsewhere. The Navy and Airforce were unable to meet their
shares of the required funding commitment. For a detailed story refer to [11].

Air Force, however, continued to investigate the topic. Some efforts on the general
concept of SensorCraft were discussed in [52], underlining the emerging technologies to
produce unmanned air vehicle configured and optimized to conduct multiple advanced
sensing modalities integrated into an airframe that sustains an enduring theater presence.

One of the difficulties with SensorCraft was the relevance of geometric nonlinear
structures, see [12, 53]. Later works were strongly devoted to this topic [54, 55], see for
example [56] where a stochastic approach was used. In [54,57] an optimization was car-
ried out. In work [58], an integrated design process for generating high-fidelity analytical
configurations and weight estimation of JW concepts was described. Effectiveness of us-
ing control surfaces for lift and roll was determined. The most appropriate placement of
control surface and their effectiveness at end of the mission profile was also discussed.

Reference [59] described the load testing, structural failure, and redesign of the
Air Vehicle Joined Wing Technology Demonstrator, a 7% scaled version of the Sensor-
Craft proposed in reference [60].

With the goal of weight minimization, different Joined Wings were investigated
[61–63] by changing several design variables. The cited papers showed the importance
of vertical offset as far a buckling on the aft wing was concerned. In particular, it was
found that when there was no vertical offset panel buckling, rather than global buckling,
became critical. In [64, 65] dynamic response optimization of a JW was carried out by
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using equivalent static loads, which were made to generate the same displacement field
as the one from dynamic loads at each time-step of dynamic analysis. Gust loads were
also included.

Several efforts were focusing on aeroelastic scaling of Joined Wings. Refer-
ence [66] presented a scaling technique aimed to reproduce the aeroelastic equations
of motion of a full scale aircraft by adopting a wind tunnel model. The scaled model
matched flight Mach numbers and reduced natural frequencies. The research achieved
a matching of the scaled natural frequencies and flutter speed and the ground vibration
test was in excellent correlation. The paper [67] presented design plans for a low cost
aeroelastically scaled flight test concept. Reference [68] reported additional studies to-
wards the achievements of experimental characterization of aeroelastic nonlinearities in
flight. Primary subjects of the research were ground tests, instrumentation and flight
testing of 1/9th geometrically scaled model but with rigid wings (the flexible aeroelasti-
cally tailored wings were planned to be adopted in subsequent studies). The challenge
of nonlinear aeroelastic scaling of a Joined-Wing SensorCraft was further addressed in
reference [69]. Past studies from the same research group showed the difficulties in hav-
ing a satisfactory nonlinear response when the nonlinearities were not included in the
scaling procedure or when the matching involved only the buckling mode and eigenvalue
(in addition to the vibration modes). Thus, reference [69] considered trim-like loads
and matched the nonlinear static deflections. Reference [70] focused on a methodology
to scale the linear aeroelastic response (flutter) of the full scale model. Six vibration
modes were matched. In some modes an extraneous rigid pitch rotation was visible.
The results provided good agreement for the flutter speed but the actual involved modes
were incorrect. Moreover, damping did not match. Reference [71] continued a multi-
institution effort aimed towards the creation of an aeroelastically scaled RPV with the
final goal of experimentally demonstrating the nonlinear response of a Joined-Wing Sen-
sorCraft [68, 72–74]. The goal was to investigate if the existing forward wing could be
reused with an aeroelastically tuned aft wing to demonstrate the geometric nonlinear-
ities. The finite element analysis showed that the aft wing, required to support the
existing forward wing, would need to be overly stiff, making the corresponding nonlinear
response too small to be measured in flight. New algorithms designed to overcome the
difficulties when the nonlinear aeroelastic scaling was pursued were discussed in refer-
ences [75, 76]. Linear and nonlinear static responses were matched with the satisfaction
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of modal frequency constraints. The computational cost was reduced by adopting the
equivalent static loads, previously studied by the same research group.

In references [77, 78] the issue of gust-load analysis in the framework of design
and certification of novel-configurations was addressed.

In [79, 80] the longitudinal control (pitch) of a SensorCraft model was achieved
by using aft wing twist. In particular, wind tunnel tests were conducted to assess the
effectiveness of this technique to achieve the pitch control.

References [81, 82] presented an experimental set up for Joined Wings. The
model was designed so that the wing experienced nonlinearity without material failure.
Main contribution was the publication of experimental data for comparison of analytical
models. The applied forces were not of a follower type. Reference [83] conducted an
experimental study and a joined-wing model was subjected to both conservative and
follower forces. The obtained displacements were then compared.

Following the contract FA8650-05-C-3500 granted by AFRL, called Aerodynamic
Efficiency Improvements (AEI), collaborative efforts between AFRL, NASA, Boeing,
Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman were performed. In reference [84] transonic cruise
design and optimization were investigated with the constraints required for antenna
thickness and fixed planform. In paper [85] the activities carried out to mature the
structural design of JWs were reviewed. Of particular interest was the description of the
aeroservoelastic wind tunnel test campaign emphasizing the challenges represented by
the statically unstable vehicle with low frequency structural modes. A fullspan model,
with 13 active control surfaces was built. A particular support system was to be designed
to appropriately simulate the free-flying condition (in pitch and plunge). The practical
realization of the model was very complicated and full of novel solutions. According
to [86] in phase1 aerodynamic optimization and structural sizing verified the potentials
of meeting required performances, and found that the airframe structural design was
mainly driven by gust loads: actively reducing these loads would have led to a 20%
weight savings.

Phase2 was driven by experimental investigations about the active gust load alle-
viation performing an aeroservoelastic wind tunnel test by NASA Langley facilities with
the aim of demonstrating controlled flight of the flexible model at CG positions ranging
from +5% to −10% static margin, a 50% reduction in significant airframe gust loads at
fundamental airframe symmetric mode frequency through the gust load alleviation and
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validate the flexible aircraft design process. A completely redesigned support allowing a
complete freedom of motion in pitch and plunge was then pursued. It proved to be very
involving (for details see [87]). Relevant was the contribution of Millenium Dynamics
Corporation. The article [88] described systems, software and procedures developed to
perform experimental tests on a full-span aeroelastically scaled JWs. Details about the
practical design of the model were offered in [89]. They were mainly carried out by
NextGen Aeronautics company. Overall, during this AEI program a very large amount
of numerical and experimental work was conducted.

2.4.2 PrandtlPlane

Several US/EU (and also German and Italian) patents [28,90–92] were taken out
by Aldo Frediani in the last years of the nineties and first decade of the 21th century. The
concept was recalling the Best Wing System introduced by Prandtl in [7] and already
studied in the seventies. However, Frediani was strongly focusing on the aerodynamic
advantages trying first an application to a large dimension aircraft (MTOW larger than
400000 Kg). The novelty in respect of previous work was also in the the different level
of integration: a design to pursue the potential advantages needed to be different also
in the fuselage layout (both inside, with a multideck arrangement, and outside, with a
more enlarged horizontally solution). Later he extended the concept to a wide range of
aircraft, from very large to very light machines. A double fin-rear wing connection was
favoured in order both to not deteriorate the aerodynamics in that region (which could
have led to flight mechanic instabilities) and also to dominate aeroelastic problems. The
configuration was called PrandtlPlane in honour of the German aerodynamicist. Work
conducted by him (at department Aerospace Engineering Department of University of
Pisa) and partner universities about the PrandtlPlane are summarized in the following.

Work [9] represents a milestone as a general paper on the PrandtlPlane config-
uration, summarizing the motivations for such an architecture, its possible applications
and the experience gained in more than a decade of studies on the topic. The need for a
more sustainable aviation, enhanced by the expected increase in air traffic, is the driving
reason for interest towards innovative aircraft. Documents as Vision2020 and Vision2050
(see [93]) set very ambitious goals concerning quality and affordability, safety, environ-
ment, efficiency and security of air transport system. In particular, cut of 30% of Direct
Operative Costs (DOCs) while increasing safety level (with an expected increase in air
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traffic), consistent reduction (larger than 50%) of noxious emissions and perceived ex-
ternal noise were indicated as objectives (defined in [93] as Sustainable Growth concept).
An in depth analysis of the challenges related to the above documents are summarized
in [94].

Observing the history of aviation, in the second part of the 20th century it
has been registered a decrease of costs of a three factor. One approach to reduced the
operative costs is to increase size or capacity, strategy that has culminated with the A380
(capable of hosting 700-800 passengers), whose dimensions almost reach the maximum
allowable 80 m x 80 m value, constraint of compatibility with airports’ infrastructures.

Improvements in aerodynamics seem to be then the most impacting for fuel
efficiency increase, pollution and noise emissions reduction. Overall drag is dominated by
friction and induced drag. Whereas studies on reducing the first source (boundary layer
ingestion, turbulent flow control, etc) can approximately apply to every configuration,
the induced drag is specifically related to the lift distribution. Its share (generally in the
in 40−45%) can arrive to 80−90% of the total drag during take-off. However, on current
configurations the induced drag is so optimized, that significant gains are probably not
possible without a “revolutionaty” layout.

Here is where PrandtlPlane concept comes into play: exploiting the BWS con-
cept, consistent reductions of induced drag are then theoretically possible. However,
possible advantages are not limited to aerodynamics, as it will be clear in the following.

PrandtlPlane concept has been studied for a wide variety of applications. Some
of them will be briefly outlined in the following.

Very/Ultra Large Aircraft Considering the infrastructural constraint on maximum
dimensions, and the need to cut down direct operative costs increasing aircraft capacity,
PrandtlPlane concept was originally thought for very large aircraft [90]. In efforts [95–97]
results of a two year project (2000-2001) co-financed by the Italian Ministry of University
were summarized. The joint team was led by the aerospace engineering department of
University of Pisa, and composed by aerospace engineering departments of University of
Roma La Sapienza, Technical University of Torino, Technical University of Milano and
department of mechanical engineering and automation of University of Roma Tre.

The project successfully set up tools and methods for the design and the multi-
disciplinary optimization of the PrandtlPlane configuration and, in parallel, developed
the aerodynamic design of a very large PrantlPlane aicraft.
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An extreme example of a PrandtlPlane concept applied to large configuration
was presented in [9], for an over 1000 seats aircraft. Such a concept well highlighted the
advantages of PrandtlPlane concept in respect of the traditional layout. Fuselage layout
and structural analysis were carried out in [98], showing potential significant reductions
of empty structural weight per passenger.

Very Large Freighter PrandtlPlane concept was applied to Freighter configurations
in [99,100]. More in detail, decreasing the operative Mach number made favourable the
use of large open rotor, with milder impact on flight speed if also the cruise altitude
was decreased. PrandtlPlane architecture was particularly well suited to integrate such
efficient propulsion system, favouring, the economical competitiveness of airfreight. The
horizontally elongated fuselage offered also noteworthy prospective advantages in terms
of storage capability and structural efficiency of the design.

Ultralight Aircraft Motivations for adopting PrandtlPlane layout for Light Sport
Aircraft (LSA) and Ultra Light Machine (ULM) categories were elaborated in [9,94]. In
particular, it was noticed how the majority of accidents for these aircraft were mainly
consequences of human errors. Thirty percent of these events were related to stall, and
became fatal for the fire provoked by contact of fuel and hot components (engines). The
PrandtlPlane configuration offered ad-hoc solutions to increase safety in this regard.

Design featured a layout with a lower front wing and an higher rear wing con-
nected with a single vertical fin, and was discussed in [101]. A scaled model was realized,
enabling wind tunnel and also flight tests to be carried out, see [95,101]. Also a full scale
prototype was built, but never operated.

Positions of engines and propellers were accurately chosen (different options were
possible) and passenger cabin was separated from engine and fuel tank by an anti-fire
protection (for the above safety reasons). In particular, fuel tank was located close to
the center of gravity, inside the fuselage in a protected position, to alleviate inertial (and
thus margin of stability) variations. To counteract the likelihood of impacts close to the
runaway (a large number of accidents were correlated with a lack of visibility) engines
were positioning behind the cabin, enhancing visibility.

Pitch control was achieved by two control surfaces (elevators) in the inner part
of the two wings working in opposition of phase, so to exploit the pure pitch control.
Both wings also mounted flaps, whereas ailerons were just located on the rear wing. An
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interesting point, as stated in [101], was that differently than a traditional configuration
where flaps produce a large pitch down moment to be counteracted by a negative force
of the tail, in the PrandtlPlane the design pursued positive lift on both wings.

The design strongly relied on an optimization tool described in [102, 103]. How-
ever, parallel strategies were also pursued in [104,105]. The high-speed regime sizing was
characterized by trim and stability constraints, in a process that led to successive mod-
ifications of the aerodynamic surfaces and structural inertial properties. Aerodynamic
evaluations were carried out by means of a Vortex-lattice method (VLM), results were
corrected with some CFD runs and procedures suggested by the experience gained in the
process. As far as low speed conditions were concerned, pure pitch control was pursued
(taking into account command saturation), whereas for stall verification a procedure
studied in [106] (for a mid-range commercial civil concept) was adopted.

Stall quality represented also one of the most interesting properties of the con-
figuration: wind tunnel testing [95] showed a very flat stall and post stall curve, with
great benefits on safety. As final note, the typical high pitch damping increased the flight
comfort especially in turbulence presence. Short period eigenvalues were both negative
and larger than one, indicating an overdamped response (no oscillatory behaviour).

A one-to-five scaled model of the optimized design was manufactured and flight
tests were carried out. All the main features inherent to PrandtlPlane configurations
were demonstrated (high pitch damping and stability, difficulty in reaching stall, good
lateral stability). Moreover, the flight confirmed all the theoretical calculations and
mathematical models. The same model was also presented at the Aerodays2006 exhibi-
tion in Vienna.

Medium Size Civil Transport PrandtlPlane Aircraft Efforts [94, 107] based in
part on work [108] were first showing an application of the PrandtlPlane concept in the
medium size class (200-300 passengers), with a layout featuring a 47 m wingspan and
46 m length. Other than early/conceptual analyses, successive studies pursued a more
detailed and in-depth design. Thorough investigations and solutions of the innovative
fuselages were proposed in [108–111], with possible weight estimations based on analytical
arguments, and not on statistical data (which, considering the novel layout, could not be
reliable). After different options were examined, the chosen fuselage layout had reduced
vertical dimensions, promoting a reduction in weight and wetted surfaces, combined
with a better load and comfort indices. Thanks to the continuous cargo deck (lower
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wing under the cargo deck) a very efficient loading/unloading operation could be set up.
High-lift design method was studied and applied in [106], suggesting that common

low-speed architecture systems (flaps and slats) were adequate. In particular, pursuing
a BWS-like optimum lift distribution, a plain flap and single Fowler were preliminary
found to be sufficient.

Structural design was tackled with a multilevel multi disciplinary optimization
process, taking into account also aeroelastic constraints [5, 112] in collaborative efforts
with Politecnico di Milano. Lifting system-to-total weight ratio was within typical tradi-
tional configuration values, if an appropriate design was pursued (asymmetric wing box
concept). Use of a full composite wing solution was studied in [113].

Since flutter was found to give most of the penalty in terms of weight, a detailed
study was dedicated to this topic in [114,115].

Flight mechanics and dynamics, control architecture and engine integration were
tackled in collaborative efforts with Delft University of Technology, in [6,116,117]. Most
of these studies gave very important indications, suggesting that prospective advantages
could be practically carry over into real design.

Liquid Hydrogen Propelled Aircraft Driven by the prospective increase of the
already high level of pollution and CO2 emissions due to the rise in transport aviation
numbers, efforts [9, 118] studied an environmental-friendly liquid hydrogen propelled
PrandtlPlane concept. The fuel was stored in tanks placed at the tip of the front wing
for keeping it far from the passengers and also to improve flutter qualities. In fact,
previous aeroelastic analyses showed positive effects of placing an inertial element in
such a location, see [114].

UAV As described in reference [9], an application of the PrandtlPlane concept was
pursued for an UAV, with enhancement in range, maneuverability, installation and per-
formances of sensors and observation devices (thanks to the high aerodynamic damping).
In the studied case, the model had a VTOL capability: the vertical take-off propul-
sion system (ducted fans or one helicopter-like rotor) was perfectly integrated in the
PrandtlPlane layout, maintaining a position close to the center of gravity .

IDINTOS - Amphibious Aircraft IDINTOS (in Italian, acronyms of Tuscan Inno-
vative Seaplane) is a project in which an amphibious seaplane featuring a PrandtlPlane
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layout was designed and manufactured. References [119–122] describe the different
phases of the design. The early stages were characterized by the same preliminary tools
fine tuned in more than a decade of experience on the topic. However, later, extensive
use of CFD for low speed operations (from ground or water) was done, and experimental
investigations (wind and water tunnel) were carried out.

Recently, a prototype has been officially presented, and a flight test campaign on
a scaled one-to-four model is underway.
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Conceptual Analysis
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Chapter 3

Post-critical Analysis of
PrandtlPlane Joined-Wing
Configurations

This chapter is a reproduction of the following paper:
Postcritical Analysis of PrandtlPlane Joined-Wing Configurations, AIAA Journal, Vol.
51, No. 1, 2013.

3.1 Introduction

Structural design of Joined Wings (JW),[5, 6, 8–10,60,82,103,114,123–130] Strut-
Braced Wings (SBW) [131, 132], and Truss-Braced Wings (TBW) [133] presents

significant difficulties due to the highly nonlinear geometric effects typical of these con-
figurations. Strong in-plane forces determine important structural nonlinearity [126,134]
which must be properly accounted for since the early stages of design. Low fidelity linear
analyses are not sufficiently accurate and could not be used even for a preliminary es-
timation of the main configuration parameters [11]. Realistic optimization analysis [60]
must take into account buckling phenomena, which could be of particular significance in
typical joined-wing configurations. However, as it will be shown in this work, an eigen-
value analysis about undeformed state (trivial steady state) of JW is not acceptable for
a proper simulation of the critical and post-critical conditions.
An accurate structural post-buckling analysis of Joined Wings has never been attempted

27
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before and this paper will address this topic. It is true that actual Sensorcrafts and other
Joined Wings will be designed to avoid static and dynamic aeroelastic instabilities, but
the understanding of the leading mechanisms of these phenomena is crucial for an ap-
propriate and safe design. The high degree of nonlinearity typical of these configurations
makes the use of reduced order models extremely difficult [13] and not sufficiently ac-
curate for this task. Only a full-order and detailed nonlinear analysis should be used
to avoid large errors in the prediction of the static and dynamic aeroelastic responses.
With the goal of a full and accurate geometrically nonlinear investigation of PrandtlPlane
Joined Wings in mind, in the present paper and for the first time, the static full-order
nonlinear post-critical response is studied for different configurations. The present effort
adopts a nonlinear finite element code based on the theoretical work presented in Ref-
erences [135] and [136] and the results are validated with leading commercial software.
To overcome limit points and accurately predict the post-buckling response (including
snap-through phenomena) a continuation technique called arc length has been imple-
mented [137–139] with the possibility of automatic switching between different arc length
formulations to facilitate the numerical convergence of the most challenging joined-wing
configurations.

It should be noted that the occurrence of this kind of instability is for most of
the applications not acceptable, and thus, it is usually considered as a failure condition
for the structure.

Comparison between the nonlinear and the linear buckling analysis results is pre-
sented. It is demonstrated that linear buckling analysis is not an accurate prediction
of the true limit point. This has important practical implications and consequences in
the multi-disciplinary optimization: the buckling constraint for the wings should appro-
priately be considered to avoid unnecessary weight penalty or, even worse, an unsafe
design.

The study is carried out on one main JW layout, called Box Wing [27] or
PrandtlPlane [28, 91, 92]. Effects of macro geometrical parameters are taken into ac-
count, in order to understand which modification could be detrimental or beneficial for
the onset of structural instabilities. Different partitions of forces between the two wings
are also considered, in order to asses which load condition is more demanding. This
could be particularly interesting considering that for a typical box-wing configuration,
the induced drag does not change when a constant lift distribution is added to an ex-
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isting one [23].Thus, the desired lift partition can be obtained without penalty on the
induced drag, and could be actually fine tuned for better trim, stability and structural
performances. [8, 102] However, an accurate nonlinear structural analysis is required to
fully understand all the possible implications from a structural stability point of view.
This paper will focus on this important aspect of the JW design.

3.1.1 Contributions of the Present Study

Thorough post-critical analyses of Joined Wing have not been presented in pre-
vious studies. Common practice in the conceptual design phase of cantilevered classic
airplanes is to rely on low fidelity tools to size the structures and have a first educated
guess estimation. For example, to assess a buckling load a linear eigenvalue analysis
may be adequately precise. However, for the JW this approach cannot be successfully
pursued [11].

The strong nonlinear behavior of the inherently overconstrained system gives rise
in practice to a complete different scenario from the linear one. The progressive soften-
ing or stiffening cannot be predicted by linear investigations. Under certain conditions
snap phenomena could be observed. In this case when the critical load is reached, the
structure’s configuration is no longer able to carry any increment in load, being this
possible only in a configuration which is not continuously adjacent to the critical one.
Thus, what practically occurs is a dynamic snap through to the new configuration which
is able to carry the load more efficiently. This new configuration is usually stiffer.

Tracking the unstable branch of the response shows how the structure progres-
sively deforms and how its stiffness changes.

The analyses presented in this work are performed for different geometrical con-
figurations and for different load conditions. The physical mechanism leading to the
instability conditions is investigated with particular emphasis on the geometric sensitiv-
ity to get useful insights and avoid the buckling.

Studying the structural response for different loading scenarios provides an im-
portant indication of the different possible cruise conditions and, for some architecture of
the control surfaces [6], these forces could resemble also maneuvering loads. Therefore,
significant indications on which is the most critical (sizing) load condition during cruise
(for onset of buckling) could be drawn.
This work will answer the following questions:
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• When the joint’s height is changed what happens to the buckling load? Is it
increased or reduced? It will be shown that a counter-intuitive phenomenon is
observed.

• What happens when the sweep angle is changed? How sensitive is the nonlinear-
buckling load to this parameter?

• How is the nonlinear response of the PrandlPlane Joined Wing for applied loads in
the range of interest? Does it always follow a softening, unstable branch, stiffening
type of path or this changes case by case? It is desirable to have a nonlinear load-
curve path which presents an immediate stiffnening effect rather than a softening
phenomenon followed by an unstable branch and a consequent snap-through type
of instability.

• How reliable is the linear buckling analysis? Is it conservative with respect to the
true nonlinear computations? Does it predict the correct sensitivity of the buckling
load with respect to design parameters like the joint’s size?

The paper first presents the theoretical background on the structural analysis (Newton-
Raphson and arc length techniques). Then the nonlinear buckling analysis of several
PrandtlPlane Joined Wings will try to answer the questions presented above.

Figure 3.1: Possible wind-tunnel-type model of a PrantlPlane. Baseline configuration.
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3.2 Nonlinear Structural Model: Updated Lagrangian For-
mulation

3.2.1 Newton-Raphson Procedure

In this work the wing is loaded with conservative loads indicated with P ext.
The Newton-Raphson solution procedure is now described.First, an increment of exter-
nal nodal loads can be defined. The applied loads (of the non-follower force type) is
calculated by using the following expression:

P step µ
str = Λ · P ext (3.1)

where the dimensionless parameter Λ indicates the applied fraction of the external loads
(if this parameter is equal to 1 it means that all load P ext has been applied to the
structure). µ indicates the load step and n indicates the iteration in a determined load
step. The number of iterations required to reach the convergence is in general different
if a different load step is analyzed. The internal forces F step µ iter n

int are known from the
previous iteration (if the very first iteration of the first load step is considered, there are
no internal forces because the structure is initially assumed to be stress-free). So the
unbalanced loads P step µ iter n

unb can be calculated:

P step µ iter n
unb = P step µ

str − F step µ iter n
int (3.2)

The structural tangent matrix K step µ iter n
T is calculated by adding the elastic stiffness

matrix K step µ iter n
E (calculated considering the coordinates at the beginning of the nth

iteration) and the geometric stiffness matrix K step µ iter n
G . In practice it is convenient to

perform this operation at element level and then assemble the resulting matrix:

K step µ iter n
T = K step µ iter n

E + K step µ iter n
G (3.3)

The structural tangent matrix is updated at each iteration of the procedure.
The term iteration used here refers to the repetitive refinement of a nonlinear solution
for an incremental load step.
In the standard Newton-Raphson procedure the following linear system is solved and the
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displacement vector ustep µ iter n can be found:

K step µ iter n
T · ustep µ iter n = P step µ iter n

unb (3.4)

Node location coordinates are updated for the next iteration (Updated Lagrangian For-
mulation):

xstep µ iter (n+1) = xstep µ iter n + ustep µ iter n
d (3.5)

where ustep µ iter n
d is the vector which contains only the translational degrees of free-

dom, and it is obtained from the vector of displacements ustep µ iter n by eliminating the
rows corresponding to the rotations. If the last iteration of the load step µ has been
performed, then the left hand side of the previous equation is xstep (µ+1) iter 1 instead of
xstep µ iter (n+1).
Rigid body motion is eliminated from elements according to the Levy-Gal’s [136] proce-
dure and the pure elastic rotations and strains are found. Using these quantities the in-
ternal forces are updated for the next iteration and, therefore, the vector F

step µ iter (n+1)
int

is created (in the case in which the last iteration of load step µ has been performed the
term F

step µ iter (n+1)
int has to be replaced by F

step (µ+1) iter 1
int ).

The cumulative displacement vector is updated next:

U step µ iter (n+1) = U step µ iter n + ustep µ iter n (3.6)

The procedure is repeated until a desired convergence tolerance is reached.

3.2.2 Post-Critical Analysis and Arc Length Methods

In the standard Newton-Raphson method the linear equation 3.4 is solved at
each iteration of a generic load step. However, in some cases the convergence can be
difficult due to the vicinity of critical [139, 140] points. This problem can be overcome
with the well known technique of arc length methods which are briefly explained below
with a unified notation consistent with the present work.

Differently from the Newton-Raphson case, now the increment of the applied
load is not directly set, but it is an unknown. The problem is then closed by adding
a constraint equation on the displacement and (eventually) applied load fraction too.
For example, according to Crisfield’s method [138], the new converged status is sought
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on the (hyper)sphere surface centered on the previous converged status and having a
predefined (hyper)radius, where the dimensions of the space here considered are just the
displacement of each degree of freedom and the load fraction. As said, the parameter Λ is
generally varying for each iteration and load step (thus now the superscript step µ iter n

is used in the definition of Λ):

P step µ iter n
str = Λstep µ iter n · P ext (3.7)

The linear system that needs to be solved at each iteration n to find the incremental
displacement vector ustep µ iter n is the following:

K step µ iter n
T · ustep µ iter n = P

step µ iter (n+1)
str − F step µ iter n

int (3.8)

P
step µ iter (n+1)
str could be expressed using equation 3.7 written for load step µ and itera-

tion n + 1:
P

step µ iter (n+1)
str = Λstep µ iter (n+1) · P ext (3.9)

Substituting equation 3.9 into equation 3.8:

K step µ iter n
T · ustep µ iter n = Λstep µ iter (n+1) · P ext − F step µ iter n

int (3.10)

The counterpart of equation 3.2 is now:

P step µ iter n
unb = P step µ iter n

str − F step µ iter n
int ⇒ F step µ iter n

int = P step µ iter n
str − P step µ iter n

unb

(3.11)
P step µ iter n

str in equation 3.11 can be expressed as shown in equation 3.7. This means that
equation 3.11 can be simplified as follows:

F step µ iter n
int = Λstep µ iter n · P ext − P step µ iter n

unb (3.12)

which substituted into equation 3.10 leads to

K step µ iter n
T · ustep µ iter n = (Λstep µ iter (n+1) − Λstep µ iter n)︸ ︷︷ ︸

λstep µ iter n

P ext + P step µ iter n
unb (3.13)

The unknowns are both the displacement u and the applied load increment λ for the
iteration n at the load step µ. Application of Crisfield’s cylindrical arc length method
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[139] leads to the following constraint:

∥ustep µ iter n + U step µ iter n −U step µ iter 1∥2 = ∆l2 (3.14)

where ∆l has been previously fixed. Equations 3.13 and 3.14 give raise to a second
order algebraic equation which contains the term λstep µ iter n. Different closing constraint
equations could be employed, leading to different arc length methods, as for example the
Riks-Wempner or Ramm’s method [137, 139, 141, 142]. The present computational tool
gives the possibility to switch between one of these arc length methods. This proves to
be very useful, especially when convergence is troublesome or one of the methods fails,
as could for example happen with Crisfield’s algorithm when equation 3.14 does not have
real roots.

The formal procedure as for the Newton-Raphson case is employed for structural
tangent matrix assembling and rigid body elimination.

3.3 Post-Critical Analysis

3.3.1 Baseline Configuration

The Box-Wing or PrandtlPlane [8,9] presented in Figure 3.1 is the baseline con-
figuration adopted in this work. The joint is located at the tip of the wings. The lower
wing is swept-back, whereas the upper one is swept-forward. The sweep angles are ex-
actly opposite, and the value is 11.3◦. Both the two wings are untapered and present no
dihedral angle.

The applied load is a constant conservative non-aerodynamic vertical pressure
(direction +z) acting on the wings’ surfaces (the joint is unloaded). The value of this
pressure is equal to pz = 0.55125[ Kg

mms2 ] and corresponds to a dynamic pressure relative
to a speed of V∞ = 30 [m/s].

For all considered configurations a realistic failure criteria could been imple-
mented with the present nonlinear capability and is a plan for future work. Investigation
on the maximum stress level in the structure showed that the structure can withstand
the applied load without structural failure. The details of this analysis are outside the
scope of this paper and for the sake of brevity are omitted.

In a PrandtlPlane Joined Wing the total aerodynamic load can be freely re-
distributed between the upper and lower wings without penalty on the induced drag.
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However, this repartition affects other important aspects which cannot be excluded in
the design of these configurations. Aeroelastic performance and stability are two possible
examples.

Holding constant the value of total load determined by the aforementioned pres-
sure, it is possible to set different values of the pressures acting on the upper or lower
wing in order to simulate different load partitions and investigate their consequences on
buckling response, as showed in Section 3.6.

Starting from the baseline’s layout a whole family of configurations could be
obtained varying some geometrical parameters as the joint’s height or the sweep angles.
Studies about the effects of these geometrical parameters on the static response of the
structure are carried out in Sections 3.4 and 3.5.

It can be shown [7, 8, 10, 94] that the PrandtlPlane configuration presents sev-
eral aerodynamic benefits with respect to the classical cantilevered wing configurations
with the same wing span and total lift. Moreover, this innovative airplane design could
be highly beneficial in other areas such as structures, flight mechanics, and engine
integration.[8–10,94]

3.3.2 Post-buckling Response of the Baseline Configuration
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Figure 3.2: Load parameter Λ vs vertical displacement Uz for lower wing tip point P1.
Baseline configuration, front and rear wing carrying the same load.
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Figure 3.3: Load parameter Λ vs vertical displacement Uz for upper wing midspan
point P2. Baseline configuration, front and rear wing carrying the same load.

The load-displacement responses for point P1 ≡ [a + f, 10a, 0], at the tip of the
lower wing, and point P2 ≡ [3/2a + (d + f) /2, 5a, e], at the midspan of the upper wing
(see Figure 3.1 for the graphical location of these two points) are presented in Figures
3.2 and 3.3 respectively. The dimensionless parameter Λ represents the fraction of the
current load level to the external applied load.

From these figures it can be seen that state B corresponds to a load parameter
Λ equal to 0.47. Therefore, it can be inferred that applying roughly 47% of the total
load, the structure experiences an instability (state B). The shapes of the structure at
different positions in the load-displacement curves (see the indicated states A, B, C and
D in Figures 3.2 and 3.3) are also presented.

It is not straightforward to track the evolution of deformations identifying charac-
teristic shapes. However, it could be observed that the joint’s rigid rotation continuously
increases following the path. This does not necessarily correspond to an increase in the
load. For example, in the portion of path delimited by states B and C although the
rotation is continuously increasing, the structure is decreasing the ability of carrying
load. For this reason, there exist distinct deformation shapes as the ones at states A and
C, as well as those at states B and D, corresponding to the same applied load levels.
This analysis is supported by Figure 3.4, where the parameter Θx = yL−yU

zU −zL
is taken as
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an index of the rotation of the joint along the x axis and its evolution is plotted versus
the load level. The subscripts U and L refer to the downstream points on the tip of the
upper and lower wing. What practically happens when the load is applied, is that after
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Figure 3.4: The parameter Θx, index of the rigid rotation of the joint along x axis, is
plotted against the load parameter Λ for the baseline configuration.

the limit point B has been reached, a snap to state D occurs. The configuration at the
limit point B is not able to carry any more load (descending branch), being this instead
accomplished by configuration at state D. The fact that the two corresponding configu-
rations are not continuously adjacent to each other creates the dynamic instability called
snap.

Although the dynamic nature of the instability requires a dynamic analysis in
order to properly simulate the response, the snap phenomenon could be hardly accepted
in the aeronautical field, and thus, the critical load could be identified with the buckling
load (state B, see Figure 3.2). As it could be inferred from both the Figures 3.2 and
3.3, there is an excellent agreement between the present capability and the commercial
software NASTRAN. For this and next analyzed cases NASTRAN has been used on
mesh employing CTRIA 3 elements.

The linear buckling analysis (eigenvalue approach) has been carried out with
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Figure 3.5: Comparison between the buckling loads assessed with the linear and non-
linear analyses, and relative mode shapes at buckling.

NASTRAN. The CPU time required for this simulation is in the order of one hundredth
of the CPU time required for the nonlinear analysis. However, the buckling load is
overpredicted of about 30%, as is depicted in Figure 3.5. Thus, although the linear
simulation is computationally inexpensive, it proves to be unreliable for this particular
case.

It can also be observed that there is a significant difference between the mode
shapes at the respective buckling points (see Figure 3.5). This is a clear indication of
the different physics caught by the two analyses.

3.4 Effects of Joint’s Height to Post-buckling Behavior

It is well known that increasing the distance between the wings enhances the
aerodynamic performances of PrandtlPlane Joined Wing configurations in terms of in-
duced drag reduction. This has been demonstrated by Prandtl in his original work [7]
which represents a milestone for the aerodynamic analysis of box wings, and has been
verified in Reference [18].

Driven by these facts, the baseline configuration (Figure 3.1) is modified by
changing the joint’s height and rigidly translating one of the two wings along the z coor-
dinate. The the new obtained configuration does not present a dihedral angle. Referring
to the geometric parameters depicted in (Figure 3.1), b and e are varied by the same
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amount.

Figure 3.6: Family of configurations obtained varying the joint’s height b and main-
taining e = b (no dihedral angle is present).

The family of configurations obtained by modifying the parameters in the afore-
mentioned way is sketched in Figure 3.6. It could be recognized that starting from
the baseline configuration, a layout with shorter joint, called Joint 1 configuration, and
two layouts with longer joints, Joint 2 and Joint 3 configurations, are taken into con-
sideration. The loads and the remaining geometric parameters remain unchanged to
the corresponding values adopted for the baseline configuration case. The post-critical
behavior of each of these configurations is then studied.

3.4.1 Joint 1 Configuration

In this first case, the height of the joint has been set to be 2
5a, corresponding

to a value of 20 mm. Thus, due to the small joint’s height to wing span ratio this
configuration carries negligible advantages in terms of induced drag as compared to the
classical cantilevered wing with same span and producing the same total lift.[7]

As done for the baseline configuration, post-critical response has been traced for
this case. The load parameter Λ versus the displacement response Uz is traced for the
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two locations, P1 at the tip of the front wing (see Figure 3.7), and P2 located at the
midspan of the rear wing (see Figure 3.8).

It can be inferred that a similar buckling phenomenon occurs as in the baseline
case. The configuration corresponding to state A is the critical one snapping to configu-
ration corresponding to state B. The differences between these two deformation shapes
could be properly understood observing the significant increment in the joint’s rotation.

In term of convenience of this layout from a structural point of view, it should
be observed that buckling occurs at much lower load level, Figure 3.7. This may appear
counter intuitive, since the reduction of the joint’s height could erroneously be assumed
to provide a stiffer structural design. However, a more thorough analysis shows that the
joint is responsible of complex transferring of internal forces on the two wings, and this
may lead to an equilibrium configuration in which the system does not react optimally
to the loads, see for example [130].

The linear and nonlinear analyses show significant differences (see Figure 3.9). As
for the Baseline configuration, the linear buckling analysis overpredicts the critical load.
However, this overprediction is more pronounced. Examinations of the mode shapes (see
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Figure 3.9) reveals that the linear analysis could not capture the proper physics of the
problem.

The analysis discussed here showed that the Joint 1 configuration, which presents
a smaller joint, has a significant lower buckling load (besides the induced drag penalty
not considered in this analysis).

3.4.2 Joint 2 Configuration

In this configuration (see Figure 3.6), the joint is higher than the one in the
Baseline configuration, being b = 6

5a, or b = 60 mm. This layout is more performing
in terms of aerodynamic induced drag. On the structural side, the responses for the
same points P1, on the tip of the lower wing, and P2, on the midspan of the upper
wing, are depicted in Figure 3.10 and 3.11 in terms of vertical displacement against load
level. As it can be noticed, the behavior for Joint 2 follows qualitatively the previous
test cases quite closely. This could be supported by means of the shape of the deformed
configurations shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11 (states A, B, C, and D). However, the
buckling load, state B, is now occurring at approximately 85% of the nominal load, a
consistent increase in respect of the ones found for configurations with shorter joint.
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figurations.

Considering the significant improvements on the structural stability performance
and remembering that a larger distance between the two wings increase the aerodynamic
efficiency, it can be inferred that this layout with higher joint is a better choice in the
design of PrandtlPlane configurations. Despite the reduction in stiffness consequence of
a slender joint, the structure reacts more efficiently.

As for previous analyses, it could be noted the excellent agreement with the
commercial software NASTRAN. The linear analysis gives a more reliable prediction of
the buckling load with respect to the previously analyzed cases, Figure 3.12. However,
it may be misleading to infer that for this particular layout the nonlinearities are of
smaller entity compared to the investigations earlier presented. In fact, it is incorrect
to compare the physics caught by the linear buckling analysis and the nonlinear one
featuring a snap-buckling. This deficiency is reflected in the different mode shapes (see
Figure 3.12) provided by the two analyses.

The fact that the buckling load is overpredicted by a minor extent for this config-
uration where the joint is higher, pose the question if, for this layouts’ family, the linear
prediction is going to be more conservative with higher joints. An attempt to answer
this question is presented in the following sections.
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3.4.3 Joint 3 Configuration

The Joint 3 layout features a joint’s height of b = e = 8
5 , corresponding to 80 mm,

and represents the most aerodynamic efficient choice among the four so far considered
configurations (see Figure 3.6).

The responses for the point P1 on the lower wing’s tip is depicted in Figure
3.13. It can be observed that snap-buckling phenomenon does not occur. The response
also follows a close-to-linear pattern for most of the curve (see also the small window in
Figure 3.13), before a stiffening behavior is observable. The analysis conducted doubling
the nominal load showed that there is a significant stiffening effect and thus no critical
instability phenomenon appears.

The excellent agreement with the commercial software NASTRAN validates the
analysis.

It is then deduced that increasing the joint’s heights is beneficial not only from an
aerodynamic view point but also from a structural one with elimination of the buckling
instability and a close-to-linear behavior for a large extent of the load fraction Λ. This
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statement is valid only for configurations relatively far from joint’s heights which could
induce buckling of the joint itself. The linear analysis provides a buckling load higher
than the nominal applied load (see Figure 3.14). Thus, for the given load condition, no
buckling is predicted by the linear model as well.

3.4.4 Interpretation of the Effects of Joint’s Height

A qualitative nonlinear displacement-load path for a PrandtlPlane joined-wing
configuration is presented in Figure 3.15. A “softening” region has the characteristic of
presenting increasingly larger displacements for given increments of the loads. In other
words, the slope ∂Λ

∂Uz
decreases its value. A “stiffening” region has the exact opposite

feature: further increments of the applied load correspond to increasingly smaller incre-
ments of the cumulative displacement Uz. This is mathematically defined by observing
that in the “stiffening” regions ∂Λ

∂Uz
increases its value. Not all configuration present

all the branches depicted in Figure 3.15. Changing the parameters of the system (for
example the joint’s height) dramatically affects the nonlinear response.
Next, focus on the different Joined Wings obtained from the baseline configuration by
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changing the joint’s size b. The vertical displacement of point P1 as a function of the
load level Λ is plotted in Figure 3.16. For the analyzed configurations the buckling load
tend to increase with the joint’s height. Starting from a certain value, the buckling no
longer occurs. Looking more in depth at the responses reported in Figure 3.16, it could
be inferred that there is a range of joint’s heights where the response shows a typical
softening region followed by an unstable branch and a stiffening region as qualitatively
introduced in Figure 3.15.

However, for higher joints the response does not show this pattern. To find
the configuration which represents the transition between the two different types of
behaviors the joint’s height is gradually increased. It is found that the configuration
with b = 69 mm = 5

69a is the first one which does not show any buckling, as depicted in
Figure 3.17. The nonlinear load-displacement curve corresponding to this configuration is
called the Upper Limit Snap Buckling Region (ULSBR) (see Figure 3.17). More in detail,
for the ULSBR the softening branch is immediately followed by the stiffening branch,
without any snap occurring in between. All the configurations featuring higher joints
don’t show any buckling. If the response relative to the Joint 3 configuration (Figure
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3.16) is compared with the ULSBR response (Figure 3.17) then it can be noticed how,
further increasing joint’s height the softening region of the load-displacement response
disappears.

The natural question arises if these particular pattern is also broken in the lower
end, that is, for a joint’s height below a particular value. Similarly, for a configuration
with joint’s height smaller than the one corresponding to Joint 1 configuration it can
be shown that buckling does not occur. Using the already employed nomenclature, the
Lower Limit Snap Buckling Region (LLSBR) is then defined (see Figure 3.17). Conduct-
ing a similar investigation as the one undergone for the ULSBR, where now the joint’s
height is decreased, it is found that the first configuration not showing any buckling is
the one with joint’s height of b = 7 mm (see Figure 3.17). The stiffening branches is fol-
lowing the softening one without any unstable branch, and the softening-snap-stiffening
pattern is no longer observed for these joint’s heights.

Summarizing, the region where the response is showing a snap is bounded by
the ULSBR and LLSBR curves. Incrementing or decrementing the joint’s height leads
to configurations where the response does not present any snap buckling phenomenon.
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This is not a general rule: it will discussed later, when the effects of the sweep angles
of the wings are introduced, that it is not always possible to define ULSBR and LLSBR
that bound a snap buckling region. This fact demonstrates how complex the nonlinear
response of a Joined Wing is in the general case.

From Figure 3.17 it can be inferred that the configurations with smaller joints
than the one corresponding to LLSBR, although not presenting any snap-buckling (see
the qualitative Figure 3.15 for its definition), are characterized by a much softer response
than configurations whose nonlinear response curve is within the snap buckling region.
From a practical perspective these configurations characterized by such significant soft-
ening effect could be hardly accepted for common design situations, even if not showing
a proper mathematical defined buckling.

A configuration whose nonlinear response is beyond the ULSBR reacts in a much
stiffer way and does not show any snap phenomenon. In addition, it presents important
aerodynamic advantages (reduced induced drag). It is then preferable, for conventional
design situations, to have configurations with joint’s height equal or bigger than the one
corresponding to ULSBR. More investigations with the actual structural elements of the
wing (spars, ribs, composite materials etc.) will be carried out in up-coming works to
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Figure 3.15: Concepts of softening branch, snap-buckling point, unstable branch, and
stiffness branch in a typical load-displacement curve of a PrandtlPlane configuration
(note that changing the parameters of the configuration dramatically affects the re-
sponse).

assess how the present behavior is modified.
The drawn conclusions about joint’s height are valid as long as the joint itself

does not buckle. This is likely to happen for very slender joints.
Further observing the responses for the layout’s family, Figure 3.16, it could be

inferred that the responses exhibits almost the same slope and behavior for lower load
levels at which the structure does not present a significant geometric nonlinearity and can
be assumed to be linear. This may look counterintuitive since a smaller joint is intuitively
associated with a stiffer structure. Due to the relative small values of displacement and
the close-to-linear response in this area, the problem has been further investigated by
a linear analysis where the two wings and the joint are represented as beams, but the
sweep angle has been neglected, see Appendix A for more details. The assembly of linear
beams described in Appendix A leads to the following formula for the displacement of
point P1 (see Figure 3.1):

UP1
z = L4 (Ab2(b + 2L) + 24JL

)
8EJ (Ab2(b + 6L) + 24JL)

pz · a (3.15)

where A = a t is the section’s area, J = 1
12at3 is the section’s moment of inertia and

L = 10a is the wing’s span. Given the geometrical and material properties of the
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Figure 3.16: Load parameter Λ versus vertical displacement Uz for lower wing tip point
P1. Responses for different joint’s heights.

example, the effects of joint’s height are negligible in the range considered in the layout’s
family, although a sensible drop in stiffness is occurring for short joints (details omitted
for brevity). This results agree with the full nonlinear responses for small applied load
fractions (see Figure 3.16).

Further insight could be gained comparing the linear and nonlinear buckling anal-
ysis predictions for the different cases, Figure 3.18. Since the buckling load is properly
defined only in the Snap Buckling Region, SBR (see Figure 3.17) and does not exist
beyond the LLSBR and ULSBR bounding curves, the comparison between the linear
and nonlinear responses has a practical sense only inside SBR. As a consequence, for the
Joint 3 configuration (whose response is outside SBR) the ratio of the linear predicted
buckling load to the nonlinear one is not defined.

With a deeper look, it could be inferred that both linear and nonlinear investi-
gations show the same trend of higher buckling load with higher joints. However, the
overprediction of the linear analysis is larger for shorter joints. As long as the joint’s
height increases, the linear predictions narrows its gap with the nonlinear one. The exis-
tence of a configuration for which both nonlinear and linear analysis agree in predicting
the buckling load is an important theoretical achievement since, for that particular case,
costly nonlinear analysis are not necessary to predicted the failure of the structure.
However, the problem is that achieving the equality of the linear and nonlinear buckling
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evaluations is dependent on the joined-wing configuration: it is not known a priori for
which value of the joint this equality actually occurs. Thus, the nonlinear analysis can-
not be avoided since it is not known in advance when the linear analysis is “accurate”
(i.e., it provides the same instability point as the nonlinear analysis does).
It has been found that a configuration with joint’s height of b = 65 mm = 65

50a exhibits
the coincidence of the values for the critical load evaluated with the linear and nonlin-
ear analyses. This configuration is called the Consistent Buckling Load configuration,
(CBL).

Notice that CBL may even not exist, but if it does, its joint’s height has to be
between the ones corresponding to LLSBR and ULSBR. Moreover, according to Figure
3.19, the buckling described by the linear analysis, although showing the correct load
prediction, does not catch the physics underlying the real snap phenomenon.

Concluding, the linear analysis is a tool which, for the Joined Wings, is not
able to model the correct physics. As a consequence, the predicted critical loads are
not in accordance with the nonlinear predicted ones. They agree only for the CBL
configuration.
Increasing the size of the joint corresponding to LLSBR (Figure 3.18) both the linear and
nonlinear analyses predict higher buckling loads. The linear prediction is consistently
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higher than the nonlinear one. This gap reduces and becomes exactly equal to zero when
the joint’s height corresponds to the CBL case. Further increase of the joint’s height still
show a growing value for the buckling load. However, now the nonlinear prediction is
higher than the linear one. For joint’s sizes larger than the one corresponding to ULSBR
the linear analysis still presents a growing buckling load, but actually, according to the
nonlinear theory it no longer exists.

3.5 Effects of Sweep Angle to Post-buckling Behavior

Swept wings reduce the drag raise due to compressibility effects by increasing
the critical Mach number. Moreover, swept-back angles are very beneficial since the
aeroelastic divergence speed is dramatically increased. Swept-back wings are widely used
in today’s aeronautic world and have an important impact in the design of structures as
well as in flight mechanics and dynamics of the configuration.

For a PrandtlPlane configuration the sweep angle has even a bigger impact. In
fact the configuration cannot count on wing tail for fine tuning of the trim [94]. Thus,
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coincident. However, the predicted deformation shapes at buckling substantially differ.

in this complicate situation where each field has its own requirements, the constraint on
a trimable configuration represents a further burden.

It should be noted that, from a theoretical point of view, the induced drag is
not affected by the sweep angle. This is consequence of Munk’s stagger theorem [143],
which states that the induced drag of a lifting system does not change when elements
are moved along the streamwise direction, as long as the circulation (lift) distribution is
held constant.

In order to understand how sweep angle affects buckling, a family of layouts
are obtained starting from the baseline configuration (Figure 3.1) and changing the
parameters d and f as depicted in Figure 3.20. The wing systems obtained by altering
the baseline configuration present the property that the lower and upper wing have
exactly opposite values of sweep angle.

In all the analyses, the other parameters are held constant at the values corre-
sponding to the baseline configuration. The wings are subjected to the same constant
vertical pressure pz = 0.550125[ Kg

mms2 ].

3.5.1 Sweep 1 Configuration

In this first configuration both the wings are unswept, thus, according to Figure
3.1, f = 0 and d = −a. Such a layout would not be well suited for flying at high
subsonic Mach numbers. Moreover, it will suffer trim and stability problems unless a
further aerodynamic surface is designed for these specific purposes. In terms of structural
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response, the load displacement curves for points P1, on the tip of the lower wing,
and P2, on the midspan of the upper wing, are depicted in Figures 3.21 and 3.22. A
snapping phenomenon occurs at a load level of approximately ΛCR

sweep 1 = 0.91 (see Figure
3.21), which is almost two times the buckling load level of the baseline configuration
(ΛCR

baseline = 0.47). The unswept wings do not present the complex bending-torsion
coupling typical of swept wings, and this seems to help and postpone the instability
phenomenon. As a consequence, for this particular configuration and load condition,
smaller sweep angles seem to be beneficial from a buckling perspective.

The analysis should not be given any physical sense after the point in the unstable
branch is reached where the upper and lower wing interpenetrates. In fact, observing the
deformation shapes at states B and C it is possible to show that somewhere in-between
in the branch the interpenetration takes place. This does not invalidate the assessment
of snap phenomenon and the consequent definition of the buckling load.

Observing in more detail the response for point P1, a so called snap-back is
spotted, that is, there is a region, starting from state B, in which both the load level
Λ and the displacement Uz decrease. This is associated with the sharp turn of unstable
branch. The question then arises, if in tracking the curve the joint’s rigid rotation still
monotonically increases, as seen for the baseline and other configurations previously
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investigated. This could be verified with the aid of Figure 3.23, where the parameter
Θx = yL−yU

zU −zL
, measure of the rotation of the joint, is plotted against the load level. After

state B is reached, the structure experiences a dramatic lost in the capacity of carrying
any load. Carrying on, the interpenetration occurs and thus, starting from this point
the analysis loses any physical sense. Monitoring the rotation of the joint is very helpful
in trying to described what physically happens in the deformation, since it is not easy to
detect meaningful parameters when observing the deformation shapes before and after
the snap.

As a last note about the simulation, it is important to notice that NASTRAN
analysis had some numerical difficulties in converging after state B. These convergence
issues are not caused by the interpenetration of the two wings which, as said, occurs
somewhere in the unstable branch but not immediately after the limit point B.

Results of linear analysis are also taken into consideration and compared with the
corresponding ones obtained with a nonlinear analysis. As it can be inferred from Figure
3.24, the linear analysis predicts a lower buckling load than the actual one. It is also in-
teresting to observe how strong the effects of swept wings are when comparing linear and
nonlinear predicted buckling loads. In particular, for this case (which presents unswept
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wings) the linear analysis underpredicts the buckling load by 14%; for the baseline con-
figuration the linear analysis overpredicts the buckling load by 30%. Observing Figure
3.24 it can be understood that a configuration featuring sweep angle between the values
corresponding to the Baseline and Sweep 1 configurations will present ΛCR

Lin = ΛCR
NL . In

other words, there will be a sweep angle for which the buckling loads evaluated by the
linear and nonlinear analyses are coincident (Consistent Buckling Load configuration).
As discussed when the effects of the Joint’s height were considered, the linear analysis is
not able to predict the correct buckling mode shape (see Figure 3.24).

3.5.2 Sweep 2 Configuration

In this configuration, the parameters controlling the sweep angle of the wings are
set to d = 7a and f = 4a, for a value of ΛSW = 21.3◦.

The displacement of point P1 against the load level is depicted in Figure 3.25. It
could be observed that, for this configuration, no snapping phenomenon occurs. A further
inspection of the load-displacement curve of Figure 3.25 shows a change of curvature at
state A. Thus, the characteristic pattern composed of softening, unstable branch and
hardening phases, shown in the Baseline and Sweep 1 responses, has lost the unstable
branch part for this case. This instance has already been observed varying the joint’s
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height. Thus, in analogy with what already observed, Sweep 2 configuration presents a
load-displacement curve outside of the Snap Buckling Region, SBR. Figure 3.26 shows
the comparison between the linear and nonlinear predictions.

3.5.3 Interpretation of the Effects of Sweep Angle

As a comparative plot, the vertical displacement of point P1 is plotted for the
layouts’ family, Figure 3.27. For the rest of the section only swept-back angles are
considered for the lower wing, being thus the unswept wing configuration, Sweep 1 the
lower limit.

It may be pointed out that, from a pure snap occurrence point of view, increasing
the sweep angle leads to lower buckling loads, until a first configuration is reached, for
which no buckling occurs. This configuration, in analogy to what previously discussed,
corresponds to the Lower Limit Snap Buckling Region (LLSBR) one. For bigger sweep
angles, the response does not present any snap. By means of Figure 3.27, it is easy
to state that the LLSBR shows a sweep angle between the values corresponding to the
Baseline and Sweep 2 configurations. Moreover, Sweep 2 configuration falls outside of
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the SBR.
If it is correct to state that for configurations with bigger sweep angles than the

one corresponding to LLSBR no buckling occurs in terms of snap-dynamic phenomenon,
it is also misleading to consider these configurations more efficient from a structural
point of view. In fact, observing Sweep 2 configuration’s response, not far from the flex
point on the curve, a consistent decrease of stiffness is spotted. Obviously this kind of
softening could not be acceptable for most of the practical design situations. As a further
observation, the slope in the first part of the response is negatively affected by sweep
angle showing that highly swept wings experience a reduction in stiffness.

Increasing the sweep angles have then a detrimental effect on the buckling and
stiffness of the structure. The strong bending-torsion coupling typical of swept Joined
Wings may be alleviated with an appropriate choice of composite materials. See for
example Reference [130].

Considering the results, the authors find that may be appropriate under some
circumstances to define a pseudo buckling load for configurations where no dynamic
instability occurs. It could be considered as the load corresponding to the flex point
where the changes from a softening to a stiffening behavior. This enables to better
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compare the efficiency of two structures, one of which is not showing a snap buckling.
That definition requires a change in curvature of the response. As already previously
discussed this may not happen. Thus, in order to compare the efficiency of the structures
a different parameter may need to be defined.

It should be noted that the analysis performed here considered positive sweep
angles for the lower wing and negative sweep angles for the upper wing. The lowest
considered value for the sweep angle is zero which corresponds to a biplane with joined
tips (“true” box wing configuration). The configuration with sweep angle equal to zero
(unswept wings) presents a quite high snap-buckling load (see Figure 3.27) which is
reduced when the wings have a non-zero sweep angle. The system presents a LLSBR
but does not show a ULSBR: if the sweep angles are “reversed” (positive sweep angle for
the upper wing and negative sweep angle for the lower wing) the system still presents
a set of curves like the ones presented in Figure 3.27 (because of the symmetry) with
a clear indication of the LLSBR but with a “missing” ULSBR. This is one of the main
conceptual differences between a family of Joined Wings obtained by changing the sweep
angles and another family of configurations obtained by changing the joint’s height (see
previous investigations): the first family does not present ULSBR whereas the second
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family does present ULSBR. Both groups of configurations present LLSBR.
Observing Figure 3.27 it is clear that for relatively large values of the applied

load the response is no longer sensitive to the sweep angle (the curves are practically
coincident and independent of ΛSW). It should be noted that the unswept wing configu-
ration response loses its physical meaning after a state, located in the unstable branch,
corresponding to an interpenetration of the wings.

The torsional-bending coupling which is enhanced when the sweep angle is in-
creased, is detrimental on structural performances of the configuration. This is also
predicted by the linear models with a reduction of the buckling load (see Figure 3.28).
In fact, within the SBR, both linear and nonlinear analyses show a decreasing of the pre-
dicted buckling load for bigger sweep angles. Where the trend is consistently predicted,
the ratio of the two predictions is not.

Comparing the ratio of the linear and nonlinear predictions for the unswept and
baseline configurations, it is straightforward to deduce that a configuration exists with
sweep angle between the corresponding of the two configurations, for which linear and
nonlinear analyses predict the same buckling load. This is the Consistent Buckling Load
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Figure 3.27: Load parameter Λ vs vertical displacement Uz for tip point P1. Responses
for configuration with different sweep angles.

CBL configuration for the sweep angle layouts’ family. When moving away from this
configuration, the relative difference between the linear and nonlinear predictions are
expected to grow although both the predictions show the same trend. As a bottom line,
the further the sweep angle value is far from the value employed in the CBL, the more
is the linear prediction unreliable. If moving to a region with higher sweep angle as for
the CBL configuration, the linear prediction is unreliable and non-conservative. The
opposite happens when moving in the opposite region.

3.6 Effects of Lift Repartition to Post-buckling Behavior

One of the advantages related with a Box Wing airplane is the possibility of
adding a constant circulation without incurring in induced drag penalties [23, 144]. As
a consequence the percentage of the lifting force that is actually applied on each wing
can be freely modified without increasing the induced drag. In cruise condition, the trim
could be hardly maintained by equally allocating the lift between the wings [8, 94, 103].
Moreover, due to the particular architecture, the Box Wing configuration, with a proper
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changing the sweep angle.

design of the mobile surfaces, enables to start a maneuver maintaining the same total
lift and reallocating it differently through the wings [6]. It is then crucial to assess the
effects of this load repartition on the structural response with particular emphasis on
buckling and post-critical analysis.

In order to accomplish this task, the baseline configuration (see Figure 3.1) has
been considered. The reference case presents an equal repartition of the total lift on both
wings (see Figure 3.29). The repartition of the load is then changed to see its effects on
the structural behavior of the box wing. Mathematically, the constraint of fixed total
vertical force could be expressed as

qU + qL = 2pz (3.16)

with pz being the reference pressure acting on the baseline configuration on both the
wings. The family of cases obtained by changing the load on both wings (with the
constraint of fixed total lift) is depicted in Figure 3.29.
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Figure 3.29: Family of load conditions obtained maintaining the Baseline’s geometry
and varying the vertical pressures acting on the lower and upper wings. qU and qL

represent the pressures acting on the upper and lower wing respectively.

3.6.1 Rep 1 Load Case

In this analysis the vertical pressures have a value of qL = 0.6615 [ Kg
mms2 ] and

qU = 0.441[ Kg
mms2 ] for the lower and upper wings respectively. The lower wing carries

now 60% of the total vertical force.
Considering the same points P1 and P2 at the tip of the lower wing and at the

midspan of the upper wing, the vertical displacements are plotted against the load level
in Figures 3.30 and 3.31. The same pattern as for the equally loaded wings, Figure 3.2
and 3.3, is clearly visible. Thus, the same considerations apply regarding the nature of
the snap phenomenon.

However, the buckling occurs at at slightly smaller load level, 0.43 against 0.47
(see Figure 3.30). Thus it may be inferred that, for this particular configuration, slightly
overloading the lower wing has a detrimental effect on the buckling of the system.

According to Reference [103] for a typical PrandtlPlane configuration, the front
wing should be slightly more loaded for trimming purposes. Moreover, the lift is allocated
approximately in a 60 to 40 ratio [104]. Thus, from a pure buckling perspective the trim
requirement has a negative effect, although not to a notable extent.

If a linear buckling analysis is carried out, the predicted buckling load leads to
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a bigger overprediction in respect of what happened for the baseline configuration, as
shown in Figure 3.32. That is, in slightly overloading the lower wing the linear analysis is
unreliable and not conservative to a bigger extent. The deformation shapes at buckling
are also plotted, showing relevant differences between the linear and nonlinear results.

3.6.2 Rep 2 Load Case

This test case features exactly the inverted situation of Rep 1 analysis since now
vertical pressures
qL = 0.441 [ Kg

mms2 ] and qU = 0.6615 [ Kg
mms2 ] are acting on lower and upper wing

respectively.
Observing the graph showing the vertical displacements of point P1 against the

load level, Figure 3.33, the expected response is detected, where now, it is clearly visible
that the buckling load is slightly higher than the one for the baseline load case. This
confirms the results of the previous analysis: in the neighborhood of the equally loaded
wings situation the buckling load is higher when the upper wing carries a bigger share
of the total load.

The buckling analysis also confirms what observed in the previous sections, Figure
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3.34. That is, starting from an equally loaded wings situation and slightly increasing the
share of total load carried by the upper wing, the ratio of the buckling loads evaluated
with the linear and nonlinear analyses decreases.

3.6.3 Rep 3 Load Case

In this case the lower wing carries all the lift, being subjected to a vertical
pressure
qL = 1.1025[ Kg

mms2 ]. Although unrealistic, this configuration carries some interesting
implications which help to reinforce the observations previously pointed out. The load-
displacement responses for points P1 and P2, Figure 3.35 and 3.36, show a consistently
lower buckling load. This was expected and predicted from the outcome of previous
analyses.

Interestingly, the unstable branch almost disappeared. This is a similar phe-
nomenon experienced by configurations whose nonlinear response is close to the limit of
the SBR, where the response does not show any unstable branch but only the softening-
stiffening pattern.
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Figure 3.32: Comparison between the buckling loads assessed with the linear and
nonlinear analysis, and relative mode shapes at buckling, for the Baseline and Rep 1
load cases.

From Figure 3.37 it could be inferred that for this situation the linear analysis
predicts a critical load almost twice the value of the one predicted with nonlinear analysis.
This confirms the trend that overprediction of the critical loads evaluated by linear
buckling analysis increases if the lower wing carries a bigger share of the total load.

3.6.4 Rep 4 Load Case

The opposite limit situation is the one in which the upper wing is carrying all
the load, being subjected to a vertical pressure of qU = 1.1025 [ Kg

mms2 ]. As for Rep 3
case, this configuration is not realistic, being the aim of the analysis the observation and
reinforcement of the concepts related to the load repartition.

As clearly shown in Figure 3.38, depicting the vertical displacement of point
P1 against the load level, no snap phenomenon occurs. After an initial quasi-linear
response, a small softening region is detected, after which stiffening tendency is slowly
growing. This load condition falls then outside the SBR. By means of the reasoning so
far employed when dealing with the SBR concept, observing the responses of Rep 2 and
Rep 4, a particular load condition with the upper wing carrying a value between 60% and
100% of the total load is expected, starting from which no unstable branch is observed in
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the response. The corresponding load-displacement curve relative to this configuration
is the ULSBR.

Successive analysis undergone incrementing the share taken from the upper wing
reveal that the situation where the upper wing is carrying 94.1% of the total load, and
the lower wing carries the remaining 5.9%, is the ULSBR, Figure 3.41. Starting from
this load share between the wing, any action further loading the upper wing will result
in a response which doesn’t show any buckling. It is worth to notice that in this case,
although the unstable branch disappears and an abrupt stiffening is still observed across
a specific point, there is any flex point as found for the studies on the joint’s height.

3.6.5 Interpretation of the Effects of Load Repartition

The results about the investigation on effects of load repartition on buckling
response could be summarized by Figure 3.40, where the vertical displacement is plotted
for the point P1 for the different load situations.

In the following it is assumed that the analysis is restrained to cases where only
positive vertical pressures are applied, that is, Rep 3 and Rep 4 represent the limit load
situations. It could be then inferred that, considering the fixed total vertical force as the
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Figure 3.34: Comparison between the buckling loads assessed with the linear and
nonlinear analysis, and relative mode shapes at buckling, for the Baseline and Rep 2
load cases.

one generated for the Baseline load case, having a more loaded upper wing is beneficial
to buckling load. If the upper wing carries a percentage of total load bigger as the one
corresponding to the ULSBR configuration, no snap occurs. On the contrary, unloading
the upper wing and loading the lower one, the buckling load is decreased. For Rep 3,
the snap is almost undetectable. Being Rep 3 the lower bound, an LLSBR configuration
is not in the domain of the problem.

Just for the sake of completeness, the LLSBR is expect to exist if the analysis
is further continued loading downward the upper wing, an overloading the lower wing
accordingly to satisfy the fixed total lift constraint.

Also of interest is the almost identical stiffness shown in the response for very
low load level which could be easily confirmed by a linear analysis as the one presented
in the Appendix A.
Looking on the right end of the graph (Figure 3.40), where level load is close to the
nominal one, the different response tend to coincide whatever the load is shared between
the two wings.

Comparison between the linear and nonlinear predicted buckling load, Figure
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3.42, summarizes the results already discusses in the previous sections but adds more
interesting points. For this case, the CBL configuration has been found for a load
repartition of 69.1% on the upper wing and 30.9% on the lower wing. Its response is
depicted in Figure 3.41.

Opposite trends between the linear and nonlinear analysis predictions are ob-
served: when the linear analysis tends to predict higher buckling loads with a more
loaded lower wing, the opposite is predicted by the nonlinear simulation. Thus, in this
particular example, the inability of linear analysis to catch the right physics does not
only affect the predictions, but also the trend. This contributes to amplify the error as
long as moving away from the load repartition featured in the CBL case. As a bottom
line, the unreliability of linear buckling analysis for joined-wing configurations, which
has already been proved, turns out to be even more serious in this last case.
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changing the load repartition between the two wings. The linear analysis is not conser-
vative and the trend is not captured.
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3.7 Conclusions

A post-buckling analysis of PrandtlPlane Joined Wings has been presented for
the first time. The strong nonlinear bending-torsion coupling typical of this kind of
configurations is responsible of the highly nonlinear response which may first present
a reduction of the stiffness of the system (softening) followed by an unstable branch
and then an increase of stiffness (stiffening). The buckling load, defined here as the
load which makes the structural tangent matrix singular, is often associated with a snap
through type of instability: the structure is no longer able to carry more load and it
immediately move to a very different state which is now capable of taking more load.
This kind of instability must be avoided in the design of airplanes but it is important
to understand it. For the first time it is attempted to investigate this issue for the
case of PrandtlPlane Joined Wings. This is accomplished by analyzing several different
configurations obtained by modifying the geometrical properties of an assigned airplane
design named baseline configuration. The following findings can be here summarized:

• Joint’s height effects

Incrementing the size of the joint improves the structural response by increasing
the snap-buckling load.
In the load-displacement plane, it is possible to find the so called Snap Buckling
Region (SBR). If a curve, representing the nonlinear response for a selected joint’s
size, is included in SBR then it is always characterized by a sequence of softening,
unstable branch, and stiffening. Two response curves bound SBR. They are defined
as Lower Limit Snap Buckling Region (LLSBR) and Upper Limit Snap Buckling
Region (ULSBR) respectively. Thus, changing the joint’s height dramatically af-
fects the Joined Wing’s structural behavior and its type of nonlinear response.
Low height joint is not beneficial not only because of an obvious penalty on aero-
dynamic drag but also because of a quite substantial softening of the structure
which happens even at low level of applied load.

• Sweep angle effects

An increase of the sweep angle amplifies the bending-torsion coupling with dramatic
reduction of the buckling load. For this case ULSBR does not exist.

• Repartition of the lift on the wings and its effects
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In PrandtlPlane Joined Wings adding a constant circulation does not affect the
induced drag. This means that the lifting force can be freely redistributed over the
upper and lower wings without penalty on the induced drag. It is then important
to analyze the effects of the repartition of lift on the nonlinear structural response.
A higher percentage of the load on the upper wing reduces the risks of buckling.

In all of these investigations it was also shown that the linear buckling analysis is com-
pletely unreliable: in some cases it overestimates the buckling load and in others it
underestimates it. The understimation/overstimation is also case-dependent. Moreover,
in most of the analyzed cases the linear analysis does not capture the correct trend for
the buckling load when a design parameter is changed. This has important implications
in multi-disciplinary optimization codes since the buckling constraint is usually imposed
by considering a linear buckling analysis. Optimizing Joined Wings without taking into
account the poor quality of the buckling predictions that can be obtained with a linear
analysis could lead to unsafe design or waste of computational resources if the optimized
solution actually violates the “true” nonlinear buckling constraint.

Questions then arise on the type of nonlinearity that is involved in Joined Wings.
Is it possible to design the Joined Wings to have a quasi-linear behavior and so to
have acceptable performance for the linear buckling analysis in optimization software?
The answer to this question could be in the appropriate choise of the bending-torsional
coupling which could be achieved with the adoption of composite materials. This will
be the subject of an upcoming work.

This paper also demonstrated the highly complex nonlinear response which makes
extremely difficult the design of reduced order models which could save significant amount
of computational cost in the aeroelastic investigations based on the frequency domain
analysis and a few selected modes. Only an efficient reduced order model able to capture
the main nonlinearities in the structure could be adopted. This work is only the first
step towards that direction of understanding the types of nonlinearities and designing,
without penalty on the actual weight of the airplane (if possible), a structure which
behaves as much linearly as possible.
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Chapter 4

Nonlinear Analysis of
PrandtlPlane Joined Wings:
Effects of Anisotropy

This chapter is a reproduction of the following paper:
Nonlinear Analysis of PrandtlPlane Joined Wings: Effects of Anisotropy, AIAA Journal,
Vol. 52, No. 5, 2014.

4.1 Introduction

JOINED Wings were proposed in the seventies [8, 10, 145] for commercial transport
and supersonic fighters. Joined Wings were also the subject of US [27, 28] and Eu-

ropean [91] patents. Many advantages are claimed compared to classical cantilevered
configurations [146, 147]: improved stiffness properties, high aerodynamic efficiency [7]
and superior stability and control characteristics. In addition to these theoretically sig-
nificant advantages, a diamond Joined Wing can enclose a large antenna and be used for
high altitude surveillance [89].

For civil transportation, the PrandtlPlane has been analyzed in terms of aerody-
namic performances, flight mechanics and controls, dynamic aeroelastic stability prop-
erties and preliminary design.[28,148]

The design of Joined-Wing type of aircraft for civil transportation was also
adopted in United States with the introduction of the concept of Strut-Braced Wings
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(SBW) [132] and Truss Braced Wings (TBW) [133].
The growth of interest on Joined Wings led to both experimental [82, 86] and

theoretical [126, 149] studies. These studies showed that the tools developed in decades
and effectively used by the industry to analyze classical cantilevered wings need to take
into account structural nonlinearities [11,150] which are significant even for small angles
of attack and attached flow. The significant forces and moments transferred through the
joint make the geometric structural effects particularly important and linear aeroelastic
models [151] can give only a qualitative information on the instability properties but may
miss important structural effects which should be taken into account [124,152]. However,
the adoption of fully-nonlinear structural models is impractical for design purposes es-
pecially if several alternative configurations are explored in an optimization [151] effort.
Ideally, the designer should have access to efficient reduced-order models. However, even
well-established reduced order techniques [13] based on second order modes [153, 154]
performed in an unsatisfactory manner when Joined Wings were considered [13,14].

It was then realized that in order to effectively build a reduced order aeroelastic
model specifically tailored for an efficient simulation with a full inclusion of the struc-
tural geometric effects, a physical understanding of the mechanism driving the nonlinear
response of Joined Wings should be achieved. This is pursued in this work.

4.2 Contributions of the Present Work

PrandtlPlane configurations are joined-wing aircrafts designed for civil trans-
portation. Thus, global snap-buckling instabilities are not acceptable. However, as
discussed in reference [1] and in this work, a snap-buckling can take place even after a
quasi-linear load-displacement response. This demonstrates the necessity of an under-
standing of the physics behind the instability phenomenon to avoid an abrupt change of
state after a response which appeared to be linear.

For the PrandtlPlane-like configuration investigation was pursued in Reference
[1]. The main results that were found could be summarized in the following main aspects.
First, the strong nonlinear structural effects make the linear buckling analysis not very
reliable as far as the static critical condition is concerned. Second, the system may be
sensitive to snap-buckling type of instability under a certain combination of structural
parameters. This led to the definition of the so-called Snap-Buckling Region which gives
important indications on the design of these configurations. Third, it was shown that
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the load repartition between the upper and lower wings has a significant impact on the
stability conditions: for a typical swept-back lower wing and swept-forward upper wing
configuration more load on the upper wing alleviates the risk of instability. Fourth, some
counterintuitive effects typical of this layout were discovered. For example, increasing
the joint’s size may be considered a not efficient design, since it could increase the height
and this would appear unfavorable: it is well known that slender columns may increase
the tendency to buckle. However, for aerodynamic-like mechanical loadings it was shown
that the complex nonlinear response of the Joined Wing has actually an opposite effect
and the stability properties are improved when the joint’s height is increased. This has
also practical implications since the induced drag is significantly reduced when the gap
between the upper and lower wing is increased. Fifth, increasing the sweep angles was
shown to dramatically reduce the snap-instability load.

These findings had relevant practical implications, but several questions needed
an answer. In particular, the effects of composite materials required investigation since
additional couplings could be introduced because of the anisotropy. Moreover, nowadays
the adoption of composites is increasingly relevant (the new Boeing 787 and the Air-
bus 350 present a large percentage of structures designed with composites) and has to
be considered also for Joined Wings. In addition, even for isotropic materials but gen-
eral geometries (sweep angles, dihedrals, built-in twist), a realistic PrandtlPlane would
present strong anisotropic behavior from a global point of view.

In the design of these configurations, an equivalent composite plate model [155]
could provide important indications. Thus, the present investigations based on plate-like
models for the wings and the joint could also provide practical design information.

The JW models discussed and investigated in this work do not intend to repro-
duce the complex stiffness distributions of a realistic airplane configuration. The material
properties and geometric dimensions are selected to be consistent with the ones typically
adopted in wind tunnel models. Moreover, the materials are modified to explore how the
different stiffness distributions affect the nonlinear response with particular emphasis on
the snap-buckling instability.

This paper will provide contributions towards a fundamental understanding of
the nonlinear response of PrandtlPlane Joined Wings. The first contribution concerns
the role of the anisotropy (introduced by adopting composite materials) on the non-
linear response with particular emphasis on the snap-buckling instability. The second
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contribution is about the effects of the joint-wing connection (boundary conditions) on
the geometrically nonlinear structural behavior. As suggested in Reference [35], since
the system is statically indeterminate, significant reaction loads can buildup in the joint
area that could have important consequences on stiffness and stability. Changing the
wing-to-wing connection helps to isolate and better understand the phenomenon. The
third contribution is finding the main driving mechanism which leads to the instability.
It is shown that the bending moment transferring through the joint is determinant. In-
teresting features peculiar of the configurations which experience buckling are discussed
with particular emphasis on the inward bending of the upper wing and rigid rotation of
the joint in both chord-wise and span-wise directions. The fourth contribution is about
the importance of the differential stiffness of the two wings: it will be shown that the
stiffness ratio is one of the major parameters determining the instability risks. The upper
wing (usually compressed under typical load conditions) needs to have a smaller relative
stiffness. A surprising result with important implications.

The present work provides indications on the physical mechanisms of the non-
linear instability for PrandtlPlane configurations and Joined Wings. This could have
practical application in the development of new and efficient aeroelastic reduced order
models which could effectively adopt existing and reliable tools already in use in the
aerospace industry but which cannot be directly extended for the Joined Wings without
a proper understanding of the nonlinear phenomena.

4.3 Nonlinear Structural Model

The geometrically nonlinear finite element [156] is based on the linear membrane
constant strain triangle (CST) and the flat triangular plate element (DKT). The struc-
tural tangent matrix KT is sum of two contributions: the elastic stiffness matrix, KE ,
and the geometrical stiffness matrix, KG.

The nonlinear governing equations are solved by adopting iterative methods such
as Newton-Raphson and arc length techniques [139]. After each iteration a displacement
vector is obtained, rigid body motion is eliminated from elements and the pure elastic
rotations and strains are found [156]. Using these quantities the internal forces are
updated for the next iteration.

The key relation which needs to be solved at each iteration [1, 130] involves the
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structural tangent matrix K step µ iter n
T ·ustep µ iter n, the external non-follower loads P ext,

and the array P step µ iter n
unb containing the unbalanced loads:

K step µ iter n
T · ustep µ iter n =

(
Λstep µ iter (n+1) − Λstep µ iter n

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

λstep µ iter n

P ext + P step µ iter n
unb (4.1)

where the displacement ustep µ iter n and, for the arc length case, the applied load fraction
Λstep µ iter (n+1) are unknown. Different closing constraint equations could be employed,
leading to different arc length methods, such as Crisfield, Riks-Wempner or Ramm’s (also
called modified Riks) methods [139]. As an example, application of Crisfield’s cylindrical
arc length method [139] leads to the following constraint:

∥ustep µ iter n + U step µ iter n −U step µ iter 1∥2 = ∆l2 (4.2)

where ∆l has been previously fixed. Equations 4.1 and 4.2 give raise to a second order
relation for the λstep µ iter n.

It is worth to notice that the success of one of the arc length strategies in over-
coming limit points is problem dependent. In some cases some strategies perform better
than others, thus it may be necessary to switch between them to track the whole response
curve.

The post-critical numerical analyses are inherently difficult to be carried out. It
has been the authors’ experience that a satisfactory performance of the finite element
formulation in the pre-critical region does not imply a satisfactory performance on the
post-critical region. Several numerical investigations showed that the terms of the out-
of-plane contribution to the geometric stiffness matrix are crucially important on this
regard.

Generally, Newton-Raphson procedures are preferred for computation of states
far from limit points, for robustness and efficiency reasons. Moreover, to effectively
track the curve beyond limit points it is necessary to adopt an arc length technique and
restarting of the analysis from a converged state (restart capability), with the adoption
of different set of parameters, may be necessary. This is the reason why an efficient
technique which significantly reduces the needs of restarting analyses was implemented.
In particular, the capability utilized in this work can automatically switch from Newton-
Raphson to arc length strategy when close to a limit point. The opposite capacity to
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switch back to Newton-Raphson technique when far from limit points was also imple-
mented. Furthermore, an automatic switch to different arc length techniques when the
current one fails to overcome a limit point is also possible. More details are described in
References [1, 130].

4.4 Description of the Analyzed Joined Wing
Configurations

Swept wings present a significant coupling between the bending and torsional
deformations with important aeroelastic consequences [157]. Due to the overconstrained
nature of the Joined Wings, the sweep angle effects are even more determinant since
the upper and lower wing are joined at the tip and the resulting structure is overcon-
strained. The bending-torsion coupling is more complex than a simple cantilevered wing
and directly affects the stability properties and post-critical behavior of these configura-
tions. Moreover, the composites can introduce some couplings which are not present in
the case of isotropic materials, and with an accurate design the bending and torsional
deformations may be modified to improve the overall response.

This work is mainly focused on the fundamental understanding of the geometric
structural nonlinearity and the role it plays in the static instability for both unswept and
swept Joined Wings. With this in mind, two configurations are discussed and analyzed.
The first configuration is an unswept Joined Wing (Figure 4.1) and the second one
(Figure 4.2) is a more realistic Joined Wing which presents a swept-back lower wing and
a swept-forward upper wing. The loading condition is represented by a non-aerodynamic
conservative vertical pressure (direction +z) applied to both the upper and lower wings’
surfaces (the joint is unloaded). The magnitude of the pressure is pz = 0.55125 [ Kg

mm·s2 ]
and corresponds to a dynamic pressure relative to a speed of V∞ = 30 [m/s]. The
thickness is held constant for both the wings and the joint and is equal to 1 mm. Several
materials will be adopted in this work to investigate the effects of composites on the
nonlinear post-critical behavior of the Joined Wings. For a meaningful comparison of
their effects, two Baseline configurations are defined for both the unswept and swept
geometries reported in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. In particular, each baseline configuration
presents a Young’s modulus EREF = 6.9 · 107

[
Kg

mm·s2

]
and a Poisson’s ratio νREF = 0.33.

The shear modulus is calculated from the well known relation GREF = EREF
2(1+νREF) . The
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Figure 4.1: Unswept Baseline configuration, UREF.

baseline configurations are referred to as UREF and SREF for the unswept and swept
cases respectively.

The results discussed in this work will present several investigations in which
multi-layer composite materials are adopted. For these cases the laminates’ thicknesses
are kept constant whereas the lamination schemes are changed. Each lamina or ply is
identified by a material coordinate system which is in general not coincident with the
global coordinate system adopted in the solution of the problem. For that reason it is
necessary to specify the fibers’ orientation angle at ply level. In this work the angle is
measured starting from the wing’s local x-axis: in the unswept case it coincides with
the global x-axis, see Figure 4.1, whereas for the swept case each wing has its own local
reference x-axis (xUW and xLW for the upper ad lower wings respectively: see Figure
4.2). The local x-axis is always perpendicular to the wing span direction and is not
parallel to x in the general case of swept Joined Wing.

A snapping phenomenon at global structural level (see also Reference [1]) as those
that will be discussed here could not be accepted. It is also true that, when possible,
the structures in aeronautical engineering are designed pursuing as much as possible a
linear response. According to these observations, it may be stated, incorrectly, that a
structural analysis may lose of interest well before a limit point is reached (see Reference
[2] for a discussion about risks related to bi-stable regions).
It may also be argued that the configurations for which snap occurs are subjected to a
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deformation which would not be realistic for a joined-wing aircraft.
However, the following observations could be made. First, the choice of the dimensions
of the baseline models (see Figures 4.1 and 4.2) have been selected to be consistent with
wind-tunnel scaled models. Second, the loads have been accordingly selected to observe
the instability phenomenon, in an effort of conceptual understanding of the geometric
nonlinearities and the effects of composite materials for both swept and unswept config-
urations. Third, HALE configurations typically undergo very large deformations, see for
example Reference [60]. Lastly, it is very important for a thorough stability analysis the
knowledge of different static equilibrium configurations at the same load level [2].

The focus is on the understanding of the snap-buckling phenomenon [1] and how
the adoption of composite materials changes the strongly nonlinear structural behavior.
Snap-buckling occurrence should be avoided. Composites provide a very effective option
for the designer. How this can be practically achieved is extensively assessed in this
work.

It should be pointed out that the efficient design of composite plate-like wings in
view of achieving an optimal response (e.g., quasi-linear or snap-buckling-free response)
has practical implications since a real wing-box structure could be eventually analyzed
with an equivalent plate representation [155]. Thus, the analyses reported in this work
could be adopted to gain directions about the design of a real snap-free joined-wing
structure.
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The main objective of this work is to shed some light on the physics related to the
highly complex critical and post-critical behavior of composite anisotropic Joined Wing.
Thus, the material properties used in the investigations are artificially modified to gain
insights on the actual structural parameters which affect the structural response.

4.5 Unswept Joined Wing Cases

The unswept cases present the geometry shown in Figure 4.1 whereas the material
properties are case-by-case changed to identify the important parameters affecting the
nonlinear response. The joint transfers forces and moments between the wings. Thus, it
is intuitive to expect a significant influence of the extensional and bending stiffness on the
snap-buckling and post-critical responses. On this regard, if one considers the analogy
with Euler’s column and its instability properties when subjected to compressive forces,
it could be inferred that when the two wings are loaded with a vertical pressure in the +z

direction the consequent compression of the upper wing is the driving mechanism to the
instability. Thus, a design strategy aimed at increasing the extensional stiffness could
be suggested. Actually, in this work a counterintuitive result will be demonstrated: the
bending stiffness is the most relevant parameter which could not be easily predicted by
simply using the joined-wing-analogue argument of Euler’s column instability. Moreover,
it will be shown that the bending stiffness ratio between the lower and upper wings is
what regulates the snap-buckling for the unswept configuration reported in Figure 4.1.

4.5.1 Lower-to-Upper Wing Stiffness Ratio and its Effects on the Snap-
buckling

The isotropic, orthotropic and anisotropic cases are now investigated.

Isotropic case

The Young’s moduli of the upper and lower wing were varied to change the
stiffness ratio, but in such a way as to maintain the linear response of point P1 of
the UREF configuration, for details about the analytical expression see Appendix A of
Reference [1]. In the process of varying the material of the wings (see Table 4.1), the
joint’s material has been held the same. All the analyses with the present software have
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Table 4.1: Details about the materials used for the different configurations. Poisson’s
ratio is ν = 0.33 for all cases.

Cases and relative parameters

Case ID Wing
Young’s Modulus
E × 10−7

[
Kg

mm·s2

] Ratio
Er = ELW

EUW
Snap Critical Load

ΛCR

UREF Upper 6.9
Lower 6.9 1 YES 0.91

UISO1 Upper 12
Lower 2.4 0.2 YES 0.81

UISO2 Upper 10
Lower 4.1 0.4 YES 0.84

UISO3 Upper 8.7
Lower 5.2 0.6 YES 0.86

UISO4 Upper 7.7
Lower 6.1 0.8 YES 0.88

UISO5 Upper 6.0
Lower 7.8 1.3 YES 0.95

UISO6 Upper 5.0
Lower 8.9 1.8 YES 1.07

UISO7 Upper 4.5
Lower 9.5 2.1 YES 1.22

UISO8 Upper 4.1
Lower 9.9 2.4 YES 1.52

UISO9 Upper 4.1
Lower 10 2.45 YES 1.68

UISO10 Upper 4.0
Lower 10.1 2.5 NO ∞
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been validated with NASTRAN, and the agreement is excellent. However, in many cases
it was not possible to drive to convergence the commercial tool after the limit point: this
is an indication of the numerical difficulties associated with this type of simulations for
the case of Joined Wings and the necessity of the automatic switching features (from
Newton-Raphson to arc length and vice-versa) implemented in the in-house capability.
From Table 4.1 and Figures reported in Reference [130] and omitted here for brevity,
it can also be observed that the lower-to-upper wing stiffness ratio Er = ELW

EUW plays an
important role in determining the nonlinear response and snap phenomenon occurrence:
increasing Er raises the snap load level (i.e., the first limit point encountered when
tracking the response curve occurs at higher values of the load parameter Λ). Further
increasing of the stiffness ratio Er postpones the buckling occurrence to higher level loads,
and eventually it disappears and the response presents a stiffening effect (increasing of
the load parameter/displacement slope). As Table 4.1 suggests, a critical value Er

CR

could be defined, which, for this particular case, is equal to 2.5.
From the definition of Er it is deduced that increasing the stiffness of the lower

wing compared to the stiffness of the upper wing is beneficial as far as the elimination of
the snap-buckling is concerned. This is apparently a counterintuitive result since it would
be expected that increasing the stiffness of the upper wing (the one which is compressed
under this load condition) could be beneficial. It also confirms the fact that for Joined
Wings the type of response does not follow the interpretation which could be used by
adopting the classical arguments of the Eulerian compressed column. For an assigned
load level, comparison of the deformed shapes corresponding to different values for the
parameter Er showed [130] that the configurations on the verge of snapping (for that
load level) present a deformation of the upper wing characterized by a more pronounced
inward bending deformation. This property is derived here for the isotropic case, but its
validity is more general, as the discussion regarding the orthotropic materials will show.

Summarizing, to avoid snap-buckling and having on the contrary a stiffening
effect, the ratio Er is one of the dominant parameters. In particular, a configuration
featuring a value of this parameter larger than a critical value Er

CR, does not present a
snap-buckling problem.

A stiffer lower wing (or alternatively a more compliant upper wing) is then de-
sirable for avoiding the snap-buckling problem. In a real design the different stiffness of
the two wings is likely to be connected with a difference share of the load carried by each
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wing. This also presents implications on the stress levels reached by the structure and
has to be properly taken into account when these types of configurations are designed.

Orthotropic case

It should be observed that an isotropic material does not present a preferential
direction and, thus, the nature of the nonlinear response can be fully investigated only
if anisotropic materials are adopted. As a first step towards this direction, the case of
orthotropic plates is here analyzed.

The first test case involves a single lamina with fibers directed along the wing
span. The fibers’ angle ϑ, measured counterclockwise from the x-axis is equal to 90
degrees, see Figure 4.3. This choice makes the material behavior to be orthotropic in
respect of the free stream x and span-wise y directions. As done for the previously

z

x

P1

LW

D

D
UW

22

22

Fibers’
orientatio

n

Orthotropic Case:
Single Ply Composite

r

D   =22

Figure 4.3: Unswept configurations for orthotropic cases and definition of lower-to-
upper wing stiffness ratio.

discussed isotropic case, the material properties are changed to numerically experiment
the influence of the different parameters. However, modification of the properties is
performed without changing point P1’s linear static response. This choice is useful for
meaningful comparison of the different responses.

The material properties are selected as follows: ELW
2 = EUW

2 = EREF, GLW
12 =

GUW
12 = GREF, and νLW

12 = νUW
12 = νREF. The values of ELW

1 and EUW
1 are varied case

by case.
The joint’s material is fixed and is exactly the isotropic one used for the baseline

case, UREF (E = 6.9 · 107 [Kg/(mm · s2)]; ν = 0.33). Table 4.2 presents the analyzed
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Table 4.2: Details about the materials used for the different configurations. For each
case it holds that E2 = EREF, ν = νREF, G = GREF.

Cases and relative parameters

Case ID Wing
Young’s Modulus

E1 × 10−7
[

Kg
mm·s2

] Ratio
Er

1 = ELW
1

EUW
1

Ratio
Ar

22 = Dr
22 = DLW

22
DUW

22

Snap

UORTHO1 Upper 5.0
Lower 8.9 1.8 1.7 YES

UORTHO2 Upper 4.5
Lower 9.5 2.1 1.9 YES

UORTHO3 Upper 4.0
Lower 10.1 2.5 2.2 YES

UORTHO4 Upper 3.7
Lower 10.4 2.8 2.4 YES

UORTHO5 Upper 3.4
Lower 10.8 3.2 2.7 NO

orthotropic configurations. The parameter Er
1 still affects the stability properties: if it

is increased the snap buckling is eventually eliminated (UORTHO5 ). However, there
are important quantitative differences. In fact as evident from isotropic configurations
UISO10 response, with a value of Er = 2.5 ≡ Er

CR buckling instability was avoided. On
the contrary, even if the Joined Wing’s geometry, the linear response of point P1, and
stiffness ratio are kept constant (with respect to UISO10 ), the orthotropic configuration
UORTHO3 (featuring Er

1 > Er
CR) presents buckling as seen in Table 4.2. This suggests

that, although Er
1 is related to the physics of the phenomenon (increasing Er eventually

eliminates the instability as seen in Table 4.2), from a quantitative point of view it is
not the best choice to identify when the instability actually occurs. To find a more
representative parameter linked to the stability properties of the system and isolate the
driving mechanism, the ratios of extensional and bending stiffnesses are then monitored.
These ratios are indicated with the symbols Ar

mn and Dr
mn respectively. Their explicit

definition is the following:

Ar
mn = ALW

mn

AUW
mn

Dr
mn = DLW

mn

DUW
mn

(4.3)

where m and n are indicies identifying each non-zero term of the corresponding matrix.
The superscripts “LW” and “UW” indicates that the quantities are referred to the lower
wing and upper wing respectively.

It is observed that each wing is modeled with a single lamina with constant
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Figure 4.4: Load parameter Λ versus cumulative vertical displacement Uz of point P1
for configurations employing different orthotropic wings. See Table 4.2 for details.

thickness and material properties. This means that the matrix Ar which contains the
ratios between the extensional stiffnesses is coincident with the matrix Dr which contains
the ratios of the bending stiffnesses.

A series of investigations correlates the snap-buckling occurrence with the ratios
Ar

22 and Dr
22 (see Table 4.2 and Figure 4.4). This is physically expected since Ar

22 relates
the extensional stiffnesses in the wing span direction (important for example to describe
the compression or tension of the wings) whereas Dr

22 relates the flexural stiffnesses (im-
portant in the determination of the principal bending moment of the wings). Moreover,
the new critical parameter [Dr

22]CR ([Ar
22]CR) has exactly the same value as the one for

the isotropic case Er
CR, giving this a quantitative consistency.

Summarizing, it has been shown that the snap-buckling disappears when Ar
22 =

Dr
22 is larger than a critical value. Then the question is whether Ar

22 is the actual
parameter that needs to be investigated/monitored or if Dr

22 is the one that needs to be
considered or if both Ar

22 and Dr
22 are equally important. The answer represents a crucial

concept in the design of a Joined Wing. For example, if Ar
22 is the most important term

then the snap-buckling is mainly driven by compressive actions. On the other hand, if
Dr

22 is the most important parameter then the snap-buckling occurs mainly because of
bending actions. If the two parameters have similar relative importance, the physical
mechanism is a combination of both compression and bending.

Since for a single orthotropic lamina it always is Ar
22 = Dr

22, it is not possible to
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identify what is physically relevant as far as the instability is concerned unless a larger-
than-one number of plies is selected so that it is possible to separately modify Ar and
Dr matrices with the consequence that Ar ̸= Dr.

In particular, several test cases have been introduced with the following assump-
tions: the lower wing is made of the same isotropic material employed for the reference
case; the upper wing is made of a multilayered orthotropic composite laminate with
layers made of the same material; the thickness of two generic different layers may be
different, but the total thickness of the upper wing is maintained equal to h = 1mm.
Table 4.3 shows all the analyzed cases and the values of Ar

22 and Dr
22 for each configu-

ration. For these cases a reference closed-form analytical linear solution is impractical
to obtain. Thus, it is not imposed to have the same slope (linear solution) for all the
nonlinear responses relative to the cases reported in Table 4.3. However, this does not
pose a conceptual limitation.

Figure 4.5 summarizes the responses of all the performed analyses. As reported

Figure 4.5: Load parameter Λ versus cumulative vertical displacement Uz of point
P1 for configurations featuring a lower wing composed of reference isotropic material
(E = EREF and ν = νREF) and an upper wing composed of multi-ply composite material
in order to have an orthotropic response. The different laminations are indicated in Table
4.3.

in Table 4.3, it is quite evident that Dr
22 plays the leading role, since it dictates snap

occurrence, where this is not the case for the Ar
22 parameter. When Ar

22 is held constant
and equal to 1.7 and Dr

22 is increased from 1.0 to 2.9, the snap-buckling disappears.
Conversely, if Dr

22 is held constant and Ar
22 is varied, the response is not appreciably

affected in terms of instability occurrence. Similar considerations, leading to the same
conclusions, could be done for the other reported entries of Ar

22 and Dr
22.

The importance of the ratio Dr
22 is qualitatively consistent with Figure 4.6 which

shows that when the snap-buckling occurs a more pronounced inward bending deforma-
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tion of the upper wing is present compared to cases in which instability is not observed
cases. More in detail, two configurations are depicted in Figure 4.6: one is associated
with the case UORTHO1, which has Er

1 = 1.8 and Dr
22 = Ar

22 = 1.7, and the other one
corresponds to the case UORTHO5, featuring Er

1 = 3.2 and Dr
22 = Ar

22 = 2.7. Config-
uration UORTHO1 incurs in a snap phenomenon and presents a larger inward bending
for the upper wing.

Figure 4.6: Comparison of configurations UORTHO1 and UORTHO5 at Λ = 1.

It is interesting to observe that, both with and without the normalization (pre-
scribed linear displacement of point P1, adopted for the isotropic and single lamina
orthotropic cases) the critical parameter [Dr

22]CR keeps almost the same value (about
2.5).

It should be also observed that the isotropic case investigated in the preceding
section and in Reference 130 can be seen as a particularization of the single-lamina or-
thotropic case investigated here. Thus, the physics ruling the snap buckling phenomenon
is the same. However, in the isotropic case changing the extensional and bending stiff-
nesses independently from each other was not possible and so it was not possible to
identify the bending stiffness ratio as the key parameter related to the stability proper-
ties of the system.
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Joint’s Connection and Load Transferring Effects on the Snap-Buckling of
Unswept Joined Wings

For both the cases of orthotropic and isotropic unswept Joined Wings, config-
urations which showed similar tip displacement for the same load level Λ but different
nonlinear behavior (i.e. one configuration experienced snap-buckling and the other did
not, see for example Figure 4.6) were compared. One of the main features that was
noticed was the different deformation of the upper wing. In particular, the inward bend-
ing of the upper wing was more pronounced for the model that was on the verge of
snapping. It is true that the curvature distribution of the upper wing depends on all the
transmitted force through the joint, being this exacerbated from the large displacement
characteristic of the cases. However, it is of particular interest to monitor the bending
moment Myy transmitted through the joint as a function of the load parameter Λ. More
in detail, this is done for the configuration (see Table 4.1) which is on the verge of snap-
ping (UISO7 ) and for the configuration (presenting different material properties than the
first one but with similar load-displacement curve up to that load level) which does not
present buckling (UISO10 ) [130]. Figure 4.7 shows the moment Myy on a finite element
on the upper wing and near the joint. Although the interest is towards general be-

Figure 4.7: Wing span forces (NUW
yy and NLW

yy ) per unit of length and primary bending
moments (MUW

yy and MLW
yy ) per unit of length transferred to the upper and lower wings.

The forces and moments are calculated at the centroid of the finite elements shown in
the figure.

havior more than specific values, to have more reliable predictions a refined model using
approximately 15000 DOF (against the approximately 2600 DOF of the base model), is
used for comparison purposes. These models show an almost perfect agreement in terms
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Figure 4.8: Curves of the load parameter Λ versus cumulative vertical displacement Uz

of point P1 for UISO7 (on the left) and UISO10 (on the right) obtained from simulations
using different FE solvers and mesh sizes. Both NASTRAN solutions showed convergence
problems after the first limit point.

of cumulative vertical displacement of point P1, see Figure 4.8. As it is well known, the
force and moments (see Figures 4.9 and 4.10) converge more slowly when the mesh is
refined. The correlation of their trends is very good. It should also be pointed out that
since the forces and moments per unit of length are evaluated at the centroid of of the
elements (see Figure 4.7 for the base model) a refining of the mesh implies a calculation
of these quantities on a different (but close) point. The interest of this discussion is to
show the trends. Thus, this fact does not affect the following discussion.

In Figure 4.9 the value of Myy is plotted for both the upper and lower wings
for both the cases. Considering the upper wing, it is possible to observe that MUW

yy

shows similar trend in the pre-buckling area. However, the configuration which does not
experience snap-buckling (UISO10 ) presents a larger moment MUW

yy compared to the one
corresponding to UISO7. At a certain load parameter, smaller than the critical value,
the moment relative to configuration UISO7 starts diminishing in value and eventually
the snap-buckling occurs. For the lower wing the bending moments of the UISO7 and
UISO10 configurations are practically identical. For completeness, Figure 4.10 shows
the force per unit of length Nyy on the upper wing (see also Figure 4.7).

The different trends regarding the transmitted bending moment (see Figure 4.9
a)) suggest that the snap-buckling occurrence could be strictly tied with Myy. To further
demonstrate this observation, the boundary conditions between the joint and the upper
(or lower) wings are now modified to reduce the amount of moment which is transferred.
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Figure 4.9: Bending moment per unit of length Myy on the upper wing, a), and lower
wing, b). UISO7 and UISO10 cases. See also Figure 4.7 for a graphical representation.

This is accomplished by the adoption of a multifreedom constraint which allows the
joint-upper-wing or joint-lower-wing relative rotation. To simulate some stiffness of the
joint a relatively small torsional spring (kϑ = 100Kg·mm2

s2·rad
) has also been added at the

joint-wing connection. It should be noted that a large value for the spring stiffness would
correspond to a perfect joint’s connection of the types analyzed so far, whereas a zero-
value for the stiffness of the spring would correspond to a perfect hinge connection. Since
the adopted value for the torsional stiffness is quite small compared to the stiffness of the
finite elements, the simulated joint-wing connection is similar (but not equivalent) to a
hinge connection. This set of boundary conditions is referred as quasi-hinge connection
in this work.

A quasi-hinge connection reduces the amount of moment transferred by the joint
to the wing. Thus, it is expected that this connection has the tendency to reduce
or eliminate the buckling occurrence. To prove that, three configurations are based
on UREF are considered: one with perfect joints, one with a quasi-hinge connection
between the joint and upper wing, one with a quasi-hinge connection between the joint
and the lower wing. The related nonlinear responses are plotted in Figure 4.11. It
can be observed that the snap-buckling disappears in both cases in which a quasi-hinge
connection is employed. Moreover, reducing the bending moment transmission prevents
the snap to occur. Moreover, if the responses relative to these cases are superimposed,
it is possible to realize that the pre-critical states for the perfect joint case show a larger
value of the stiffness (i.e., higher slope of the displacement-load curve in Figure 4.11).
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Figure 4.10: In-plane force per unit of length Nyy on the upper wing for the UISO7
and UISO10 cases. See also Figure 4.7 for a graphical representation.

Thus, the configurations featuring a quasi-hinge connection experience a reduction of
stiffness, which is more pronounced when the quasi-hinge connection is located between
the joint and the upper wing. Summarizing, the presented analyses lead to the conclusion
that bending action transmission is one of the main sources of non-linearities when
stability is concerned. When the perfect joint is considered the stiffness of the system is
first increased but eventually the instability phenomena occurs (see Figure 4.11). When
the bending moment is partially transmitted, the response does not present any snap-
buckling phenomenon. However, there is a consistent loss of stiffness (see Figure 4.11).

Studies on the connection between wings have already been undertaken for ex-
ample by Stearman, Lin, and Jhou (Reference [35]). In that work, the rigid connection
was assessed as being the most favorable in terms of root bending moment alleviation
and stiffness. And, at least from a stiffness perspective, the results are in agreement
with the results presented in the current work. However, the analyses of Reference [35]
were obtained with linear models, and thus, phenomena such as the snap-buckling could
not have been predicted or included. Furthermore, it should be noted that the conclu-
sions applies for the particular configuration (a sensorcraft/joined-wing one) and load
condition. The highly complex structural response of the Joined Wings need careful
investigations case by case.

The authors also like to quote a passage from Reference [35] in which it is stated
that the overconstrained nature of the system could give rise to significant load transfer
through the joint which could be detrimental to the structural stability of the system,
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Figure 4.11: Cumulative vertical displacement (Uz) of point P1 versus load factor (Λ)
for UREF configurations when a rigid or quasi-hinge connection is used between the
joint and the upper or lower wing. UW/J and LW/J are abbreviations for indicating a
quasi-hinge connection between upper wing and joint or between lower wing and joint
respectively.

and to properly take them into account a nonlinear analysis would have been needed.
The present findings (see Figures 4.11 and 4.12) confirm this importance: the bending
moment transfer has a primary role in snap-buckling occurrence.

Composite Materials (anisotropic case)

Previous discussions showed that for the isotropic and orthotropic cases the driv-
ing mechanism which leads to the snap-buckling is closely tied with bending effects. It
was also demonstrated that the bending stiffness ratio Dr

22 was an effective parameter
to predict if the nonlinear response presents a snap-buckling instability. In particular,
it was shown that the upper wing has to be more bending compliant to avoid the snap-
buckling. It was found that when Dr

22 ≡
DLW

22
DUW

22
is bigger than a critical value, then the

instability disappears; [Dr
22]CR does not represent an universal value, on the contrary,

its magnitude is expected to be a case-dependent parameter.
For the same unswept joined-wing layout, the next step is the adoption of com-
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of the deformed structures for different (Λ) values, for the
perfect and quasi-hinge connection cases. UW/J and LW/J are abbreviations for indi-
cating a quasi-hinge connection between upper wing and joint or between lower wing
and joint respectively.

posite materials to introduce anisotropic effects and investigate how they influence the
nonlinear response. In particular, two main questions are here answered. Is Dr

22 suffi-
cient to describe the tendency of the structure to experience a snap-buckling? What are
the effects of anisotropy on the global bending stiffness and snap-buckling?

To answer the first question, two new configurations are investigated (see Table
4.4). In the first one, named UANIMP1, the lower wing is isotropic and the mate-
rial is the one adopted for UREF configuration. The upper wing is simulated with a
multilayered orthotropic plate. The second configuration, named UANIMP2, presents
a symmetric laminate for the upper wing, whereas the lower wing is made of the same
isotropic reference material. Both configurations present the same value for Dr

22; how-
ever, the nonlinear responses are dramatically different (see Figure 4.14) and the con-
figuration UANIMP2 does not experience snap-buckling. This qualitative investigation
shows that the new coupling between the torsional deformation and bending moment
plays an important role as far as the stability properties are concerned.

Figure 4.15 shows how the anisotropy introduces torsional deformations (config-
uration UANIMP2) which are not present for configuration UANIMP1.

A series of additional configurations have been created (see Table 4.5). The
lower wing is isotropic and the adopted material is the one used for the UREF case. The
upper wing is simulated with a single lamina whose orientation is varied according to
Table 4.5. Results indicate (see Figure 4.16 and Table 4.5) that the bending-torsional
coupling has a major role in determining when the snap-buckling occurs. This is clearly
understood if for example configurations UANISP2 and UANISP4 are compared. The
two configurations do not present snap-buckling, although this was expected for the
first one having Dr

22 > [Dr
22]CR, it was not expected for the second one, for which
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Figure 4.13: Unswept configurations for anisotropic cases.

Table 4.4: Details about the materials used for the different configurations. For each
case the lower wing is composed of the reference isotropic material, where the upper wing
is composed of a composite material with plies laminated as indicate above. Each ply
is manufactured with the same material E1 = 8.5 · 107

[
Kg

mm·s2

]
, E2 = 0.66 · 107

[
Kg

mm·s2

]
,

G12 = 2.6 · 107
[

Kg
mm·s2

]
, ν12 = 0.33.

Cases and relative parameters

Case ID Wing Lamination
Ratio

Dr
22 = DLW

22
DUW

22

SNAP

UANIMP1 Upper 900.049/00.25/900.402/00.25/900.049 2.4 YES
UANIMP2 Upper 170.1/450.8/170.1 2.4 NO

Dr
22 < [Dr

22]CR. Analogous situation come when comparing UANISP11 and UANISP12.
Unexpected behaving cases present a value of DUW

26 different than zero. Since the wing
system is unswept, the coupling between the torsion and bending are due only to the
anisotropy of the material.

This is why for the anisotropic case understanding the mechanism which leads
to the instability is more challenging.

To answer the second question (i.e., identify what are the effects of the anisotropy
on global bending stiffness and snap-buckling), three different configurations (namely
UANISP15, UANISP4 and UANISP12 [see Table 4.5]) are selected. None of them ex-
periences the nonlinear buckling, and, according to Figure 4.17, they present high overall
stiffness. The configurations UANISP4 and UANISP12 are stiffer than the configuration
UANISP15 (especially for larger values of the load step Λ) confirming that composite
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Table 4.5: Details about the materials used for the different configurations. For each
case the lower wing is made of the reference isotropic material, where the upper wing
is composed of a single ply with the fibers oriented as indicate above (cases UANISP1
through UANISP14 ), or of an isotropic material (UANISP15 ). The Young and shear
moduli of this Table are expressed in

[
Kg

mm·s2

]
and the values reported in the Table need

to be multiplied by 107.

Cases and relative parameters

Case ID Wing Orientation
Ratio

Dr
22 = DLW

22
DUW

22

DUW
26 ×10−7[
Kg·mm2

s2

] SNAP UW
DATA

UANISP1 Upper 0◦ 4.5 0 NO
UANISP2 Upper 15◦ 3.4 0.09 NO
UANISP3 Upper 30◦ 1.9 0.18 NO
UANISP4 Upper 32.5◦ 1.8 0.19 NO
UANISP5 Upper 35◦ 1.6 0.20 YES
UANISP6 Upper 37.5◦ 1.5 0.21 YES
UANISP7 Upper 45◦ 1.2 0.23 YES
UANISP8 Upper 60◦ 0.8 0.22 YES
UANISP9 Upper 75◦ 0.7 0.14 YES
UANISP10 Upper 90◦ 0.6 0 YES

E1 = 12.5
E2 = 1.7
G12 = 2.7
ν12 = 0.33

UANISP11 Upper 45◦ 2.6 0.16 NO
UANISP12 Upper 60◦ 1.4 0.20 NO
UANISP13 Upper 62.5◦ 1.3 0.20 YES
UANISP14 Upper 65◦ 1.3 0.19 YES

E1 = 8.5
E2 = 0.66
G12 = 0.56
ν12 = 0.28

UANISP15 Upper Isotropic 2.6 0 NO E = 2.65
ν = 0.33
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Figure 4.14: Cumulative vertical displacement of P1 versus Λ for two different config-
urations featuring a lower wing composed of an isotropic material and an upper wing
with an orthotropic and anisotropic behaving materials, obtained through a different
disposition of plies. As a consequence of the ad-hoc lamination schemes of the plies, the
ratio Dr

22 is equal for the two cases. See Table 4.4 for details.

materials can be effectively used to change the structural behavior of the system.
In the practice, the design is more challenging since it must be taken into account

the structural weight and stress levels. Moreover, the actual aerodynamic loads are of a
non-conservative type and the torsional-bending coupling is then even more important:
the aerodynamic forces are heavily affected by a change of angle of attack (torsion) of the
wing. This study is the first step in the understanding of the difficulties and challenges
associated with the nonlinear response for the case of anisotropic Joined Wings.

4.6 Swept Joined Wings and Composites

From the analysis of unswept Joined Wings two main concepts could be identified.
First, the ratio between the bending stiffness of the wings is an important parameter
to establish if the snap-buckling occurs. In particular, the upper wing has to be more
bending compliant than the lower wing to remove the instability.

Second, the anisotropy introduces a coupling between the torsion and bending
which is not present in isotropic unswept Joined Wing. This coupling modifies the
snap-buckling occurrence.

A similar study is now attempted for the swept Joined Wings (see Figure 4.2).
It is necessary to investigate this case since even when isotropic materials are used, a
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of the deformed configurations for configurations UANIMP1
and UANIMP2. Notice that when the anisotropy is introduced (configuration
UANIMP2 ) there is a lateral tilting of the joint.
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Figure 4.16: Responses for different configurations. The lower wing is composed of the
reference isotropic material (E = EREF and ν = νREF) for all the cases, the upper wing
is composed of a single layer with EUW

1 = 12.5 · 107
[

Kg
mm·s2

]
, EUW

2 = 1.7 · 107
[

Kg
mm·s2

]
,

GUW
12 = 2.7 · 107

[
Kg

mm·s2

]
and νUW

12 = 0.33. The orientation of the fibers for each case is
specified in Table 4.5.
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of responses for configurations UANISP4, UANISP12 and
UANISP15. All the three configurations have a lower wing composed of the isotropic ref-
erence material. Configuration UANISP15 features an upper wing of a different isotropic
material, where UANISP4 and UANISP12 have an upper wing composed of a single ply
composite of two different materials. Details about the materials are reported in Table
4.5. Given the materials, the three configurations represent the stiffest responses which
do not show buckling.
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coupling between the bending and torsion due to the geometry of the wing system arises.
It may also be observed (see Figure 4.2) that the sweep angle is moderately low. It is
then reasonable to expect that the snap occurrence is still regulated by bending stiffness
related parameters.

In order to better investigate the physics related to the bending, it is useful to
introduce two local coordinate systems, one for each wing. The direction of the z-axis
remains parallel to the global z-axis, whereas the local y-axis runs along the wing-span
direction. In such a way the terms of the D matrices for the upper and lower wings
maintain an immediate physical interpretation. Figure 4.2 clarifies the orientation of the
lower and upper wing local axes.

4.6.1 Effects of Lower-to-Upper-Wing Stiffness Ratio

Isotropic case

The ratio of the Young’s moduli of the two wings is varied. However, Young’s
moduli are selected so that the initial slopes of the displacements are the same (the
initial slope is related to the stiffness of the linear analysis). The details about the
materials of each configuration are shown in Table 4.6 and Figure 4.18, and the graphs
of the cumulative vertical displacement of point P1 are presented in Figure 4.19. It

y
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E
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E

Isotropic Case:
Isotropic Materials

LW

E

E
UW

E  =
r

Figure 4.18: Swept configurations for isotropic cases and definition of lower-to-upper
wing stiffness ratio.

can be inferred that, as in the unswept case, the ratio Er = ELW

EUW has an important role.
However, the required value for avoiding snap is considerably larger (see Table 4.6) than
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Table 4.6: Details about the isotropic materials used for the different swept Joined
Wings. The Poisson ratio is ν = 0.33 for each case.

Cases and relative parameters

Case ID Wing
Young’s Modulus
E × 10−7

[
Kg

mm·s2

] Ratio
Er = ELW

EUW

Snap

SREF Upper 6.9
Lower 6.9 1 YES

SISO1 Upper 12
Lower 2.5 0.2 YES

SISO2 Upper 5
Lower 8.9 1.8 YES

SISO3 Upper 4
Lower 10.1 2.5 YES

SISO4 Upper 3
Lower 11.3 3.8 YES

SISO5 Upper 2.5
Lower 12.0 4.8 YES

SISO6 Upper 2.2
Lower 12.4 5.6 YES

SISO7 Upper 2.1
Lower 12.5 6.0 YES

SISO8 Upper 2.0
Lower 12.6 6.3 NO
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the one needed for the unswept wings case (see Table 4.1). This means that the lower
wing has to be much stiffer than the upper wing in order to avoid snap-buckling.

It is possible to observe that each wing of the swept configuration results to
be a slightly longer and leaner (higher aspect ratio) than the previous unswept cases.
However, since the sweep angle is small, the aspect ratio is not significantly affected. The
consistent difference of the critical ratio Er found for the swept case could be thought
to come mainly from effects introduced by the torsion.

Analyses of two configurations [130], one incurring in snap, SISO5, and one not,
SISO8, for two different load conditions are depicted in Figures 4.20 and 4.21. For the
load level Λ = 0.5 SISO5 is not very far to buckle, however, the two deformed shapes are
almost superimposed (see Figure 4.20), except for the upper wings. In the SISO5 case
the upper wing experiences a more pronounced inward bending deformation, similarly
with what was found for the swept cases.

The load level Λ = 0.6 represents a post-buckling situation for the configuration
SISO5, as it could be verified in Figure 4.19(b). Besides experiencing an almost rigid
rotation along x−axis, in this case the joint undergoes a negative rotation along global
y-axis as well (see Figure 4.21).

In conclusion, the interactions between the wings are more complicated in the case
of swept Joined Wings even when isotropic materials are used. This is due to the rise of
forces inherent to the geometrical layout which couples the bending and torsional effects.
These forces have an important role in influencing the snap phenomenon: although
the span-wise bending actions drive the instability phenomenon, torsion contributes to
regulate it. For example, compared to the unswept isotropic cases, the lower wing has to
be significantly stiffer in order snap to be avoided. This could be intuitively explained
as follows. Figure 4.21 shows that when the instability takes place a significant rigid
rotation of the joint is experienced (SISO5 configuration). Thus, the high stiffness is
“required” to counteract also this joint’s rotation and thus, to avoid the snap-bucking.

Orthotropic Cases

The introduction of an orthotropic material for the wings allows not only to
differentiate between the relative importance of the Young’s moduli E1 and E2, but
gives also the valuable possibility to isolate and study more in depth the torsional effects.
This was not possible for unswept layouts since, featuring the configuration geometrical
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Table 4.7: Details about the orthotropic materials used for the different swept Joined
Wings. The Young’s Moduli and Poisson ratio are E1 = E2 = EREF and ν12 = νREF for
each wing of all cases. Thus, every considered configuration has the ratio Dr

22 equal to
1.

Cases and relative parameters

Case ID Wing
Shear Modulus

G12 × 10−7
[

Kg
mm·s2

] Ratio
Er

1 = ELW
1

EUW
1

Snap

SREF Upper 2.6
Lower 2.6 1 YES

SORTHO1 Upper 120
Lower 120 1 YES

SORTHO2 Upper 300
Lower 300 1 YES

SORTHO3 Upper 600
Lower 600 1 YES

SORTHO4 Upper 1500
Lower 1500 1 YES

SORTHO5 Upper 2500
Lower 2500 1 NO

symmetry, no torsional effects were introduced in the structure.
The stiffness parameter D66 is now varied to explore the effects due to the tor-

sion but the bending stiffness ratio, extensively discussed in the preceding sections, is
not modified. The use of orthotropic material gives the possibility to act on the D66

coefficient maintaining the same bending stiffness ratio. In fact, as it could be inferred
from its well known definition, the D66 parameter could be fine-tuned through the adop-
tion of different values of the material’s shear modulus G12. Moreover, this last material
property does not influence the remaining parameters of the stiffness matrix D. It is
thus straightforward to selectively evaluate the importance of torsional deformation on
the system response.

In this regard, SREF is chosen as starting configuration. Then for each wing the
Young’s moduli and Poisson’s ratio are set such that:

EUW
1 = EUW

2 = ELW
1 = ELW

2 = EREF (4.4)

νUW
12 = νLW

12 = νREF (4.5)

Different values of GUW
12 and GLW

12 are chosen, with a direct effect on DUW
66 and DLW

66

respectively, as shown in Table 4.7 and Figure 4.22. The responses are depicted in
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Figure 4.23. It could be inferred that torsional stiffness has an important effect on the
behavior of the system. If it is increased, torsional deformations are smaller, and thus,
ideally, the response is expected to be qualitatively similar to the one of the unswept case
(with isotropic or orthotropic wings). This is supported noticing that SORTHO cases
response is qualitatively similar to UREF ’s one (see Reference [130]), showing a more
abrupt snap-buckling occurrence, that is, the instability occurs without a progressive
previous loss of stiffness.

As could be seen in Figure 4.23 if torsional stiffness is increased to a certain extent
no instability phenomenon occurs, differently than the unswept case where it was not
possible to eliminate buckling when Dr

22 < [Dr
22]CR. This difference is a consequence of

the structure’s layout and overconstrained nature of the system. In practice, in cases such
as SORTHO5 the torsional stiffness has a dominant role on the bending mode through
the geometrical coupling, and this interaction limits the pertinence of considering the
similarity between swept and unswept case.

Summarizing, in this particular overconstrained system in which bending and
torsion are also coupled as a consequence of the sweep angle, it is very difficult to
separate the effects on the structural response driven by one or the other deformation.

Anisotropic Effects

In this section, the lower wing is assumed to be made of the same isotropic
material used for the UREF configuration. However, the upper wing is now composed
of a single lamina. The fibers’ orientation is measured starting from the upper wing
local axis xUW, as depicted in Figure 4.2 and 4.24. Table 4.8 reports the configurations
used to assess the anisotropic effects for the swept Joined Wing. It may be inferred
that the influence of torsion is now of primary importance. In fact, some configurations
featuring a relatively small value of Dr

22 do not present any snap-buckling phenomenon.
It is relevant to investigate the effect of the sign for DUW

26 for practically unchanged
Dr

22 parameters. For example, configuration SANISP16 (for which Dr
22 = 1.39 and

DUW
26 = −0.20

[
Kg·mm2

s2

]
) does not experience buckling whereas configuration SANISP6

(for which Dr
22 = 1.30 and DUW

26 = +0.20
[

Kg·mm2

s2

]
) does experience instability.

Not all of the configurations reported in Table 4.8 experience buckling. It is
then of a practical importance to identify the conditions for which buckling occurs from
a graphical point of view. In particular, the so called Snap Buckling Region SBR for
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Table 4.8: Test cases. For each case the lower wing is made of the reference isotropic
material, where the upper wing is a single ply. The material used for the upper wing
presents EUW

1 = 8.5 · 107
[

Kg
mm·s2

]
, EUW

2 = 0.66 · 107
[

Kg
mm·s2

]
, GUW

12 = 0.56 · 107
[

Kg
mm·s2

]
,

νUW
12 = 0.28. The fibers’ angle is measured starting from the upper wing’s local co-

ordinate system xUW. In parenthesis the same fibers’ angle is referred to the global
coordinate system x-axis (see Figure 4.25).

Cases and relative parameters

Case ID Wing Orientation: Angle
measured from xUW (x)

Ratio
Dr

22 = DLW
22

DUW
22

DUW
26 ×10−7[
Kg·mm2

s2

] SNAP

SANISP1 Upper −11.3◦(0◦) 10.71 −0.01 NO
SANISP2 Upper 33.7◦(45◦) 4.60 0.10 NO
SANISP3 Upper 48.7◦(60◦) 2.22 0.18 NO
SANISP4 Upper 53.7◦(65◦) 1.80 0.20 YES
SANISP5 Upper 58.7◦(70◦) 1.51 0.20 YES
SANISP6 Upper 63.7◦(75◦) 1.30 0.20 YES
SANISP7 Upper 78.7◦(90◦) 0.97 0.11 YES
SANISP8 Upper −56.3◦(−45◦) 1.64 −0.20 YES
SANISP9 Upper −86.3◦(−75◦) 0.91 −0.04 NO
SANISP10 Upper 88.7◦(−80◦) 0.91 0.01 NO
SANISP11 Upper 83.7◦(−85◦) 0.92 0.07 YES
SANISP12 Upper −41.3◦(−30◦) 3.13 −0.15 NO
SANISP13 Upper −71.3◦(−60◦) 1.09 −0.17 NO
SANISP14 Upper 73.7◦(85◦) 1.04 0.15 YES
SANISP15 Upper −66.3◦(−55◦) 1.21 −0.19 NO
SANISP16 Upper −61.3◦(−50◦) 1.39 −0.20 NO
SANISP17 Upper −51.3◦(−40◦) 1.99 −0.19 YES
SANISP18 Upper −46.3◦(−35◦) 2.47 −0.17 YES
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Joined Wings [1] can be seen in Figure 4.26. It should be noted that SBR is actually the
union of two subregions which do not present symmetry with respect to the zero angle.
This is expected since the Joined Wing and its materials do not present symmetries
and the complex bending-torsion coupling affects the nonlinear response in a non-trivial
manner.
Figure 4.25 shows the responses relative to some of the cases reported in Table 4.8.

Figure 4.27 shows graphically the connection between typical responses and
fibers’ orientation. Some observations could be stated. When the fibers are directed
along the upper wing’s chord-wise direction (local x-axis) the response is not very stiff,
and snap-buckling does not occur. This is not surprising since the lower-to-upper wing
bending stiffness ratio has a large value (see for example configuration SANISP1 in Ta-
ble 4.8: Dr

22 is 10.71). It is also expected that if the fibers are rotated, the structure
exhibits overall a stiffer response, since material is properly oriented to counteract the
flexional actions. However, this is not always the case. If the fibers are rotated in the
positive ϑ direction, the response is quite stiffer (see for example SANISP3 in Figure
4.27), whereas if they are rotated in the opposite direction the response does not only
contradict the intuition based on a stiffness perspective, but with a further decrease of ϑ

a snap phenomenon occurs (see SANISP12, SANISP18, and SANISP8 in Figure 4.27).
It is not trivial to interpret and fully understand this behavior. The bending-torsion
coupling at both geometrical and material level for these cases is unfavorable, and gives
rise to configurations which are compliant in resisting the load and could even undergo
instability.

With a further decrease of ϑ, an interesting behavior is detected. Comparing
SANISP18 and SANISP8, both having buckling problem, a main difference is observed:
SANISP18 corresponds to an abrupt buckling, whereas SANISP8 has a mild snap, that
is, in the whole neighborhood of the limit point, there is loss in stiffness. If the fibers’
orientation is decreased to the point that buckling disappears, as for example happens
with configuration SANISP16, this local softening is still observed.

Notice that the initial response has not significantly changed from the SANISP1
case, although the fibers’ orientation has varied of 50◦.

The pattern showed in SANISP16 is maintained if the angle is further decreased.
But, the structural response gains progressively stiffness, until the fibers are oriented
approximately along the span-wise direction, SANISP10. Based on the previous gained
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experience about stiffness ratio influence on snap occurrence, it is unexpected that this
configuration does not show a snap-buckling phenomenon, although the local loss of
stiffness pattern is practically as inconvenient as an instability.

If starting from ϑ = 0◦ the angle is increased the behavior is somehow expected.
In fact, stiffness of the response increases, SANISP3 and snap-buckling eventually occurs,
SANISP4. Notice that this snap has the usual behavior with the limit point occurring
without having any loss of stiffness in the load-displacement curve preceding the limit
point. Now, a further increase in fibers’ angle leads to an initial increase in stiffness,
followed however by an snap-buckling instability at a lower load level. The instability is
characterized now (see SANISP11 ) by a local softening in the limit point region (mild
snap-buckling), similar to what observed for SANISP8 configuration.

Unexpectedly a further increase in ϑ leads to a response not showing a snap-
buckling phenomenon, but, the local softening is still present (SANISP10 ).

Summarizing, starting from ϑ = 0, if the angle is changed in the positive direction
the response becomes stiffer and snap-buckling occurs. Then, due probably to torsional
effects, local softening is introduced in the neighborhood of the limit point region. If the
angle is changed in the negative direction the response experiences instability without
being initially stiffer. In this case the bending-torsion coupling counteracts the typical
stiffer behavior related with smaller Dr

22 (and same DLW
22 ), but does not avoid snap

occurrence. Finally, when the fibers are oriented nearly along the span-wise direction,
no instability is present, although there is a pronounced loss of stiffness.

It is the authors’ opinion that further studies are needed in order to better un-
derstand the phenomenon at its basic level. In fact, although in this case the structural
response is basically regulated by the bending-torsion coupling, the strong nonlinear
behavior represents an added complication and makes extremely difficult and possibly
unsuccessful the attempt to explain in detail the essence of the problem breaking it down
in simpler cases.

4.6.2 Joint’s Height Effects in the Case of Anisotropic
Swept Joined Wings

In Reference [1] it was demonstrated that for the case isotropic materials the
increase of the height of the joint was beneficial. This is confirmed in this work for
the case of composite materials, as clearly shown in Figure 4.28 where SANISP4 and
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Figure 4.19: Load parameter Λ versus cumulative vertical displacement Uz of lower
wing’s tip point P1 for configurations employing different isotropic materials (see Table
4.6). The ratio of Young’s Modulus of the upper wing to the one of the lower wing is
varied but the initial rate of change (linear case) of cumulative vertical displacement of
P1 is constant.
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Figure 4.20: Comparison of deformed configurations SISO5 and SISO8 at Λ = 0.5.
Tridimensional and side view.

Figure 4.21: Comparison of configurations SISO5 and SISO8 at Λ = 0.6. Tridimen-
sional and upper view. The SISO5 is in its post-snap configuration.
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Figure 4.23: Cumulative vertical displacement (Uz) of point P1 versus load parameter
(Λ) for swept Joined Wings featuring different orthotropic wings. For each configuration
upper and lower wings are manufactured with the same material. See Table 4.7 for
details.
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Figure 4.25: Cumulative vertical displacement (Uz) of point P1 versus load parameter
(Λ) for swept Joined Wings featuring different single-layer upper wing. See Table 4.8 for
details.

Figure 4.26: Snap Buckling Region for configurations with different orientation of the
upper wing’s fibers (the angles are measured in the upper wing’s local coordinate system).
The configurations in the SBR experience buckling.
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Figure 4.27: Snap Buckling Region and typical responses (vertical displacement of
point P1 versus load factor).
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SANISP11 (see also Table 4.8) are presented. A joint’s height larger than a value
(b = 65

50a and b = 50
50a for the cases of Figure 4.28(a) and 4.28(b) respectively) leads to

a stiffer-snap-buckling-free response. This is the concept of Upper Limit Snap Buckling
Region (ULSBR) introduced in Reference [1] for the isotropic case.

4.7 Conclusions

Post-buckling investigations of composite PrandtlPlane Joined Wings, with par-
ticular focus on the fundamental physical aspects leading to the instability and nonlinear
structural response, have been presented for the first time.

Previous analyses of this innovative configuration focused on linear structural and
aeroelastic models. A first attempt towards an accurate simulation and fundamental un-
derstanding of the critical and post-critical conditions has been presented in Reference
[1] where the case of isotropic materials was discussed. The effects of the geometrical
parameters (joint’s dimensions and sweep angles) showed a very complex nonlinear re-
sponse which could not be predicted with the standard linear analysis but needs to be
properly taken into account even at the very early stages of the design. This is particu-
larly important since the true critical load can often be over predicted when a classical
linear eigenvalue approach (linear buckling analysis) is adopted. Reference [1] showed
that increasing the joint’s height is beneficial. Moreover, it can be identified an inter-
val of joint’s heights in which the snap-buckling instability occurs. This was defined as
Snap-Buckling Region (SBR). SBR could have a significant relevance in the conceptual
design of PrandtlPlane configurations, since a snap-buckling type of instability must be
avoided.

Reference [1] also showed that the torsional-bending coupling consequence of the
geometric layout (swept wings) can dramatically worsen the stability properties. Finally,
it was also presented that the load repartition between the upper and lower wings has a
significant effect on the nonlinear response. In particular, for the common PrandtlPlane
layout featuring a swept-back lower wing and a swept-forward upper wing, a higher
percentage of the load on the upper wing was showed reducing the risks of buckling.
However, several conceptual and theoretical aspects needed to be addressed. This was
accomplished in the present work. In particular, the effect of anisotropy was extensively
investigated by the adoption of composite materials. The following analyses have been
carried out.
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Unswept Case with Different Isotropic Materials for the Upper and
Lower Wings

An unswept joined-wing layout was investigated. Different isotropic materials
were selected for the upper and lower wings. The lower-to-upper-wing stiffness ratio
showed to be the driving parameter as far as snap-buckling instability was concerned.
In particular, a counterintuitive result was found: the main mechanism which led to the
instability (under non-aerodynamic conservative loads) was not due to the compression.
In fact, increasing the stiffness of the upper wing via incrementing the elastic modulus
enhances the extensional stiffness (in theory beneficial because the upper wing is com-
pressed), but increases the possibility of having buckling. From the Eulerian compressed
column analogy this is a highly unexpected result. The over constrained nature of the
Joined Wing (compared to the classical cantilevered wings) and the non-planar geometry
are responsible of this complex behavior.

Unswept Case and Adoption of Orthotropic Materials

Additional insight on the nature of the snap-buckling was gained by the adoption
of a single-lamina orthotropic plate for the upper wing. This choice was useful to detect
which stiffness ratio was actually important for the snap-buckling occurrence. It was
found that the ratio between the extensional stiffnesses and the ratio between the bending
stiffnesses were the primary parameters affecting the Joined Wing’s instability properties.
As for the isotropic case, it was found that the lower wing’s stiffness should be larger
than the upper wing’s one and the counterintuitive nature of the type of instability
was confirmed. However, the single-lamina orthotropic upper wing had the drawback
of presenting the lower-to-upper-wing extensional stiffness ratio equal to the lower-to-
upper-wing bending stiffness ratio: it was not possible to truly separate the relative
importance between the extensional and bending effects on the instability.

The problem was addressed by adopting a multilayered orthotropic laminate
for the upper wing. This was very useful since for this case the lower-to-upper-wing
extensional stiffness ratio is in general different than the lower-to-upper-wing bending
stiffness ratio. Several investigations showed then the true driving mechanism to the
instability: the snap-buckling occurrence is mainly sensitive to the lower-to-upper-wing
bending stiffness ratio. In particular, it was shown that increasing the lower wing’s
bending stiffness was beneficial, whereas incrementing the upper wing’s bending stiffness
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had a negative effect on the stability of the Joined Wing.

Type of Joint’s Connection and its Effects on Snap-Buckling of Unswept
Joined Wings

The bending moment transferring through the joint is one of the leading mecha-
nisms involved in the instability. This was demonstrated by modifying the joint-to-wing
connection. In particular, a quasi-hinge type of connection was implemented by inserting
a hinge at the joint-to-upper-wing or joint-to-lower-wing junction and a torsional spring
opposing the relative rotation between the joint and the upper/lower wing. A small
value of the spring stiffness was selected and the bending moment transferred to the
upper wing was reduced compared to the fixed type of joint previously investigated. On
a pure stability perspective, this provided a great benefit because the snap-buckling was
eventually eliminated, thus, confirming the relevant importance of the bending moment
transferring in the snap occurrence. As a drawback, however, the configurations with
the quasi-hinge connection showed a less stiff response. Moreover, when the quasi-hinge
was positioned between the joint and upper wing a softening tendency was observed
in respect of the response of the configuration in which the quasi-hinge connection was
established between the joint and the lower wing.

Unswept Case and Adoption of Anisotropic Materials (Composites)

While the lower wing was assumed to be isotropic, the upper wing was sim-
ulated first with a multilayered orthotropic laminate and second with a multilayered
anisotropic laminate presenting identical lower-to-upper-wing bending stiffness ratio.
The orthotropic case experienced a strong snap-type instability, whereas the anisotropic
case did not have the instability at all in the range of explored load levels and presented
a stiffening effect. Considering the fact that the geometry (unswept Joined Wings) does
not introduce any bending-torsion coupling whereas the anisotropic laminate does, it
was deduced that the material-induced bending-torsion coupling is important in the
nonlinear response.

The bending-torsion coupling was further investigated by selecting a single-
lamina with fibers generically oriented. The lower-to-upper-wing bending stiffness ratio
and the primary bending-torsional deformation coupling term D26 was also monitored.
The investigation showed that in some cases the bending-torsional coupling is beneficial
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and in other cases it deteriorates the stability properties of the Joined Wing. A further
insight of this coupling and its effects on the instability could be gained from the ob-
servation of the joint’s rotation with respect to the wing-span direction. This rotation
is heavily affected by the torsional-bending coupling. In particular, a properly designed
laminate could increase or decrease the rotation of the joint with enhanced or worsened
stability properties.

Swept Case with Different Isotropic Materials for the Upper and Lower
Wings

The swept Joined Wing presents a torsional-bending coupling even if the same
isotropic material is adopted for both the upper and lower wings. To gain further in-
sight, the upper wing was selected to be isotropic but with different elastic modulus
compared to the lower wing. Several investigations showed that to avoid snap-buckling
a substantially larger lower-to-upper-wing bending stiffness ratio was necessary. A direct
observation of the deformed shapes confirmed that when this type of instability occurs
the rotation (with respect to the wing span axis) of the joint is significant.

Swept Case and Torsional Effects

The relative importance of torsional effects was further investigated selecting the
reference swept joined-wing configuration, and changing the torsional stiffness. This was
easily accomplished by adopting an orthotropic material and changing the shear modulus.
When the torsional stiffness was increased, the response showed a tendency to have an
abrupt snap-buckling, typical of the unswept case. This should confirm that, limiting
the torsional effects introduced by the geometry, the configuration tends to behave as in
the unswept case.

Swept Case and Anisotropy Effects

A physical insight on the response of PrandtlPlane Joined Wings was gained by
the introduction of coupling effects associated with the anisotropy of the material. While
the lower wing was maintained isotropic, the upper wing was simulated with a single-
ply generically oriented material. The analyses showed a very complex bending-torsion
interaction: even for a relatively simple single-ply upper wing there could be identified
two distinct and unsymmetrically located regions in which the snap-buckling occurs.
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In other words, the Snap Buckling Region (i.e., range of fiber orientation’s angles for
which the system undergoes a snap-buckling instability) is difficult to predict from pure
intuitive considerations.

Joint’s Height Effects in the Case of Anisotropic Swept Joined Wings

For the isotropic case examined in Reference [1] the joint’s height was varied and
it was found that an increase of the height was beneficial. A similar investigation has
been carried out in this work with the adoption of composite materials. It was found
out that the joint’s height is beneficial even when the composite materials are used.

The investigations presented in this work shed some light on the very complex
nonlinear response of Joined Wings. Results showed that the snap-buckling load is quite
sensitive to the bending moment transferred by the joint to the upper wing. Thus, both
the type of joint’s connection and bending stiffness of the wings play a significant role.

When the bending-torsion coupling is introduced because of either the geometry
(sweep angles) or the material (composites) or both, predicting a priori if the above
mentioned effects are beneficial or not is an extremely challenging task. The simulations
conducted in this work seem to suggest that the rotation of the joint about the wing span
axis is an important factor for further gaining insight on instability and its properties.

Future works focusing on nonlinear effects of Joined Wings will discuss the theo-
retical challenges and physical implications when mechanical non-conservative loadings
of a follower type and aerodynamic forces are taken into account. Specifically, in Ref-
erence [158] a Vortex Lattice Method has been used for this purpose. A further area
needing some studies is the characterization of stability properties under a dynamical
systems perspective [2].
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Chapter 5

Risks of Linear Design of Joined
Wings: a Nonlinear Dynamic
Perspective in the Presence of
Follower Forces

This chapter is a reproduction of the following paper:
Risks of Linear Design of Joined Wings: a Nonlinear Dynamic Perspective in the Pres-
ence of Follower Forces, CEAS Aeronautical Journal, November 2014.

5.1 Introduction

The joined-wing concept dates back to the twenties [7] as Prandtl was studying
minimum induced drag of multiplane configurations. The concept was recovered

and developed, and its application to aircraft was proposed in the seventies [8, 10, 145]
for both commercial transport and supersonic fighters. Efforts and studies led to several
patents taken out both in the US [27, 28] and Europe [91, 92]. Further rearrangements
led also to designs that are far from the original joined-wing concept, such as Strut-
Braced Wings (SBW) [131,132] and Truss Braced Wings (TBW) [133], both introduced
in the United States. Besides the most classic aviation application as both civil [8, 9] or
commercial [99] transport, in the recent years the joined-wing layout found an application
in relatively new concepts as HALE [89,159] and UAV [68,160] aircraft and as amphibious
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airplanes [120].
Depending on the specific field of application, many advantages on the classical

cantilevered layouts are claimed, ranging from improved stiffness properties [10, 113],
high aerodynamic efficiency [7, 10], superior stability and control characteristics [6] to
flexible engine integration [9]. In addition to these relevant advantages, a Joined Wing
with typical diamond layout can enclose a large antenna, which is of particular advantage
for high altitude surveillance [89, 159]. Furthermore, the layout typical of Joined Wings
enables the design of configurations capable of larger payloads [9] whose dimensions are
compatible with the current airport’s infrastructures: this has potential impact on the
cargo transport [99]. Summarizing, other than having potential conventional advantages,
Joined Wings introduce new concepts and previously unexplored possibilities.

Driven by the novelty, in the last decades many efforts have been devoted to
joined-wing concepts. Unfortunately, a design which could eventually exploit these ad-
vantages is very challenging: not only is the gained experience relative to joined-wing
design limited, but there are many difficulties and never-tackled-before problems. Thus,
it is often not adequate to rely on old, though consolidated, design strategies developed
in decades and effectively used by the industry [11].

Two of the main sources of difficulties are the typical overconstrained layout and
the presence of strong structural nonlinearities [11,60,128], significant also for small an-
gles of attack and attached flow. This leads to an inconsistency when it comes about
sizing using linear analysis tools. The results could be misleading, as shown for exam-
ple in stability and aeroelastic analyses [1, 124, 152, 158, 161]. Consequence of such not
negligible effects is the need to include these nonlinearities early in the design stage.
However, the adoption of fully-nonlinear structural models is impractical especially if
several alternative configurations are explored in an optimization [151] effort. Ideally,
one should have an efficient aeroelastic model tailored for optimization strategies.

Computational efficiency and effective inclusion of the geometric nonlinear effects
is difficult to be achieved with reduced order models [13–16].

It was then realized [1,158,162] that a physical insight of the mechanism driving
the nonlinear response of Joined Wings had to be gained. This information could have
potential impact in the development of efficient tools for the preliminary design of these
configurations.

The efforts of the present paper is in the direction of showing and studying never-
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examined-before nonlinear phenomena inherent to joined-wing configurations, and which
have potential impact on their design process.

5.2 Contributions of the Present Study

It has been common practice [83] to apply mechanical follower type of loads
(forces acting as pressures and thus, normally to the surface) in order to more confidently
try to describe the effects of aerodynamic loads. Previous efforts [1,130,162] investigated
joined-wing configurations and observed that snap-buckling instabilities could eventually
occur. However, in those analyses a non-follower (or conservative) mechanical loading
was considered. The present work will show how follower loading affects the stability
properties of Joined Wings: does it exacerbate or alleviate instability problems? Do
follower loads change the typical patterns observed in snap-buckling phenomena?

When talking about snap phenomenon, it should not be neglected that it is
inherently a dynamic event. However, for Joined Wings this has been examined only
from a static analysis perspective [1, 130, 162]. To gain further insight it is necessary to
closely follow the dynamic response involved in a snap-buckling occurrence, instead of
just relying on the static configurations immediately preceding and following it. This
work will tackle this issue and the correspondence between static approach and realistic
dynamic analysis will be assessed.

Clearly, a snapping phenomenon at global structural level [1] could not be ac-
cepted. It is also true that, when possible, the structures in aeronautical engineering are
designed pursuing as much as possible a linear response. According to these observa-
tions, it may be stated, incorrectly, that a structural analysis may lose of interest well
before a limit point (that is, the point of snap onset) is reached.

Here comes the most important physical aspect investigated in the present paper.
It will be shown that, if a structure is loaded well under the critical load, an adequate
vanishing perturbation may cause it to assume a different equilibrium configuration
after the transient has elapsed. This fact has a potential tremendous impact on the
preliminary design of Joined Wings. It is potentially unsafe to avoid expensive nonlinear
post-critical analyses with the argument that joined-wing structures will operate at lower-
than-critical regime. If this may seem safe because the snap-buckling occurring in quasi-
statical conditions is avoided, it does not guarantee against stability problems enhanced
by inertial effects tied up with dynamic response of the system. As will be shown, one of
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this kind of instabilities could be the jump to a different equilibrium configuration out
of the nominal operative condition.

The complexity of joined-wing design is brought to a definitive higher level notic-
ing that, in some cases, the static response shows a main branch and another isolated
close branch (called isola). When such a situation arises, even a nonlinear static analysis
comprehensive of post-critical tracking methods is not able to bring to light the real pic-
ture, which, on the contrary, could be depicted with the aim of ad hoc dynamic analyses.
It is worth to notice that, being not possible to know a priori if an isola exists, prediction
of bi-stable situations is not straightforward.

A critical discussion about how the outlined scenario, observed for simplified
models, applies to real aircraft design is also given. In particular, past research on very
flexible configurations, such as Unmanned Aircraft or High Altitude Long Endurance
(HALE) vehicles, showed instabilities similar to the here considered ones. On the other
hand, due to relatively strict regulations (stress, displacements, etc.), it can be reasonably
assumed that these instabilities are less of a concern for civil aviation.

5.3 Theoretical Highlights Regarding the Present Nonlin-
ear Structural Model

The geometrically nonlinear finite element [156,162] is based on the linear mem-
brane constant strain triangle (CST) and the flat triangular plate element (DKT). The
structural tangent matrix KT is sum of two contributions: the elastic stiffness matrix,
KE , and the geometrical stiffness matrix, KG. Composite materials can also be modeled
with the present capability.

The nonlinear governing equations are solved by adopting iterative methods such
as Newton-Raphson and arc length techniques (see [2]). After each iteration a displace-
ment array is obtained, rigid body motion is eliminated from elements and the pure
elastic rotations and strains are found [163]. Using these quantities the internal forces
are updated for the next iteration.

5.3.1 General approach

The residual of the discretized (in space) system is defined as the unbalance of the
D’Alembert’s principle. It is a measure of the quantity the Newton’s law is not satisfied.
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When the residual is (almost) zero, it means that the configuration is at equilibrium
(either static or dynamic, depending on the problem). Since the considered problems
are nonlinear both in the structural behaviour and in the forces (they are of follower
type), the standard procedure to achieve a convergent state is to apply an iterative
method.

When dealing with static problems, what is usually sought is a static response
in terms of a parameter Λ called load level, which determines how much of the nominal
(or final) load is applied. The adoption of such a strategy is important not only as a
tool for achieving convergence (algorithms like Newton’s one are in principle guaranteed
to converge only for a relatively small region in the neighborhood of the converged
point), but also to determine the local behavior of the structure, as stiffening or softening
tendencies. Tracking the curve is also important to assess if the nominal condition could
be safely reached: it could happen that a snap phenomenon arises. In other words, for a
given value ΛCR the structure is not able to carry any load increment in an continuously
adjacent configuration (see References [1, 162] for examples of snap-instabilities). From
a mathematical point of view, the tangent (or Jacobian) matrix of the system is singular
when evaluated at the critical point. The mathematical approach and implementation
of the iterative process applied to static analysis is documented in [2].

5.3.2 Iterative procedure for dynamic analysis

In the case of dynamic analysis, the iterative framework [2] of the static case could
be easily extended, if in the residual the inertial and damping terms are considered. Let
us introduce here the generalized coordinate array time derivatives ṗ, p̈.

In a continuous time setting, the residual array is defined as

R(t) = M p̈(t) + Cd ṗ(t) + F int(p(t))− F ext(p(t), t) (5.1)

where M is the so called mass matrix and Cd represents the structural damping matrix.
The present computational capability employs different implicit time-integration

schemes, such as the generalized energy-momentum, a method that encompasses different
schemes [164–169], or also a popular composite algorithm [170, 171]. However, for the
sake of simplicity, only Newmark’s approach is here reported. The details and derivation
for the other methods are straightforward, and could be also found in the cited works.
According to Reference [172], the derivative array ṗ and the array p evaluated at the
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generic time t + ∆t could be approximated by:

t+∆tṗ = tṗ + (1− γ)∆t tp̈ + γ ∆t t+∆tp̈ (5.2)

and
t+∆tp = tp + ∆t tṗ + (1− 2β)∆t2

2
tp̈ + β∆t2 t+∆tp̈ (5.3)

In Eqs.(5.2) and (5.3), the notation tp means that the array p is evaluated at time t.
The two parameters β and γ define the inherent properties (stability, dissipation and
accuracy) of the method. A common choice that ensures stability (in linear cases), second
order accuracy and does not introduce numerical dissipation is the so called trapezoidal
rule:

γ = 1
2

β = 1
4

(5.4)

It is worth to notice that the aforementioned properties of the scheme are assessed with
linear analysis, see, e.g., [173]. When applied to nonlinear cases, some unwanted results
may be found: in literature different situations have been studied in which theoretically
stable time-integration schemes have failed when applied to nonlinear dynamics, see for
example [166,167,174–176].

If the status of the system is known at time t, an iterative process is established
to advance the system to time t + ∆t. To obtain convergence for the new status, the
residual evaluated at time t + ∆t, or briefly t+∆tR, is driven to zero through Newton’s
method. Considering a generic iteration n within a convergence process to state t + ∆t,
the residual is expressed as:

t+∆tRiter n = M t+∆tp̈iter n + Cd
t+∆tṗiter n − t+∆tF ext

iter n + t+∆tF int
iter n (5.5)

Notice that, t+∆tF ext
iter n and t+∆tF int

iter n have to be considered as:

t+∆tF ext
iter n = F ext(t+∆tpiter n, t + ∆t) (5.6)

t+∆tF int
iter n = F int(t+∆tpiter n) (5.7)

A single Newton iteration reads:

0 = t+∆tRiter n +
t+∆t ∂R

∂p

iter n

· t+∆tuiter n (5.8)
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where the symbolism
t+∆t ∂R

∂p

iter n

(5.9)

indicates the tangent matrix evaluated at t+∆tpiter n, and it holds:

t+∆tpiter n+1 = t+∆tpiter n + t+∆tuiter n (5.10)

In the following equation the different contributions to the tangent matrix can be iden-
tified:

t+∆tKT
iter n =

t+∆t ∂R
∂p

iter n

= 1
β∆t

( 1
∆t

M + γCd

)
−

t+∆t ∂F ext
∂p

iter n

+
t+∆t ∂F int

∂p

iter n

(5.11)
Assumption that the mass matrix M and damping matrix Cd are constant throughout
the iterations has been implicitly made. The resolution of the following linear system is
then required to complete each iteration:

t+∆tKT
iter n · t+∆tuiter n = −t+∆tRiter n (5.12)

If the new status satisfies appropriate convergence criteria, the system can be finally
advanced in time.

5.3.3 Follower load contribution to the tangent matrix

Definition of follower forces

A follower force is here intended as a force which changes when a reference
direction does. Both magnitude and direction can change. In the present effort the
magnitude is considered to be constant and the reference followed direction is parallel
the normal to an element vector. A case in which the magnitude only depends on the
deformation could be found in [158], for example.

In the following of this contribution, the terms array and vector are differently
used: when referring to the Euclidean space the terminology vector is used, whereas,
referring to finite element degree of freedoms space the word array is employed.

Let f be a follower load. For example, it could be the single contribution, in array
form, of a single finite element loaded with a pressure acting on one of his faces. Due to
the assumption of constant magnitude (the entity of the pressure is not depending on
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the element normal) it is convenient to rewrite the expression of the array by separating
the magnitude and directional properties:

f = |f | f

|f |
= |f |︸︷︷︸

constant

n︸︷︷︸
unit array

(5.13)

The contribution KF to the tangent matrix due to the applied follower force f can be
written as:

KF = −∂f

∂p
= − |f | ∂n

∂p
(5.14)

where ∂n
∂p is a matrix whose components are:

[
∂n

∂p

]
ij

= ∂ni

∂pj
(5.15)

It is straightforward to include the contribution of the pressure acting on other elements
just adding them to the expression of f , Eq.(5.13). The appendix shows more theoretical
details on how the follower forces contribute to the tangent matrix.

5.4 Description of Analyzed Joined-Wing Configurations

5.4.1 Description of test cases

This work is mainly focused on two topics. The first one is the assessment of the
different behavior of the system for non-follower (conservative) and follower load cases,
with particular attention to the static instability phenomenon. The second one is the
analysis of the dynamic response (for both non-follower and follower loading conditions)
highlighting an inherent characteristic of this kind of systems, in which a perturbation
may trigger the jump from a static equilibrium configuration to another one, both pos-
sible for the same loading conditions.

With this in mind, one main geometrical configuration is used. It consists in a
Joined Wing which presents a swept-back lower wing and a swept-forward upper wing,
see Fig. 5.1. The dimensions are selected to be consistent with the ones corresponding to
wind-tunnel scaled models. The joint’s height b is opportunely varied, according to the
needs of the analyses. In all cases the thickness is held constant for both the wings and
the joint, and is equal to 1 mm. The adopted material changes from case to case, and is
specified when the particular configuration is analyzed. When not indicated, the material
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is assumed to be Aluminium featuring a Young’s modulus equal to 69 GPa and Poisson’s
ratio ν = 0.33. However, both isotropic and composite materials are considered, and,
different ones may be used for different parts of the model.

All the configurations present a combination of geometry/material that have
already been employed in earlier works [1, 130], for which non-follower loading only was
considered.

Different class of loading conditions are employed. For the static analyses they
are represented by a follower pressure acting along the surface’s normal or by a non-
follower (or conservative) vertical pressure (direction +z). This last case is used to
verify the effects of the follower type of forces. In both cases the pressure is applied to
both the upper and lower wing’s bottom surfaces (the joint is unloaded). The pressure
of pnom = 0.55125 [ Kg

mm·s2 ] is selected as reference value and corresponds to a dynamic
pressure relative to a speed of V∞ = 30 [m/s].

When the dynamic analyses are pursued, the loading conditions are obtained
with a superposition of a fraction of the nominal static load and a portion (varying in
time) of a perturbing force. The perturbing loads are forces per unit of length applied
to the points lying on the mid-section of the upper wing. The entity of the perturbing
forces is specified case by case.
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5.5 Effects of Follower Forces on Static Response

In this section, effects of follower loads on the static behaviour of Joined Wings
are assessed, with focus on the onset of snap-buckling instability. In particular, with ref-
erence to instabilities shown in literature [1,130,162] for structural conservative loading,
the following questions are answered:

• How does follower loading influence the typical response? What are the effects
compared to the conservative loading?

• How does the interval of parameter’s values for which instability is observed (Snap
Buckling Region concept, SBR [1,162]) change when follower loading is considered?

5.5.1 Effects on critical load

The swept joined-wing layout is considered having a joint’s height b = 40 mm,
which is equivalent to b = 4

5a, see Fig. 5.1. It is named SREF. Two cases are considered:
in the first one the pressure always acts along the vertical direction (non-follower or
conservative loading), in the latter case the pressure actions are directed along the normal
to the surface direction (follower loading). How the system behavior changes in the
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L
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Figure 5.2: SREF configuration: load parameter Λ versus cumulative vertical displace-
ment Uz of lower wing tip point P1 for joined-wing layout featuring b = 40 mm loaded
with non-follower and follower forces.

presence of follower loading is depicted in Fig. 5.2 (more cases are presented in Reference
[2]). The vertical displacement of the lower wing tip (P1 in Fig. 5.1) is chosen as measure
of comparison.
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As shown in Fig. 5.2, in the case of follower loading, the snap occurrence is
anticipated to a lower load level and smaller deformations. The configurations at snap
are superimposed and depicted in Fig. 5.3. In the case of follower loads, the snap occurs
approximately at a load level of Λ = 0.42, where for the non-follower load case the
instability occurs at Λ = 0.47. It could be observed that the deformed configurations
show very similar patterns.

It may be concluded that follower loads anticipate the instability occurrence both
in terms of load level and deformations.

5.5.2 Follower loads and snap-buckling region

From direct observation of the results presented above, it is logical to expect that
follower loading promotes the onset of instability, not just anticipating the critical load
(if an instability was also observed in the non-follower loading case), but also provoking
it (if instability was not observed in the non-follower loading case).

An example that confirms this is now described. The swept joined-wing layout
featuring a joint’s height of b = 80 mm is considered. As shown in Fig. 5.4, if the forces
are considered to be of non-follower type, the response undergoes a stiffening effect and
no instability occurs (this is true also tracking the response for higher load levels, see [1]).
However, for the follower loading case, snap-buckling is observed. This reinforces the
negative role played by follower loading on stability of Joined Wings.
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case.

SBR for joint’s height

The concept of Snap Buckling Region (SBR) has been introduced to assess which
are the limiting values of the parameters guaranteeing a snap-free behaviour.

An investigation applied on the swept baseline configuration shows an interesting
result: in contrast with the case of non-follower forces (see [1]), now the SBR for the
joint’s height seems to be unbounded, see Fig. 5.5. The implications of this result is
that, when a follower load type is considered on that particular geometry, increasing
the joint’s height does have beneficial effects but the snap-instability occurrence is never
avoided. Although this may not look as a relevant result, the importance of not having a
response featuring a snap-buckling phenomenon is crucial, as it will be clear in the next
sections.

SBR for the anisotropic case

In this investigation the joint’s height is fixed to b = 40 mm, whereas isotropic
lower wing (aluminium) and a single-ply composite material (E1 = 85 GPa, E2 =
6.6 GPa, G12 = 5.6 GPa and ν12 = 0.28) for the upper wing are assumed. The an-
gle between x axis and the main direction of the composite material is varied as shown
in Fig. 5.6 (see Fig. 28 of Reference [162] for more details about fibers’ orientation).
In the same picture responses for different angles are reported, when follower loads are
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considered. As it could be inferred, there is snap-buckling phenomenon for each possible
configuration. Thus, the SBR extends to all the space of the angle of lamination, whereas
this was not the case when conservative loading was considered, featuring two delimited
SBRs [130,162].

Summary

This section has compared the occurrence of instability phenomena of the snap-
type when joined-wing models were loaded with follower forces. Only a restricted number
of cases were investigated, thus general conclusions are difficult to be drawn. However,
in respect of the behavior of the correspondent cases loaded with conservative loads,
instability occurrence was not only anticipated (both load level- and displacement-wise),
but was also induced in otherwise instability-free cases.

5.6 Study of Snap-Buckling of Joined-Wings with a Dy-
namic Approach

So far, snap-buckling phenomenon have been tackled on a static perspective.
However, this instability is inherently dynamic, thus it is necessary to verify the physical
behaviour with a dynamic analysis. In literature a similar numerical experiment has
been carried out on a cylindrical shell in Reference [169], in which a dynamic analysis
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confirmed the reliability of the static approach in predicting a snap-buckling. In the
present effort, however, the characteristic times of force application have been chosen
in order to simulate a quasi-static application, and thus, re-track the static response as
close as possible.

Structural damping is modeled using Rayleigh approach, see, e.g. [177]. That
is, the damping matrix Cd is chosen to be a combination of the mass and the tangent
matrices.

Cd = αM M + αK KT (5.16)

It is worth to notice that structural properties change during the nonlinear simulation,
thus, damping matrix is frequently updated.

5.6.1 Dynamics/quasi-static analysis of snap-buckling with conserva-
tive loads

A configuration called ISO6 is here considered as test case. Its layout is exactly
the same as SREF, however, different isotropic materials are chosen for the wings: lower
wing’s one has a Young’s modulus of 124 GPa, whereas for the upper wing it is 22 GPa.
Joint is made of aluminium.

Static response, taken from Reference [162], is shown in the small boxes of
Fig. 5.7. In this numerical experiment, the load level Λ = 0.8 is dynamically obtained
with a ramp-type of time law. Then, after 2 seconds the load is decreased to zero as
depicted in Fig. 5.7. In the same picture, the dynamic response is superimposed to the
static one. For the dynamic responses the commercial codes LS-DYNA (explicit analysis
in time) and ADINA (implicit analysis in time) have been used. Notice the optimum
correlation.

In the loading phase (i.e., growing of the value of Λ in time) the snap-buckling
occurs as a dynamic phenomenon (true physical behavior). The corresponding states on
the static response curve are represented by B and C (see Fig. 5.7).

In the unloading phase (i.e., decreasing of the value of Λ in time), it is also possible
to notice a snap (states F and G). However, this snap is not the same snap (in reverse
direction) seen in the loading phase and occurs at lower load level Λ. After the load is
completely removed the displacements return to zero with a convergent (consequence of
the structural damping) oscillatory pattern.

Dynamic and static analyses are consistent with each other. Thus, static ap-
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proach could be used as a valuable tool for describing an inherently dynamic phenomenon
such as the snap-buckling.

5.7 Dynamic Nonlinear Analysis: Branch-Jumping

Next focus is on how a dynamic nonlinear analysis reveals hidden dangers related
to the bi-stable property of the system. More in detail, it will be demonstrated that,
a full post-critical nonlinear static analysis is necessary (but not sufficient) for Joined
Wings, even if the structure is designed to operate in conditions far from the one relative
to the critical load (ΛCR).

The terminology branch-jumping (or more in general, jump phenomenon) used in
the following refers to the fact that the system could start from an equilibrium configura-
tion on a branch (denoted as main branch), and, given a vanishing dynamic perturbation,
may find a static equilibrium on another branch (denoted as post critical branch). Thus,
it should not be confused with the same terminology used when trying to follow a branch
with a continuation method (see [178]) or with branch-switching.

In all the following (static or dynamic) analyses the in-house capability is used.

5.7.1 Branch-jumping for conservative loading

Consider again the ISO6 configuration and assume that a load level Λ = 0.5 is
applied, as shown in Fig. 5.8. As it could be inferred, there exist three static equilibrium
configurations for that load. The state indicated with B is an unstable one, thus, it will
be not observable, whereas the states A and C are both stable. For this particular choice
of Λ, the system is thus bi-stable.

Assume now that the configuration is in its static equilibrium in the main branch
(state A) and a vanishing perturbing force is applied. For the purposes of analysis, this
perturbation is considered to be a force uniformly applied to the mid-span station of the
upper wing, directed downward, and reaching a nominal entity of 805 [Kg ·mm · s−1].
This force corresponds to less than 6% of the overall force acting on the wings in the
equilibrium configuration A. The time law of the disturbance is shown in Fig. 5.9. If
Λpert represents the analogous of Λ, but for the nominal perturbing force, the disturbance
is linearly increased to his nominal value in 0.1 seconds, and then linearly decreased until
it vanishes, at 0.2 seconds. The response is studied for the necessary time needed to reach
any stable equilibrium point.
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Notice that generally, from a mathematical point of view, it is not immediate
to assess if a system, when perturbed, has a vanishing transient and then settles to a
static equilibrium point. In fact, phenomena like limit cycle oscillations or also aperiodic
motion could arise (for more details refer to works [178–180]). A physical and practical
approach has been preferred instead of a mathematical rigorous study which goes beyond
the scope of this work. Thus, physical sense suggests that finite perturbation would lead
to vanishing transient (when damping is applied) even if the applied forces are of follower
type.

In order for the oscillations to vanish, a structural viscous damping is considered,
according with the Rayleigh method [177].
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Output of the analysis is shown in Fig. 5.10. As it could be clearly seen, after
a brief transient, the configuration does not return to the initial state (state A in the
main branch), but finds an equilibrium point in the state C, which is on the post-critical
branch. Fig. 5.11 summarizes the branch jumping, showing also the states A and C on
the static response curve.

To better understand the phenomenon an analogy with the case shown in Fig.
5.12, adapted from [179, 180], may prove useful. Two simple dynamical systems are
considered, in which a ball is constrained to move on a bowl and gravity is acting. For
the first case on the left, there is only one equilibrium point (also called fixed points in
dynamical systems terminology). Considering joined-wing systems, ideally, this situation
could be conceptually associated to all cases outside the bi-stable region, i.e., in which
Λ > ΛCR and Λ < ΛPCR.

Turning the attention to the second case, on the right side, the states A and C

at the bottom of the bowl, and B on the crest, are static equilibrium positions. If the
ball is in equilibrium in state A, and a perturbation in terms of velocity (or vanishing
force as well) is given, the ball may end up to the point C. Point B represents an
unstable equilibrium configuration thus, no equilibrium would be physically observable.
Given this, the system could be considered bi-stable. This picture could be conceptually
associated to the SISO6 configuration in equilibrium at a generic load fraction such that
ΛPCR < Λ < ΛCR when a perturbation is applied, as for example the case studied above
and shown in Fig. 5.10.

Summarizing, equilibrium points in the bi-stable region (as A or C) are charac-
terized by conditional stability: if a finite opportune perturbation is applied, the jump-
branching could be triggered. The shown case underlines that this phenomenon could
happen for load levels relatively smaller than the critical one (snap), and do not need
an excessive magnitude of the perturbation to be triggered. This analysis suggests that
it could not be a priori safe to design the configuration just relying on a pre-critical
nonlinear analysis and choosing the operative condition to be far from the critical point.

In the analyses shown above, the nature of the perturbation was chosen ad hoc
to be as simple as possible and to favour the deformed configuration in the post-critical
branch (state C). However, there exist an infinite number of choices that will promote
this instability, especially because the perturbation could be applied at different points
in the structure, could have a varying spatial magnitude, and could also have a time
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evolution. Considering this broad scenario, it is difficult to identify all the possible
perturbations that may lead to such branch-jumping, especially recalling the strong
nonlinear behaviour of the system which, somehow, undermines classical approaches.

In conclusion, if a snap-buckling phenomenon has to be avoided two strategies
seem to be the most reasonable. First option is to have an operative static point A on
a load level smaller than the second critical point, that is the critical point in the post-
critical branch. Equivalently, with reference to Fig. 5.8, Λ < ΛPCR. In such a case, as
the perturbation vanishes, the configuration will approach again the starting equilibrium
point in the main branch. Second option is to design a snap-free structure when static
response is studied. Notice that, for both cases, a nonlinear postbuckling analysis is
necessary. To track all the response it may be necessary to continue the analyses also
for large displacements (well larger than the ones the structure could actually carry)
regions. Unfortunately, some cases may have isola centers, which are close curves in the
load-displacement static response, not connected to the main branch. These structures
could not be a-priori detected with a normal branch tracking methods. More on this
topic is presented in Section 5.8.3.

5.7.2 Branch-jumping for follower loading

The previous analysis has been carried out when conservative loading was applied.
In this section similar procedure is adopted for the case of follower loads. Configuration
SISO6 is considered and follower loads are applied (as explained in section 5.4). The
static response is depicted in Fig. 5.13. Starting from the configuration relative to
Λ = 0.38, a perturbation is given. The disturbance’s nature follows the same indications
as in the previous example. Its magnitude reads 630 [kg ·mm · s−1], and it is directed in
the negative z-direction. To normalize this magnitude with the forces acting at stage A

the ratio of perturbing pressure (obtained dividing the magnitude of perturbing force by
the wing planform surface) to the pressure acting on the wings (0.38 ·pnom) is calculated.
Thus, the perturbation actions are about 6% of load applied at state A. The transient
response is shown in Fig. 5.14. The same considerations expressed in the previous section
are thus valid in presence of the follower forces.
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5.8 Dynamical System Characterization of Snap Phenom-
ena in Joined Wings

In this section, the nature of the physical system is analyzed from a dynamic
system perspective. It is interesting to notice how there is no unique terminology in
the open literature on nonlinear dynamics. For example, with a structural engineering
flavour, in [142] the critical point (associated with the snap phenomenon) are called
limit points, and have to be differentiate from the bifurcation points which arise when
two (or even more) branches with distinct tangents intersect. In [178] it is stated that
these points are also called turning point, saddle-nodes or fold bifurcations. The different
nomenclature is consequence of the different fields in which the same basic phenomenon
was observed. However, the old bifurcation theory did not consider limit points as
bifurcation points. Later, both the discover of new nonlinear phenomena and the rise of
subjects as catastrophe theory suggested a new classification.

5.8.1 Load level and saddle-node bifurcation

If the problem is seen from a dynamical system perspective, the load level could
be thought as a parameter. Considering for example the SISO6 case loaded with conser-
vative forces (see Figure 5.8), if the load level is varied, an interesting fact happens to the
fixed points (static equilibrium points). For Λ < ΛPCR the fixed point changes its posi-
tion in the multidimensional space (where each dimension could be thought as a single
degree of freedom of the system). When Λ = ΛPCR, a saddle-point bifurcation occurs:
a new distinct fixed point originates (look for example at the points BC ). The previous
fixed points A continues to exist, changing its position. If the load level is increased, this
new fixed point separates in two distinct fixed points, one unstable, B, and the other
stable, C. As A, they evolve and change their position when Λ is varied. However, in
the limit that Λ approaches the critical value ΛCR, points A and B get closer, until,
exactly when Λ = ΛCR they are coincident and annihilates. This represents a further
saddle node bifurcation. For larger load levels, only the fixed point C exists. Thus, when
Λ = ΛCR or Λ = ΛPCR there is a topological change in the space phase of the system.
This is exactly what is involved in a bifurcation. Fig. 5.15 gives a pictorial example.
Notice that the concept above is actually true for the curve in the multi-dimensional
space consisting of all the degrees of freedom, thus it is true also for every projection
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into smaller dimensional space, e.g. the vertical displacement of point P1.
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Figure 5.15: One-parameter bifurcation diagram of vertical displacement Uz of the
wing tip point P1 as function of the load level Λ. It could be observed how for Λ = ΛPCR

and Λ = ΛCR there is a saddle-node bifurcation.

The stability of the fixed points on the branch has been suggested by physical
considerations, outcome of the simulations (dynamic simulation with a perturbation) or
also evaluating the sign of eigenvalues of the Jacobian (tangent matrix).

5.8.2 Joint’s height and saddle-node bifurcation

Let the joint’s height be considered as parameter, and refer to Fig. 5.16 (taken
from Reference [1]). An analogous plot to Fig. 5.15 could be depicted, where on the
y axis the joint’s height is reported (Λ is now fixed). Actually, it is more meaningful
to be able to consider both the joint’s height and load level as parameters, and draw
the so called stability diagram (see [179]), in which the different behaviours (regions of
bi-stability) are plotted in the parameter space. The outcome is depicted in Fig. 5.17.
The region enclosed by the two limit curves contains the set of parameters for which the
system shows bi-stability (3 fixed-points region in Fig. 5.17). The mono-stable situations
are all the points outside the region. From a practical point of view, if the joint’s height
falls inside the SBR, then the maximum allowed load level has to be under the lower
limiting curve.

Close inspection of extrema of the region of bi-stability suggests the presence of
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Figure 5.16: Load parameter Λ vs vertical displacement Uz for lower-wing-tip point
P1. Responses for different joint’s heights. This figure is taken from [1].

cusp points (further analyses are needed to verify their real nature). A three dimensional
visualization of the load level, joint’s height and vertical displacement of point P1 gives
the pictorial representation of the so called cusp-catastrophe (provided the extrema points
are cusp-points). Fig. 5.18 represents the surface in the parameters space.

5.8.3 Stiffness parameter, saddle-node bifurcation and isola

Let us introduce the stiffness ratio (Er) as the ratio of upper to lower wing
Young’s moduli. If this parameter is varied, the same bifurcation problems noticed above
take place. Fig. 5.19, adapted from Reference [2], shows how the typical snap-buckling
response disappears when the stiffness ratio parameter approaches a critical value, in
this case Er = 6.3 (details about the configurations can be found in work [162]). In the
cited paper, it was thus assumed that for larger Er the bi-stable region was disappearing,
being this compatible with the so far explored scenarios (observed when joint’s height
was considered the free parameter).

However, this has not found to be the case after more thorough investigations,
driven by physical considerations regarding the abrupt disappearing of the unstable
branches, led to the discovery of an isola, i.e., solution branch closed in parameter space.
As it is shown in Fig. 5.20, plotting all the responses for load level and displacements that
go beyond practical interest (very deformed configurations) uncovers a further couple of
saddle-node bifurcations (turning points C and D in the graph of SISO6 and SISO7 ).
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It can then be easily conjectured, that the turning points A and D get closer when
increasing Er. Eventually they coalesce when Er reaches a value between 6.0 and 6.3,
that will here be called Er

IS. For this value, a transcritical bifurcation is thus taking
place (in the displacement-load level bifurcation diagram). The two branches OA and
DE will touch in A = D, forming an unique branch OE.

On the other hand, also unstable branches AB and CD are connected through
A = D, and thus, increasing Er, an isola forms, detaching from the main branch. For
this reason Er

IS could be assessed as corresponding to an isola-type bifurcation.
It was not possible to exactly track the response for values of Er close to the
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wing stiffness ratio Er is varied. This picture is adapted from [2].

bifurcation one, since the authors experienced numerical difficulties in following the
unstable branches (see dashed lines in Figure 5.20). However, the shown results are
enough to confidently conjecture the proposed scenario.

In order to be able to draw the isola, a static simulation was first employed and
stopped to a value of Λ for which a branch of the isola was supposed to exist. Then, with
a trial and error process based on intuition, an appropriate disturbance was given to the
system and the response was monitored: after a transient, the system was eventually
approaching a different-than-initial equilibrium state. This last configuration was taken,
and thanks to the restart capabilities of the in-house code, a new static simulation
with the continuation method option was launched. Thus, the isola was tracked. The
investigations have been carried out up to Er = 7, as shown in Fig. 5.21. Further
increasing this parameter, it is plausible that the isola shrinks and finally disappears in
a so called isola center. This investigation, however, has not been pursued here.

Isola-type bifurcations were observed in different field, see References [178, 181–
185] for a more in depth treatise and some practical examples. The possible existence of
isola-kind of responses for Joined Wings is one of the major contributions of this work.

The consequences of such a finding, are somehow scary. They could be sum-
marized in saying that a path-tracking technique (inherently nonlinear) is not enough
to ensure that bi-stable regions are not present. It is also very difficult to be aware or
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Figure 5.20: Static responses for SISO6 (Er = 5.6), SISO7 (Er = 6.0) and SISO8
(Er = 6.3) considering also high deformation regions.

expect in advance any of the typical isola behaviors. In this regard the authors like to
underline that, suspect of isola behaviour were inspired by performing a wide number of
analyses in a large parameter space (varying Er, using different vanishing perturbations,
etc) and by considering also the response for “practically meaningless” configurations
(consider the typical pattern and the second couple of turning points C and D which
arise for very large displacements in Fig. 5.20), which actually, did turn to be a key point
towards understanding the physics of the response.

5.8.4 Possible effects of imperfections

In a practical design process, manufacturing problems have to be taken into
account. In a setting as the one above, effects of imperfections (which could be thought
as a small variation on one control parameter, as for example Er or joint’s height) may
be catastrophic. One possible scenario, Fig. 5.22, is that the real operative points falls in
a completely different state than the nominal one. This example may be easily obtained
considering a fixed load level and two configurations differing by a small variation of one
parameter (Er, but also joint’s height). Notice that the knowledge of the post-critical
behaviour would not have been enough to prevent this to happen. On the contrary, a
sensitivity analysis to the different parameters is necessary. It is worth a notice that the
two cases display an almost identical response up to the turning point.
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Figure 5.21: Static responses for SISO8 (Er = 6.3) and SISO10 (Er = 7.0) considering
also high deformation regions.

A numerical example shows also a further possible scenario. Consider the config-
uration SISO8, in its stable state associated with a load level of Λ = 0.5, as depicted in
Fig. 5.22. This configuration does not have any snap-buckling phenomenon, but, as seen
above, two stable states exist (main branch and isola). However, the same perturbation
used in Section 5.7 is not able to trigger the branch-jumping, as clearly depicted. With
a relatively small modification of the stiffness property, driven for example by manufac-
turing issues, it is possible to incur in a configuration having the properties of SISO6.
In such a case, the configuration settles in the post-critical branch after the transient. A
minor perturbation which for one case leads to a negligible amplitude transient, triggers,
in the other case, a branch-jumping. This completely different behaviors seem even more
shocking considering that the two static analyses present an almost identical response in
the main branch, and thus, show practically identical macroscopic stiffness.

5.9 Guidelines for Realistic Joined-Wing Design: a Criti-
cal Discussion

This section critically discusses how the results found on very simplified model
with stiffness and mass distributions not typical of an aircraft could apply to a realistic
design.
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Design of an aircraft (especially Joined Wings) is a tremendously complex and
multidisciplinary task, the aerodynamic loads have to be evaluated for trimmed configu-
rations which, on their own, depend on many factors variable in time and situation (fuel
and pay loads for example). On the other hand, both the model and the real aircraft
share the same inherent overconstrained nature of the system.

Regardless of the level of displacements that can be accepted (this will be dis-
cussed later), there are in literature some documented cases in which the deformed shape
was resembling very closely the deformate of the here employed simplified models, and
the instability was of the snap-type. For example, Figs. 34 and 37 of Reference [186] show
a snap-instability (see work [187] for a discussion of the snap-instabilites in presence of
aerodynamic loads) for a beam model of the HALE SensorCraft in which also the flexibil-
ity of fuselage was considered. Typical snap-instabilities can also be recognized in Fig. 9
of Reference [188]: although the post-critical branch was not completely tracked, it can
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be clearly recognized a converged status far from the main branch at lower-than-critical
load level. Finally, the typical elastic instability of the Boeing’s SensorCraft concept
in Reference [85], occurring at global level rather being a buckling problem of the aft
wing, closely resembles the here presented deformed shapes (see in particular Fig. 14 of
the cited paper). The cases discussed in References [188] and [85] were detailed finite
element models, comprehensive of the typical wing-box structure. This gives credit to
the approach of conceptually studying these instabilities on relatively simple models (not
taking into account a detailed wing-box): results have a practical value and are not just
a pure academic exercise.

Having assessed that realistic highly deformable configurations may be prone to
the problems shown in this paper on conceptual models, it is also true that jumps and
snaps could be hardly accepted in any aeronautical design, and thus, must be avoided
at all costs. Results above warn against the temptation of interrupting the structural
analysis well before a limit point is reached, since, bi-stable regions may exist well below
the critical load. Thus, an adequate vanishing perturbation may cause the system to
assume a different equilibrium configuration after the transient has elapsed. However, it
is very difficult and impractical to assess the level of stability in relation to all the possible
perturbations. Thus, the most intuitive and simplest approach should completely avoid
snap-buckling in the static response, or, alternatively, should design the flight envelope
for load situations (speed) which do not present bi-stability. In both cases, it is necessary
to evaluate the response with a nonlinear postcritical analysis, which, considered that the
typical stability analysis in the early design stages relies on fast linear tools (eigenvalue
approach which can be strongly nonconservative as shown in References [1,158]), dictates
a large increase in computational costs.

The presence of detached equilibria branches represent a limit design burden.
Typical structural analysis tools trace the nonlinear post-critical response with path-
tracking continuation methods (such as the arc-length), thus, within this approach,
isolas cannot be detected. Alternative systematic approaches other than a sequence
of dynamic-perturbations applied to trigger the branch-jumping and discover detached
branches should be employed (References cited in Section 5.8.3 may help in this regards,
even though low-order models are therein studied).

Considering commercial aircraft concept (as the PrandtlPlane, see [9]) it is legit-
imate to ask to what extent may the here introduced scenario apply. In fact, regulations
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limit deflections and stresses, whereas large deformation regimes are typical of the present
analyses. However, this does not a-priori exclude the presence of a secondary stable con-
figuration characterized by strain and stresses within the regulations (bi-stability). In a
conservative spirit, it is necessary to ascertain this eventuality not to occur.

Furthermore, it has been recently shown [16] that reduced order modeling of
Joined Wings is challenging even for small deformations, and a reduced basis augmented
with modal derivatives presents better numerical performances. This indicates a nonlin-
earity which seems to be important already for small deformations.

An interesting last observation follows. While tracking the whole nonlinear re-
sponse, a state with stresses above the material failure (or displacements above the ac-
ceptable ones) can be reached. However, stopping the simulation because of this failure
would be methodologically incorrect. In fact, continuing to follow the response consider-
ing elastic material, may bring to secondary stable regions at lower load levels working
in the elastic regimes. This bi-stability may trigger the branch-jumping.

The situation is much more complex if aerodynamic loads are considered. Non-
linear dynamic aeroelastic phenomena as limit cycle oscillation could arise (e.g., [189]),
and this is not easily observable nor predictable from a static analysis, able only to
predict static equilibrium conditions.

5.10 Conclusions

Recent investigations on Joined Wings have been showing a typical snap phe-
nomenon for a combination of geometrical and material properties, and loading condi-
tions. Lower-to-upper-wing bending stiffness ratio and the bending moment transferred
through the joint were assessed as some of the driving factors. However, many open
theoretical questions still needed an answer and the instability phenomenon and its con-
sequences necessitated to be further studied.

The present effort contributes in unveiling the complex scenario. First, pressure-
like loads are selected to mimic the aerodynamic loads more closely than the conservative
loads were able to do. The results confirmed that snap is still present. Actually, as
intuitively expected, such loading conditions exacerbate the instability phenomenon,
anticipating the critical condition to smaller deformations. Follower loads eliminate
buckling-free configurations and this has an obvious important impact.

Second, snap occurrence is studied with a dynamic analysis in which the load is
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applied very slowly. Results show that, although inertial phenomena play an important
role when abrupt dynamics is concerned, the static analysis is an excellent tool to be
used.

The third contribution regards the real necessity of post-critical analyses of Joined
Wings. In the aeronautical world, a snap would be a catastrophic event, thus, why
not just design the configuration to operate well below the critical point, and avoid
computationally expensive post-critical analyses? Investigations reported in this paper
show a very important phenomenon: a configuration loaded well below its critical load
may incur in branch-jumping problems when a vanishing perturbation is applied. That
is, a jump from the equilibrium configuration on the main branch to another stable
equilibrium configuration on the post-critical or secondary branch is triggered by the
perturbation (whose entity may be in the order of some percentage of points of the
nominal load). This seems to open a worrying scenario on a safe design of Joined Wings.
In fact, if a complete analysis is not pursued, the operative conditions may fall exactly
in regions where more than one equilibrium configuration is possible (bi-stable regions),
and a perturbation may drive a branch-jumping.

What seemed to be a costly approach to safely design Joined Wings, found some
pitfalls. In fact, studying the time-response to small vanishing perturbations, could
bring to light the presence of isolated/detached bi-stable regions (isolas) that could not
be detected otherwise with solely application of branch tracking methods. This isolated
branches are very difficult to detect with an automatic process, since they need the
application of ad-hoc strategies driven by the particular case (type of the perturbation,
load levels for which to look for bi-stability, etc..)

The preliminary design of Joined Wings must take these aspects into account.
However, the computational cost associated with the nonlinear evaluations must be over-
come to have practical impact in the industry. This work goes in the direction of shedding
light on the complex phenomena that must not be overlooked when Joined Wings are
designed.
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Chapter 6

Post-Critical Analysis of Highly
Deformable Joined Wings: the
Concept of Snap-Divergence as a
Characterization of the Instability

This chapter is a partial reproduction and rearrangement of the following con-
ference paper:
Post-Critical Analysis of Joined Wings: the Concept of Snap-Divergence as a Charac-
terization of the Instability, AIAA 2013-1559.
Presented at the 54th AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS/ASC Structures, Structural Dynamics,
and Materials Conference, Boston, Massachusetts, 2013.

6.1 Introduction

TYPICAL joined-wing configurations [10,11] are characterized by significant struc-
tural geometric nonlinearities, [60, 127, 128] As a consequence, preliminary design

complexity is increased [60]: existing procedures successfully adopted by the aerospace
industry rely mainly on linear tools not able to correctly reproduce these effects. Em-
ployment of these lower fidelity tools is actually a practical requirement since a Multi-
Disciplinary Optimization (MDO) generally involves a large amount of analyses. What
has proven to be very effective in the past for classical cantilevered configurations, then,

160
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cannot [128] be directly translated into procedures that have the same degree of com-
putational efficiency and accuracy, when Joined Wings are considered [151]. On the
other hand, neglecting structural nonlinearities in the early design stages may lead to
a-posteriori-verified unacceptable solutions and can determine a significant increase of
design costs.

In this scenario, reduced order models specifically tailored to retain the important
nonlinearities of Joined Wings can be an ideal solution. Unfortunately, even advanced
reduced order modeling techniques proved not to be very effective ( [13–16]) when Joined
Wings were considered. This suggests taking one step back and focusing on the nature
of the involved nonlinearities, with the final goal of capturing the essential underlying
physics for a more accurate and efficient design of reduced order models.

Several efforts considered mechanical loading and showed a highly complex non-
linear behavior of Joined Wings. Besides numerical approach, also experimental work
[82, 83] was carried out to explore the joined-wing Sensocraft [86, 89, 159] response
when subjected to follower static loads. Different works discussed theoretical aspects
related to the structural nonlinearities [126] and also involved aeroelastic investiga-
tions [124,134,152,161].

Only recently, see [1, 2, 130, 162], the research moved on the fundamental under-
standing of the peculiar nonlinear response of Joined Wings, with focus on the so called
PrandtlPlane configurations, e.g., [9, 28,91,92,94].

In particular, [1] demonstrated via nonlinear investigations that the linear buck-
ling analysis is not very reliable as far as the static critical condition is concerned. More-
over, the wing system might be sensitive to snap-buckling type of instability for some
combinations of structural parameters. The so-called Snap-Buckling Region (SBR) for
Joined Wings was then introduced. Load repartition between the wings, joint size, and
sweep angle had an important impact on the stability properties.

References [130, 162] presented several counter-intuitive aspects. Stiffening the
compressed upper wing actually decreased the critical load; in addition, the lower-to-
upper-wing bending stiffness ratio was shown to be one of the major parameters ruling the
snap-buckling phenomenon. One of the most important physical aspects was the bending
moment transferring through the joint: a reduction of the amount of transferred bending
moment, obtained by changing the boundary conditions at the joint, significantly reduced
the risk of snap-buckling instability, although at expense of the overall stiffness of the
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structure.
Reference [2] discussed the effects of the non-conservative loads of the follower

type on the SBR. More important, the concept of bi-stability was discussed and shown
to cause branch-jumping phenomena at load levels far below the nominal critical con-
dition (identified through the nonlinear static analysis as the snap-buckling). This has
theoretically a tremendous impact on design of Joined Wings: under certain conditions
an apparently safe and quasi-linear steady-state condition may actually be unsafe if the
post-critical analysis is ignored. Further investigations showed also stable branches com-
pletely detached from the main branch, suggesting that path-following techniques (like
the arc-length) are not sufficient to unveil the whole picture.

This work will extend the last efforts introducing aerodynamic forces and investi-
gating the nonlinear response of the Joined Wings, with particular focus on the stability
property of the system (concept of snap-divergence) and on the differences with the cases
in which mechanical loads [1, 2, 130] are applied. For the first time on Joined Wings,
post-divergence branches will be obtained and critically analyzed.

6.2 Contribution of the Present Study

It is common practice in the industry (e.g.., [190,191]) to calculate the divergence
directly with the solution of an eigenvalue problem or via flutter analysis. The freestream
velocity corresponding to the divergence is in general different than the one corresponding
to the aeroelastic dynamic instability (flutter), thus, it has to be assessed which one
represents the critical operative situation.

The above approaches, however, are based on an assumption that the structural
properties of the system remain approximately constant. An open question is then how
the divergence speed is calculated for a wing systems which experiences important geo-
metric nonlinearity and how the divergence is precisely defined. This aspect is extensively
addressed in the present work. It will also be assessed whether the eigenvalue approach,
used to calculate the divergence speed, is reliable for Joined Wings.

A further contribution will be on the correlation of aeroelastic and structural
static responses if mechanical conservative or nonconservative (follower type) loads are
employed as a surrogate of the real aerodynamic forces. In fact, this approach is largely
used as a mean of testing the structural response before more sophisticated and expensive
campaigns are carried out. How reliable is this approach for Joined Wings? And, if not,
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could it at least give a conservative estimate?
Starting from the above points, the real divergence occurrence is more critically

analyzed, and physical insight is gained by means of comparisons with previous results
presented in literature. In particular, aeroelastic load redistribution, overconstrained
nature of Joined Wings and bending/stiffness coupling are discussed.

This work will also introduce the theoretical foundation of branch-follower nu-
merical technique for static aeroelastic problems. These techniques are necessary to
completely track the aeroelastic response, also after a critical (or turning) point is en-
countered.

6.2.1 On the importance of a conceptual study of Joined-Wings

One conceptual question is how the findings of this work, carried out on simplified
models, relate to a real flying aircraft. On this regard, several observations can be made:

1. bi-stable regions (at macro-geometrical level) for a traditional configuration are
generally not expected to be observed, whereas they are theoretically possible and
shown for Joined Wing configurations. The presence of such regions impacts the
design, whereas, as argued in this work, not considering the likelihood of having this
phenomenon may lead to catastrophic consequences. Even for stiffness distribution
typical of real wings, it is not guaranteed that such instabilities are not present,
since the Joined Wings share all the same inherent properties: overconstrained
nature of the system associated with significant geometric nonlinearities.

2. A real aircraft should be designed to operate within the flight envelope and should
be trimmed and stable on a flight mechanics point of view. In the here presented
responses, the angle of attack is fixed and the aircraft is generally not trimmed.
However, as previously discussed, one of the aims of this effort is to demonstrate
snap-divergence and bi-stability occurrences for Joined Wings. They are driven by
specific stiffness distribution, aerodynamic load, its repartition among the wings
(which encompasses aspects as trim, angle of attack etc) and overconstrained na-
ture of the system. Thus, it is theoretically possible to observe these catastrophic
phenomena also on realistic configurations operating within the flight envelope.

3. The design of a real aircraft is a significant effort, and should never be carried
out on innovative joined-wing configurations without exploring the whole scenario.
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Conceptual works, as the present one, are in the authors’ opinion a necessity and
good practice when tackling a tremendous effort like aircraft design. In fact, under-
standing why complex and counterintuitive phenomena eventually occur in Joined
Wings is practically impossible (and expensive) when the number of design param-
eters/degrees of freedom is relatively large.

4. Bending/torsion coupling/aeroelastic tailoring is important in aeroelastic design.
Its impact is further enhanced considering also the effects of the overconstrained
nature of the system and the possibility of having multiple load paths. Since all
Joined Wings feature the above properties, insight gained for one specific model
(as those here presented) may have a valuable impact on the design of another one
(for example, a realistic one).

6.3 Present Nonlinear Aeroelastic Capability

To investigate the role of geometric structural nonlinearities in presence of at-
tached flow, an appropriate in-house aeroelastic framework has been selected. On the
structural side, a corotational finite element based on the linear membrane constant
strain triangle (CST) and the flat triangular plate element (DKT) is employed. The
structural tangent matrix KST is sum of two contributions: the elastic stiffness matrix,
KE , and the geometrical stiffness matrix, KG. The formulation is based on works pre-
sented in [135] with several corrections and improvements, e.g., [163] to the original
effort.

The aerodynamic loads are evaluated through a steady incompressible VLM [192]
(Vortex Lattice Method) approach. The wing is subdivided into wing surfaces, each
meshed as shown in Figure 6.1. Each mesh element, called panel, is associated to a
horseshoe vortex, a load point (where the aerodynamic force is applied) and a control
point (where the Wall Tangency Condition -WTC- is imposed). The main assumption of
the VLM is attached flow. Being geometrically nonlinear structural effects relevant for
Joined Wings even for linear aerodynamics and attached flow, the current aerodynamic
model is capable of capturing the main qualitative aspects of this work.

The deformation of the structure is taken into account when WTC is calcu-
lated. Splining is used to determine the slopes at the control points of the aerodynamic
panels from the knowledge of the structural deflections on the structural nodes (not de-
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Figure 6.1: Incompressible Vortex Lattice Method: wing system, aerodynamic mesh
and panel.

picted in Figure 6.1 for simplicity). A more detailed discussion of the interface technique
(load/displacement transferring between the aerodynamic and structural meshes) as well
as aerodynamic solver is shown in [161].

The nonlinear aeroelastic equations are solved by adopting iterative techniques
discussed in Section 6.3.1. After each iteration a displacement vector is obtained, rigid
body motion is eliminated and the pure elastic rotations and strains are found. Using
these quantities the internal forces are updated for the next iteration. Adding the aero-
dynamic effects provides unique features that need to be specifically addressed. This is
discussed in details in the following sections.

6.3.1 Solution of the nonlinear aeroelastic equations via arc length
technique

The wings are subjected to aerodynamic loads, indicated with L. A reference
freestream velocity, V ref

∞ , and air density ρ∞ are chosen, and corresponding dynamic
pressure p ref

dyn = 1
2ρ∞

(
V ref

∞

) 2
is evaluated. Two iterative procedures are employed in the

static analysis: Newton-Raphson and arc length methods. Some theoretical aspects are
now outlined with emphasis on the aeroelastic nature of the system under investigation.
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The term iteration used in the following refers to the repetitive refinement of a
nonlinear solution for an incremental load step µ. In nonlinear static analysis the load
vector needs to be “gradually” applied to the structure for both facilitating convergence
and drawing the whole curve response. This is practically achieved with the introduction
of a load level Λ which represents the fraction of dynamic pressure (compared to the
reference assigned value) applied to the system. Within a given load step µ several
iterations take place before the numerical method converges with a prescribed tolerance.

There is a conceptual difference between the terms load step and iteration: at
the beginning of a load step the equilibrium equations are “exactly” satisfied (within
numerical tolerance), whereas at each iteration within a load step the static equilibrium
is in general not satisfied and there is an error that needs to be reduced with additional
subsequent iterations before a new load step is started. The analysis terminates when
the entire reference dynamic pressure is applied.

To present the theoretical derivation, the concept of cumulative displacement
vector U needs to be defined. U is a vector whose entries are the summation of all the
displacements that occurred at all the previous numerical evaluations. If the undeformed
structure is provided with an angle of attack (constant or variable twist) then there are
aerodynamic forces even at the very first iteration of the numerical procedure. This is
taken into account by defining U to be exactly a null vector only if there is no angle of
attack (and so no aerodynamic forces are present). If a given incidence is provided, an
appropriate initial value of U must be given so that the aerodynamic forces are correctly
computed, accordingly with Eq.(6.1)).

At the beginning of the nth iteration of a certain load step µ the aerodynamic
loads are indicated with L step µ iter n

str . According to the present formulation, it can be
demonstrated (see [193]), that these forces have the following expression:

Lstep µ iter n
str = pstep µ iter n

dyn C ·U step µ iter n (6.1)

where C is an aerodynamic constant matrix (this matrix would be load step dependent
if the compressibility correction is added). U step µ iter n is the cumulative displacement
array at the beginning of the nth iteration. Similarly, pstep µ iter n

dyn represents the dynamic
pressure gradually applied to the system evaluated before iteration n is performed. Re-
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calling the definition of the load level Λ, it is possible to write:

pstep µ iter n
dyn = Λstep µ iter n · p ref

dyn (6.2)

When the arc length method is adopted, the unknowns are represented by the
incremental displacement vector ustep µ iter n (which is referred to the coordinates at the
beginning of the current iteration, following the concept of Updated Lagrangian Formu-
lation) and the load level increment λstep µ iter n. It holds:

U step µ iter (n+1) = U step µ iter n + u step µ iter n (6.3)

and
Λstep µ iter (n+1) = Λstep µ iter n + λstep µ iter n (6.4)

The definiton of the aeroelastic tangent matrix, in the framework of arc length
method, could be derived using the concept of residual. This is now presented in detail
starting from the theory of generic follower forces recalled in [2].

Both the external aerodynamic loads L and the internal forces F int, due to the
deformation of the structure, are a function of the cumulative displacement U . Moreover,
the aerodynamic loads are also a function of the load level Λ. The residual R is defined
as the difference between the aerodynamic loads and the internal forces. If convergence
has been reached, then the equilibrium is satisfied and the residual is (almost) zero.

In mathematical terms the residual (or unbalanced load) is the following:

R (U , Λ) = L(U , Λ)− F int(U) (6.5)

which, by means of equations shown in [193,193] becomes

R (U , Λ) = Λ · p ref
dyn ·C ·U − F int(U) (6.6)

Assume now that the starting state is identified by load step µ and iteration n and that
the goal is to drive to zero the unbalanced load evaluated at the subsequent iteration.
Then, a zero finding method, and in this case a Newton’s method, could be applied
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leading to:

0 =
[

∂R (U , Λ)
∂U

]step µ iter n (
U step µ iter (n+1) −U step µ iter n

)
+
[

∂R (U , Λ)
∂Λ

]step µ iter n (
Λstep µ iter (n+1) − Λstep µ iter n

)
+ Rstep µ iter n

(6.7)

which is more conveniently rewritten as

0 =
[

∂R (U , Λ)
∂U

]step µ iter n

ustep µ iter n +
[

∂R (U , Λ)
∂Λ

]step µ iter n

λstep µ iter n + Rstep µ iter n

(6.8)
With [ ]step µ iter n it has to be intended that the derivatives are evaluated for U and Λ
relative to load step µ and iteration n. The derivatives in Eq.(6.8) are calculated by
using the expression for the residual (Eq.(6.6)):

[
∂R (U , Λ)

∂U

]step µ iter n

= Λstep µ iter n · p ref
dyn ·C −

[
∂F int(U)

∂U

]step µ iter n

[
∂R (U , Λ)

∂Λ

]step µ iter n

= p ref
dyn ·C ·U step µ iter n

(6.9)

The definitions of aerodynamic tangent matrix K step µ iter n
A and structural tangent ma-

trix K step µ iter n
ST are now introduced:

− Λstep µ iter n · p ref
dyn ·C = K step µ iter n

A[
∂F int(U)

∂U

]step µ iter n

= K step µ iter n
ST

(6.10)

Substitution of Eq.(6.10) into Eqs.(6.9) and (6.8) leads to

0 = −
[
K step µ iter n

A + K step µ iter n
ST

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

K step µ iter n
T

ustep µ iter n

+ λstep µ iter n · p ref
dynC ·U step µ iter n + Rstep µ iter n

(6.11)

where K step µ iter n
T is the aeroelastic tangent matrix obtained by adding the aerody-

namic and structural contributions. As apparent from Eq.(6.11) both ustep µ iter n and
the applied load fraction λstep µ iter n are unknowns in the arc length method. Different
closing constraint equations could be employed, leading to different arc length meth-
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ods, such as Crisfield, Riks-Wempner or Ramm’s (also called modified Riks) methods,
(e.g., [137,139]). As an example, application of Crisfield’s cylindrical arc length method
(see [139]) leads to the following constraint:

∣∣∣ustep µ iter n + U step µ iter n −U step µ iter 1
∣∣∣2 = ∆l2 (6.12)

where ∆l has been previously fixed. Eqs.(6.11) and (6.12) give raise to a second order
relation for the quantity λstep µ iter n. It is worth to notice that the success of one of the
arc length strategies in overcoming limit points is problem dependent. In some cases
some strategies perform better than others, thus it may be necessary to switch between
them to track the whole response curve.

6.3.2 Validation of the nonlinear aeroelastic code

The present capability has been validated comparing results with commercial
software Nastran (see [152]). The arch length techniques have also been validated for
the cases of mechanical loads in recent works, i.e., [1, 2, 130].

6.4 Snap-Divergence and its Mathematical Definition

To introduce the concept of snap-divergence, consider the pure structural case
in which only mechanical forces act. In that case is possible to define a buckling load
obtained via eigenvalue analysis. This investigation of the stability properties could be
improved by linearizing about a steady state equilibrium obtained with a fully nonlinear
static analysis. However, it is also possible to define (if exists for the case under inves-
tigation) the snap-buckling load as the one corresponding to the true critical point, in
which the structural tangent stiffness matrix becomes singular.

These definitions involve a precise mathematical event (singularity of a matrix).
However, nonlinear analyses may also show responses with a progressive softening (see
for example [1, 130]), in which very small load increments lead to large displacements:
this is, de facto, a “practical” instability. It may be then too restrictive and unsafe to
base the buckling concept on the above definition (singularity of the matrix) only. It
is also true that a more general definition of instability may not be easily identified,
depending on the particular problem.

If the steady aeroelastic problem is now considered, the system’s tangent matrix
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has also the contribution of the aerodynamics. The same considerations about the sta-
bility and singularity of the matrix apply. To distinguish this same event between the
structural and aeroelastic cases, the aeroelastic instability is termed "snap-divergence"
(true divergence). The word "snap" is here adopted on purpose, since historically the
aeroelastic divergence was typically performed with the eigenvalue analysis, and also
because of the tendency to "snap" of the configuration on verge of instability.

It may be argued that the post-divergence regime is completely meaningless when
an aeroelastic case is investigated: after the snap-divergence instability is reached the
system would naturally experience a snap and try to reach a state on the stable post-
critical branch. However, as previously discussed, the knowledge of the static post-critical
regime may give indication on bistability and associated risks as the so called "branch-
jumping" instability, see for example results presented in [2].

Actually, this sudden change is inherently a dynamic phenomenon and thus,
inertial forces and time-dependent aerodynamic effects must be taken into consideration
to properly model the response of the structure (see [194]). Limit Cycle Oscillations can
develop as discussed in [161].

6.5 Linearized Divergence Speed via Eigenvalue Approach

The classic approach to evaluate divergence speed is to solve an eigenvalue prob-
lem. The starting configuration about which a linearization is carried out can be the
fundamental (undeformed) one or a deformed steady state equilibrium corresponding to
the dynamic pressure p ss

dyn.
The structural tangent matrix corresponding to the associated steady state (i.e.,

after the numerical simulations are completed and the nonlinear response has been deter-
mined up to the dynamic pressure p ss

dyn) is indicated with the symbol K ss
ST . Observing

that the aerodynamic tangent matrix depends on the dynamic pressure, it is deduced
that the matrix corresponding to the (unknown) linearized divergence condition is:

K D
A = −p lin

dyn D C (6.13)

The dynamic pressure is treated as an unknown and needs to be found. Let p lin
dyn D be

the candidate dynamic pressure corresponding to the instability condition (according to
the linearized eigenvalue divergence analysis). The linearized divergence speed is the
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non-trivial solution (i.e., u ̸= 0) of the following aeroelastic equation:

(
Kss

ST + K D
A

)
u = 0 (6.14)

A non-trivial solution is found when the aeroelastic matrix, obtained by adding
the structural and aerodynamic contributions, is singular. This condition is now ex-
ploited by substituting Eq.(6.13) into Eq.(6.14):

(
Kss

ST − p lin
dyn D C

)
u = 0 (6.15)

This is an eigenvalue problem. The eigenvalues represent the dynamic pressure corre-
sponding to the linearized divergence. Only positive eigenvalues have physical meaning
and, among them, the smallest is the relevant one.

6.6 Description of the Analyzed Joined Wing Configura-
tions

Two configurations will be analyzed in this paper. The first one, depicted in
Fig. 6.2, is a Joined Wing [152] (named JW70 ) in which the joint is not located at the
tip of both wings.

The second layout (Fig. 6.3) is a PrandtlPlane-like configuration [1, 130, 162]
featuring a swept-back lower wing and a swept-forward upper wing. It is named PrP40.

For the aerodynamic analysis, the surfaces have been discretized employing 8
to 12 elements in the chordwise direction. The total number of aerodynamic panels is
then approximately between 600 and 3000 for the different cases. Convergence of the
aerodynamic loads has been verified already for the coarse discretization.

The adopted material is a typical Aluminium, featuring Young’s modulus EREF =
6.9 ·107

[
Kg

mm·s2

]
and a Poisson’s ratio νREF = 0.33. Both models’ dimensions are selected

to be consistent with the ones corresponding to wind-tunnel scaled models.
The density of the air is chosen to be the standard air density (ρ∞ = 1.225 kg/m3)

whereas the geometric angle of attack is set to 1 deg. In order to get different static
conditions, the onset free-stream velocity is varied (through the parameter Λ). The aero-
dynamic forces change during the iterative process because the deformation induces a
change of local angles of attack and the freestream velocity is also changed (through Λ).
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Figure 6.2: JW70 model. The joint is located at 70% of the wing span. The thickness
of the different parts of the structure is equal to 0.7 mm. The joint’s height is b = 20 mm

.

This is taken into account by the aerodynamic tangent matrix KA previously discussed.
The aerodynamic forces are then follower forces in the sense that their magnitude de-
pends on the structural deformation. Actual aerodynamics forces are also follower in
the direction, and more refined models are widely used in literature (see [2, 161]). For a
study of mechanical forces that change direction during the deformation of the Joined
Wing, refer to [2].

Convergence study on the configurations has been carried out, showing that the
meshes represented in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 give results within 1% of the converged response.

6.7 Nonlinear Divergence Analysis of Configuration JW70

In this section the baseline configuration JW70 is analyzed from a static non-
linear aeroelastic perspective. The stability properties are also investigated with linear
capabilities (linear and linearized divergence analyses) in order to assess the reliability
of classical aeroelastic computational methods. In addition to the aeroelastic simula-
tions, pure structural investigations are also carried out. The structural response of the
system subjected to both conservative and follower mechanical loads is compared with
the aeroelastic analysis with the aim of providing indications on the appropriateness of
using mechanical loads to mimic real aerodynamic forces (see also [195]).

The static aeroelastic response is obtained by gradually increasing the aerody-
namic speed V∞. The typical displacement-velocity curves (see Figs. 6.4 and 6.5) are
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Figure 6.3: PrandtlPlane Joined Wing model PrP40. The joint is located at the tip of
the wings. The thickness of the different parts of the structure is equal to 1.0 mm. The
joint’s height is b = 40 mm.

then obtained for point P1 located at the tip of the lower wing and for point P2 positioned
at the mid-span of the upper wing (see Fig. 6.2 to graphically localize these points).

It is clear that a snap-divergence phenomenon occurs: with reference to Figs. 6.4
and 6.5, an infinitesimal increment of speed at state B would determine an impossibility
to find a continuously adjacent static equilibrium configuration. On the contrary, the
new equilibrium point would be C, characterized by the same flow speed of state B which
is the snap-divergence speed V CR

∞ , equal to 34.1 m/s. Notice that, at state B the system
tangent matrix is exactly singular, thus, the instability has a well defined mathematical
characterization.

As already discussed in [2], snap instabilities are inherently dynamic phenomena.
In the case of conservative mechanical forces, a snap from state B would physically lead
to state C (after a transient has been extinguished through structural damping, and if
the forces remain constant throughout the process). However, when aerodynamic forces
are considered, this may not be the case. The dynamical system in fact, may diverge to
other-than-fixed-point kind of attractors. An example could be the phenomenon of limit
cycle oscillation (LCO), in which an infinitesimal small perturbation from a steady state
(fixed point) may lead to a closed periodic pattern (see for example [161]). To check this
option a linearized flutter analysis is performed with the tool described in [193,196], and
it is ascertained that flutter speed is higher than snap-divergence one’s.

The configurations at impending snap-divergence (state B) and the one immedi-
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Figure 6.4: Configuration JW70: flow speed V∞ (in m/s) versus cumulative vertical
displacement Uz (in mm) for lower wing’s tip point P1. The flow is directed along x-axis,
and the geometry is rotated of 1 deg in order to create an initial angle of attack. A zoom
of the critical point area is provided.

ately after it (state C) are reproduced in Fig. 6.6. Moreover, Fig. 6.7 shows the span-wise
distribution of lifting forces and twist distribution, for different flow speeds (correspond-
ing to the points A through D in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5).

The sectional lifting forces of Fig. 6.7 are evaluated as the sum of the aerodynamic
loads projected on the structural nodes lying on the same cross-section. The geometrical
twist of each cross section is calculated considering the up- and down-stream nodes on
the same station at fixed spanwise coordinate, and simply evaluating the geometrical
angle between the line joining these two points and the x-axis (the deformation in the
section plane may be considered of second order).

6.7.1 Physical interpretation of the aeroelastic response

Fig. 6.7 could be used to attempt a physical interpretation of the aeroelastic
response as follows. Initially both the wings are producing lift, however, due to the
joint connection, the upper wing experiences an increase of angle of attack (positive
torsion), whereas for the inner part of the lower wing, the change in torsion is relatively
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Figure 6.5: Configuration JW70: Flow speed V∞ (in m/s) versus cumulative vertical
displacement Uz (in mm) for upper wing’s midspan point P2. The flow is directed along
x-axis, and the geometry is rotated of 1 deg in order to create an initial angle of attack.

smaller (see Fig. 6.7(a)). This coupling comes from the geometry: the upper wing has
a negative sweep angle and, thus, a vertical displacement of the tip produces both a
bending and a positive torsion. However, the upper wing increment of angle of attack is
partially counteracted by the lower wing which shows a smaller increment in twist. This
coupling is more pronounced when deformation takes place. Notice that, even for not
highly deformable Joined Wings, the coupling and consequent load redistribution has a
profound impact on the design since the trim conditions are affected.

When the snap-divergence velocity is reached the structural stiffness of the system

impending
snap-divergence

post
snap-divergence

V
K

CR
= 34.1 m/s

Figure 6.6: Configurations at states immediately preceding and following the snap-
divergence (states B and C in Fig. 6.5).
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cannot efficiently resist the aerodynamic actions. There is a general large increment of the
section twist, especially localized in the upper wing, as it can be verified in Figs. 6.7(b),
6.7(c), and 6.7(d).

6.7.2 Comparison between eigenvalue and nonlinear divergence analy-
sis

This study assesses how reliable the eigenvalue approach (as described in Sec-
tion 6.5) is when geometric structural nonlinearities need to be taken into account in
the calculation of the divergence conditions (V ss

∞). Different starting steady states are
considered when linearized eigenvalue analyses are carried out. That is, the divergence
speed is calculated using the classical eigenvalue approach but the structural stiffness
matrix used for the numerical evaluations is the one corresponding to a configuration
relative to a flow speed between 0 and 33.5 m/s (Fig. 6.4 can be used to locate the steady
states configurations in the speed-displacement response curve).

Results in terms of predicted divergence speed are depicted in Fig. 6.8. The
linearized divergence speeds V lin

∞ D are plotted against the freestream velocities (V ss
∞)

associated with the configurations chosen for linearization. As deduced from Fig. 6.8, the
linearization performed about the undeformed configuration provides a divergence speed
V lin

∞ D which is about 50% larger than the true static instability condition identified by
the snap-divergence speed V CR

∞ . More than the extent of the discrepancy, it is important
to observe that the error is not conservative because the speed at which the instability
occurs is overestimated.

To have more reliable results one might think to track the nonlinear response
until a “reasonable” value of the speed is reached, and then linearize about that steady
state configuration when doing the eigenvalue analysis. However, a higher freestream
velocity about which the linearization is performed implies a higher computational cost,
since a larger portion of the nonlinear response needs to be tracked. Unfortunately, from
Fig. 6.8 it is clear that there are practically no accuracy improvements for the linearized
divergence speed prediction, until very close to the snap-divergence speed. Notice how,
graphically, there is a region, bounded by the condition V lin

∞ D = V ss
∞ , for which the

configurations is not stable.
Summarizing, the eigenvalue approach for predicting the divergence speed ap-

pears to be unreliable (large errors compared to the true static instability velocity) and
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unsafe (it overestimates the critical speed). It could be reliable only if all the response
curve to almost the snap-divergence speed is tracked, which is meaningless since the cost
would be of the same order as for a complete nonlinear analysis.

As a consequence, linear divergence analysis is not amenable to be used as a
preliminary design tool (multidisciplinary design optimization) for Joined Wings.

6.7.3 Mechanical and aerodynamic forces: a comparison

The use of structural loads may be an interesting option to readily have a first
guess estimate of the deformation given by the aerodynamic loads, or also to experimen-
tally apply the forces to the structure. In this regard, past computational and experi-
mental work on Joined Wings studied the nonlinear response due to mechanical loads
(see [83, 195]). It is then important to investigate such an approach, and in particular,
assess whether it is conservative.

Two mechanical types of loadings are then considered. The first class is repre-
sented by a load-per-unit-of-surface (pressure) always vertically directed (conservative
mechanical loads). The second type is a pressure load which remains perpendicular to
the structure during the deformation process (follower mechanical loads). In both types
of load the nominal value of the pressure is p = 0.55125 Kg/(mm · s2), corresponding to
the dynamic pressure of air (at sea level) with a speed of 30 m/s. Refer to Figs. 9-12
in [158] for the detailed responses.

To correlate the predictions of the mechanical and aerodynamic loads cases the
global vertical load (lift) is chosen as a comparison parameter. Moreover, the resultant
of a force per unit area of 0.55125 Kg/(mm · s2) directed along z-axis is chosen as the
nominal vertical load. The amount of lift produced/acting on the system at a given state
is finally written in dimensionless form by dividing it by the lift calculated as described
above. The dimensionless parameter Λlift is then defined, and plays a similar role as the
one played by Λ earlier adopted. Notice that, Λlift = Λ for the conservative mechanical
forces because they are always directed along z.

Fig. 6.9 compares the responses when mechanical and aerodynamic loads are
applied to the structure. The same trend is observed for a significant portion of graph.
In other words, mechanical conservative loads may be used to assess the stiffness of the
structure at least up to a certain level (here with stiffness it is qualitatively intended the
ratio of the generated lift to the displacement/deformation of the structure).
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Figure 6.10: JW70 configuration: normalized load level Λlift versus flow speed.
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At first glance, the aerodynamic case may even look more favorable, since an
appropriate lift may be achieved without incurring in loss of stiffness (as it happens for
both the conservative and follower mechanical load cases as consequence of the snap-
phenomenon). However, this graph hides an important difference between the aerody-
namic and mechanical loads: the aerodynamic forces are associated to a flow speed.
Although the response for the aerodynamic case looks smooth and far from any instabil-
ity, actually, in practice, the region Λlift = [0.3, 0.5] corresponds to an unstable condition
(see for example Fig. 6.4 where the snap-divergence is depicted). As it could be inferred
inspecting Fig. 6.10, a small perturbation/variation of the flow speed produces relatively
large increments of the angle of attack of the structure with associated large increments
in the lift. This emphasizes that even if mechanical forces may sometimes give good
indication of load-displacement response, they cannot provide inherent information on
the real stability properties of the system.

Loading the Joined Wing with follower mechanical forces represents a really pe-
nalizing test. When loaded, the structures undergoes large displacements with the effect
that the surface normals have a diminishing vertical component. Acting the (follower)
pressures perpendicularly to the surface, the lift begins to decrease after a critical defor-
mation.

For a more accurate analysis, a more advanced aerodynamic model should be
adopted [161]. In fact, with the present capability, the aerodynamic forces are oriented
perpendicularly to the initial configuration, changing their magnitude (but not their
direction) with progressive deformation of the structure [193]. The severity of a follower
structural load approach is then expected when compared with the present aerodynamic
capability.
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6.8 Nonlinear Divergence Analysis of PrP40 Configura-
tion

The configuration PrP40, whose geometrical and material details are described
in section 6.6 and depicted in Fig. 6.3, is here considered.

As for the JW70 configuration, stability properties will be assessed with the aid of
linearized divergence eigenvalue analysis. Moreover, the nonlinear aeroelastic response
will be compared to results presented in [1, 2], where the same PrP40 configuration
undergoes mechanical structural conservative and follower loads respectively. As a final
task a discussion about divergence, bending/torsion coupling, and overconstrained nature
of Joined Wings will be given. To support the discussion, a further analysis will be
introduced, i.e., the response of PrP40 with unswept wings.

The aeroelastic response for points P1 and P2, on the lower wing tip and upper
wing mid-span respectively (as depicted in Fig. 6.3), is shown in Fig. 6.11. It is interesting
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Figure 6.11: Flow speed V∞ (in m/s) versus cumulative vertical displacement Uz (in
mm) for lower wing tip point P1 and upper wing midspan point P2 of the joined-wing
layout PrP40. The flow is directed along x-axis, and the geometry is rotated of 1 deg in
order to create an initial angle of attack.

to observe that no snap-instability phenomenon is present. From a practical perspective,
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however, there is a consistent loss in stiffness after the speed of 30 m/s.

6.8.1 Divergence analysis via eigenvalue approach

Different steady states about which the linearization is carried out, are consid-
ered. The results are reported in Fig. 6.12. If the softening tendency seen starting
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Figure 6.12: Outcome of linearized divergence analysis: on the abscissa the speeds
associated with the deformed configuration chosen for linearization are depicted (i.e.,
V ss

∞), whereas, on the ordinate, the divergence speeds obtained via eigenvalue approach
are shown (i.e., V lin

∞ D). The shaded region is bounded by V ss
∞ = V lin

∞ D, which is the
condition for snap-divergence to occur.

from speed of 15 m/s (refer to Fig. 6.11) is not considered as critical from a practical
perspective, then the linearized divergence analysis correctly suggests that no stability
issue would arise in the range of considered speeds. If the linearization is carried out for
larger freestream velocities, then it is possible to observe a trend of decreasing predicted
divergence speeds (see Fig. 6.12). This behavior suggests that a softening is in place.

6.8.2 Mechanical and aerodynamic forces: a comparison

References [1, 2] discussed the structural nonlinear analysis of the configuration
PrP40 subjected to mechanical loads and focused on the snap phenomenon. However,
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such an instability was not detected in the present work when aerodynamic forces were
applied. In an effort of further investigating the differences produced by the application
of loads of different nature (mechanical and aerodynamic forces), it is convenient, for a
quantitative comparison, to define a nominal force which will be used for normalization
purposes. Following the same logics adopted for the JW70 case, a vertical force per unit
of area p = 0.55125 Kg/(mm · s2), corresponding to the dynamic pressure of air (at sea
level) with a speed of 30 m/s, is applied and its resultant is adopted as a reference force
to define a dimensionless parameter Λlift. That is, Λlift is introduced as the ratio of the
global vertical (along z-axis) force due to mechanical/aerodynamic forces to the above
defined reference vertical force. For the case of conservative loads presented in [1], the
forces are always vertical, thus, there is equivalence between Λ and Λlift.

Figure 6.13: Normalized load level Λlift versus cumulative vertical displacement Uz for
lower wing’s tip point P1 of the joined-wing layout PrP40 when conservative, follower
and aerodynamic loads are applied.

The normalized curves are plotted in Fig. 6.13 for the point P1 (the tip of the
lower wing) in terms of vertical displacement against the vertical load level Λlift. For
the follower case (results presented in [2]) besides the snap-buckling, there is also a loss
in capacity of producing vertical forces due to the progressive bending of the wing, (the
normals to the finite elements assume slowly a predominant horizontal direction). On
the other hand, the aerodynamic case shows an increasing ability to produce lift with
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the deformation.

Effect of aerodynamic forces: physical interpretation

If the discussion reported in [1,130,162] is recalled, the configuration undergoing
an instability phenomenon showed a specific deformation pattern, in which the upper
wing presented a more pronounced tendency to bend downward, as opposed to the
stable cases. Closely inspecting the configurations for the present case (see Fig. 6.13),
it is evident that, when aerodynamic forces are acting, the upper wing has a tendency
to present an upward bending of the mid-section. Thus, the aerodynamic loads are
distributed in such a way to favor this pattern and this is demonstrated in Fig. 6.14,
where the projections (in a variational sense) of aerodynamic forces to the structural
nodes are shown. Notice that, for clarity purposes, the forces are not scaled with their
actual value.

For low speed/deformations, these loads are distributed almost uniformly, how-
ever, for higher speeds they are mainly concentrated on the mid-section of the upper
wing, where the bending/torsion increases the local angle of attack.

Figure 6.14: Deformations at different flow speeds. Also the correspondent aerody-
namic load distributions (not scaled) are depicted.

To further investigate the underlying physics, the sectional lifting forces as well
as the twist of the sections are depicted in Fig. 6.15. It could be observed the initial
progressive reduction (increase) in geometrical twist for the lower (upper) wing, due to
particular bending-torsion coupling associated with back (forward)-sweep angle of the
wing (see Fig. 6.15(a)). This variation of twist is more pronounced in the mid-span area.
The aerodynamic loads are very sensitive to variation in twist, thus this deformation
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promotes a progressive reduction (increase) of loads acting on the lower (upper) wing.
This effect is even larger than the mutual aerodynamic induction, which actually tends
to favor an increase of lift of the lower wing (up-wash) and viceversa, a decrease for
the upper wing (down-wash). In fact, in Fig. 6.15(b) it is clearly shown that the lower
wing carries a smaller portion of the overall lifting forces, and undergoes a consistent
decrease of the geometric twist angle. For higher speed, e.g. Fig. 6.15(c), the lower
wing could even reach situations of a downforce production (no practical indications on
the actual design of Joined Wings is implied on this regard; however this model gives
qualitative information on the large increments of loads on the upper wing). Being the
twist angle increments concentrated in the mid-span area, the lift distribution for the
upper wing is approximately more concentrated in the same region, promoting then the
final configuration with the upper wing presenting an upward bending.

For this particular configuration, results suggest that the usage of nonaerody-
namic forces in order to study the static structural response of Joined Wings may lead
to penalizing results, especially when follower mechanical forces are used.

Before further proceeding, it may be recalled that for the present aerodynamic
model the direction of the loads remains fixed with the initial configuration. Thus,
the deformations drive a change in the entity of the aerodynamic actions, but not in
their direction. That said, a question is still posed on the opportunity to use follower
mechanical loading in order to model aerodynamic forces, as it has been common practice.
In this regard, a more definitive answer can be given using a higher order aerodynamic
solver (see [161]).

It is indeed true that using mechanical loads has been an appropriate choice in the
preliminary steps when exploratory analyses were needed and the instabilities associated
with these novel configurations were first brought to light [1, 2, 130]: this approach has
been crucial not only to understand as much as possible the snap phenomenon from a
physical point of view, to predict it, and to understand how to avoid it, but also to reveal
possible complex scenarios such as detached static equilibrium branches.

If a more decisive conclusion on the appropriateness of using mechanical load-
ing for experimental purposes is needed, then the distribution of loads over the wings
should at least qualitatively resemble the real case. This was discussed in section VIII,
subsection C of reference [158], and is here not reported.
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(a) Case with V∞ = 16m/s

(b) Case with V∞ = 30m/s

(c) Case with V∞ = 45m/s

Figure 6.15: Sectional lift distribution on the wings. On the right column: geometrical
twist of the sections. Results are shown for different flow speeds, as indicated in the
figure. All the plots refer to both the upper (UW) and lower wings (LW).
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6.8.3 Effects of bending/torsion coupling and overconstrained nature
of Joined Wings: physical interpretation

Effects of the bending/torsion coupling were tackled in [130, 162] for the case of
pure structural loading. With reference to those works, both geometrical (sweep angle)
and material (composites) coupling were examined, observing a very strong effect on
the stability. Furthermore, in the most complicated cases it was difficult to make any
prediction and fully understand the underlying physics. For example, changing fibers
direction, and thus acting on the coupling at material level, it was possible to have
responses having or not snap-buckling phenomena.

In the presence of aerodynamic forces, there is a very strong dependence on
the shape of the configuration, especially on the twist distribution. Thus the overall
sensitivity to the deformation is now enhanced. As a consequence, bending/torsion
coupling plays a key-role in determining the response.

Traditionally, one of the use of composite materials (aeroelastic tailoring) has
aimed to exploit the advantage of this coupling in order to avoid instability phenomena
as, for example, aeroelastic divergence. However, when Joined Wings are considered, the
situation is more complicated by the overconstrained nature of the system, which opens
the door to a new scenario.

In the previous sections it was observed that the coupling due to the geometry
(sweep angle) was responsible of a tendency of concentrating the lifting actions in the
mid-span region of the upper wing. In fact, a negative (positive) sweep angle promotes
an increase (decrease) of twist as consequence of a bending action. Since the system
is overconstrained (the wings are joined at the tip) the two different tendencies are
mitigated, in the sense that having the twist angle to be approximately the same at the
tip (this is true because the joint is small and could be thought as rigid), the relative
increase (decrease) of twist is counteracted, especially in that region, see e.g. Fig. 6.15.

This particular redistribution of twist and loads was thought as being the main
anti-snap mechanism. To demonstrate it, a particular configuration employing the same
geometrical and material properties of PrP40 but having unswept wings is now stud-
ied. Results of the investigation are shown in Fig. 6.16. The graphs clearly show a
snap-divergence occurrence. The analysis completely supports the role played by bend-
ing/torsion coupling in preventing snap-divergence through a redistribution of the loads.

Consider now the swept PrP40 layout, and suppose a more uniform load distri-
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bution is sought. One may think to exploit the anisotropic properties of a composite
material (coupling at material level). An immediate action would be to design/fine-
tune each wing separately. Within this perspective, the coupling introduced through the
composite material should ideally counteract the geometric coupling, thus, a positive
(negative) coupling is sought for the lower (upper) wing. In other words, to avoid a local
decrease in lift on the lower wing, a tendency that favours a positive twist for a bending
deformation is needed. And viceversa for the upper one. However, this is where effects
of the overconstrained system come into play: the joint transfers the actions, and the
wanted/expected result may not be easily achieved.

Summarizing, the importance of structural geometric nonlinearities and the over-
constrained nature of the system turns the design in a really challenging one, since actions
that may arise spontaneously for addressing a particular issue in a wanted direction on
a particular wing, may end up creating other unexpected consequences. More investiga-
tions on this regard will be presented in future works.

6.9 Conclusions

In the framework of Joined Wings and for the first time, this work introduced
the concept of snap-divergence as the condition at which the aeroelastic tangent matrix
becomes singular, and compared the results with linearized divergence speeds obtained
via eigenvalue analysis.

Two types of Joined Wings were investigated. The first one (named JW70)
had the joint located at 70% of the wing span. The second one (named PrP40) was a
PrandtlPlane-like wind tunnel model with the joint located at the tip of the wing.

Numerical analyses showed that JW70 experienced snap-divergence. Linearized
divergence evaluations, about steady states corresponding to different freestream veloc-
ities, were also conducted, showing that for the JW70 the eigenvalue approach is not
reliable and overestimates the speed at which the instabilities occur (unsafe). The lin-
earized divergence speed was close to the actual snap-divergence speed only for steady
states near to the true unstable (snap-divergence) point.

A comparison of the response of the system subjected to aerodynamic, conserva-
tive, and follower loads was also carried out for the configuration JW70. The response
obtained with aerodynamic loads was not showing any abrupt loss in lifting capacity, as
it happened for the two mechanical cases (for these last cases this loss in load carrying
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Figure 6.16: Flow speed V∞ (in m/s) versus cumulative vertical displacement Uz (in
mm) for lower wing tip point P1 of the unswept version of joined-wing layout PrP40.
The flow is directed along x-axis, and the geometry is rotate of 1 deg in order to create
an initial angle of attack.
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coincides with the snap condition). Thus, in contrast with what verified above about
snap-divergence, one may have erroneously concluded that the aeroelastic response was
not associated to any form of instabilities. The conceptual error is that, trying to quan-
tify the static deflections to an applied load, aeroelastic instabilities cannot be taken into
account. Thus, mimicking aeroelastic loads with mechanical forces should be carefully
meditated upon.

The second analyzed joined-wing configuration, the PrP40, did not experience
snap-divergence. However, from the system’s response it was possible to notice a soft-
ening followed by a stiffening without a true mathematical snap-divergence occurrence.
The corresponding linearized divergence, obtained with an eigenvalue approach, showed
its minimum value at the end of the softening region.

Aerodynamic load distributions due to the aeroelastic deformation promoted an
upward bending of the upper wing, a pattern that was noticed in [1,130] for PrandtlPlane-
like configurations not incurring in buckling instability. This last example demonstrated
that the overconstrained and nonlinear response of a Joined Wing can also have positive
effects on the stability properties, if properly understood. This cannot be conclusive
because of the simplified wind tunnel-like models presented in the study and the focus on
static analysis. But the study gave indications on what the challenges and opportunities
that these Joined Wings configurations represent.

Chapter 6, in part, is a reprint of the conference paper: “Post-Critical Analysis of
Joined Wings: the Concept of Snap-Divergence as a Characterization of the Instability,
AIAA 2013-1559.” The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of
this paper. Coauthors were Luciano Demasi and Federica Bertuccelli.



Chapter 7

Phenomenology of Nonlinear
Aeroelastic Responses of Highly
Deformable Joined-wings
Configurations

This chapter is a partial reproduction of the following paper:
Phenomenology of Nonlinear Aeroelastic Responses of Highly Deformable Joined Wings,
Advances in Aircraft and Spacecraft Science, An International Journal, In press, 2014.

7.1 Introduction

There is currently great interest in innovative aircraft configurations. Among them,
joined-wing concept [9, 10] has captured the attention as a possible candidate for

the airplane of the future. However, it was argued and also demonstrated that a rea-
sonably accurate conceptual/preliminary design is hard to be pursued due to inherent
structural nonlinearities that may invalidate the results obtained with fast lower-fidelity
tools, which are a necessity when exploring the large parameter’s space typical of the
early design stages. For example, references [1,60,130] showed non-negligible differences
when comparing structural responses obtained with linear and nonlinear capabilities.
As a consequence, consolidated design strategies and tools developed in decades, and
effectively used by the industry, have to be reviewed. This represents one of the major

192
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barriers to the development of Joined Wings [11].
The need to include these structural nonlinearities early in the design has pushed

the researchers to try to achieve computational efficiency with reduced order models [13,
14]. However, results in this direction have not been quite encouraging. Some recent
results are shown in references [15,16].

The situation outlined in reference [2] goes well beyond a bad prediction of the
critical condition. It is in fact shown that, bi-stability is possible and thus, catastrophic
branch-jumping may eventually arise well before the static limit condition is reached.
The only tool to detect such regions is a nonlinear full post-critical analysis (branch
tracking). Actually, this may not be enough to plot the complete static equilibrium
diagram: in reference [197] isola-type of bifurcations are shown.

When assessing joined-wing behaviour from a static aeroelastic perspective, sim-
ilar problems were noticed [158] in terms of presence of bi-stable regions, and the snap-
divergence concept was introduced. The strong structural nonlinearities have demon-
strated to be dominant also for small angles of attack and attached flow, which can be
considered linear.

However, a complete scenario of the aeroelastic properties may be sketched only
by nonlinear dynamic investigations. To the best of authors’ knowledge, nonlinear aeroe-
lastic dynamic analysis was pursued only in a few efforts, i.e. references [152, 198]. The
first of these preliminary studies showed how the flutter speed prediction varied when
using a nonlinear modelling of the structure, whereas the second studied a limit cycle
oscillation.

The effort of the present paper is in the direction of showing, studying and
gaining insight into the dynamic aeroelastic phenomena inherent to these configurations,
and which have potential impact on the design of Joined Wings.

7.2 Contribution of the Present Study

The numerical investigations presented in references [1,2,130,158,162] character-
ized the response of Joined Wings on a conceptual level. In particular, a snap-instability
was first found when statically loading the structure with mechanical forces. The oc-
currence of such kind of instability (saddle-node bifurcation, refer to [178] for more
details) was also observed when mechanical forces of a follower type or aerodynamic
loads were considered. For the true aeroelastic case, the static instability was named
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snap-divergence, in order to resemble the true snap-phenomenon that was arising in the
pure mechanical case, even if a real snap may practically not occur due to the noncon-
servative nature of aerodynamic forces. One of the contributions of this paper is the
study of this phenomenon from a dynamic point of view: after assessing, by means of a
series of linearized frequency-domain analyses, that the flutter speed is higher than the
snap-divergence one, the true dynamic response will be shown.

In reference [158] the snap-divergence was compared to the traditional divergence
analysis, performed through an eigenvalue analysis about particular configurations (usu-
ally the undeformed one). Discrepancy between the critical speeds predicted by these two
approaches was substantial. Moreover, the traditional eigenvalue approach was overpre-
dicting the divergence speed. It is then expected a mismatch also between flutter speeds
evaluated by means of linear and nonlinear flutter analyses. This will be shown to be
important and to have a similar trend as the one found for the divergence analysis: lin-
ear tools overpredict the flutter speed, at least for the considered configurations. The
above comparison is further augmented by considering different damping ratios and by
incorporating time domain analyses.

Assessment of flutter speed gives a local information about loss of stability (Hopf’s
bifurcation), however, does not provide a picture of what happens in the post-critical
region (see the works cited in reference [194] for a comprehensive literature review). With
the aid of different time-domain capabilities LCOs are shown. For the Sensorcraft-like
case, it is found an asynchronous motion between the outer and inner part of the lower
wing: while the inner part moves in a wave-like pattern, the outer part has a small
localized oscillation during the ascending or descending portion of the periodic motion.

A peculiarity of some joined-wing configurations is that, for higher speed, further
bifurcation phenomena as period doubling [178–180,194] occur. Moreover, loss of period-
icity can also be observed when speed is further increased, suggesting that a transition
to chaos may be in place. On the other hand, for other joined-wing layouts experiencing
an LCO, increasing the speed may have the opposite effect, leading to a stable state.

A very important and often neglected fact is the level of confidence that should
be given to solvers employed for investigating the aeroelastic problem. A first differ-
entiation is made by frequency domain and time domain tools. In some of the present
numerical experiments both of these techniques are used. For the time domain approach,
different options are provided. However, some preliminary theoretical discussions are
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necessary. For example, studies on delta wings showed that when the structural non-
linearities are important they may also drive the limit cycle oscillation much more than
the aerodynamic effects do. References [199–201] are a good example: the response was
mainly driven by the structural nonlinearities. Considering the strongly nonlinear (on the
structural side) response of Joined Wings, it is then natural to investigate under which
conditions the structural geometric nonlinearities play an important role in the devel-
opment of limit cycle oscillation, which may appear even for a completely attached flow
and linear aerodynamics. Even within these reasonable assumptions there are different
level of approximations. In this paper effects of load/displacements transferring methods
(splining, [202], meshless [203]), different way of distributing the aerodynamic singulari-
ties (on an undeformable reference plane or attached to the body) as well as modelling
of the wake (rigid or free) are evaluated. It will be shown that solvers implementing
different assumptions may lead to considerably different results. This is especially true
for PrandtlPlane configurations, for which aerodynamic load redistribution have a major
impact on aeroelastic performances: wake deformation is then a factor to take account
of.

It is important to collocate this effort in an historical and bibliographical con-
text. Flutter analysis of Joined Wings was first performed in reference [8], for a box-wing
layout [27]. It was found that the flutter instability was a limitation to the design of
the configuration. Later, [5, 114] the so called PrandtlPlane [28, 91, 92] configuration
was studied on an aeroelastic perspective and the encountered flutter problems were
alleviated with the introduction of a double fin. In the above references linear flutter
prediction methods were used. Moreover, the analyses were carried out on a realistic
(i.e, inertial and stiffness distributions were assessed considering real-like operative con-
ditions) aircraft, whereas conceptual investigations on wind-tunnel-like models will be
pursued in this paper.

However, as shown in reference [158] for the static aeroelastic case and in this
paper for the dynamic aeroelastic one, linear results could be non-conservative since
higher critical speeds may be predicted. If a large discrepancy between the linear and
nonlinear predicted aeroelastic instability speeds is found on the conceptual models, then
a qualitative indication on the actual aircraft is implicitly provided.

Very few results have been proposed for different layouts of Joined Wings [198],
and a lack of understanding of the physics of the phenomenon is evident: additional
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studies are then necessary.

7.3 Theoretical Highlights of the Present Computational
Tools

In a generic aeroelastic code the basic aerodynamic and structural solvers need to
interact, passing to each other the information regarding the deformations (which directly
influence the aerodynamic forces) and the forces (which deform the structure). It goes
well beyond the goals of this paper to present a summary of all the possible strategies
that could be adopted. The authors refer the reader to excellent works as [204–206] and
the herein cited references.

In the following, the components of the in-house aeroelastic capabilities are de-
scribed separately. They consist in a finite element method for the computational struc-
tural dynamics (CSD) and an unsteady vortex lattice method (UVLM) for the time
domain aerodynamic simulations. A doublet lattice method (DLM) for the frequency
domain unsteady aerodynamics calculations is also employed: details about this partic-
ular solver could be found in literature, see references [193,196,207].

Hereinafter, different interface (load/displacement transferring) strategies are an-
alyzed.

Finally, the coupling is treated, and the different aeroelastic solvers are discussed.

7.3.1 Structural Finite Element Model

The geometrically nonlinear finite element [135, 136, 156, 208] is based on the
linear membrane constant strain triangle (CST) and the flat plate discrete Kirchhoff tri-
angle (DKT). The capability has also embedded the calculation of the structural tangent
matrix KT , which is the sum of two contributions: the elastic stiffness matrix, KE , and
the geometric stiffness matrix, KG. Composite materials are implemented. A corota-
tional approach is used, and thus, rigid body motion is eliminated from elements and
the pure elastic deformations are found.

The post-critical capability of the structural, and also aeroelastic code, are here
omitted for brevity. The reader is referenced to [2, 158] for details.
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7.3.2 Dynamic Solver

Newton’s Law and Definition of the Residual

According to the second Newton’s law, at each time dynamic equilibrium has to
be satisfied. Let s be the generalized coordinate array (arising from the FE discretization)
and ṡ, s̈ its time derivatives. Assume M to be the mass matrix, and that the damping
forces, related to the structural damping, are proportional to ṡ through the damping
matrix Cd, constant with time. The internal structural forces are indicated with F int.
Since only elastic materials are considered, these forces are function of the deformation
only. The external loads are here specialized to be the aerodynamic forces acting on the
body, and are a generical function of t, s, ṡ and s̈. These dependencies are related to
the history (wake evolution), current configuration (steady production of aerodynamic
forces), velocity of deformation (which changes the local angle of attack) and acceleration
of deformation, respectively.

The dynamic equilibrium law reads as follows:

M s̈ + Cd ṡ = P ext(s, ṡ, s̈, t)− F int(s) (7.1)

The residual is then defined as:

R(s, ṡ, s̈, t) = Ms̈ + Cdṡ− (P ext(s, ṡ, s̈, t)− F int(s)) (7.2)

In order to obtain the dynamic equilibrium the residual has to be zero at each
generic time t. However, when the problem is discretized in respect to the time, it is
possible to enforce the dynamic equilibrium only at some temporal points. In literature
several methods exist for the time discretization of dynamic structural problems, see for
example [166,209,210].

In the following, the framework of the Newmark’s β−Method and successive
improvements leading to the Generalized α-Method (GAM) are introduced. The reasons
that led to the introduction of the so called Generalized Energy-Momentuum Method
(GEMM) and its implementation are then presented (see reference [169] for more details).
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From Newmark β-Method to the Generalized α-Method

Before further proceeding, the notation used to state the evaluation of the quan-
tity A at the generic time t is introduced:

tA = A|t (7.3)

If the generic quantity A has both a direct and indirect dependence on time, for example
A(s(t), t), then the notation is the following:

tA = A|(s|t,t) (7.4)

In reference [172], to advance in time from t to t + ∆t, Newmark proposed the following
relation between acceleration, velocity and displacement vectors:

t+∆tṡ = tṡ + (1− γ) ∆t ts̈ + γ ∆t t+∆ts̈

t+∆ts = ts + ∆t tṡ + (1− 2β) ∆t2

2
ts̈ + β ∆t2 t+∆ts̈

(7.5)

The process was driven by Taylor’s expansion and mean value theorem. The choice of
γ and β determines important characteristics as accuracy, rate of convergence, stability
and the alternatively explicit or implicit nature of the scheme [209]. Common choice is
to take:

γ = 1
2

β = 1
4

(7.6)

which gives an unconditionally stable (irrespective of the size of the time step ∆t ) and
quadratic convergent scheme (this has been proven for linear problems [173]).

With reference to eq.(7.2), it is straightforward to impose the dynamic equilib-
rium at the generic time t + ∆t,

t+∆tR = M t+∆ts̈ + Cd
t+∆tṡ−

(
t+∆tP ext − t+∆tF int

)
= 0 (7.7)

and apply the scheme proposed in eq.(7.5).
It is desirable in structural dynamic problems solved through step-by-step time

integration algorithms to possess algorithmic damping. Particularly, it is necessary to
control the dissipation on the high frequency modes since using standard FEM to dis-
cretize the spatial domain, the spatial resolution of these modes is poor. Thus, spurious
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high frequency modes should be damped out, and this should affect neither the low fre-
quency modes nor the accuracy of the scheme. For example, the Newmark β-method
family algorithms provide high-frequency dissipation if a different choice of the parame-
ters in eq.(7.6) is made, with the drawbacks of an only first-order accuracy in time and
too much dissipation on the low frequency modes [164]. This has driven the formulation
of improved methods that enable to overcome these limitations, mantaining second-order
accuracy: the HHT-α [211] and the WBZ-α [212] methods are just some examples. All
these schemes are particular cases of the more general Generalized α-method (GAM),
which represents a family of implicit time-integration schemes, and has been introduced
in reference [164].

The scheme giving the relationships between the values of s, ṡ and s̈ is the same
carried out in eq.(7.5), but now the additional equation needed to close the problem
is a modified version of the standard choice of eq.(7.7): the idea is to force the dy-
namic equilibrium using convex combinations of these variables. Defining the following
quantities: 

t+αf ∆ts = (1− αf ) ts + αf
t+∆ts

t+αf ∆tṡ = (1− αf ) tṡ + αf
t+∆tṡ

t+αm∆ts̈ = (1− αm) ts̈ + αm
t+∆ts̈

(7.8)

where, differently from the previously adopted notation, the superscripts are here used to
indicate a convex combination of the values at the beginning (t) and at the end (t + ∆t)
of the time step and not values evaluated at time t + α∆t. Clearly, αm=αf =1 gives rise
to the Newmark family of methods.

The task is now to determine the relations between the algorithmic parameters
αm, αf , γ and β to gain the desired numerical features. It can be demonstrated [164]
that the generalized α-method is second-order accurate, provided that

γ = 1
2

+ αm − αf

β = 1
4

(1 + αm − αf )2
(7.9)

The stability property of an algorithm applied to linear problems depends upon the
eigenvalues of its amplification matrix, in particular on spectral radius ϱ (defined as the
largest of the eigenvalues). The spectral radius is also important because it is a measure
of the numerical dissipation, that is a smaller spectral radius value corresponds to a
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larger numerical dissipation; to obtain a numerical algorithm which gives the desired
numerical damping at the high frequencies without an excessive dissipation in the low
frequency region, its spectral radius should then be close to unity in the low frequency
domain and smoothly decrease as the frequency increases. Summarizing, see [164] for
details, it is possible to have a second order (in time) accurate unconditionally stable
(for linear problems) scheme, which has a user-defined dissipation on the high frequencies
and minimizes the dissipation on lower frequencies if, along with eq.(7.9), the following
is also satisfied:

αf = 1
1 + ϱ∞

αm = 2− ϱ∞
1 + ϱ∞

(7.10)

where ϱ∞ denotes the value of the spectral radius in the high-frequency limit (ϱ∞ is then
the user-specified value to control high-frequency dissipation).

Application of this method to eq.(7.2) is not straightforward. In fact, in litera-
ture [164, 166], this procedure has been developed mainly for linear cases in which the
forces were depending on time or displacements only. Thus, using the convex combina-
tion of eq.(7.8) would be completely identical to the case in which the convex combination
is used for the different term of the residual. However, in the present case, there is a
force term depending nonlinearly from the displacement (F int) and one term depending
on t, s, ṡ and s̈ (P ext).

Focus is now on the external forces. One option is to remain consistent with
the evaluation in time dictated by eq.(7.8), i.e., to set the external/aerodynamic forces
evaluated at different convex combinations of the displacement and derivatives vectors:

P ext|(t+αf ∆ts,
t+αf ∆tṡ,

t+αm∆ts̈, t+αf ∆t
) (7.11)

A peculiarity of such an approach is that, in cases for which an explicit linear dependence
of the external forces on the displacements, velocities, accelerations, and a dependence
(not necessarily linear) on time is found, the residual (eq.(7.2)) could be written as:

R(s, ṡ, s̈, t) =
(
M −MA

)
s̈+

(
Cd −CA

d

)
ṡ−KA s−

(
P A

ext(t)− F int(s)
)

= 0 (7.12)

where MA, CA
d and KA express the linear dependence of the aerodynamic forces, and

P A
ext(t) represents the time dependence. Thus, except for the internal forces, the appli-
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cation of the GAM closely matches what explained in reference [164]. Applying this first
approach also to the internal forces, the discrete equation for the residual can be written
as:

t+∆tR = M t+αm∆ts̈ + Cd
t+αf ∆tṡ−

P ext|(t+αf ∆ts,
t+αf ∆tṡ,

t+αm∆ts̈, t+αf ∆t) + F int|(t+αf ∆ts) (7.13)

Consider now the internal forces. If the structural model is linear, then

F int|(t+αf ∆ts) = t+αf ∆tF int (for linear structures) (7.14)

which is equivalent to consider a convex combination of the terms of the residual equation
or the displacement. This no longer holds if the forces are nonlinear. Thus the question
arises as to which form should be considered.

Generalized Energy-Momentum Method

To apply a convex combination directly to the edge values of the internal and ex-
ternal loads and not to the displacements, proves to be very important for the properties
of the numerical scheme, in particular the stability one. In fact, algorithms which are
unconditionally stable for linear dynamics often lose this stability in the non-linear case,
see for example references [166–168, 173–176]. This is also true if algorithmic damping,
as evaluated with linear approach (like in [164]) is introduced. A further criterion for the
stability of time-integration algorithms (other than the eigenvalue analysis shown earlier
for the Generalized α-method) is the conservation of energy, motivated by the theorem
presented in reference [213] which states that, when applied to Hamiltonian systems, a
numerical algorithm is stable in energy if the sum of kinetic and internal energies are
bounded within each time step relative to the external work, kinetic and internal energies
in the previous time step.

The first algorithm which guaranteed unconditional stability in nonlinear dynam-
ics of three-dimensional elastic bodies was the Energy-Momentum Method [165]. Actu-
ally, its appeal has been redimensioned by some numerical experiments, see [167,168,214].
In fact, convergence problems were observed, and small time steps were needed to ob-
tain a stable and converged solution. These difficulties have been put in relation to high
modes which are responsible of numerical collapse driven by an unphysical highly oscil-
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latory response. It seems then advisable to introduce some form of damping in order to
keep under control difficult cases [167].

A strategy to introduce controllable numerical dissipation to the Energy Mo-
mentum Method, denoted as Generalized Energy-Momentum Method was presented in
refences [168, 169], applied to three-dimensional truss element and nonlinear dynamics
of shells. It includes numerical dissipation adopting the Generalized α-method to ad-
vance the solution within time and guarantees the energy conservation or decay using
the convex combination of the internal forces at the beginning and at the end of the
time interval, t+αf ∆tF int instead of considering it applied at the generalized midpoint,
F int|(t+αf ∆ts).

Unfortunately, is it not possible to automatically extend this approach to the
aerodynamic forces, since the simultaneous dependence on acceleration, velocity and
displacement does not make straightforward the use of a unique convex combination:
it would be an open question which value between αf and αm should be used on this
regard. In this effort, both the option t+αf ∆tP ext, namely:

t+αf ∆tP ext = (1− αf ) tP ext + αf
t+∆tP ext (7.15)

and the one previously introduced in eq.(7.11), have been used. Notice also that, in other
works like [215], different convex combinations were suggested for the external forces.
Summarizing, the strategy adopted to discretize in time the equations of motion is the
GEMM, whereas the aerodynamic term is evaluated with a GAM or also a GEMM-like
approach. Notice that, for the particular considered cases, no appreciable differences
were noticed between the two approaches.

In the following, the derivation of the Newton process for convergence is shown
for the GEMM-like approach only. The residual equation becomes:

t+∆tR = M
(
(1− αm) ts̈ + αm

t+∆ts̈
)

+ Cd

(
(1− αf ) tṡ + αf

t+∆tṡ
)
−

(1− αf ) tP ext − αf
t+∆tP ext + (1− αf ) tF int + αf

t+∆tF int (7.16)

It is important to notice that, considering a generic time t in which all the
quantities are known, and wishing to advance in time to t + ∆t, it is possible, by means
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of eqs.(7.5), to reduce the residual to a function of only one variable. Thus,

t+∆tR = R
(

t+∆ts
)

(7.17)

Newton’s Method Applied to the Residual

A generic zero finding methods could be applied to eq.(7.16) (or alternatively,
eq.(7.13)) in order to drive to zero the residual and thus obtain the dynamic equilibrium.
If Newton’s method is used then the residual is locally approximated with an affine model
and the new linearly predicted zero is considered. A single Newton’s iteration reads:

0 = t+∆tRiter n +
t+∆t[dR

ds

]iter n

· t+∆tuiter n (7.18)

where the superscript “iter n” specifies the iteration at which the quantities are consid-
ered. The symbolism

t+∆t[dR
ds

]iter n

(7.19)

indicates the tangent matrix evaluated at t+∆tsiter n, and it holds:

t+∆tsiter n+1 = t+∆tsiter n + t+∆tuiter n (7.20)

The tangent matrix for the system is:

t+∆t[dR
d s

]
= αm

β ∆t2 M + αf γ

β∆t
Cd − αf

(
d t+∆tP ext

d t+∆ts
− d t+∆tF int

d t+∆ts

)
(7.21)

where the iteration superscript has been dropped for clarity. Notice that eq.(7.21)
changes during iterations only if the internal structural forces F int or the external (aero-
dynamic) loads P ext are nonlinear with t+∆ts. Notice also the contribution of the struc-
tural tangent matrix and force (aerodynamic) tangent matrix to the system’s/global
tangent one.

Once the iterative process reaches a convergent state, then a new time step could
be taken and the iterative sequence repeated.
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Structural Damping

The structural model provides the possibility to reproduce more consistently the
dynamic behaviour taking into account the presence of structural damping, represented
by the damping matrix Cd; the approach consists in the extrapolation of structural
modal damping from the system. Considering a problem with one degree of freedom,
the free spring-damping-mass system is described by the equation

m s̈ + 2c ṡ + k s = 0 (7.22)

being s the generic coordinate describing the motion, m the mass, c the damping coeffi-
cient and k the spring constant. Rearranging the equation, the canonical form is easily
obtained:

s̈ + 2 ζ ωnṡ + ω2
n s = 0 (7.23)

where ωn represents the natural frequency of the system and ζ the damping ratio (com-
mon values are in the range of 0.01 ÷ 0.05). Once eq.(7.22) is stated in canonical form
and ζ is chosen, the damping coefficient c is automatically set.

If the system has more than one degree of freedom, and the differential equations
of motion are linear, it is possible, by means of the so called light damping approxi-
mation [216], to describe the evolution of the system decoupling the evolution of each
natural mode. Thus, for the generic i-th mode the following relation holds:

q̈i + 2ζiωni q̇i + ω2
ni

qi = 0 (7.24)

which in matrix form is written as

q̈ + C∆ q̇ + Ω q = 0 (7.25)

The introduction of damping to the lower frequencies influences the solution so it is
necessary only to model a physical phenomenon and in this sense eq.(7.24) represents a
convenient strategy that gives the possibility to set this damping factor for each mode
independently.

The next step is to be able to relate the modal form of the equation (where
the modal damping ratio ζi could be set) to the generic n-dimensional system which
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describes the dynamic behaviour of the degrees of freedom of the structure (s):

M s̈ + Cd ṡ + K s = 0 (7.26)

The matrices are constant, and it is possible to write the response as a superposition of
elementary solutions through the modal coordinates q:

s = Φ q (7.27)

where Φ is the modal matrix. Substituting eq.(7.27) into eq.(7.26) and pre-multiplying
by ΦT , it holds

M̂ q̈ + Ĉ q̇ + K̂ q = 0 (7.28)

where, using the properties of the modal coordinates, it is possible to show that the
modal mass M̂ and stiffness K̂ matrices are diagonal. The aim is to define Cd through
Ĉ. The first step is to assume that Ĉ is diagonal, so that it is straightforward to write
eq.(7.24) for the generic i-th generalized coordinate. It is then possible to define the
damping ratios for each mode in this form, and reconstruct the matrix Cd using the
inverse of relation eq.(7.27) and left-multiplying by Φ−T , namely:

Cd = Φ−T Ĉ Φ−1 (7.29)

Actually the dynamic behaviour of a system is ruled by the most meaningful modes
that are associated with the low natural frequencies, so it can be preferable both from
a computational and (numerical) accuracy point of view to consider the process for just
n modes on which it is significant to apply the damping, see reference [193]. If N is the
total number of degrees of freedom of the structure, Φ is now an N ×n matrix; eq.(7.29)
could not be used since Φ is not a square matrix. To perform a similar equivalence, but
in a least square sense, the following operations are performed starting from eq.(7.27):

ΦT s = ΦT Φ q

T = [ΦT Φ]−1ΦT

T s = q

Cd = T T ĈT

(7.30)
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7.3.3 Aerodynamic model

Introduction

The present section introduces the aerodynamic model adopted in the study. The
hypotheses of potential and incompressible flow are assumed to be valid.

Geometry Definition and Evaluation of Induced Velocity

Unsteady Vortex Lattice Method (UVLM) is used as aerodynamic solver: the
main advantage of such a formulation is the required simple programming effort, which
makes it preferable when operating with thin wings; for a detailed treatise refer to [192].

The singularities are vortex ring elements, each of which is composed by four
constant-strength vortex line segments with the same value of circulation Γ. The wing is
discretized by an arbitrary user selected number of quadrilateral aerodynamic panels as
shown in Fig. 7.1. The vortex ring associated with each panel is shift downstream along
each lateral edge of one fourth of the same edges. The velocity induced at an arbitrary
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Figure 7.1: Location of the vortex rings in the aerodynamic grid.

point P by the generic vortex segment of circulation Γ is obtained from the Biot-Savart
law. In particular, assume V SIkm to be the velocity induced in the k-th collocation (or
control) point by m-th ring of unitary circulation. Moreover, consider that the generic
k-th collocation point (where the wall tangency condition has to be enforced), lies on
the center of the k-th vortex ring, whose local direction is nk. Then, it is possible to
define the generic km-the term of matrix of body influence coefficients A:

Akm = V SIkm · nk (7.31)
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Wake Model

For an unsteady flow a key role is played by the modelling of the wake. The most
accurate model prescribes that each vortex moves with the local stream velocity since
the vortex wake is force free, obtaining the so called wake roll-up. However this approach
is quite time consuming and so often a simpler one, consisting in assuming a prescribed
shape for the wake, is adopted. The effects of wake modelling on the aeroelastic responses
will be discussed later.

In both cases, the wake is modelled with several rows of vortex rings of different
strength, each shed at a certain time-step. When impulsively starting from a rest con-
dition, only wing bound vortex rings exist. Consequently, there are no wake panels and
the solution is easily found by specifying the zero normal flow boundary condition on
the collocation points. During the second time step, the wing moves along its flight path
and each trailing edge vortex panel sheds a wake ring with a vortex strength equal to its
circulation in the previous time step (automatically satisfying the Kelvin condition). For
the case of prescribed wake, it is enough to impose that each wake’s point is convected
by the free-stream velocity and so the procedure can be continued at each successive
time step determining in such a way a wake of known geometry. Notice that, a wake
vortex ring does not change its circulation (consequence of Helmholtz theorem). If the
free wake is modelled, at the end of each timestep, once the problem is solved and the
unknown intensity of the circulation Γ of every ring of the body is known, the evaluation
of the induced velocity (u,v,w) at each vortex ring corner point l is performed in order
to move the vortex elements by:

(∆x, ∆y, ∆z)l = (u, v, w)l ·∆t (7.32)

This is the only difference between the two methods, because once the wake geometry
is defined, the calculation of influence matrices and thus, the solution of the problem at
the next time step are established in an identical manner. The modelling of the wake is
completed and so it is possible to evaluate the contribution of each wake ring r-th to the
local velocity in the k-th control point and store it in the Aw matrix of wake influence
coefficients, where

Awkr
= V WIkr

· nk (7.33)

with V WIkr
being the wake-induced velocity from wake ring r at the collocation point k.
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Before further proceeding with the description of the model, it is worth to high-
light a few important aspects concerning the roll-up modelling. The use of discrete vortex
segments to account for the vorticity in the shed wake originates accuracy issues due to
the singularity that arises from a straight application of the Biot-Savart law when the
induced point is located very close to the vortex line, leading to nonphysical values of the
local velocity assigned to it. This usually occurs when a wake encounters another body
or when the wake has an intense roll-up causing self-intersections. Aeroelastic response
of a highly deformable wing seems to emphasize this aspect, since the trailing edge of
the body changes position with time and so the position where the wake is shed, calling
for a more complicated roll-up of the wake compared to the pure aerodynamic case. To
prevent this kind of numerical problems and lack of accuracy, many techniques have been
introduced, as for example the vortex-core model. The basic idea, as shown in [217], is
that the formation of the wake behind any lifting surface must be considered as a viscous
phenomenon, with the vorticity contained in the vortex core diffused radially outward
with time. This observation is corroborated, for example, by experimental measurements
of the distribution of tangential velocity surrounding a tip vortex shed from a blade at
various wake ages [218]. According to a potential theory, this region is infinitesimal
because all the vorticity is concentrated along the axis of each vortex filament and this
leads to singularity in the evaluation of the Biot-Savart law near the vortex. In a more
realistic model, this line should have an inner part, that is a finite core, where the flow
rotates almost as a rigid body, whereas in the outer part behaves almost as a potential
flow. With this line of reasoning, it is possible to define the core radius rc both as the
radial location where the tangential speed induced by the vortex has a maximum and
as the boundary from the inner rotational flow field and the outer potential flow. Now
that the physical meaning of the sought de-singularization of the induction estimate is
pointed out, a revisited version of the Biot-Savart law is presented:

V = Γ
4π

h

(r2n
c + h2n)

1
n

(cos θ1 − cos θ2) · e (7.34)

where the reader is referred to [218] for the notation and a plausible choice of the size of
core radius.

The other important aspect is related to the issue of reducing as much as pos-
sible the time needed to evaluate at each timestep the influence of the far vortex rings.
With this aim, thanks to the equivalence between vortex ring and doublet panels [219],
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application of the far field formulas of point-doublet may be employed [192].
Another option to reduce the computational costs is the truncation of the wake

domain: a threshold is defined so that beyond that distance the contribution of the wake
on the local velocity on the control points over the body is assumed negligible. As a
consequence, the far wake panels could be neglected. This wake truncation is thought to
be sufficiently reliable because there is only interest in the wake influence over the body.

Boundary Condition

In order to be able to write the wall tangency condition, which states the no nor-
mal velocity condition on the control points over the body, all the contributions have to
be taken into account: the velocity induced by the body rings V SI, and wake rings V WI,
the kinematic velocity V KIN, which is the velocity of wind on the surface (in particular
it is of interest the one at the collocation points) due to relative motion of the wing, as
viewed in the body frame of reference. This last contribution depends on the free-stream
velocity, the rigid motion of the body but also on the elastic deformation of the body
V rel (this is relevant in aeroelastic problems). The terms V WI and V KIN contribute to
the right hand side, whereas V SI is unknown (byproduct of the multiplication of matrix
A of eq.(7.31) with the unknown intensity of the body vortex rings). Thus, it is possible
to write in a matrix form the following system

A · Γ = RHS (7.35)

where Γ is the array containing the unknowns (strength of the vortex rings), and

RHSk = −(V WIk
+ V KINk

) · nk (7.36)

is the vector containing the known part of the normal velocity components.

Evaluation of Loads

Once solved the linear set of equations, next step is the evaluation of the pressure
over each body panel and subsequently the applied loads. The Bernoulli equation for
incompressible and irrotational flow with the hypothesis of negligible body forces states
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that the sum of the left-hand side terms of eq.(7.37) are a function of time only

p

ρ
+ v2

2
+ ∂ϕ

∂t
= C(t) (7.37)

where p is the pressure, ρ is the density, v is the local fluid velocity and ϕ its potential.
Evaluating the left-hand side of eq.(7.37) in two points of the fluid, an arbitrary point
and a reference point at infinity (where ϕ = 0 and v = 0 having chosen the wind reference
system), eq.(7.38) is obtained:

p∞ − p

ρ
= v2

2
+ ∂ϕ

∂t
(7.38)

It is then possible to integrate the pressure and, with aid of Kutta-Joukowsky theorem,
assess the lift produced by each panel.

7.3.4 Interface Algorithms

Infinite Plate Splines

Theory The Infinite Plate Spline concept was introduced in reference [202] and is
the basis of several of the interpolation schemes used in today’s commercial software.
This method is based on a superposition of the solutions of the equilibrium equation
describing an infinite plate subjected to small deflections. The key idea is to consider a
set of discrete points (xi,yi) lying within a two-dimensional domain, each of them has
associated a deflection wi that defines the vertical position of the surface on which both
structural and aerodynamic points are presumed to be. Using a superposition of solutions
it is possible to calculate the values of a set of fictitious concentrated loads acting at the
known set of points that give rise to the required deflection w. In this way, given the
deflections of the structural grid points the concentrated forces are obtained and it is
possible, by an interpolation process, to calculate the values on a set of aerodynamic
grid points. The interpolated function is differentiable everywhere.

The main drawback of the method is that it is inherently 2-D and so it is limited
to interpolate out-of-plane displacement only. Moreover, a piecewise flat planform for
the wing has to be assumed, also when the wing is deformed. In the following, the
entire mathematical procedure to gain the desired results is omitted and just the major
features are outlined; for details about the derivation of the scheme the reader is referred
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to reference [220].
The governing equation for a plate (bending case) that extends to infinity in both

directions is:
D11

∂4w

∂x4 + 2 (D12 + 2D66) ∂4w

∂x2∂y2 + D22
∂4w

∂y4 = p (7.39)

where p is the applied pressure. Then, a series of hypotheses are considered. First, the
material is assumed to be isotropic, giving this a specific value for the D11, D12, D22, D66

stiffness terms. Then, radial symmetry is imposed, and a concentrated load is applied
at the origin. After that, with the argument that no singular displacement is acceptable
at the origin, some terms in the closed form of the solution w are set to zero. Final
adjustments are done to avoid oscillations. With all these hypotheses, the final form for
the vertical displacement w is:

w (x, y) = a0 + a1x + a2y +
Ñ∑

i=1
F̃ir

2
i ln r2

i (7.40)

with:

a0 =
Ñ∑

i=1

[
Ai + Bi

(
x2

i + y2
i

)]

a1 = −2
Ñ∑

i=1
Bixi

a2 = −2
Ñ∑

i=1
Biyi

(7.41)

where Ñ is the number of fictitious loads (or alternatively, the number of known value
wi), Ai, Bi and ri are known quantities and F̃i are the fictitious concentrated loads used
to reconstruct the shape of the plate, given the actual position of the set of known points.

Application to the displacement and load transfer The goal of this interface
algorithm is to provide both a relation between structural and aerodynamic mesh dis-
placements and to aerodynamic and structural loads. In other word, it consists in two
phases: given a displacement vector U (and also its derivatives), representing the un-
knowns associated with the structural nodes, it extrapolates the displacement at the
aerodynamic mesh points, so that the aerodynamic forces, may be evaluated by the
aerodynamic solver; given the aerodynamic forces, it projects them to the structural
nodes, so that the computational mechanics capability can calculate the structural dis-
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placements. The way these phases are arranged depends on the way the aeroelastic
coupling is performed. In the present effort, the goal is to get an explicit expression of
the aerodynamic loads applied at the structural nodes, given a structural deformation
U .

Before further proceeding, the interface algorithm is specialized. The reference
planes where the splines are specified are planar, and have the local x-axis (xS) along the
(initial) free-stream direction. The local vertical displacements (which are then perpen-
dicular to the spline plane but not necessarily coincident with the vertical displacement
in the global coordinates z) are denoted with ZS and ZS for the generic structural node
and aerodynamic control point, respectively.

Eq.(7.40) shows how IPS are employed to evaluate the zS coordinate of a generic
point of the system once both its position through the local coordinates xS and yS and the
required coefficients are given. The expression of the aerodynamic loads is calculated
starting from the boundary condition applied on the control points and the involved
quantities are thus related to the derivative of the vertical displacement with respect

to the xS direction dZS

dxS
(which, as it will be shown in the following is related to the

changes of relative angle of attack), the speed ŻS and the acceleration Z̈S of this set
of points, so that the sought algorithm should provide relations between them and the
degrees of freedom in the structural nodes. Eq.(7.40) can be advantageously applied to
the structural points in matricial form, it can be written as

ZS = G F̃ (7.42)

Inverting this expression, the unknown array F̃ containing the fictitious concentrated
loads is obtained; now the coefficients that have to be used for the spline interpolation
(see eq.(7.41)) are known.

In order to avoid the time consuming task of obtaining the vector F̃ at each
timestep, the assumption that during the deformation process the original local coordi-
nates xS

i and yS
i of the generical point i do not change is made, i.e. the vertical projection

is always corresponding (or at least in good approximation) to the initial position of the
structural point considered. If this hypothesis is not satisfied, G changes during the
simulation and has to be continuously evaluated.

Carrying on the interpolation for the desired variables, the following relations
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are obtained
ŻS = HŻS

Z̈S = HZ̈S

dZS

dxS
= HDZS

(7.43)

where H easily derives from eq.(7.42) now applied to the vertical displacement field ZS

of the aerodynamic mesh (the constant expression of the spline’s matrices allows one to
use them to interpolate also the time derivatives); HD is the interface matrix for the
spatial derivative of the displacement and can be gained differentiating eq.(7.41) with
respect to the local x direction and specializing it for the control points.

The last task to be performed to complete the interfacing for the aerodynamic-
structural coupling originates from the following issue: for a correct application of the
Kutta-Joukowsky theorem, the aerodynamic loads have to be applied in the load points
of the vortex ring. In order to use a FEM structural solver, the loads are thought to act
on the structural nodes and thus, given an external concentrated load, its transferring to
the FE nodes of the triangle shell element has to be performed. The problem, depicted
in Fig. 7.2 can be tackled with an energy conserving approach imposing that the virtual
work done by the external force is equal to the virtual work done by the nodal forces
of the element. The expression of the forces acting on the three vertices of the triangle

Figure 7.2: Applied load in a triangular element

equivalent to the aerodynamical load applied in the point P with coordinates (xE , yE)
is given by

Lm
1 = hm

1

(
xE

P , yE
P

)
Lk

Lm
2 = hm

2

(
xE

P , yE
P

)
Lk

Lm
3 = hm

3

(
xE

P , yE
P

)
Lk

(7.44)
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where the shape functions relative to the nodes 1, 2 and 3 of the triangle m are indicated
respectively as hm

1

(
xE , yE

)
, hm

2

(
xE , yE

)
and hm

3

(
xE , yE

)
and can be evaluated making

use of the area coordinates [221].

Interface with Moving Least Square derived algorithm

The present interface algorithm has the purpose to solve the typical aeroelas-
tic problem of coupling the aerodynamic and structural meshes granting important fea-
tures [222]. It is in fact possible to interface both non-matching surfaces or non-matching
topologies. Cases in which a control point falls outside the range of the source mesh are
also naturally tackled. There is also a relative insensitiveness to the node density vari-
ations in the source mesh. A very important feature is the conservation of exchanged
quantities, in particular momentum and energy: this is a keypoint since in literature [223]
it has been shown how nonconservartive interfaces may lead to wrong results. In spite
of these valuable advantages, the computationally efficiency of interface computation
is really high. A further very desirable feature is the relative independence from the
numerical formulation of the solvers of the two fields.

Problem Statement Thanks to meshless approach it is possible to achieve the previ-
ously listed goals. Traditionally, meshless methods were introduced as a method of nu-
merical resolution of partial differential equations different than finite element method
(FEM), finite difference method (FDM) and finite volume method (FVM). In these
last approaches, spatial domain is often discretized into meshes: the set of differential
equations are approximated by a set of algebraic equations for each mesh and then,
by assembling in the proper way the contribution of all of them, the final system of
algebraic equations for the whole problem is obtained. On the contrary, in mesh free
method [203], this system of algebraic equations for the whole problem is obtained using
a set of nodes scattered in the domain which do not form a mesh because no information
on the relationship between the nodes (e.g., connectivity of an element) is required.

These methods seem to solve some issues of the classical approaches which are
here briefly listed. First, the creation of an adequately discretized mesh is notoriously
a bottleneck in the process since it is both manpower and computer time consuming.
Second, the classical approaches have a limited regularity of the solution, especially in its
derivatives, at the elements’ boundaries (although approaches using higher order con-
tinuous basis function like NURBS were already proposed in [224]). Moreover, with
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lagrangian grids/meshes there is a lost of accuracy when large deformations are investi-
gated because of the element distortions. A close examination of these difficulties shows
that the root of the problem is the necessity to use elements (mesh); on the contrary a
meshless method does not have these limitations, and could add or delete nodes when
they are needed, providing a great flexibility to the analysis.

In the present effort what is adopted from the meshless method is one of its central
features: the shape functions. A number of ways to construct shape functions have
been proposed in literature, here the choice falls on Moving Least Square approximation
(MLS), which belongs to the family of finite series representation methods. This family
of shape functions were originally introduced for data fitting and surface reconstruction
[225], while in [226] they were used for the first time to build shape functions for the
Diffuse Element Method (DEM), which was among the first ones properly called mesh
free method and had a strong impact on the field. The two main features of MSL are
the continuity and smoothness in the entire problem domain of the approximated field
function, and the ability to produce the desired order of consistency (a method is said to
have k-th order consistency if can reproduce polynomials of up to the k-th order). The
procedure of constructing shape functions using MLS approximation is fully presented
in appendix C, while in this section just the main features are outlined.

Moving Least Square The basic idea is to compute the value of a function u(x) on
a set of nodes

{
η1, η2, ..., ηN̂

}
from its values û(ξ1), û(ξ2), ..., û(ξn̂) on scattered centers

(or sources) {ξ1, ξ2, ..., ξn̂} without deriving an analytical expression. This extrapolation
is denoted ûh and is built as a sum of m̂ basis functions p̂i(η)

ûh(η) =
m̂∑

i=1
p̂i(η) a

ξ
i (η) = p̂(η) · aξ(η) (7.45)

where a
ξ
i are the unknown coefficients of the basis functions which depend on the point

η where the value is sought and on the set of scattered centers ξ where the function is
known (this dependence, denoted by the superscript in eq.(7.45), will be omitted in the
following for clearness). The array p̂ of basis functions consists often of monomials of the
lowest order such to form polynomial basis with minimum completeness but particular
functions can be added to reproduce a particular behaviour of the investigated variables.

In the present study linear and quadratic polynomials are adopted. The neigh-
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bourhood of the point η, its support domain, is given by a subset of ξ, namely ξs, made
of n̂s nodes which are the only ones used locally to approximate the field function. Each
node η has a different set ξs with in general a different number of nodes n̂s, that is
n̂s=n̂s(η). The m̂ coefficients ai describing (as shown in eq.(7.45)) the function in the
point η are obtained minimizing the functional weighted residual (a weighted discrete
L2 norm) J(η):

J(η) =
n̂∑

i=1
W (η − ξi) [ũ(ξi, η)− û(ξi)]2 (7.46)

where
ũ(ξi, η) = p̂(ξi) · a(η) (7.47)

is the approximated value of the the field function in the generical center of the set
ξ obtained by means of the same extrapolation process pointed out in eq.(7.45). The
weight function W used in eq.(7.46) is positive for all the ξi centers in the support of
node η and zero outside, and has two important roles in constructing the MLS shape
functions: it provides weighting for the residual at different nodes in the support domain
(small weights are wanted for centers far from η); it ensures a smooth manner for cen-
ters to leave and enter the support domain of the considered node. Here comes out the
important difference with the FEM shape functions, which are obtained minimizing the
residual J in eq.(7.46) assuming a unitary constant weight function and repeating this
operation element by element (which coincides with the support domain of the nodes).
By replacing the discontinuous weights of FEM approach with continuous weighting func-
tions evaluated in the centers of the nodes the smoothness of the approximate function
is granted. Solving the minimization problem

∂J(η)
∂a

= 0 (7.48)

an expression for the coefficient vector a(η) is obtained, allowing to rewrite eq.(7.45)

ûh(η) = Φ(η) · û (7.49)

where Φ(η) is the array containing the coefficients of the MLS shape function corre-
sponding to the node η, while û has the value of the field function on the centers. For
more details on the derivation refer to appendix C.
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It can be observed that the shape functions in eq.(7.49) do not satisfy the Kro-
necker delta criterion Φi(ξj) = δij resulting in ûh(ξi) ̸= û(ξi), that is, the nodal param-
eters û(ξi) are not coincident with the nodal values ûh(ξi); this means that they are
not interpolants, but rather approximates of a function; this property can represents a
drawback when the imposition of essential boundary conditions is requested, but it is
possible to overcome it as shown in appendix C.

As stated, the MLS approximation is able to reproduce the desired order of
consistency, depending on the complete order of the monomial basis p̂: if the complete
order of the base is k, it can be demonstrated that the shape function will possess k

consistency.
The calculation of spatial derivatives of the function û requires to derive eq.(7.45):

∂u

∂x
≃ ∂uh

∂x
= ∂p̂

∂x
· a + p̂ · ∂a

∂x
(7.50)

The second term of eq.(7.50) is not trivial to evaluate and a straight procedure is showed
in [203]; it is not an expensive task itself, however it requires the knowledge of the
cloud of particles surrounding each point η and, thus, it depends on the point where
the information is evaluated; on the contrary, the first term can be evaluated a priori.
Work [226] proposed the concept of diffusive derivative, which consists in approximating
the derivative only with the first term on the right hand side of eq.(7.50), and it proved
convergence at optimal rate.

The great advantage of the problem expressed in this form is the possibility
to preserve the local character of the MLS approximation choosing a compact support
weight function W , that is supposed to satisfy the following requirements:

• W is a monotonically decreasing function that depends only on a scalar parameter
r that represents the Euclidean distance from the two considered points;

• W has a compact support, so 
W (r) > 0 if r < r

W (r) = 0 if r > r
(7.51)
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• W enjoys normal property such that

∫
Ω

W (η − x) dΩ = 1 (7.52)

where r is the radius delimiting Ω, the local support of node η.

Examples of functions that satisfy these requirements are the Radial Basis Function
(RBF) family, which can be found in different forms as Multiquadratics, Gaussian, Thin
Plate Spline and Logarithmic. In this study the adopted functions possess the lowest
possible degree among all piecewise polynomial compactly supported radial functions of
a given order of smoothness [227]: this is an important property since the approximate
functions are as smooth as the involved weight function.

After the dimension of the local support is chosen, the last operation of the
preliminary phase is the determination of the centers which belong to each node η;
several strategies exist to solve this task and a suitable choice from the computational
point of view is to rely on nearest neighbor searching algorithms [228]: given a set S of
n data points in a metric space X in real d-dimensional space, the idea is to preprocess
these points so that, given any query point q ∈ X, the k nearest points to q can be
efficently reported. These algorithms perform the geometric preprocessing of building
the structure at O(d) cost and the subsequent operation to get the nearest neighbor from
the data set with an O(k · log d) cost.

As previously stated, an important property sought in the present interface al-
gorithm is the conservation of momentum and energy; using eq.(7.49) to exchange the
information of displacement and velocity from the structure to the aerodynamic field,
conservation (although not in a strictly mathematical sense) is achieved because a min-
imization process is performed and so a limited amount of information can be transmit-
ted [222]. While the conservation of momentum transmitted is taken in account with the
definition of the Φ interface matrix, other considerations lead to conservation of energy.
As demonstrated in appendix C, to ensure the balance of the energy exchanged bew-
teen fluid and structure, the loads on the structural nodes f i have to be evaluated by
multiplying the loads F i on the aerodynamic grid by the transpose of the interpolation
matrix H (same as Φ of eq.(7.49)) that matches the two displacement fields.
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7.3.5 Aeroelastic Coupling

In this section the goal is to express the aerodynamic loads so that they can be
combined with the dynamic model presented in section 7.3.2 in order to formulate the
aeroelastic problem.

Boundary Condition

The starting point to obtain the sought expression is the boundary condition
(enforced at the control points). Recalling the matrix formulation from eq.(7.35), it is
worth to highlight the various contributions to the RHS vector. The first contribution
can be written as

RHS1 = −Aw · Γw (7.53)

where Aw is the wake influence coefficients matrix and Γw is the vector with the strength
of the wake singularities, both completely defined from the previous time steps calcula-
tions.

The second term is the free-stream contribution

RHS2 = −V n
∞ (7.54)

where V n
∞ is the component of the free-stream velocity along the normal to the ring.

In order to evaluate this term, it is useful to consider Fig. 7.3, in which the k-th body
ring as well as the position of the control point and a sketch of both the deformed and
undeformed configurations are depicted. Unit vector i is parallel to the free stream,
while iS is the direction of the free stream projected to the undeformed ring plane. By
definition, the k-th element of V n

∞ is given by V∞i · nk, where nk is the normal to the
ring in its actual configuration, and the following holds:

i · nk = cos
(

π

2
− αk

)
= sin αk = sin

(
αk + βk

)
= sin αk cos βk + cos αk sin βk (7.55)

being αk the angle of attack of ring k in the undeformed configuration and the angles
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Figure 7.3: Geometry and local normal of the body ring

αk and βk the ones reported in Fig. 7.3. Under the assumption of small angles:

cos αk ≈ 1

cos βk ≈ 1

sin βk ≈ tan βk = − tan
(
π − βk

) (7.56)

A synthetic expression of eq.(7.55) can be given, discerning the different meanings of the
involved terms:

V∞i · nk = V nk
∞, 0 + V nk

∞, d
(7.57)

where V nk
∞,0 = V∞ sin αk is the k-th element of V n

∞,0, and is related to just the change in
the rigid angle of attack (rigid aoa); it is thus a function of the time only. The second
term V nk

∞, d is the contribution of the free stream due to the deformation of the wing
(elastic aoa) and is a function of the deformed shape. Observing that tan βk is equal to
the opposite of the derivative of the displacement of the control point in the direction of
the undeformed normal in respect to the direction iS (undeformed x direction), it can
be written:

V nk
∞, d = −V∞

dẐk

dxS
k

(7.58)

where the vector Ẑ collects the displacements of the control points along the undeformed
aerodynamic rings’ normals. This contribution can be directly related to the slope of
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the normal component of displacement of the control point k.
The third term depends on the strain rate of the structure: it originates from

the relative body-flow velocity that is established as the body changes its shape, giving
a contribution to the effective flow speed that has to be taken into account for a correct
evaluation of eq.(7.35). This is an important source of aerodynamic damping. It holds:

RHS3 = Ż (7.59)

The generic Ż can be evaluated extrapolating the deformation velocity on the control
points from the vector U̇ , which contains the generalized velocity of the structural nodes,
and multiplying it by the normal to the k-th ring nk, in its actual configuration.

Now that all the RHS terms have been conveniently treated, eq.(7.35) can be
re-written as:

A · Γ = RHS1 + RHS2 + RHS3

= −Aw · Γw − V n
∞ + Ż

(7.60)

and inverting A, this final form is obtained:

Γ = Γ1 + Γ2 ·U + Γ3 · U̇ (7.61)

Γ1 is the known contribution due to the wake and to the rigid aoa, i.e., the first term in
eq.(7.57)

Γ1 = −A−1Aw · Γw −A−1V n
∞0 (7.62)

Γ2 is the matrix that multiplies the displacement field U ; it features a matrix performing
the interpolation between the aerodynamic and structural meshes in order to get the
derivative in respect to xS (Hdx) of the displacement. This matrix is multiplied by the
matrix (N0) in order to sample correctly just the component parallel to the undeformed
normal of the ring:

Γ2 = −V∞A−1N0Hdx (7.63)

Γ3 multiplies the given velocity field U̇ . The matrix (Hdisp) performs the interpolation
between the two meshes, and is multiplied by (Nd) in order to sample correctly just the
component parallel to the actual normal of the ring.

Γ3 = A−1NdHdisp (7.64)
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Aeroelastic Loads

Starting from the Bernoulli equation for an incompressible, irrotational and un-
steady flow, and following reference [192] it is possible to evaluate the aerodynamic
actions. These relations can be advantageously expressed in matrix form as

p = ρ∆ · Γ + ρ
∂Γ
∂t

(7.65)

where p is the array containing the difference between upper and lower pressure for
each panel, ∆ is the matrix that, for each ring of the body, applies the finite difference
derivative scheme to Γ and multiplies it with the suitable coefficients. To finally obtain
the expression of the lift acting on the load points of the aerodynamic mesh, the direction
rk

L of the force over the k-th ring is chosen accordingly to the Kutta-Joukowsky theorem
as:

rk
L = i× r4k

L−1k
L

(7.66)

where r4k
L−1k

L
connects the projections of the load point P k

L along the segments 3k − 4k

and 2k − 1k (as depicted in Fig. 7.4) and has a modulus equal to the width of the
ring panel. Calling ck the chord of the ring and (i, j, k) the axes direction in the

Vector that connects the points

P

P

C

L

k

k

P
C

k

P
L

k

Lift point (where the lift is applied)

Control point (where the WTC is imposed)

Element k

Figure 7.4: Direction of the lift over the ring k

global coordinate system, it is finally possible to give a general expression of the three
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components of the lift force acting on the kth ring:

Lk
x = cki · r4k

L−1k
L

pk

Lk
y = ckj · r4k

L−1k
L

pk

Lk
z = ckk · r4k

L−1k
L

pk

(7.67)

which in matrix form becomes:
L = S p (7.68)

If N is the number of body rings, S is a 3N × N matrix such that when multiplied by
p gives rise to the vector L, whose dimensions are 3N × 1, and is assembled repeating
the pattern of eq.(7.67) for each element k.

As it can be seen from eq.(7.65), the unsteady part of the pressure depends on the
derivative of Γ with respect to time. The derivation can be carried out using eq.(7.61),
leading to

∂Γ
∂t

= ∂Γ1
∂t

+ Γ2 · U̇ + Γ3 · Ü (7.69)

where the derivatives of Γ2 and Γ3 are considered negligible. Now eq.(7.65) combined
with eqs.(7.61) and (7.69) lead to the sought expression for the aerodynamic loads

LLP = LLP
1 + LLP

2 ·U + LLP
3 · U̇ + LLP

4 · Ü (7.70)

with
LLP

1 = ρS ·∆ · Γ1 + ρS · ∂Γ1
∂t

LLP
2 = ρS ·∆ · Γ2

LLP
3 = ρS ·∆ · Γ3 + ρS · Γ2

LLP
4 = ρS · Γ3

(7.71)

The superscript LP is used to outlined how these are forces applied on the load points
of the ring. As for the matrices Hdx and Hdisp, the interface algorithm will provide the
way to transfer this quantities on the structural nodes.

Residual and Tangent Matrix Expression

It us assumed that the aerodynamic forces have been projected to the nodes
of the structural solver trough one of the load transferring techniques: the previously
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defined LLP
1 , LLP

2 , LLP
3 and LLP

4 are now named as LS
1 , LS

2 , LS
3 and LS

4 because they are
quantities related to the structural nodes. Recalling section 7.3.2, there were different
options for the time integration, leading to different options for the evaluation of the
aerodynamic contribution, namely eqs.(7.15) and (7.11). With the expression outlined
in eq.(7.71), and recalling that s was expressing the generalized structural coordinates
whereas U represents the displacement from an initial reference configuration, it is then
immediately possible to give the appropriate value of the aerodynamic loads in the
expression of the residual.

Also the derivation of the aerodynamic tangent matrix is trivial. With reference
to eq.(7.21)

d t+∆t
LS

d t+∆ts
= ∂

t+∆t
LS

∂ t+∆ts
+ ∂

t+∆t
LS

∂ t+∆tṡ

∂ t+∆tṡ

∂ t+∆ts
+ ∂

t+∆t
LS

∂ t+∆ts̈

∂ t+∆ts̈

∂ t+∆ts
(7.72)

Recalling eqs.(7.5) and (7.70), and observing that derivatives with respect to the gener-
alized coordinates are identical to derivatives in respect to displacements, i.e.,

d
ds

= d
dU

(7.73)

then, it can be inferred that:

d t+∆t
LS

d t+∆ts
= LS

2 + γ

β∆t
LS

3 + 1
β∆t2 LS

4 (7.74)

7.3.6 Aeroelastic Solvers

In the present study three solvers have been used. Each of them is characterized
by using different options both on the pure aerodynamic side (but within the model
of incompressible potential flow), and on the aeroelastic coupling. The three solvers,
called Solver1, Solver2 and Solver3 have increasing computational cost. Their properties
are graphically presented in Fig. 7.5. A solver based on the doublet lattice method
(DLM) [196,207] method is occasionally employed for comparison purposes.

Solver1

This model adopts the IPS as interface algorithm and, as outlined in section 7.3.4,
this implies simplified hypotheses, inherent both to the limits of the algorithm itself (as
the 2D assumption) and to simplifications needed to preserve low computational costs.
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Figure 7.5: Differences between the time-domain aeroelastic solvers.

As a consequence in this model the aerodynamic mesh does not follow the structure, i.e.,
the coordinates of inducing rings and the inducted control points that are employed in
the evaluation of the coefficients of the matrices A and Aw in section 7.3.3 do not depend
on the deformation process of the body. However, body’s deformation still influences the
boundary condition (and thus the aerodynamic load) with the terms RHS2 and RHS3

discussed in section 7.3.5. Such a choice implies that a prescribed wake model is adopted,
as it appears an useless computational task to consider a free-wake model shed from an
aerodynamic mesh that does not occupy the real position of the body.

Solver2

In Solver2 the IPS is substituted with the MLS interpolation algorithm. Every-
thing is linked with the coupling of aerodynamic and structural fields, which removes
the obstacle of passing information between two sets of points occupying the same pla-
nar surface, as necessary with IPS. This allows to build up for each time step the real
aerodynamic mesh. However, in this case a mixed approach is chosen: the velocity vector
used for the matrices A and Aw is still evaluated ignoring the new position of the body,
but the aerodynamic coefficients of these matrices (i.e. the normal components of the
velocities) are updated at each timestep because in eqs.(7.31) and (7.33) it is considered
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the actual normal direction nk of the ring where the k-th control point is placed.
The reason of this choice is the assumption that for a correct estimate of the

velocity vector the important aspect is the relative distance between the vortex line
and the induced point and this is still in good agreement with the initial one when
the body is deformed. On the contrary, what is mainly changed during the dynamic
evolution, especially for very deformed configurations as the ones under investigations,
is the direction along which the boundary condition should be written. Thus, there is
a lack of accuracy to keep projecting the induced velocity vector on the initial normal
direction.

Thanks to the MLS is possible to evaluate the updated rk
L, which gives the

direction of lift produced from the k-th ring, see eq.(7.66). This is accomplished by
means of evaluation of the actual position of the points 4k

L and 2k
L in Fig. 7.4. It is worth

to notice that now the aerodynamic load is follower both in direction and intensity.
Since the aerodynamic mesh still remains attached to the undeformed config-

uration, free-wake approach has been not considered to be meaningful, thus, Solver2
represents an improvement in the accuracy comparing to the Solver1 without an exces-
sive drawback in simulation run time.

Solver3

Solver3 adopts the MLS interpolation algorithm and considers the aerodynamic
mesh in its actual position, enabling the free-wake model and the correct (without further
assumptions as the ones made before) expression of all the quantities involved in the
evaluation of the aerodynamic loads.

7.4 Validation of the Computational Capability

Validation of the in-house computational capabilities is here demonstrated. Some
components or even some full aeroelastic solvers have already been validated in previous
works. For example, nonlinear structural finite element code, both in the static and
dynamic versions, has been already employed in some previous efforts, i.e. [1,2,158,162,
229]. Moreover, also the DLM capability has been already described and checked in
references [193, 196]. However, some other components have been newly implemented.
For example, even if the VLM implant was already used in the DLM, the new UVLM
was not yet tested.
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7.4.1 Validation of the Aerodynamic Solvers

Validation of the pure aerodynamic solvers is here demonstrated. A few words
are necessary to introduce the results. Referring to section 7.3.6, two of the several
features that distinguish the aeroelastic solvers are the locations of the vortex rings and
the treatment of the wake. From a pure aerodynamic perspective, then, the different
modelling concerns the wake only. Thus, to validate the unsteady behaviour, the wake
is treated both as rigid or deformable.

A common validation mean, popular as the Wagner ’s test case, consists in an
impulsive start of an airfoil. There is an analytical expression, see [3] that describes
the evolution of the lift coefficient in respect of τ , known as reduced time, which is
the covered distance expressed in semi-chords of the airfoil, i.e., τ = 2 V∞ t/c . Here t

represents the time and c the chord of the airfoil. If CL is the lift coefficient, it holds
that CL(τ) = CL(∞) Ψ(τ), where:

Ψ(τ) = 1− 0.165 e−0.0455τ − 0.335 e−0.3τ (7.75)

Since this test case is a bi-dimensional one, to validate the solvers a wing with large
aspect-ratio in considered (AR = 30) and the evaluation of the lift coefficient is done at
its mid-station. The simulation is run considering ∆t V∞/c = 1/8. Results are shown
in Fig. 7.6, where the lift coefficient normalized to the steady lift coefficient is plotted
against the reduced time, for both the rigid and deformable wake approaches. Results
are in satisfying agreement.

7.4.2 Validation of the Meshless Transferring Capability

Validation of meshless capability has been carried out whereas this is not pursued
here for the spline interface (validations were already performed in previous works using
the same framework). Since Solver1 relies on IPS, a modified version of this solver has
been implemented featuring the meshless for the load and displacements transferring.
Then, a joined-wing configuration is considered, as the one depicted in Fig. 7.7. Notice
that, this same configurations will be a test case geometry for this paper. A freestream
speed of 55 m/s is considered, and the angle of attack α, measured in the symmetric
xz plane, has the evolution depicted in the same graph. The results are in an excellent
agreement, especially considering that at these large displacements the infinite spline
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Figure 7.6: Results of Wagner’s test case using a rigid and a deformable wake: lift
coefficient normalized to the steady lift coefficient plotted against the reduced time. The
analytical solution is obtained from [3].

method may begin to have issues related to its formulation, i.e., the assumption of
constant projection of the points is no longer exactly satisfied. This results, beside other
cases not reported here for brevity, may be considered as a valuable validation for the
meshless method.

7.4.3 Final Validation of the Time Domain Aeroelastic Codes Capa-
bilities

In this final subsection the three time domain solvers are validated against ex-
perimental results which are proposed in reference [4]. It consists of a delta wing plate
model tested in a low-speed wind tunnel showing limit cycle oscillations. For the geom-
etry and details about the configuration the reader is referred to the original work. This
experiment is also performed numerically by the solvers, and results are directly com-
pared with the reference experiment, as well as computational results reported in [193],
obtained with a technique that transforms the frequency domain DLM results in time
domain response.
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Figure 7.7: Aeroelastic transient analysis of a Joined Wing configuration studied the
Solvber1 when employing both IPS and Meshless transfers method.

Solver1

Numerical results obtained with Solver1 are shown in Table 7.1. To favour
the comparisons, the first two columns report reference results, where as the third and
forth show the performances of Solver1 with two different values of structural damping.
Maximum vertical speed of the tip for LCO established at different wind speed are also
represented in Fig. 7.8.
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Figure 7.8: Results of Delta Wing test case: experimental [4] Solver1. The maximum
vertical speed of the wing’s tip is plotted against the wind speed.
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Solver2

Numerical data for Solver2 are now shown in Table 7.2. Maximum vertical speed
of the tip for LCO established at different wind speeds is also represented in Fig. 7.9.
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Figure 7.9: Results of Delta Wing test case: experimental [4] and Solver2. The maxi-
mum vertical speed of the wing’s tip is plotted against the wind speed.

Solver3

The same process is repeated for Solver3. See Table 7.3. Maximum vertical speed
of the tip for LCO established at different wind speed are also represented in Fig. 7.10.
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Figure 7.10: Results of Delta Wing test case: experimental [4] and Solver3. The
maximum vertical speed of the wing’s tip is plotted against the wind speed.
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7.5 Description of the Analyzed Joined-Wing Configura-
tions

There are different configurations that will be analyzed in this paper. The first
one, depicted in Fig. 7.11, is a Joined Wing (named JW70 ) in which the joint is not
located at the tip of both the wings. The thickness of the wings and the joint is 0.7 mm.

C
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m 3

mat
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_

_

Figure 7.11: JW70 model. The joint is located at 70% of the wing span. The thickness
of the different parts of the structure is equal to 0.7 mm.

The second configuration (Fig. 7.12) is a PrandtlPlane-like [9] configuration fea-
turing a swept-back lower wing and a swept-forward upper wing. It is designated PrP40.
For this layout, the thickness of the wings is varied and specified case by case. Both JW70
and the PrP40 have been chosen for reference reasons, see [1, 2, 158, 162]. The models’
dimensions are selected to be consistent with the ones corresponding to wind-tunnel
scaled models.

The last layout (Fig. 7.13) is the typical Sensorcraft [12]. The geometrical details
are taken from reference [134], a part from the thickness which has been set to 0.7 mm.
In this configuration the aft wing is directly joined to the front wing, to act like a strut.

For all the layouts the adopted material is a typical Aluminium, featuring a
Young’s modulus E = 6.9 · 107

[
Kg

mm·s2

]
, a Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.33 and a density ρmat =

0.69 · 103 kg/m3.
For the aerodynamic analysis, the surface is discretized employing different (usu-
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Figure 7.12: PrandtlPlane Joined Wing model PrP40. The joint is located at the tip
of the wings.

ally about 12) elements in the chordwise direction. The overall number of rectangular
elements is then between approximately 600 and 3000 for the different cases.

The density of the air is chosen to be the standard air density (ρ = 1.225 kg/m3).
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The thickness of the wings is equal to 0.7 mm.
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7.6 Snap Divergence

The concept of snap divergence was first introduced in references [158, 187]. It
was related to a precise mathematical event, which was the singularity of the aeroelastic
tangent matrix. For that critical condition an infinitesimal increment in the onset flow
speed was determining an equilibrium not continuously adjacently to the previous one.
In other words, a jump phenomenon (from which the word snap) was expected. This
jump phenomenon could be theoretically demonstrated to happen if the acting forces
are of the conservative type, and this actually is pursued and shown in [2,197]. However,
aerodynamic forces are not of the conservative type and the scenario could be much
more complicated. First of all, for the case here investigated it has been verified (and
will be reported in next sections) that flutter speed is larger than snap-divergence one,
thus, the stability (in a local sense) of the equilibrium points could be assessed with
static aeroelastic analysis. Moreover, different-than-fixed points type of attractors may
theoretically exist, with the consequence that snap may even induce the system to settle,
for example, to a limit cycle oscillation.

In this section the snap-divergence response will be shown. The time-domain
capability is used, in particular Solver1. This choice is dictated by the necessity to keep
the aeroelastic modelling consistent to the one used in references [158,187].

7.6.1 Time response on Snap-divergence Occurence

Consider the static aeroelastic response reported in Fig. 7.14 (taken and adapted
from Refs. [158, 187]). Starting from the steady state A, a perturbation in the onset
velocity is applied.

Before describing the perturbation application, it is worth to explain how the
simulation was started. The steady state aeroelastic solver was using horse shoe singu-
larities to represent the bound vorticity, whereas in the time domain dynamic capability
a vortex ring representation is used. Equivalence has been imposed on the aerodynamic
loads, determining thus the circulation of the vortex rings. A further point is the fact
that static solutions were considered converged after a tolerance on the residual was
reached. Of course, in a real numerical setting it is not possible to reach the perfect
equilibrium. Thus, it has been checked that the numerical unbalance was negligible.

With the starting condition (state A in Fig. 7.14, corresponding to a free-stream
speed of V∞ = 33 m/s), the flow speed is first increased to reach V∞ = 34.3 m/s (state
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B), then decreased to its initial value. This is process a quasi-static process, as could be
inferred from the box in Fig. 7.14, where the wind speed in respect of time is plotted.
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Figure 7.14: Aeroelastic static response of JW70, speed perturbation in time, and
aeroelastic dynamic response to the perturbation. Uz refers to the vertical displacement
of the wing tip, point P1 of Fig. 7.11.

Tracking the dynamic response, as long as the speed approaches values close to
the one of snap-divergence, there is an abrupt increase in the displacement of the wing
tip (measure of the deformation of the structure). Comparing the displacements for
the static and dynamic cases, the snap-divergence phenomenon may be well recognized.
In the inverse phase, where the speed is decreased to its initial value, similar trend
is observed and the initial static equilibrium condition is obtained at the end of the
transient. Further looking at the response, the inertial effects seem to be of secondary
importance in this specific case, in fact no oscillation is observed.

Summarizing, the dynamic response matches closely the static one.
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7.7 Flutter Evaluated with Linear and Nonlinear Analyses

This section shows how linear and nonlinear tool may predict notably different
flutter speeds. As already outlined in section 7.3, the here considered nonlinearity is
relative to the large displacement of the configurations (geometric nonlinearity). This
comparison was already pursued in [1,158,187], for mechanical loading and static aeroe-
lastic conditions, respectively. It was assessed that linear analysis may give unreliable
and nonconservative predictions. In some cases linear tools were not even able to cor-
rectly evaluate trends when one or more parameters were varied.

In this section the difference between the two approaches from an aeroelastic
dynamic point of view is pursued by means of the frequency domain (DLM) solver,
see [193]. This solver requires the modes of the structures as an input. Thus, as it
will be shown, the process of running different analyses with modes representative of
the undeformed or deformed structure is the keypoint in which nonlinear effects are
introduced.

7.7.1 PrP40

The already introduced configuration PrP40 is first taken into consideration. As
said, the DLM method requires the modes of the structures as an input. Thus, evaluating
the modal properties of the structures at different point on the static aeroelastic response
(the static aeroelastic equilibrium states can be found in [158] and are presented also
in the next session), it is possible to have a progressively more refined estimate of the
flutter speed (Hopf’s bifurcation).

Results are relative to different structural damping values: a chosen value of
damping ratio is applied to the considered modes, in the process explained in sec-
tion 7.3.2.

Flutter speeds are 51.5 m/s for the zero damping case, 52.2 when ζ = 0.01, 53.7
when ζ = 0.02 and 54.9 when ζ = 0.03. Discrepancy of the flutter speed evaluated
for the undeformed configuration (which is the common practice) and the real one is
about 22%. Unfortunately, in this case the discrepancy is in the nonconservative side
(overprediction of the critical condition). Actually, increasing the linearization speed
enhances this mismatch, at least for a large portion of the response. Interestingly enough,
an overprediction of the divergence speed was also found for the aeroelastic static case
(see [158,187]).
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In literature it is claimed [230] that DLM model lacks in precision when used for
cases in which wake roll-up plays an important role, or for case in which the structural
deformation is conspicuous. In other works, e.g. [4], the real wake geometry was judged
to be not influent for the specific aeroelastic case under examination. In this regard, next
section which will focus more on the LCO, will also present a comparison among flutter
speeds predicted with different approaches (frequency vs time domain) and models.

7.7.2 Sensorcraft

Here the Sensorcraft is considered. Results are shown in Fig. 7.16. The interest-
ing property of this configuration is the relatively smaller deformation consequences of
the chosen geometric properties (this will be better characterized in next section). How-
ever, as it could be appreciated, there is still a non-negligible overprediction of the linear
tool. In fact, considering the zero-damping case, the linear prediction gives 59.1 m/s
against the 51.6 m/s, with a difference of approximately 15%.

A further aspect to underline is the relative insensitiveness of the flutter speed
in respect of the structural damping. This was not the case for the previously examined
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Figure 7.16: Flutter speed predicted linearizing about steady state relative to different
flow speeds for Sensorcraft. The real critical condition (nonlinear flutter) happens when
these two speeds coincide.

configuration.
It is interesting to observe that, linearizing about a speed other than the fun-

damental (zero) one, the flutter prediction instead of being more precise, may actually
lead to larger errors. This was observed also for the PrP40 case, suggesting that, evalu-
ation done with immediate successive linearization may give misleading trends and even
more inaccurate predictions, unless the linearization speed is close to the real critical
one. These results stress out the big role played by the nonlinearities in Joined Wings
configurations.
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7.8 Postcritical Dynamic Aeroelastic Analysis

In this section different results are shown. Flutter speed as predicted by the time-
and frequency-domain solvers are compared, for different values of the damping ratio.
For the post-flutter, different dynamic responses, in particular Limit Cycle Oscillations
(LCO), are observed for the baseline configurations. These LCOs are obtained perturbing
the steady state, or, alternatively, increasing the angle of attack until the target value
is reached. The sophistication of the analyses is mitigated by the use of all the solvers
as an important mean of comparison and validation. The discrepancies observed when
different solvers are employed is discussed in more depth and a physical interpretation
of these differences is also attempted, when possible. The outcome of this analysis has
important consequences since it suggests which solver should be used to reach a good
balance between reliability and computational costs.

7.8.1 Limit Cycle Oscillation for JW70

The previous sections gave both a static and dynamic evaluation of the aeroelastic
properties of the joined-wing configurations under examination. In particular, flutter
speed was assessed with frequency domain solver. In this regard, a time domain solver
may be used to assess if the flutter speed was consistently predicted, and, also, to show
the post-critical response. Moreover, solvers based on different modelling are used to
provide an insight in what are the important requirements for this kind of problem, so
that simpler and computationally less expensive solutions may be used with confidence.

Solver1

Fig. 7.17 shows the dynamic response of the JW70 configuration evolving from
an equilibrium state as the ones depicted in the graph. For each case, a vanishing angle
of attack perturbation is given to provoke a more observable transient, and eventually
induce more rapidly a post-flutter behaviour. This perturbation consists in a linear
increase in the angle formed by the onset flow direction and the x-axis, followed by a
symmetric decrease to the unperturbed value (which is 1◦). The peak is reached at 0.1
seconds, and at its value it holds that αx = 1.01 (this is shown in the box in Fig. 7.17).

All the results have been obtained considering no structural damping. The sim-
ulations have been carried out for different speeds, so that both the typical subcritical
and supercritical responses could be appreciated. In particular, with this approach, it
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Figure 7.17: Solver1. Aeroelastic dynamic response of JW70 starting from steady
states relative to different velocities when a vanishing perturbation in angle of attack of
the onset flow is given.

is possible to locate a small interval in which the flutter speed lies (according to this
solver). For the present case, the flutter speed falls in the interval 39, 5÷ 40 m/s. These
results are analyzed and discussed in more depth in section 7.8.1.

For speed larger than flutter, an LCO is observed. The properties of the LCOs
are depicted in Fig. 7.18. Very interesting is the transient of system before settling
to an LCO. Not only the path described in the space phase is long before it is finally
attracted from the LCO orbit. But, for a wind speed of V∞ = 40.5 m/s it has also an
abrupt change in the oscillatory trend. It is the authors’ opinion, and actually, it may
be supported by physical sense, that this behaviour is largely due to the overconstrained
nature of the joined-wing layout. The mutual loads transferred through the joints give
raise to a complicated response. This could be easily verified comparing the transient to
the LCO shown above with the ones of the Delta Wing case (see reference [193]).

Solver2

The same process outlined in the previous section is now repeated using a dif-
ferent aerodynamic solver. The difference with the previous case is concentrated in a
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Figure 7.18: Time response and Phase-space trajectory for JW70 configuration, for
different flow speeds. Solver1 is employed. No structural damping is considered.

more consistent application of the boundary condition (which requires the re-evaluation
of the aerodynamic tangent matrix at each timestep) and also the application of the
Kutta-Joukowsky formula on the real deformed structure. Moreover, all the aerody-
namic/structural information are passed thanks to a meshless method. Refer to sec-
tion 7.3.6 for more details.

The static response, used to start a simulation from a steady state condition, is
depicted in Fig. 7.19. It is obtained with a static aeroelastic tool consistent with the
above employed hypotheses. It may be well noticed that the snap-divergence has now a
more pronounced connotation.

In the same figure and in Fig. 7.20, the dynamic responses obtained starting from
different steady velocity and applying the above described perturbation are given. It may
be observed how, with this more realistic modelling, the flutter speed sensibly decreases
if compared with the outcome of the above analyses. In fact, even for structural damping
ratio of ζ different than zero, and speeds that were subcritical (in term of flutter) when
the case was analyzed with the Solver1, an LCO is observed.
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Figure 7.19: Solver2. Aeroelastic dynamic response of JW70 starting from steady
states relative to different velocities when a vanishing perturbation in angle of attack of
the onset flow is given. Different structural damping are considered.

Solver3

The capability of free wake is considered in Solver3. The vortex rings are now
considered attached to the structure. Thus, differently than Solver2, there is a perfect
consistency between the control point where boundary condition is applied and inducing
singularities panels. Refer again to section 7.3.6 for more details.

To consistently compare the results with the the ones presented above, it is
necessary to find a suitable steady state condition. There are two generic ways to achieve
a steady state. One method is based on an iterative process starting from an initial
first guess wake geometry, moving it accordingly with the induced velocity components
parallel to a plane perpendicular to the free-stream velocity (see [192]). A further way
to proceed, is just to start from a rest condition and follow the transient until a steady
state is reached.

Here, an approach similar to the second one is employed. In fact, an impulsive
start is given to the configuration, and the angle of attack is slowly increased until it
reaches the sought value (in Fig. 7.21 is depicted the time history of the nominal angle
of attack). When these simulations are carried out for larger speeds than the flutter one,
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Figure 7.20: Time response and Phase-space trajectory for JW70 configuration, for
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then, obviously, a steady state is not observed. Results are summarized in Fig. 7.21.
The time histories suggest that the flutter speed lies in the 36÷ 38 m/s range, probably
closer to 38 m/s. In fact, the LCO observed at this speed has a very limited amplitude,
indicating that the state is one immediately following a Hopf’s bifurcation. With a
small increase in speed, the LCO has a larger amplitude. With a further increment of
speed, the response does not seem to have any periodicity, suggesting a transition toward
chaos. A in depth analysis is needed to affirm and demonstrate the above possible chaotic
behaviour.

It is very interesting to notice how a relatively small variation in speed (see
Fig. 7.21) significantly changes the kind of response.

Effects of Solver’s Choice and Structural Damping on Flutter Speed

In Fig. 7.22 it is plotted the flutter speed, as evaluated with the different solvers,
with respect to the structural damping ratio. The critical speeds evaluated with the
time domain solvers are obtained by considering the two successive speeds for which the
response was showing and was not showing an LCO. In the graph, the DLM overestimates
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the flutter speed in respect with all other methods. In particular, Solver1 uses the same
aerodynamic and load transferring of the DLM one, thus, to prove that this difference
is not an artifact of numerics, the number of natural modes, aerodynamic panels and
structural elements have been verified to be enough to give convergent results (the details
are here omitted for brevity).

Solver2 gives lower flutter speeds. Applying the lift in the appropriate direction
and consider the real normal in the application of the boundary condition exacerbates
the bending actions. However, in general, even if in agreement with intuition, this may
not always hold. For example, it will be shown for the PrP40 layout that this is not the
case.

With Solver3, the singularities are bound to the structure, and the wake is free
to deform and evolve. Especially this last features has a relevant role in increases the
critical speed.

All the solvers show a similar trend of the flutter speed with the structural
damping.
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Figure 7.21: Time response and Phase-space trajectory for JW70 configuration, for
different flow speeds. Solver3 is employed. The angle of attack is increased linearly from
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speed of V∞ = 38 m/s has a frequency of 10.8 Hz. The one at V∞ = 38.5 m/s has a
frequency of 10.5 Hz.
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7.8.2 Limit Cycle Oscillation for PrP40

This section retraces the logics of the previous part. However, the configuration
under examination is now the PrP40. See Fig. 7.12 for details about the geometry. For
this specific test case, the thickness of the wings is set to t = 1 mm. The modality of
application of the perturbation strictly follows what done in the previous section.

Solver1

Fig. 7.23 shows both the aeroelastic static response, andd the time evolution of
the PrP40 configuration starting from an equilibrium state depicted in the graph and
experiencing a vanishing perturbation. This disturbance consists in a linear increase in
the angle formed by the onset flow direction and the x-axis, followed by a symmetric
decrease to the unperturbed value (which is 1◦). The typical times are the same described
in the JW70 case. For all cases the structural damping is set to zero. Both configurations
relative to subcritical and supercritical speeds are chosen.

The outcome of the simulations suggests that the flutter speed is in the 58÷59 m/s
range. Observing the response for speed larger than the flutter’s one, it may be noticed
how, differently than the JW70 case, the response is not settling to his final LCO with the
typical pattern observed before, in which the oscillating motion was very slowly cutting
its amplitude and shifting its mean value before reaching the asymptotic behaviour. On
the contrary, after a very brief peak, the response immediately sets to the asymptotic
mean value, and the amplitude of the oscillation rapidly reaches the regime one. This
could be observed with the aid of Fig. 7.24.

Repeating the simulation with a value of the damping ratio ζ = 0.03 the critical
speed increases, however, the time response reminds the ones of the undamped system.
Thus, this cases are not shown here for brevity.

Solver2

The static aeroelastic response is first obtained in a way consistent with the
hypothesis of the aerodynamic solver. Then, picking a speed, the initial configuration is
automatically chosen, the perturbation is applied and the response is studied. Results are
shown in Fig. 7.25, whereas the LCOs in the phase-space diagram are given in Fig. 7.26.
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Figure 7.23: Solver1. Aeroelastic dynamic response of PrP40 starting from steady
states relative to different velocities when a vanishing perturbation in angle of attack of
the onset flow is given.

An interesting direct comparison of the LCO properties at a fixed speed (59 m/s)
when choosing two different solvers is shown in Fig. 7.27. Exploiting the geometrical
follower nature of the aerodynamic forces (taken into account with Solver2 ) has an
important effect on the amplitude of the LCO, and also on the frequency: both of them
increase by a considerable extent. Although it is always difficult to rely on intuition when
studying flutter, the increase in amplitude “is expected” in the sense that a follower force
tends to exacerbate the deformation.

Solver3

Time responses and phase spaces of the limit cycle oscillations found by means
of the Solver3 are not reported. However, the performances of this tool in predicting
flutter speed are analyzed in the next section.
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Figure 7.24: Time response and Phase-space trajectory for PrP40 configuration, for
different flow speeds. Solver1 is employed. No structural damping is considered.

Effects of Solver’s Choice and Structural Damping on Flutter Speed

In Fig. 7.28 it is plotted the flutter speed, as evaluated with the different solvers,
with respect to the structural damping ratio. Considering the undamped case, the
DLM solver found a flutter speed of approximately 51.5 m/s, whereas, Solver1 predicts
a critical speed of 58.5 m/s. The relative error is in the order of 12%, definitely larger
than the discrepancy observed for the JW70 case. Further analyses are needed to explain
this difference. A further comment is that, differently than previous case, now the DLM
predicts the lowest speed, giving thus a conservative estimation of the flutter speed.

Another difference from the JW70 case is the higher flutter speeds predicted by
Solver2 when compared to Solver1, for nonzero damping ratios.

However, the most relevant observation is the discrepancy of Solver3 with all
other solvers. Here, an explanation is tempted based on physical arguments. Comparing
Solver3 with Solver2 the most significant source of differences is the treatment of the
wake. To isolate this effect, a pure aerodynamic case is introduced.

An impulsive start of an undeformable PrP40, immersed in a flow with an angle
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the onset flow is given.

of attack of 5◦ is now considered. Both a rigid wake and a flexible (free) wake model
are used. The lift coefficient evolution in time is depicted in Fig. 7.29. In the immediate
transient there is a small difference between the lift coefficient which vanishes when
evolving in time. If, for a time in which the global lift coefficients are identical, the
lift distribution along the wingspan is compared, effects of the different modelling of
the wake could be better appreciated. When free wake is modeled, there is a decrease,
especially concentrated on the outer part of the upper wing, of the lift; on the other
hand on the front wing there is an almost uniformly distributed increase.

A similar aerodynamic study was repeated for an unstaggered PrandtlPlane-like
configuration: it was deduced that the large load redistribution due to wake deformation
was not just strictly connected with the stagger of the PrP40 configuration. Thus,
it is expected that also the other joined-wing layouts experience a considerable load
redistribution when a free-wake model is adopted. The question has still to be answered
regarding why the PrandtlPlane-like configuration is much more sensitive to the wake
modelling. The following speculative explanation could be attempted. It may be noticed
that in this configuration both of the wings extend spanwise to the same amount, and
the redistribution of loads on the wing-tip area has large bending moment effects due to
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different flow speeds. Solver2 is employed. No structural damping is considered.

the large moment arm with respect to the wing root. Thus, it seems reasonable to link
these actions to a consistently different aeroelastic response. However, as said, this has
to be demonstrated, especially considering that this redistribution is of course particular
of the specific case under examination (undeformed wings), thus it is not immediate to
extend these results to the real deformed case.

A further note about the redistribution is that, it would affect the induced drag of
the configuration. This was already shown in reference [231], where a free-wake modelling
was shown to predict a lower induced drag whereas the lift coefficient was not experi-
encing differences. It is then suggested that, application of classic formulae [7,18,20,21]
for a first evaluation of the induced drag may be slightly penalizing.

7.8.3 Sensorcraft

Now the Sensorcraft configuration is considered. The undisturbed flow forms
with the x-axis an angle of 3◦, and this enables to track an aeroelastic static response as
shown in Fig. 7.30. The dynamic response is studied applying a vanishing perturbation
in angle of attack, as described for the previous cases.
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Solver1

Solver1 is here used to track the response. However, before further proceeding,
it is interest to comment the aeroelastic static response of this configuration, as shown
in Fig. 7.30. It features the vertical displacement of both point P 1, lying on the wing
tip, and P 2, at the midspan, as depicted in Fig. 7.13. The extreme nonlinear response
presents a sequence of softening and stiffening. In the first stiffening region (for wing’s
tip), the deformation of the upper wing produces a bending moment transmitted di-
rectly to the lower wing, such that the tip of the wing does not experience any vertical
displacement for a wide range of speeds.

Dynamic responses are presented in Fig. 7.31 for different speeds. Focus is first on
the LCO for a speed of V∞ = 52.5 m/s. Considering the midspan point P 2, the trajectory
described by this point when a limit cycle oscillation is established is the usual wave-like
response. However, this does not hold for wing tip P 1. In fact, considering a period,
during the ascending part the motion is temporary reversed and some higher frequency
oscillations of smaller amplitude establish before continuing again the ascending motion.
The descending motion does not show such a pattern. This response has been observed
also when structural damping (algorithmic damping as explained in section 7.3.2, has
always been used in the present simulations) was considered (not shown here) suggesting
thus, that this phenomenon is not an artifact of numerics but rather real expression of
the physics.

If the speed is slightly increased to V∞ = 53.5 m/s, the same pattern is ob-
served, however now the oscillation observed within the ascending motion increases its
amplitude. It is natural then to repeat this process for higher speeds and observe what
happens. A speed of V∞ = 59 m/s is considered, and the response is depicted in Fig. 7.32.
The response does not show any aeroelastic instability, although the speed is increased
from the previous cases showing LCOs. This result is unexpected and underlines, once
again, the difficulties inherent to the design of such a configuration. With the aid of
Fig. 7.33 this property is shown: starting from a stable situation, the speed is slowly de-
creased until a critical condition is reached. It can be appreciated that, for V∞ = 57 m/s
the response immediately loses its stability (in the static sense) and an LCO is developed
after the transient.
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Solver2

Use of Solver2 does not seem to give large differences from what previously
observed. What can be noticed is a small decrease of the frequency, as shown in Fig. 7.34
when compared with the previous results. Also the same oscillating pattern during
the ascending motion is observed. In order to better visualize this phenomenon, it is
interesting to plot the snapshots of the configuration during a period, Fig. 7.35. As
it can be easily verified, the states c, d and e describe the small oscillation during
the ascending motion. Focusing then on the upper wing, it can be observed a unique
smooth wave-like pattern identified by a compression and an extension, whereas for the
outer portion of the wing this does not hold. It is not trivial to understand why the
portions of the wing system have different dynamics, since different sources of difficulties
are present: nonlinear structure, coupled aerodynamic structural and inertial effects,
and also overconstrained nature of the system. As it will be shown in the next section,
adding a further source of nonlinearity (wake roll up) also influences the above mentioned
pattern.

Solver3

Results obtained with Solver3 are presented in Fig. 7.36. The speed is selected
so that it was possible to observed the small oscillation pattern of the tip of the wing
(point P 1). The angle of attack is increased until the value of 3◦ is obtained. It is
interesting to observe that the high frequency oscillation pattern earlier observed is now
present in the descending portion of the LCO. To visualize this pattern, snapshots of
the configuration during a period are presented in Fig. 7.37. States f , g and h describe
the small oscillation during the descending motion. It can be verified how, even if the
midspan point P 2 is monotonically descending in this window of time, the outer portion
of the wing inverts its motion bending upward before restarting its descend.

Effects of Solver’s Choice and Structural Damping on Flutter Speed

In Fig. 7.38, it is plotted the flutter speed, as evaluated with the different solvers,
with respect to the structural damping ratio. The predictions are now much closer, and
the differences are negligible. This is related both to the particular layout and to the
smaller deformations involved, which do not enhance the modelling differences of the
solvers.
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Figure 7.37: Sequence of snapshots of the deformed configuration during one period
(LCO). Solver3 is employed and V∞ = 57 m/s. The points f , g and h represent the
small oscillation in the descending motion.
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7.9 Joined Wings: a Dynamical System Perspective

This section shows the complicate picture of Joined Wings responses described
from a dynamical system perspective. Different kinds of bifurcations are detected when
tracing the stability diagram, and the situation appears very complex.

Before further going into details, the test case is here described. Consider the
PrP40 layout, shown in Fig. 7.12. The thickness is now selected to be 0.6 mm. The
freestream velocity is along the x axis. Solver1 is used to study the dynamic response. As
it will be clear in the following, also aeroelastic static tool with continuation capabilities
(arc-length methods) are used.

Being the angle of attack zero, there are no aerodynamic forces in the unde-
formed (basic) configuration. Thus, it is an equilibrium (fixed point) configuration for
all velocities. With reference to the bifurcation diagram of Fig. 7.39, in which the ver-
tical displacement of the tip of the lower wing (point P1 in Fig. 7.12) has been chosen
as representative displacement variable and the parameter is the flow speed, these fixed
points lie on the ordinate. If the speed is increased, V sd is reached. This speed is associ-
ated with saddle node bifurcations occurring on branches far from the fundamental one.
What occurs is the inception of two fixed node points on each of the non-fundamental
branches. That is, if the speed falls between V sd and V bf, there are five possible equi-
librium configurations, and three of them are stable, see Fig. 7.39. Thus, a so called
tri-stability situation is in place. With aid of Fig. 7.40, a speed in this range has been
chosen, i.e. V∞ = 29.5 m/s, and the equilibrium points are represented with a small
circles, full (empty) if they are stable (unstable). Consequence of multi-stability have
been already explored and discussed for joined-wing layouts in references [2, 197]. This
property is demonstrated in Fig. 7.41 by giving different vanishing perturbations in an-
gle of attack, and observing that after the transient the configuration could settle to the
three different equilibrium states on the branches. When speed approaches V bf, there
is a bifurcation that leads to change of stability of the main branch: the undeformed
configuration looses its stability. What happens in the negative part of Uz is here not
studied, thus, any fixed point that may exist in that part of the plane has not been taken
into consideration. The typical phase-space diagram for V∞ = 33.7 m/s, which is in the
range V bf÷V hb is depicted in Fig. 7.40. There is a bi-stability, being the stable states on
the branch I and II. There are also two unstable poles, the first being on the undeformed
configuration and the other one on the branch II. Responses showing this behaviour are
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represented in Fig. 7.42.
Increasing the speed, it is finally found an Hopf’s bifurcation, V hb. This bifur-

cation pertains the branch II only. The fixed static solution becomes unstable, and, on
the contrary, a stable limit cycle oscillation is developed. The properties of the points
on the other branches do not change. Thus, as it is shown for a speed V∞ = 34.0 m/s,
which is in the range V hb÷ V fb, perturbations lead to the response shown in Fig. 7.43.

The largest bifurcation speed found in this analysis is V fb, for which a flip bi-
furcation (also called period doubling) occurs. For speeds slightly larger than V fb, then,
considering that the only stable point lies on the branch I, there is still a bi-stability.
This is shown also in Fig. 7.44. It is important to notice that, to mathematical assess
a flip-bifurcation occurrence the eigenvalues of the so called Monodromy Matrix (known
also as Floquet characteristic multipliers) [178, 232] have to be studied. However, this
analysis is not trivial when relatively large (in terms of number of DOFs) systems are
considered. Thus, this was not pursued in this study. On the contrary, period doubling
was assessed noticing that, immediately after the bifurcation point, the period of the
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Figure 7.40: Phase space for different speeds.

closed orbit was doubling compared to the one of the limit cycle oscillation established
at a speed lower than the period doubling one. Fig. 7.45 clearly shows the doubling of
the period. The closer orbit described after period doubling occurrence is here assessed
to as bi-cyclic periodic orbit. It is presented more in detail in Fig. 7.45. The time re-
sponses as well as the state spaces are plotted considering now three degrees of freedom.
Other than the point P1, now also vertical displacements of points P2 and P3, shown in
Fig. 7.12, are considered.

When speed is further increased, the response associated with the branch de-
tached from the period doubling bifurcation seems to have a chaotical response, as shown
in Fig. 7.46. In depth analyses are needed to confirm transition to chaos. The branch I
stable fixed point is still present (Fig. 7.39).
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7.10 Conclusions

Aeroelastic dynamic phenomena of Joined Wings have been here presented. Pre-
vious efforts assessed Joined Wings response for mechanical loads and post-critical con-
ditions in static [1,2,162], and dynamic [158] regimes. The true aeroelastic post-critical
condition was also studied. As a logical continuation this paper analyzed the aeroelastic
dynamic response. The effort was directed towards different perspectives.

First, a dynamic characterization of the snap-divergence concept was achieved.
In fact, its occurrence was first found in reference [158], and examinated by means of
an aeroelastic static analysis. The question was then to assess its existence and the
behaviour of the system. Results showed that the static predictions were correct, and
the characteristic snap was observed.

Second, flutter analysis undergone with a linear frequency-domain tool was com-
pared to a nonlinear one, obtained as a sequence of linearizations performed about de-
formed configurations. These investigations continued what previously assessed in ef-
forts [1,158] for mechanical instability and divergence. It was found that the linear tools
were giving nonconservative predictions.

Third, the impact of different modelling of the aeroelastic problem (as the inter-
face method or as the wake description) on flutter speed was assessed for time-domain
solvers. Comparisons with the above frequency-domain capability were also given. It was
shown that, free-wake modelling was increasing flutter speed (at least for the configura-
tions under examination), and this was put in relation with the particular architecture
of the layout. Other differences in the prediction were not enough clear to be assessed.

Fourth, aeroelastic dynamic post-critical regime was explored. Limit cycle oscil-
lations were found. For some combinations of solvers and configurations, the transient to
the LCO showed unusual trends: phase-space transient trajectories were not resembling
the final periodic orbit and the transient time was relatively long. It was however difficult
to give any further physical interpretation without having the support of experimental
data. Moreover, for the Sensorcraft-like configuration, at certain speeds, the limit cycle
oscillation was showing within a period different patterns between the outer and inner
parts of the wing system.

Fifth, the joined-wing behaviour was studied in more depth on a dynamical sys-
tem perspective. Bi-stability and tri-stability were observed, in analogy with what dis-
covered in reference [2]. For a certain speed, one branch was experiencing an Hopf’s
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bifurcation (flutter), followed by a flip bifurcation (or period doubling). These are com-
mon symptoms predicting transition to chaos.

A contribution that this paper aims to give is also represented by the detailed
treatise of theory of implementation of the aeroelastic solvers. This has been accom-
plished describing problems inherent to the time-discretization of the dynamic equation.
Moreover, the aeroelastic coupling is presented in detail, with emphasis on the different
contributions giving raise to the aerodynamic unsteady forces. And, finally, application
and specialization of the meshless method was tackled in depth.
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Chapter 8

Aeroelastic Studies Applied to a
PrandtlPlane Configuration

This chapter is a partial reproduction of the following conference paper:
PrandtlPlane Joined Wing: Body Freedom Flutter, Limit Cycle Oscillation and Freeplay
Studies.
It will be presented at the 56th AIAA/ASMe/ASCE/AHS/SC Structures, Structural Dy-
namics, and Materials Conference, AIAA Science and Technology Forum and Exposition
(SciTech2015) Orlando, Florida, January 2015.

8.1 Introduction

It is a recurring circumstance, in aircraft design, to re-size layout after a preliminary
assessment of a solution outcome of a conceptual design stage. For cantilevered classi-

cal configurations, after years of practice and experience this problem has been mitigated
and does not represent an insurmountable issue. For Joined Wings there is no similar
industrial experience. Thus, attempts to conceptually design such a configuration using
handbook or very low fidelity tools have always resulted in non-competitive layouts. For
example, using standard structural design tools calibrated on traditional configurations
may lead to considerably heavier configurations than a reference optimized traditional
one, with consequent non-demonstrated claims about non-competitiveness of the joined-
wing aicraft. An interesting discussion about the need of an ad-hoc design practice in
order to exploit the potential benefits is given in Refs. [10,11]. However, the situation is
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actually even more challenging. Due to the geometrical layout of a typical Joined Wing,
there is an unavoidable coupling of the different disciplines. Being this true also for
traditional configurations, for Joined Wings this is pushed to the limit. For example, the
flight mechanics requirements on low speed conditions may not be completely satisfied
with a fine-tuning of the flap/slats design, and this constraint may completely change
the layout in terms of twist distribution and sweep angle. In other words, a multidis-
ciplinary optimization seems to be unavoidable. An example of PrandtlPlane applied
optimization process (although structural constraints were not considered) is presented
in Refs. [102,103].

One of the major challenges in the design of Joined Wings is represented by
important structural nonlinearities which are significant even at very low incidence and
attached (linear) flow. Moreover, as already shown in the literature [1, 60, 130, 158, 197]
the typical joined-wing layout, featuring an overconstrained system at global level, is
responsible of introducing strong structural nonlinearities and counterintuitive behav-
iors. This high complexity implies that at early design phases of the configuration,
even adopting a multidisciplinary optimization, but relying on linear tools, may lead to
far-from-optimal or even impossible-to-fly configurations.

Several theoretical studies [13–16,233] tried to address this difficulty by employing
reduced order models. However, their efficiency was found to be unsatisfactory.

Given this scenario, efforts to better understand possible problems of geometrical
nonlinearities at structural level were made [130, 158, 197]. The results were obtained
on conceptual wind-tunnel-like models, and snap-types of instabilities were observed.
Aeroelastic static analyses showed that eigenvalue approach for aeroelastic divergence
speed assessment was overpredicting the true instability speed. In Ref. [161, 189] non-
linear aeroelastic dynamic responses were shown: not only the true critical speed was
found to be lower than the one predicted considering the undeformed structure, but sev-
eral phenomena as flip-bifurcation, multi-stability and eventually chaos were observed.
When a source of nonlinearity of aerodynamic origin (wake roll-up) was incorporated,
the effects were noticeable.

Natural extension of these efforts is to apply the gained knowledge and the in-
house computational tools to study the nonlinear aeroelastic response of a more realistic
layout, obtained through preliminary optimization and fine-tuning, as the ones presented
in Refs. [5, 6, 114, 116]. This design features a commercial aircraft application and thus,
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differently than previously investigated cases, is characterized by smaller displacements.

8.2 Contribution of the Present Study

Considering the literature on Joined Wings design, with emphasis on Box Wing
[27] and PrandtlPlane [28, 91, 92] configurations, a significant amount of work has been
carried out, see for example Ref. [148]. Thus, a realistic reference configuration based on
these works is available for thorough aeroelastic analysis: it is well known [157,234] that
the stiffness and inertial distributions play a primary role in the occurrence of flutter.

More in details, this paper will feature a PrandtlPlane layout similar to the one
studied in Refs. [5,6,114,116]. This configuration was obtained through a partial MDO
and then progressively fine-tuned [112,113,115,148,235].

Given also the studies on flight mechanics and control surfaces [6,116], this config-
uration represents an interesting starting point for studying nonlinear aeroelasticity and
freeplay effects. Impact of control surface freeplay on flutter [194, 236] has never been
studied before for Joined Wings. Differently than traditional configurations, for the
PrandtlPlane Joined Wings there are multiple mobile surfaces located on both wings.
Thus, the response of the system will be the result of a complicated interaction of each
control surface freeplay. The contributions of this paper are outlined below.

• Starting from the joined-wing model presented in Ref. [114], a structurally “equiv-
alent” model is designed. The mobile surfaces are considered being perfectly con-
nected to the wing around the hinge line (no freeplay), and flutter analysis is carried
out. However, a further step is taken: the post-flutter response is tracked with a
time-domain capability, showing the limit cycle oscillation. Aerodynamic-structure
energy transfer is also investigated and discussed.

• The second contribution, is on the impact of control surface freeplay on flutter
response of this configuration. Mobile surfaces have been previously designed for
this specific configurations complying with handling qualities requirements at var-
ious flight conditions, see Refs. [6, 116, 117] for details. Thanks to these efforts,
and assuming a reasonable law describing a realistic freeplay of mobile surfaces, it
is possible to study that effect on the aeroelastic response of the overconstrained
system represented by the PrandtlPlane. This is carried out both on the frequency
domain, in which the rigid modes associated with the free surfaces are interacting
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with the elastic modes changing flutter properties, and on the time domain, where
the nonlinear response of freeplay and its effects on limit cycle oscillation amplitude
and frequency are observed.

• The flutter analysis are repeated when also rigid body modes are considered. In
fact, in literature several Joined Wings presented low frequencies of the first natural
modes (e.g., [8, 114, 151]), favouring a possible interaction between elastic and
rigid modes. Other than pursuing such an investigation (commonly referred to as
free-free or free-flying aeroelastic analysis), a sensitivity analysis is carried out by
changing fuselage weight and (pitching) moment of inertia.

The present effort, based on a qualitatively realistic layout, is logically part of
conceptual analyses [1, 158, 161, 162, 197]. Moreover, it represents a step towards a full
trimmed (structurally) nonlinear aeroelastic analysis of the PrandtlPlane configuration,
in which also freeplay effects of mobile surfaces are considered.

8.3 Theoretical Highlights Regarding the Present Compu-
tational Tool

The in-house computational capabilities are here briefly outlined. They consists
in a finite element method for the computational solid dynamics (CSD), a doublet lat-
tice method (DLM) for the frequency domain unsteady aerodynamic and an unsteady
vortex lattice method (UVLM) for the time domain aerodynamics. The coupling (time
integration) and interfacing (load and displacement transferring) are described in detail
in Refs. [161, 189]. Briefly, an implicit integration scheme is used to advance in time,
being the nonlinear problem at each time-step solved by means of a Newton approach.
Moreover, the interface information is passed through moving least squares (MLS) ap-
proach.

It this interesting to point out that these tools are prospectively sufficient to
capture the physics of the here sought phenomenon (see Ref. [189]). In fact, experimental
and numerical works have clearly shown how, in many cases, the structural nonlinearities
drive the limit cycle oscillation much more than the aerodynamic ones do. Ref. [236]
showed a limit cycle oscillation on a wing in which freeplay was taken into account.
When the numerical results were not in good agreement with the experiments, this was
a consequence of the neglected structural geometric nonlinearities [199–201].
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A brief description of the in-house capability is presented in the following.

8.3.1 Structural finite element model

The geometrically nonlinear finite element [135,136,156,208] is based on the linear
membrane constant strain triangle (CST) and the flat triangular plate element (DKT).
The capability has also embedded the calculation of the structural tangent matrix KT ,
which is sum of two contributions: the elastic stiffness matrix, KE , and the geometrical
stiffness matrix, KG. Composite material composed of several and differently oriented
layers (theoretically these layers could also be of different materials) are implemented.
A corotational approach is used, and thus rigid body motion is eliminated from elements
and the pure elastic rotations and strains are found.

In order to tackle the freeplay problem, and simulate the play of the control
surfaces, the present computational tool was further added the capability of specifically
modeling nonlinear springs. The ad-hoc formulation is very briefly presented below.
Multifreedom constraint (MFC) capability will complete the set of the tools needed to
properly model mobile surface devices behavior. Both the springs and the MFC give a
contribution to the structural tangent matrix KT . The freeplay springs contribution is
presented in detail in Appendix C.1.

For the free-free analysis, rod and lumped mass elements are needed to model
rigid connections and concentrated masses located in the space to model fuselage inertial
contributions. The first ones give a contribution to the tangent matrix, whereas the
second ones contribute to the system’s mass matrix.

Freeplay springs

A generic connection between two finite elements sharing a common part of the
hinge line is presented in Fig. 8.1. Nodes H1 (H2) and H3 (H4) are connected through
translational MFCs, which force them to be (almost) coincident in space. The “freeplay
spring” is a rotational spring acting on the hinge line, reacting to relative rotations
between the two elements (called for reference Master and Slave). Defining a direction
on the hinge line, eA, the relative rotation ∆θ can be measured, accordingly with the
axis direction. This enables the evaluation of the moment exerted by the spring once the
law M(∆θ) is defined. This moment acts on the elements, with the appropriate sign:
for the master element M = M(∆θ) eA, whereas for the slave the opposite holds.
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Figure 8.1: Freeplay spring acting on the hingeline connecting two finite elements.

Final step consists in projecting the rotational actions, thought on the hinge line,
on the hinge nodes. This is simply accomplished by equally distributing the moment
between the nodes. Summarizing:

MH1 = −M

2
MH2 = −M

2

MH3 = M

2
MH4 = M

2

(8.1)

where M = M(∆θ) eA.
As said, angle ∆θ is the relative rotation of the two elements along the hinge

line, and thus is evaluated in the perpendicular plane ΠA. Then, the relative rotation
can be expressed (in radiants) as:

∆θ = sin−1((nM×nS) · eA) (8.2)

where nM and nS are the normals of the master and slave element, respectively. This
equation is representative of the relative rotation about the hinge line.

Freeplay affects directly the law relating the reaction moment and the relative
angle. A mobile surface freeplay could be reproduced using a piecewise value of the spring
stiffness Kθ (which could ideally represents the reaction of aileron actuator). As shown in
Fig. 8.2, it exists a region delimited by the angle 2δ in which the aileron is free to rotate.
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Outside of this region the spring (actuator) has a non-zero stiffness. For a numerical point
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Figure 8.2: Freeplay concept: in the region delimited by the angle δ the surface is free
to move without encountering any resistance.

of view, however, it may not be convenient to use such a description, since it does not fit
well solution strategies based on Newton’s iterations. On the contrary, continuity of the
derivative (spring stiffness) has been guaranteed smoothly connecting the different value
with one of the several options described in the literature. In particular, Fig. 8.3 shows
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Figure 8.3: Smoothed piecewise freeplay law.

the smoothed law, when a sigmoid-like function is used to approximate the derivative.
Small numerical timesteps are needed to guarantee convergence. A more robust and less
computationally demanding approach is outlined in [237].

8.3.2 Aerodynamic models

The computational tools used for the evaluation of the aerodynamic forces are
based on the hypothesis of potential flow (non-viscid and irrotational). As said be-
fore, the interest of this effort is to evaluate the effect of the structural nonlinearities,
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thus, complicated nonlinear aerodynamic phenomena such as shockwave-boundary layer
interaction, flow separation, etc, are not considered. Considering the hypothesis of at-
tached flow the potential flow theory underlying the computational method is adequate
to simulate the aerodynamic field with very low computational costs.

For the flutter velocity prediction a frequency domain approach (the Doublet
Lattice Method, DLM [191]) is used. For the time domain simulations, necessary to
simulate the evolution of the aeroelastic system, an unsteady vortex lattice method
(UVLM) (see [192]) is adopted. The in-house capability has also built-in the aerodynamic
tangent matrix KA, which is useful when using an implicit time-integration approach.
For more details the reader is referred to following efforts: [158,161,189].

As far as load and displacement transfers are considered, an MLS approach is
chosen [222]. In this way, it is possible to project a force acting on the aerodynamic grid
onto the structural one, and vice versâ, project the displacements (deformations) of the
structural grid onto the aerodynamic ones. A more thorough treatise on this topic is
also shown in [161].

8.4 Description of the Analyzed PrandtlPlane Configura-
tion

The chosen configuration is a typical PrandtlPlane, an artistic view is given in
Fig. 8.4 (reproduction from Ref. [5]). It is a 250 passenger mid-long range (6000 nm)
design with a MTOW of 230 tons. It will be addressed throughout this section with the
name PrP250. The external surface and general layout shape were designed also with

Figure 8.4: Artistic view of the PrP250, taken from [5].

the aid of an MDO software, presented in Refs. [102,103]. Later, the structures were fine-
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tuned [5,112] taking into account different constraints as maximum stress, local buckling
of stiffened panels, aileron efficiency, static aeroelasticity and flutter. The structural
model used for linear flutter analysis is shown in Fig. 8.5.

Figure 8.5: Structural model used for flutter analysis of PrP250. Taken from [5].

Further work has been carried out optimizing the structure and, finally, employ-
ing composite materials [113, 235], although in the present work the focus will be the
one built with aluminium alloy. Flutter analysis was also the focus of parallel works
[114,115].

The mobile surfaces have been sized in Refs. [6, 116, 117]. An excerpt of the
layout is shown in Fig. 8.6. According to these last references, the design of the flight

Figure 8.6: Control surfaces layout for PrP250. Taken from [6].

controls was complying with a set of handling qualities requirements at various flight
conditions (low speed, high speed, crosswind, high altitude and low altitude). The
handling qualities requirements were involving maneuvers as push pull, minimum time
to bank, aircraft trim with one engine out, take-off rotation and steady turn. A linear
stability analysis indicated that the aircraft had good longitudinal handling qualities and
was stable. Moreover, the aircraft configuration made it possible to have pure torque
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control in pitch.

8.4.1 Baseline model

Equivalence process

Since the original structural configuration was modeled with beam elements first,
and later a detailed full wing-box model was designed (as shown in Ref. [235]), and since
the focus of the present effort is towards a conceptual work, it has been decided to build
an “equivalent” shell structure describing only a medium surface. In order to match the
properties of the structures in terms of modes, different preliminary approaches have
been investigated. In particular, the following options have been explored:

• equivalent model through analytical static stiffness approach and dynamic mass
equivalence;

• modal equivalence following the process shown in Ref. [238];

• modal equivalence through an optimization process.

The last approach has been proven to be the most successful. The inherent overcon-
strained nature of the system has put a remarkable difficulty in the matching process,
consequence of the coupling of primary bending, torsion and secondary bending, with
the consequence that the modes were all showing, at different extent, some level of
deformations inherent to the above described features.

Although slightly different, aeroelastic scaling shares commonalities with the
present problem. It was pursued in literature in different efforts, and did show to be an
unexpectedly difficult task to be accomplished on Joined Wings, see for example Refs.
[67, 76].

The first natural modes of the beam model were considered. By means of an
extrapolation, the target mode shapes were obtained for the surface described by shell
elements. Some physical reasoning suggested to use a multi-layer structure, in which
the different layers’ fibers were oriented perpendicularly to each other in order to easier
decouple, for example, the bending and torsional effects. In particular, after testing
different solutions, a five-layer laminate, with a 0/90/0/90/0◦ (the local direction about
which the angle were measured was the axis of the beam model) pattern was employed:
the second and fourth layer were mainly regulating the torsional stiffness, the ones on the
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sides were mainly controlling the bending stiffness, whereas the central layer had most
of the impact in fine tuning the extensional stiffness. This choice was also confirmed to
be an appropriate one with preliminary numerical experiments carried out for validation
purposes on simpler wing layouts.

The structure has been then divided in 23 different segments, each of which had
a direct correspondence to the different geometrical segments of the real wing (kink,
different dihedral, joint, fin, etc...). For each segment, layers’ material properties as well
as thickness and density were chosen as the design variables. The objective function
to be minimized was containing a mismatch on the natural frequencies. Moreover, the
minimization process had some inequality constraints on the thicknesses and density of
the layers. This has proven to be a quite successful approach, within the limit set by the
different physical models.

Within the optimization approach, different methodologies were tested. Initially,
a global optimization process (based on work [239]) was tested, with the local optimiza-
tion carried out with the tools offered by the commercial software Matlab Optimization
Toolbox. However, due to the large required computational resources (caused by the
model complexity), it was chosen to run a local optimization process, starting from a
reasonable configuration found with previous equivalence procedures (see above) as “first
guess”.

A crucial step was the capability of correctly associate the modes with the target
ones for correct identification of the frequencies to be used for the objective function.

Matching was carried out for the first 5 modes only. This choices was consequence
of the following facts:

• Optimization process was time consuming. More design variables were eventu-
ally needed for reasonable matching with higher frequency modes, with a relevant
increase in the costs of the optimization process.

• The overall sense of the equivalence was in giving a more realistic stiffness and
distribution mass, rather than perfectly matching a structure, like the beam one,
which is inherently not the “exact” model.

Matching the first five modes was not a trivial problem. After several numerical test
it was found that the “best” fitting was obtained by relaxation of the matching of the
fourth mode. Summarizing, the following results were achieved in terms of mismatch on
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the natural frequencies of the modes:

0.02% first mode

5.06% second mode

0.01% third mode

24.33% fourth mode

0.87% fifth mode

Results showed that the laminate where all presenting symmetric layup, giving credit to
the initial assumptions on the fibers’ direction.

The matching was pursued on the structure without the fuel. This configuration
represented the departure moment from the original beam model of [115] and the authors
made different choices. For example, the fuel was uniformly distributed on the structural
(coincident with the aerodynamic) surface, in particular on the two wings, and not on
the joint and vertical empennage. With uniform, the authors mean that an equivalent
surface density was used to match the same quantity of fuel allocated in the different
wing segments. For the beam model the fuel was allocated a little bit behind the elastic
beam axis. This certainly affects flutter occurrence and nature. However, as already
stated, the aim of this research is not to reproduce the exact flutter scenario of the
reference model, but to use its geometry, stiffness and mass distribution as a starting
point and later perform conceptual investigations.

Although the first five modes were thought to dynamically (not necessarily from
an aeroelastic point of view) retain most of the physics, this was not the case for the
static point of view. A small mismatch on tip deflection for a mechanical pressure load
was observed. The material stiffness and density were slightly scaled, conserving thus the
same modal properties, and pursuing thus a better static matching. As a consequence,
the total mass of the original model was restored (within limits) by scaling the total
amount of allocatable fuel.

In order to better reproduce loss in stiffness consequence of the mobile surface
presence without modeling any sort of freeplay, the model was “cut” in correspondence
of lateral edges of mobile surfaces. Moreover, the fuel mass was not distributed on the
mobile areas, as will be better explained in the next section. In other words, this model
had control surfaces perfectly clamped on the theoretical hinge line.
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Hereinafter, the configuration obtained with the equivalence process outlined
above will be considered as the baseline configuration.

Constraints

First let us introduce the coordinate system. x is directed along the streamwise
direction and z vertically. y = 0 (plane xz) represents a symmetry plane.

Sections on the symmetry plane are allowed to translate in the plane, and rotate
perpendicularly to it. Root section of the fin is clamped. The section slightly inboard of
the elevator on the front wing where ideally intersection with the fuselage take place is
only free to rotate in the stream direction x.

8.4.2 Mobile surfaces

Mobile surfaces had to be modeled in order to study freeplay effects. This was
done following works presented in Refs. in [6,116,117]. Since cutting the mobile surfaces
intuitively implies a change of the stiffness properties, it was checked that this process
was not significantly changing the natural frequencies and also the flutter speed and
properties of the model. The mobile surface’s mass was set unloading it from the fuel
part (diminishing the density of the material). Actually, also the option of regulating
their weight with handbook procedures, as shown in [240] was explored. Once again,
use of such tools on a unconventional configuration is strongly debatable, and is here
justified by the conceptual character of this effort.

Location of mobile surfaces, as designed in Fig. 8.6, are pictorially shown in
Fig. 8.7. In the following of this section, the model in which the mobile surfaces are

rear aileron

rear elevator

front elevator

front aileron
rudder

Figure 8.7: Location of control surfaces.
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designed are identified with 5 digits string, being each digit 0 or 1 whether the surface
is perfectly constrained or not, and following the sequence: front elevator, front aileron,
rear aileron, rear elevator and rudder. For example, 01010 refers to a configuration with
fixed front elevator, rear aileron and rudder.

8.5 Flutter Properties of the PrandtlPlane

Flutter analysis has been carried out on PrP250. As explained, the control
surfaces have been considered perfectly-rigidly connected (clamped) to their upstream
wing-part. The frequency domain in-house code, based on DLM and root-locus [161]
has been validated against the commercial code NASTRAN. The nominal aerodynamic
and structural meshes are represented in Fig. 8.8. The choice of the discretization was
driven by convergence analysis: the in-house finite element capability has proven to be
converged with the mesh shown in the picture, whereas a little more refined model (non
depicted in the figure) was needed for NASTRAN in order to achieve convergence.

Structural Mesh
1352 elements

Aerodynamic Mesh
1752  elements

Figure 8.8: Nominal structural and aerodynamic meshes used for the aeroelastic anal-
ysis.

The first five natural modes and associated frequencies are represented in Fig. 8.9.
Due to the overconstrained nature of the layout bending/torsion coupling of both wings
is enhanced. The first mode is characterized by a vertical deflection of the wings, with an
(almost) rigid vertical translation of the joint. Having the wings almost opposite sweep
angle values, and being connected trough the joint, a complicated torsional deformation
can be observed. In the second mode the joint tilting is dominating the deformation,
inducing the characteristic wing bending and torsion. Moreover, the joint itself bends.
On the contrary, in the third mode the joint (almost) rigidly translates horizontally and
vertically and slightly tilts inward/outward. The fourth mode has a prominent torsional
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Mode I    0.55 Hz

Mode II    1.17 Hz

Mode III    1.69 Hz

Mode IV 1.91 Hz

Mode V 2.45 Hz

Natural
Modes

Undeformed
Configuration

Figure 8.9: First five natural modes and associated frequencies.

deformation of the joint. Fifth mode resembles the second one, however, for a very similar
joint displacement and deformation, opposite wing bending are present. In particular,
the lower wing presents a more complex bending deformation when compared to mode
II.

The frequencies of the modes are not high, and this suggests that interaction with
rigid body motion can be non-neglibile. This will be investigated in a dedicated section
of this effort (namely section 8.7), however, for the moment, the fixed (cantilevered)
system is considered.

Results of flutter analysis are shown in Figs. 8.10 and 8.11 in terms of real and
imaginary part of the eigenvalues of the system for different wind speeds. How it can be
easily inferred, the second mode becomes unstable (flutter) for a speed of approximately
257 m/s. Moreover, coalescence of the frequencies of the first two modes is observed
before flutter occurs. The associated root locus is shown Fig. 8.11.
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Figure 8.10: Real and Imaginary parts of the eigenvalue of the system at different
speeds.

8.5.1 Time domain analysis and energy transferring

A nonlinear dynamic aeroelastic analysis is performed at the speed of 260 m/s,
which is a post-flutter regime. The undeformed configuration is considered, and a vanish-
ing perturbation in angle of attack is given to accelerate the transition to the limit cycle
oscillation. Note that the previous flutter analysis was performed using the modes at
the undeformed state; thus it is expected that including structural nonlinearities changes
the flutter point with respect to Fig. 8.10; also please note that this is not a matched
flutter analysis for simplicity of the theoretical conceptual discussion.

The response for the lower and upper wing’s tip (named FT and RT ) is presented
in Fig. 8.12. If the deformed configurations are plotted within a wave (between time 16 s
and 17.1 s), the pattern shows (see Fig. 8.13) that the deformation resembles mainly a
superposition of the first and second natural modes. Interestingly enough, the first and
second modes are also the ones that coalesce for a wide range of speeds relatively close to
the flutter one. In Fig. 8.13 it is possible to observe a shorter or longer joint. However,
this graphical representation is only a projection of the joint and the change in length is
mainly due to a rigid rotation (tilting).

In Fig. 8.14, successive plots of the deformed configuration colored according to
the power of the aerodynamic forces are shown within the same time window. When
the power is positive (negative) fluid is transferring (extracting) energy to (from) the
structure. Being the response preceding a LCO a positive quantity of energy is absorbed
by the structure in one cycle. However, it is interesting to observe that lower wing almost
always extracts energy, whereas different parts of the upper wing alternate between
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Figure 8.11: Root locus of the system. The different colors identify the associated
speed.

transferring and absorbing.

8.5.2 Post-flutter response and LCO

Focus is now on the limit cycle oscillation that develops after the transient has
elapsed. A procedure similar to the one proposed above is here again used, at the same
wind speed of 260 m/s. In Fig. 8.15 the time-displacement of the lower and upper wing’s
tip are depicted. Moreover, to better characterize the LCO, also the phase spaces are
shown. The displacements and velocities are larger for rear wing’s tip.

Effects of modeled wake’s length In all above cases, wake was modeled without
allowing for roll-up. Although in some case in literature this has been shown to have
a non-negligible impact on aeroelastic response (see Refs. [161, 189]), it is generally
a widely used an well accepted approximation. Within a boundary element approach
(BEM), modeling of the wake may be computationally intense for unsteady simulations.
In particular, without a free wake modeling is important to keep the timestep constant
in order to avoid to recalculate the aerodynamic influence coefficients of the wake. On
the other hand, time step needs to be small enough to appropriately track the unsteady
phenomena and avoid convergence problems (in nonlinear approaches).

In literature a wake’s length of about 20 times a reference value (usually the
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Figure 8.12: Time response of the system for V∞ = 260 m/s: vertical displacement of
the lower (FT ) and upper (RT ) wing’s tip.

wing’s chord) was showing converged results (in terms of steady forces), see for example
Ref. [241]. However, considering computational costs, the authors did a preliminary
analysis with the aim of reducing wake’s length while retaining the aeroelastic transient
and asymptotic behaviour. Wake’s length slightly larger than ten times a reference
dimension (root chord), was proven to be enough.

The following simulation limits wake’s length to a very short value (slightly larger
than the chord reference), with the spirit of observing the different aeroelastic behavior.
As depicted in Fig. 8.16, when a very short wake is modeled, time to reach the LCO is
larger, its amplitude and frequency are smaller. Wake carries the previous history, and
cutting it discards previous deformation patterns. Moreover, also for steady state cases,
short wakes do not represent correctly the physical (and mathematical) problem and the
interaction of the vorticity shed by a wing with the same wing or, in the present case,
with other wings.
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t = 16 s t = 16.1 s t = 16.2 s

t = 16.3 s t = 16.4 s t = 16.5 s

t = 16.6 s t = 16.7 s t = 16.8 s

t = 16.9 s t = 17.0 s t = 17.1 s

Figure 8.13: Time response of the system for V∞ = 260 m/s: magnified (2x) deforma-
tions at different snapshots taken in the interval 16÷ 17.1 s.
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t = 16 s t = 16.1 s t = 16.2 s

t = 16.3 s t = 16.4 s

t = 16.6 s t = 16.7 s t = 16.8 s

t = 16.9 s t = 17.0 s

t = 16.5 s

t = 17.1 s
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4
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Figure 8.14: Time response of the system for V∞ = 260 m/s: magnified (5x) defor-
mations and power of aerodynamic forces at different snapshots taken in the interval
16÷ 17.1 s.
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8.6 Flutter of the PrandtlPlane with Freeplay

In this section, effects of freeplay of mobile surfaces will be studied. Freeplay is
complicated to be precisely assessed and controlled in real situations. This is explained,
for example in [242], where it is also stressed out how design can initially fulfill freeplay
regulations, but, over aircraft’s lifetime variations in parameters may lead to different
aeroelastic response than the nominal one. This is shown in the paper as a strong
sensitivity of LCO amplitude and frequency to freeplay angles.

Typically, freeplay is modeled considering a nonlinear rotational spring acting
on the hinge line, and connecting the mobile surface to the wing. The response of such
a spring in the Moment-Angle diagram, is usually described by a piecewise response:
a linear dependence is chosen outside the freeplay interval, and a null response inside
it. This model in inherently nonlinear. Slope outside the freeplay and interval of null
reaction depend strongly on the actuation architecture.

When performing frequency-domain analyses about undeformed configurations,
the angle is zero and thanks to the piecewise stiffness of the springs, the stiffness is zero
(see Fig. 8.2). In other words, such a flutter analysis (linearized stability analysis of the
aeroelastic system) is performed on a system in which locally the mobile surfaces can
freely rotate.

In this section, different mobile surfaces are selectively and alternatively consid-
ered to have a freeplay. When the flutter calculations are performed in the frequency
domain the system is studied assuming it in the reference (undeformed) state. Thus,
being the system linearized, the rotational stiffness of the springs is zero and the surface
will be free to rotate. It will be observed that, in most cases, the same fundamental
instability mechanism as when no freeplay is modeled, is still present at approximately
the same speed. For some specific combinations of mobile surfaces having freeplay, the
flutter speed could even increase.

Besides this main instability, additional modes may become unstable at relatively
low speeds. These additional instabilities, however, persist for a limited range of speed
values, and disappear when structural or other sources of damping are modeled. In
some other cases, even after modeling the structural damping, a “persisting” instability
associated to a higher mode and occurring at speed lower than the fundamental one is
observed. To validate the frequency-domain analyses, the same approach of the previous
section is pursued, i.e., both in-house and commercial tools are compared, and also a
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time-domain analysis is adopted to observe the response.
Effect of freeplay on LCO are also studied for a specific case. This exploits the

full nonlinearity of the freeplay, showing how its amplitude is related to time-response
of the system, in particular to LCO’s amplitude and frequency.

Note that the present capability models both the distributed nonlinearity (struc-
tural geometric) and the concentrated one (piecewise description of the spring stiffness
at the hinge of the control surface).

8.6.1 Freeplay of a single mobile surface

The goal of this work is to provide physical insights on the freeplay of the different
surfaces. Thus, it is now investigated the case in which only a single surface (among all)
presents the freeplay. All the other surfaces are considered “fixed”.

Front wing’s elevator

Freeplay is modeled for the front wing’s elevator (see Fig. 8.6) only. Flutter
analysis is given in Fig. 8.17 in terms of eigenvalues’ real and imaginary parts. It can
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Figure 8.17: Real and Imaginary parts of the eigenvalue of the system at different
speeds. Free-play of the front wing (inboard) elevator (case 10000 ).

be inferred that the fundamental flutter mode (see the “main” instability", mode II,
in Figs. 8.10 and 8.17) becomes unstable at approximately the same speed as the case
with no mobile surfaces. However, effects of the free elevator induce an instability of
the sixth elastic mode, for which a flutter is observed at smaller speeds (see “Low speed
instability”, mode VI, in Fig. 8.17).
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Before further proceeding it is important to stress out that this case has been
verified with a convergence study by using refined aerodynamic meshes, refined structural
grids and both simultaneously. Also the number of considered modes for the frequency-
domain analysis has been increased and the effect on the results assessed. This approach
was pursued for all the cases in which a relatively high-frequency mode was observed to
become unstable.

The sixth mode is depicted in Fig. 8.18. Overall, the situation does not look very

Mode VI    3.27 Hz

Natural
Mode

Undeformed
Configuration

Figure 8.18: Sixth elastic natural mode for the configuration with freeplay on the front
elevator.

unfavourable. In fact, the “main” flutter speed (see the crossing of mode II in Fig. 8.17)
has not dropped as it can actually happen in several situations (see reference [242]), and
the instability of the sixth mode is limited to a very small range of speeds, suggesting
that it can be easily “dominated”.

Actually, the above analysis is on the conservative side since no structural damp-
ing was modeled. Considering a 1% damping ratio (ζ = 0.01) changes the scenario to
the one depicted in Fig. 8.19. It is evident how the high frequency instability (mode
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Figure 8.19: Real parts of the eigenvalue of the system at different speeds. Free-play
of the front wing (inboard) elevator (case 10000 ), structural damping ζ = 0.01.

VI, “Low speed instability” in Fig. 8.17) is eliminated: the sixth mode’s real part of the
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eigenvalue does not cross the zero value for all the considered velocities.

Front wing’s aileron

All control surfaces are now fixed except the front wing’s aileron (configuration
01000). Flutter analysis is given in Fig. 8.20 in terms of eigenvalues’ real and imaginary
parts (structural damping is not considered). The scenario is similar to the previous case
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Figure 8.20: Real and Imaginary parts of the eigenvalue of the system at different
speeds. Free-play of the front wing (outboard) aileron (case 01000 ).

in which the front elevator was considered. Some high-frequency modes become unstable
for a window of speeds in the low range. Again, considering a 1% of structural damping
removes these instabilities, as shown in Fig. 8.21
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Figure 8.21: Real parts of the eigenvalue of the system at different speeds. Free-play
of the front wing (outboard) aileron (case 01000 ), structural damping ζ = 0.01.

An interesting point regarding this case is the increase in the “fundamental”
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flutter speed of about 10% when compared to the case without any freeplay, Fig. 8.10.
In other words, having a freeplay on the front aileron posticipates the main flutter
occurrence compared to the case without freeplay. This can be easily observed comparing
Figs. 8.20 and 8.10. A time-domain analysis at the speed of V∞ = 260 m/s supports the
above finding. In fact, with reference to Figs. 8.22 and 8.12, the response to the same
perturbation is strongly damped when the outboard aileron is left free. It is interesting to
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Figure 8.22: Free front wing’s (outboard) aileron. Time response of the system for
V∞ = 260 m/s: vertical displacement of the lower wing’s tip (P1).

notice how the same mechanism of flutter, coalescence of the first and second frequencies
is posticipated (see Fig. 8.23) when the front aileron is free to rotate. Thus, it may be
inferred that the later occurrence of flutter is consequence of the interaction of the elastic
modes with the rigid one concerning the aileron.
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Figure 8.23: Imaginary parts of the eigenvalue of the system at different speeds for the
00000 (all mobile mobile surfaces perfectly blocked) and 01000 (front aileron free).

Trying to understand in depth flutter phenomena is always a formidable task.
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Dynamic response and energy exchange between the fluid and the structure can provide
useful information regarding the flutter mechanism as will now be shown. With reference
to the previous discussion presented in section 8.5.8.5.1 and Fig. 8.14, it was observed
that lower wing was almost always extracting energy from the fluid. A more in depth
inspection reveals that the tip region, in correspondence of the aileron, is where this
exchange of energy is concentrated. It can be then speculated that, the presence of the
aileron free to oscillate about the hinge line, interferes with this extraction mechanism,
reducing it.

These findings can provide useful indications regarding passive flutter suppression
methodologies specifically tailored for this airplane configuration. More in general, un-
derstanding the energy transfer mechanism between the structure and the flow provides
valuable insight helping designing passive or active devices to suppress flutter.

This energy transfer may also suggest additional insights. In a previous study
[189], different wake aerodynamic models were influencing by a large extent flutter speed
of a box-wing layout. It was observed that different models were responsible of a load
redistribution, especially in the tip region. In the light of the importance of the tip
region for energy exchange, in particular, energy extraction from the fluid, it may be
speculated that having a sensible mismatch on the aerodynamic forces in such a critical
area can lead to consistent discrepancies in the flutter speed prediction. Obviously, this
observation needs to be supported with more investigations to be conclusive.

Effects of aileron length The observed rise of the flutter speed is intuitively not
expected since, as well known in literature (see for example Refs. [242,243]), usually the
aileron and elastic modes interact to anticipate the instability at lower speeds. With
reference to one of the first studies in this regard, [243], the span width of the aileron in
respect of the wing was varied and flutter characteristics were investigated. In effort [242]
the aileron had larger span-extension when compared with the present one. This effect
is here reproduced, modifying the span-wise length of the aileron, as shown in Fig. 8.24.
Aeroelastic analysis on this configuration shows a dramatic drop in flutter speed when
the aileron is free to rotate. See the real eigenvalue versus speed diagram in the same
picture, and notice how the aileron’s mode becomes unstable at relatively lower speed
when compared to the shorter aileron version (case depicted in Fig. 8.21).
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front wing aileron:
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Figure 8.24: Configuration with an enlarged front wing (outboard) aileron, used for
demonstrating the drop in flutter speed. Real part of the eigenvalue of the aeroelastic
system are plotted at different speeds.

Rear wing’s elevator

Considering the elevator on the rear wing free to oscillate (case 00010) leads to
a completely different scenario than the one seen for the elevator on the front wing.
Results of flutter analysis for this case are given in Fig. 8.25 in terms of eigenvalues’
real and imaginary parts. Depending on the solver (in-house or NASTRAN), the 8th
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Figure 8.25: Real and Imaginary parts of the eigenvalue of the system at different
speeds. Freeplay of the rear wing (inboard) elevator (case 00010 ).

mode becomes unstable at a speed between 205 − 210 m/s. This instability though,
has different connotations than the previous observed non-fundamental ones. In fact,
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its instability persists and is not limited to a small windows of speeds. Moreover, the
use of structural damping or nodal rotational dampers can’t avoid its presence but, at
most, postpone it to higher speed. Notice also that the same fundamental instability
with coalescence of the first and second mode still takes place.

As shown in Fig. 8.26 the 8th elastic mode mainly presents deformations of the
aft wing: the bending of the wing is coupled with pitching induced by an in plane defor-
mation of the vertical stabilizer. The front wing mainly presents in plane deformation.

Mode VIII    4.91 Hz

Natural
Mode

Undeformed
Configuration

Figure 8.26: Eighth elastic natural mode for the configuration with freeplay on the
rear elevator.

A time domain response showing the dynamic instability is offered in Fig. 8.27,
where vertical displacement of the points lying on the xz plane (y = 0), on the hinge line
and trailing edge (HL and TE in the figure, respectively) of the elevator are depicted.
This figure is obtained by performing the transient analysis for a speed larger than the
flutter speed (post-flutter regime).
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Figure 8.27: Time domain response for the configuration with free rear elevator at a
speed of V = 225 m/s.

Fig. 8.28 shows snapshots (displacements are magnified by a factor of 5) at dif-
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ferent times. Rear elevator area is responsible of energy transferring, and is where most
of the displacements are located. However, also a front wing deformation can be appre-
ciated.

12-4 0 4 8-8.3
2

Power of Aerodynamic Forces [Watt]

x 10

t = 38.44 s t = 38.47 s t = 38.51 s

t = 38.55 s t = 38.58 s t = 38.62 s

t = 38.65 s t = 38.69 s t = 38.73 s

Figure 8.28: Time response of the system with free rear elevator for V∞ = 225 m/s:
magnified (5x) deformations and power of aerodynamic forces at different snapshots
taken in the interval 38.4÷ 38.7 s.

Rear wing’s aileron

Flutter analysis is given in Fig. 8.29 in terms of eigenvalues’ real and imaginary
parts. It is possible to notice that several modes (both lower and higher frequency ones)
become unstable for a window of speeds in the low region. Moreover, the second mode
looses stability at higher speed again (V∞ = 257 m/s), and the fundamental flutter
mechanism is then recovered. Structural damping (ζ = 0.03) is considered in Fig. 8.30.
Differently than the previous cases modeling structural damping does not eliminate the
low speed flutter. Increasing the damping ratio may not be a conceptual sound approach,
since damping modeling is per-se an art, and uncertainties in this regard need always to
be considered.
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Figure 8.29: Real and Imaginary parts of the eigenvalue of the system at different
speeds. Free-play of the rear wing (outboard) aileron (case 00100 ). The real part is
plotted for different values of structural damping and dampers.

Effects of dampers One option to eliminate the low speed instabilities is then to add
dampers to the hinge line. This is, of course, a conceptual modeling approach, since in a
real situation damping needs to be added to the complex actuator mechanism. Moreover,
other means, like mass balancing, can be pursued. However, the aim of this study is to
give an exploratory analysis showing that adding a “reasonable” source of damping will
stabilize the system against low speed flutter.

As said, on the aileron hinge line rotational dampers are added. A value of
specific damping of approximately 11.7 N · s · rad−1 is considered. This value is the
result of applying 5 N·m/(rad/sec) concentrated dampers on each finite element node
lying on the hinge line. Although in a real scenario it is unlikely this means to be used
as damping source, it is interesting to notice that devices with such performances are
available on the market. As shown in the frequency domain analysis, Fig. 8.30, using
rotatory dampers eliminates the low speed instabilities.

A time-domain analysis is carried out at the speed of V∞ = 37 m/s and ζ = 0.03
with and without dampers, to show the different responses and confirm the frequency
domain results. Results are summarized in Fig. 8.31.

It is worth to be noticed that this low speed instability induces very small defor-
mations, which, in a real scenario may or may not produce appreciable effects. However,
design needs always to comply with official regulations.
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Figure 8.31: Time response (after a perturbation is given) of the system with free rear
aileron for V∞ = 37 m/s: vertical displacement time history of the points on the hinge
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8.6.2 Concurrent freeplay of two mobile surfaces

Rear wing’s elevator and aileron

When freeplay is considered on both rear wing’s elevator and aileron, the stability
properties of the system are summarized in Fig. 8.32. Figs. 8.25 and 8.29, depicting
stability properties when freeplay of the mobile surfaces was selectively considered, help
understanding the combined presence of freeplay. Instabilities in short windows of low
speed are typical of the free rear wing outboard aileron case, whereas a “persistent”
instability of the mode VIII was observed for the free elevator case. However, when the
freeplay is modeled for the two mobile surfaces mode VIII becomes unstable at much
lower speed.
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Figure 8.33: Real and Imaginary parts of the eigenvalue of the system at different
speeds. Free-play of the rear wing’s elevator and aileron(case 00110 ) when structural
damping and dampers on the hinge line are modeled.

In Fig. 8.33 the stability of the system (only real part of the eigenvalue) is depicted
considering a structural damping, and eventually rotational dampers placed on the hinge
line. A reasonable structural damping (damping ratio ζ = 0.03) eliminates most of the
low speed instabilities, moreover, it makes the fundamental instability (second mode)
occur before the mode VIII’s one. If rotational dampers are added on the hinge line of
both the aileron and elevator (for the same amount of specific damping indicated above)
then the low speed instabilities disappear. It is interesting to notice that 8th mode is
not affected to an appreciable effect by the dampers.
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8.7 Body-freedom Flutter Analysis of the Baseline Config-
uration

In this section free-flying flutter analyses on baseline configuration is carried out.
Differently than a real trimmed aeroelastic investigation, the flutter is evaluated about
the undeformed configuration. Since no geometrical twist inducing any geometrical angle
of attack is included in the aerodynamic description, the undeformed configuration carries
no lift when asymptotic angle of attack is zero, i.e., the undisturbed flow is parallel to
x-axis.

A further issue to take into account is the static stability (on a flight mechanics
perspective), which was guaranteed by the preliminary design of the layout carried out
in Refs. [6, 114]. Since the here used equivalent model relies on the same aerodynamic
surface and the difference in the position of the center of gravity is negligible, the margin
of stability remains approximately the same.

Historically, the most notable cases of interaction between rigid body and elastic
modes in aeroelastic applications go back until the pre World War II, on Flying Wings-
like configurations (see work [244] for a nice historical background). Such an interaction
was named Body Freedom Flutter (BFF). Example of early experimental investigations
involving BFF are [245,246].

For Joined Wings, low frequencies of the first elastic modes have been observed
in different cases (see effort [8] for a Box Wing case, [85] for “Diamond Wing”). For this
reason, Joined Wings have been considered potentially prone to interaction between the
elastic and rigid body modes [147,151], changing the flutter properties from the idealized
fixed (cantilevered) case. Notice, that these low frequency values do not guarantee, per
se, the above prospected interaction, playing the relative fuselage/wing mass and inertia,
and also the configuration flight mechanics properties a relevant role [245]. This section
aims to characterize the Prandtlplane behavior in this regard.

8.7.1 Modeling approach

In order to take into account the rigid-body modes of the aircraft, the fuselage
effects have to be modeled. If it is true that an acceptable inertia and stiffness distribu-
tions are needed in order to give conclusive results, it is also true that fuselage models for
this configuration are very complicated (see for example Ref. [111]) to be described with
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the similar level of fidelity characterizing the wings. Thus, as a first preliminary step,
the fuselage has been considered as completely rigid. Moreover, its inertial properties
are extrapolated considering the real position of the center of gravity of the whole con-
figuration (see Refs. [6, 107, 117]), deducing the fuselage overall weight (comprehensive
of payload) and evaluating its moment of inertia with arguments based on similarity. It
holds that nominal fuselage mass is M ref

fus = 9.1 · 104 Kg, and (pitching) moment of iner-
tia Iref

fus = 1.2 · 107 Kg·m2. The fuselage inertial properties may change to a large extent
the response of the system. For this reason, investigations carried out with the above
reference values may be of limited value if not augmented with a sensitivity analysis, as
pursued in the following sections.

To model the above target inertia properties, concentrated masses have been
appropriately placed on the front wing- and fin-fuselage connections. To avoid local
unrealistic in-plane deformations, these sections have been reinforced connecting the
nodes with rigid links. See Fig. 8.34 for a conceptual representation. The same elements
were used to rigidly connect the front wing and fin, guaranteeing rigid body motions of
the aircraft. The connections represented in the same picture do not represent the real
arrangement, which was pursued carefully avoiding relative rigid motions between some
nodes.

Rigid Links

Concentrated
Masses

Concentrated
Masses

front-fus ( )
point

FF

rear-fin ( )
point

RF

front-tip ( )
point

FT

rear-tip ( )
point

RT

Figure 8.34: Free-flying conceptual model. Notice the concentrated masses and the
rigid links. In the FEM model the rod elements rigidly connecting the nodes have been
arranged to carefully avoid rigid rotations and translations.

The above modeling is consistent with the objective of conducing symmetric
free-flying analyses, where with symmetric is intended that only plunging and pitching
motions are considered. A full free-flying analysis should also consider the antisymmetric
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modes, and in this case the above placements of the concentrated masses has to be
revisited since it does not describe the proper inertial moment in the latero-directional
plane.

To specifically assess the value of concentrated nodal masses (modeling inertial
effects of the fuselage), an algorithm was written able to comply with these three con-
straints:

a) fuselage’s target mass;

b) fuselage’s target moment of inertia;

c) position of the of center of gravity projection on the symmetry plane.

8.7.2 Preliminary results on a front-wing-only layout

To assess the capability of such modeling procedure to capture body-freedom
flutter, the configuration composed of the front-wing and a lighter version of fuselage is
first considered. Analyses carried out with NASTRAN are shown in Fig. 8.35, where
only the two rigid body modes and the first three elastic ones are depicted. As clearly
shown, the rigid modes do not significantly interact with the elastic ones.
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Figure 8.35: Real and Imaginary parts of the eigenvalue of the front wing plus scaled
fuselage system, at different speeds.

However, when the fuselage is not modeled (or, equivalently, it has a negligible
mass and inertia), there is an interaction between the first (elastic) mode and the pitching
(rigid) mode, see Fig. 8.36. This same strong interaction between rigid and (first) elastic
(bending) mode was the one usually observed for flying wings, for which the notion of
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BFF was introduced. Obviously this example has been carried out only with the purpose
of validating a model and procedure, and does not carry any quantitative information
(the configuration might even be unstable from a flight mechanics point of view).

8.7.3 Results for the PrandtlPlane

The natural modes of the system are first depicted in Fig. 8.37. Results of the

Rigid Mode:  Plunging

Mode I    0.59 Hz

Mode III    1.70 Hz

Rigid Mode: Pitching

Mode IV 1.90 Hz

Natural
Modes

Undeformed
Configuration

Mode II    1.21 Hz

Figure 8.37: Two rigid modes (plunging and pitching) and first four elastic modes with
associated frequencies.

flutter analysis with the in-house code and NASTRAN present an excellent correlation,
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see Fig. 8.38. The flutter occurrence is not represented because the analyses were carried
out for incompressible cases (M = 0), whereas, as far as speed is increased the approx-
imation of neglecting compressibility effects is progressively less justified (even at sea
level).

The fact that a free-flying analysis would not, according to the frequency-domain
analyses, experience flutter within the considered speed domain, whereas the constrained
model is (compare Figs. 8.10 and 8.38), poses some questions that need to be addressed.
First, it should be again remarked that a thorough analysis needs also to consider the
real fuselage design, the aircraft (aeroelastically) trimmed at different flight conditions
within the flight envelope. However, the present effort represents a first step in this
direction and may give some important preliminary indications. The question is then,
how sensitive are the aeroelastic stability properties of the system to inertial parameters?
How do they change with fuselage mass and pitching moment of inertia?

Time response

A time-domain analysis of the response of the free-flying model to a vanishing
perturbation is here presented. This is carried out both for low and high speeds.

It is important to remark that these analyses are intended to help interpreting re-
sults obtained with the frequency domain analyses, and not as independent real trimmed
aeroelastic analyses. In fact, the initial (linearization) configuration is undeformed, the
angle of attack is zero, and null are also the lifting forces.

The here-used time-domain aeroelastic solver employs vortex-rings, the interface
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algorithms rely on a moving least squares (MLS) approach, as described in Refs. [161,
189]. The rings are located on the undeformed surface, and they do not follow the
structure in its displacement. Conversely, the deformation is taken into account updating
the normal used both in the tangency-wall condition and in the Kutta-Joukowsky force
formula.

Lower speed case The air speed is set to V∞ = 50 m/s. A vanishing perturbation
in angle of attack αflow is given, as depicted in the box of Fig. 8.39. This particular
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Figure 8.39: Time response for V∞ = 50 m/s. The perturbation in flow angle of attack
is depicted in the box. Above, vertical displacement of the four points on the mid-chord
(front and rear wing’s tips - FT and RT , front wing-fuselage and rear wing-fin connection
- FF and RF ) are depicted. Below, the geometrical rigid rotations of the fuselage/fin
(FF -RF ) and tip/tip (FT -RT ) segments along axis-y are given.

symmetric shape is adopted in an effort of avoiding a strong tendency to depart too much
from the planes where aerodynamic singularities are positioned. Due to the adopted load-
displacement interface (where singularities maintain their position regardles of wing’s
deformation), this guarantees an acceptable precision.

Time-response of the different test points is also shown. The test points are all
lying on the mid-chord of different span locations, and on different wings. Point FF lies
on the front wing, at the hypothetical intersection with the fuselage, FT and RT are on
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the wing’s tip, whereas RF lies on the connection between the rear wing and the fin (see
Fig. 8.34 for a pictorial representation of the points). On the same figure, below, it is
depicted the evolution of values of two angles. The first one is the variation of the angle
(measured in the plane XZ) of the segment connecting the points FF-RF and FT-RT.
Since the point on the fuselage and the one on the fin’s root are rigidly connected, it can
be assessed as the geometrical angle of attack of the aircraft.

As it can be inferred from Fig. 8.39, after a transient the displacements settle to
zero. This means that the elastic deformations and also the rigid body motion slowly
vanish.

Higher speed case A larger speed is here considered, namely V∞ = 260 m/s. The
same vanishing perturbation is here adopted (although the peeks are smaller, namely
0.01◦). This case is interesting because it can be compared directly to investigation
carried out at the same speed for cantilevered aircraft, see Fig. 8.12 and section 8.5.8.5.1,
showing an unstable behaviour.

Fig. 8.40 depicts the response. From an aeroelastic point of view, the oscillations
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Figure 8.40: Time response for V∞ = 260 m/s. The perturbation in flow angle of
attack is depicted in the box. Above, vertical displacement of the four points on the
mid-chord (front and rear wing’s tips - FT and RT , front wing-fuselage and rear wing-
fin connection - FF and RF ) are depicted. Below, the geometrical rigid rotations of the
fuselage/fin (FF -RF ) and tip/tip (FT -RT ) segments along axis-y are given.
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vanish, whereas at the same speed the cantilevered model was unstable. A very small
(notice the scale in Fig. 8.40) rigid vertical translation is noticed. Current investigations
are aiming to understanding this point, and assess if it is an artifact of numerics or is
related to the plunging mode.

Sensitivity to fuselage’s mass and moment of inertia

As stated, effects of uncertainties in the determination of the fuselage moment of
inertia need to be carefully assessed. For this reason, some sensitivity analyses are here
presented, in which the mass of the fuselage and/or its moment of inertia are changed.
However, the same position of the center of gravity is maintained to keep the same
margin of stability.

Fuselage Mass variation If the mass of the fuselage is increased, the flutter speed
drops. In particular, when its value is increased of an 80% of the original weight, flutter
is observed for a speed of V∞ = 253 m/s. However, this drop in instability onset
speed should carefully be understood. In fact, it does not represent the limit toward
the clamped case. This can better argued with aid of Fig. 8.41, showing the stability
properties of the system when two heavier fuselages are considered. Comparing the
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Figure 8.41: Real and Imaginary parts of the eigenvalue of the PrandtlPlane with
heavier fuselages (moment of inertia of the fuselage and location of system’s center of
gravity are kept to the reference values).

diagram with the one of the cantilevered system, Fig. 8.10, now the the pitching mode
is the one turning unstable (and not the second one). Mode II, on the contrary, is
stable. Coalescence of the pitching and first elastic mode is noticed, whereas the classic
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coalescence characterizing the fundamental flutter of the fixed configuration, involving
first and second elastic modes, seem to be posticipated.

Fuselage Moment of Inertia Variation Now, the mass of the fuselage is kept con-
stant to its nominal value, whereas the inertia is increased. With reference with Fig. 8.42,
it can be inferred that second mode becomes critical at lower speeds when the moment
of inertia increases. As expected, the frequency domain suggests that now interaction
of the pitching mode with the elastic ones is weaker, and coalescence of the mode I and
II is anticipated. This picture shows how, in the limit of increasing pitch inertia, the
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Figure 8.42: Real and Imaginary parts of the eigenvalue of the PrandtlPlane with
fuselages with larger moment of inertia (fuselage weight and location of system’s center
of gravity are kept to the reference values).

cantilevered system stability properties are recovered.

Discussion Results above can be reinterpreted to show how there is a passage from
BFF to cantilevered flutter type when the fuselage pitch inertia- increases (for a fixed
weight). With cantilevered flutter it is intended the flutter occurring when mode II
becomes unstable and a coalescence between frequencies modes I and II is observed: this
is exactly the mechanism observed in the previous sections for the cantilevered system.

The pitching inertia is varied from 0.1·Iref
fus to 4.3·Iref

fus. With reference to Fig. 8.43,
in the lower pitching inertia case (dashed lines), the flutter is of the BFF type, involving
pitching mode (depicted in green). On the contrary, mode II (in red) is well in the stable
region. There is also a coalescence of the pithing and first elastic mode.

In the nominal case (thin continuous lines), within the speed range, all the modes
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Figure 8.43: Real and Imaginary parts of the eigenvalue of the PrandtlPlane when
pitching inertia is varied (location of system’s center of gravity is kept fixed).

are stable. Thus, no flutter is observed for this case. For mode II (in red), the margin of
stability (here intended as the distance of the real part of the associated eigenvalue from
0) decreases. Frequencies of pitching (green) and first (blue) modes do not get as close
as before. The opposite trend is observed for the frequencies of mode I and II. This is
the prelude to a change in the stability properties.

When pitching inertia is further increased (dotted-dashed lines), flutter is ob-
served, associated with the same properties of the cantilevered system case: mode II
(red) becomes unstable. Coalescence of modes I and II is observed in the frequency-
speed diagram, whereas pitching mode frequencies keep far from the ones of the first
mode.

Summarizing, for a fixed mass, for lower pitching inertia the aeroelastic stability
properties is characterized by BFF, whereas, for large values, cantilevered flutter is
observed. For some values of the moment of inertia between the above limiting cases
(like the nominal chosen one) flutter won’t be observed within the speeds of interest.

As stated in different literature efforts [147, 151, 244], BFF can also be favoured
by a relative small separation between the elastic modes and short-period frequency.
Short period frequency increases when pitching moment decreases, reducing thus the
gap from the elastic modes frequencies (which for Joined Wings are inherently small)
and promoting the interaction.
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8.8 Conclusions

This effort has contributed to shed light on the dynamic aeroelastic behaviour
of a joined-wing configuration called PrandtlPlane. The first contribution was the study
of the flutter phenomenon also from a post-critical perspective. A limit cycle oscillation
was observed, and its pattern, strongly involving tilting of the joint, depicted. Time
domain response was very useful to study the power transferred from the fluid to the
structure. It was highlighted that, the front wing had a destabilizing aeroelastic effect
since it extracts energy from the fluid. The most active region in this energy exchange
was the tip.

In the framework of Joined Wings and for the first time, this work also studied
effects of freeplay of mobile surfaces on aeroelastic properties. It was found that in some
cases, a few modes were unstable for a small range of speeds in the low spectrum, however,
the same “fundamental” flutter mechanisms was observed at high speed. Adding a
structural source of damping (structural damping or rotational concentrated dampers
on the hinge line) was showing to eliminate the low speed issues.

Freeplay on some specific mobile surface (front wing’s aileron) was found to have
impact also in this “fundamental” instability. In particular, flutter speed was observed to
be consistently increased. With reference to the energy diagram, this phenomenon was
attributed to a “disturbance” of energy-transfer mechanism in an area mainly extracting
energy from the fluid.

In some other cases, freeplay was inducing an higher-mode instability, occurring
before the “fundamental” flutter. Contrary with the previous situations, the instability
was persisting and not confined to a small window of speeds. Thus, addition of damp-
ing and dampers had the effect of only slightly posticipating its occurrence, but not
eliminating it.

The third contribution concerned the flutter analysis when rigid body modes
were considered, i.e., a free-flying flutter analysis. For the baseline configuration, the
interaction between the rigid and elastic modes proved to be beneficial, since no insta-
bility was occurring within the range of considered speeds. For having a clearer picture,
a parametric study was carried out varying fuselage mass and (pitching) moment of in-
ertia. When pitching inertia was fixed, increasing fuselage mass was promoting a body
freedom flutter (BFF). Conversely, fixing fuselage weight and varying moment of inertia
showed an interesting scenario: for low pitching inertia BFF was the instability mech-
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anism, accompanied by a coalescence of pitching and first elastic mode frequencies. As
progressively increasing the inertia, the flutter speed associated with BFF progressively
increased and the instability eventually disappeared. However, second mode instability
was experiencing the opposite trend. Thus, for a sufficiently large value of the iner-
tia, the classic cantilevered flutter, with a coalescence of first and second elastic modes’
frequencies was recovered.

This effort represents a first step toward a complete free-flying trimmed analysis
of a PrandtlPlane configuration.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

This effort offers and in-depth study of the aeroelastic behavior of Joined Wings,
with particular emphasis on nonlinear (at structural geometric level) regime. Phe-
nomenological and conceptual approaches have been favoured to unveil the complicated
scenario, and different original interpretations about consequences and practical implica-
tions of these nonlinearities have been given, both for purely mechanical and aeroelastic
loading cases.

To provide a picture of these contributions, they are presented in the following
thematic areas.

Review A review of past works on joined Wing is given. No effort was made in the
last thirty years to have a unique vision about Joined Wings. Moreover, American and
European researches were not completely and in-depth aware of each other, leading to
some independent results that needed to be associated one with the other one.

The present extensive review is a first step in that direction.

Computational tools In-house aeroelastic code has been developed for carrying out
the analyses. Although fundamental modules (structural, aerodynamics, etc) rely on
well-known ad accepted methods (finite and boundary element methods), the particular
pursued coupling between aerodynamics and structures, although not theoretically novel,
is not widely used and has never been shown in detail in previous works.

Within the same framework different levels of fidelity were achieved with dif-
ferent submodeling approaches. The merit of this effort was presenting in detail some
theoretical parts and discussing issues related to the different formulations.
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Structural conceptual work This work showed for the first time snap-buckling phe-
nomena observed on simplified models of Joined Wings when loaded with mechanical
forces. A first parametric investigations concerning macro-geometrical properties (sweep
angle, joint’s height) and load repartition between the wings was conducted. For each
case, eigenvalue approach and nonlinear analysis were compared, showing that the first
one was not able to retain the physics of the instability. As a consequence, predictions
of the critical load were not reliable and not able to capture the correct trend. These
findings promote a new interpretation of the instability as a global phenomenon rather
than a buckling of the aft wing, expression used in literature for almost a decade to
characterize this occurrence. More recent studies conducted by other researchers on a
HALE configuration indirectly observed and supported this new interpretation.

A step further in the direction of gaining insights was then made. Other than
tracking the post-critical response, a study on possible parameters driving the instabil-
ity was performed, proving valuable indications. In particular, importance of bending
stiffness, bending/torsion coupling and the moment transferred through the joint was
critically analyzed. However, when bending/torsion coupling was relevant and simul-
taneously originated at geometrical and material levels, the behavior was not possible
to be “reasonably” predicted. Examination of the deformed shapes, showing particular
traits for the configurations incurring in stability problems, contributed to gain a deeper
understanding.

Presence of snap-buckling, however, introduced issues that manifested well before
the critical load was reached. So called bi-stable regions were in fact found. They
represented a potential danger for promoting branch-jumping in presence of appropriate
perturbations. In general, to identify such regions, post-critical analyses tracking the
response also in non-feasible regions are necessary. Besides, operative conditions need
to be out of bi-stable areas. These considerations represent important design indications
regarding Joined Wings.

More complicate scenario may arise: a so-called isola (fully detached and close
equilibrium branch) was found for particular values of the parameters. Such a picture is
very worrying in terms of design perspective, since it implies multi-stable regions that
cannot be detected through the common path-tracking continuation methods.

Finally, within this complex bifurcation scenario, the sensitivity to the (unavoid-
able) manufacturing defects is enhanced. A small change in parameters (joint’s height,
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material stiffness, etc) was able to induce sudden shifts in behavior. Although never in-
vestigated with such level of depth, some efforts found a strong sensitivity to joint’s stiff-
ness in terms of flutter and divergence occurrences (evaluated with linear approaches).

Static aeroelastic conceptual work The same instability phenomena observed for
the mechanical case had an equivalent counterpart in the aeroelastic case. This led to
the formulation of the snap-divergence concept, as opposed to the classic definition of
aeroelastic divergence evaluated thorough eigenvalue analysis. Thus, the same concerns
expressed above apply also for the aeroelastic case.

The eigenvalue approach was found to give unreliable trends, also if enhanced
by successive linearizations. Good estimates of the real critical speed were possible only
after tracking most of the nonlinear response, jeopardizing the computational advantages
inherent to the method.

Thanks to the experience matured during the preliminary stages, it was possible
to understand and explain why some configurations were not incurring in stability prob-
lems even in the presence of aerodynamic loads. However, in general, the dependence of
aerodynamic actions on deformations, the strong sensitivities to torsion further compli-
cated the interactions between bending/torsion coupling and overconstrained nature of
the system.

Some previous experimental works carried out by the AFRL and collaborators
tried to mimic the aerodynamic actions with mechanical follower loads. However, relia-
bility of this surrogate models needed to be assessed, and an answer in this direction is
given by the present effort, showing that this approach can hide important instabilities:
although the structure might show very similar stiffness (to be intended as load versus
deformation ratio), an infinitesimal increase in wind speed might cause a finite variation
of aerodynamic loads, de-facto, an instability.

Dynamic aeroelastic conceptual work Aeroelastic dynamic phenomena were then
observed, using multi-fidelity approaches. As for the previous settings, classic flutter
analysis carried out on initial/undeformed configurations did not provide accurate re-
sults. Which, on turn, were possible only updating the initial configuration to one relative
to almost the critical speed.

Post-flutter (post Hopf’s bifurcation) responses were shown. Strong sensitivity
to the speed was observed, and the transients before settling to the limit cycle oscillation
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(LCO) were dominated by features consequences of the transferring of loads through
the joint. A further increase in speed was, in some cases, leading to a so called flip
bifurcation (or period doubling). In some other cases the LCO was extinguishing and
static equilibrium found.

Modeling techniques played an important role: for some joined-wing layouts
results were strongly sensitive to modeling of the wake shed by the wing. This was the
case for flutter speed for example. Traditionally, effects of neglecting wake roll-up are
considered to be of the second order.

A stability diagram, traced for one particular configuration, showed the rich pic-
ture: multi-stability in static regimes, multi-stability in mixed static/dynamic regimes,
Hopf’s and flip’s bifurcations and possible route to chaos gave an idea of the complexity
of the nonlinear behaviour.

Dynamic aeroelasticity: effects induced by freeplay of control surfaces Effects
of freeplay of mobile surfaces were investigated for a typical PrandtlPlane, a civil aviation
realization of the joined-wing (box-wing) concept. The original model was provided from
a partner University (Università di Pisa), and was the result of an MDO. An optimization
process was carried out to retain the original aeroelastic properties while changing it to
satisfy requirements of the analyses.

Low speed flutter occurrences were observed. However, these instabilities were
usually appearing only for a small speed interval, and were generally dominated with
dampers. Such instabilities involved high frequency modes, whereas, the main dynamic
instability was observed to preserve in all cases its mechanism (involving low frequency
modes) as in the configuration without any freeplay.

In some cases freeplay of some mobile surfaces (front aileron) increased this main
instability speed, providing possible design indication for passive flutter suppression. On
the contrary, in some other cases (rear elevator), a different violent flutter mechanism
was triggered by the freeplay at lower-than-reference critical speed.

Dynamic aeroelasticity: free flying analysis The first natural frequencies showed
relative low values on the above PrandtlPlane configuration. Thus, the elastic modes
might theoretically interact with the rigid body motion, giving rise to so called body-
freedom flutter. In order to assess this eventuality, a free-flying flutter analysis was
carried out modeling the inertial effects of the fuselage. Interestingly, flutter issues were
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alleviated by a large extent for the particular configuration under examination.

Design directions The conceptual work carried out on simplified models, predicted
instabilities which were practically observed (although never studied) in literature efforts
on detailed HALE models employing realistic stiffness distributions and also a detailed
structural description (spars, ribs, etc). Thus, all the difficulties and complexities shown
for the models presented in this thesis might have a practical impact on real design
of Joined Wings, at least for the highly flexible cases. Design directions were then
formulated, as summarized by the following list:

• Stability analysis should not be pursued with linear eigenvalue analysis. In fact,
such an approach can lead to unsafe predictions and costly re-design computations.

• The static analysis should not be stopped when the maximum load is reached. On
the contrary, it should be continued to track the response also in the non-feasible
regions to assess if a snap-instability (with consequent bi-stable region) occurs.

• The operative conditions should be designed to avoid bi-stable regions.

• Even if no snap-instability is observed with path tracking techniques (arc length
methods), there is no guarantee that branch jumping does not occur: a detached
branch (isola) can exist.

• Joined Wings should be approached with a global perspective, and be thought as
a unique whole system. Local actions or modifications may have a strong effect at
large scales.

• Sensitivity to manufacturing defects needs to be carefully assessed.

• Even within the same modeling approach, different approximations and submod-
eling that are demonstrated not to be important (e.g., wake shape for aeroelastic
studies) for traditional configurations, can lead to different results.



Appendix A

Analytical Frame Calculation

For a better understanding and analysis of the Joined Wins, an analytical solution
of the frame depicted in Figure A.1 proves to be useful. This over constrained frame
could be considered as a rough approximation of the joined-wing systems, and enables
a closed form solution. To further simplify the problem, the structure lies on the yz

plane, thus this schematization applies better for the unswept joined-wing configuration,
Sweep 1, although the results could be eventually apply for configurations with sweep
angle different than zero.

Figure A.1: Frame taken as a simplified structure of the proposed Joined Wings.

By means of classic resolution method of overconstrained beams [247], the fol-
lowing closed form solution is found for the vertical displacement of point P1 where
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qU · a = qL · a = pz · a:

UP1
z = L4 (Ab2(b + 2L) + 24JL

)
8EJ (Ab2(b + 6L) + 24JL)

pz · a (A.1)

and E is the Young modulus, A and J are the area and the moment of inertia of the
cross section respectively.

Calculating the derivative of the vertical displacement of P1 in respect of the
joint’s height, and considering the case in which the load is equally partitioned between
the two beams:

∂UP1
z

∂b
= AbL5 (Ab3 − 48JL

)
2EJ (Ab2(b + 6L) + 24JL)2 pz · a (A.2)

Substituting the values of L = 10a, A = a t, J = a
12 t3 and pza = 0.55125a,

which are consistent with the geometry of Sweep 1, it is possible to show that ∂U
P1
z

∂b

is practically unchanged if b, the height of the joint, is modified. In other words, the
displacement is practically unaffected by changing the size b of the joint in the range of
interest. This explains why the curves of Figure 3.16, obtained by changing the joint’s
height b are practically superimposed in the linear region (small displacements).



Appendix B

Appendix: Follower forces and
contribution to the tangent
matrix

B.1 From global to element level

In Eq.(5.14) the array representation is used, that is, n and p are arrays in
the nodal degree of freedom representation. On the other hand, for a intuitive treatise
it is necessary to refer to the element’s level, that is, to consider the cartesian vector
representing the generic normal to the element direction and the coordinate vector of
the nodes forming that element. In order to enhance clarity, the cartesian vector are
always indicated with an underscore. Fig. B.1 shows a force, applied at node M2, whose
direction follows the normal vector relative to element m.

The process of associating a cartesian vector applied to a node to his array
representation has to be formally defined: for the array n indicating the normal to the
element m direction applied at the generic node Ni, it could be written

n = INiL ˜
km (B.1)

where L is a matrix that transforms the cartesian vector in an opportune array in which
also the rotational dofs are considered, and INi represents a matrix that positions the
array in the corresponding nodal array’s layout. It is also necessary to specify a relation
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Figure B.1: A generic follower force, applied at node M2, and following element m
normal, km .

between the array p and the position vector
˜
xMi relative to the generic node Mi. Using

the same formalism adopted in the writing of Eq.(B.1), it can be inferred that

p← IMiL ˜
xMi (B.2)

where the symbol ← is used instead of the equality because not just the node Mi con-
tributes to form the array p (linear and rotational coordinates of all the nodes are listed
in it). It could be demonstrated that the matrix ∂n

∂p (see its use in the definition of KF

in Eq.(5.14)) can be calculated as follows:

∂n

∂p
= INiL

∂
˜
km

∂
˜
xMi

IT
Mi

LT (B.3)

where matrix representation of ∂
˜
km

∂
˜
xMi

is:

[
∂

˜
km

∂
˜
xMi

]
rs

= ∂ (
˜
km · ˜

er)
∂ (

˜
xMi ·

˜
es)

(B.4)

and
˜
er,

˜
es are the generic unit vectors directed along the rth and sth cartesian compo-

nents respectively. The evaluation of the term above is carried out at element level.
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B.2 Follower Forces at Element Level

Focus is on the generic element m and its normal vector,
˜
km. Consider also the

following unit vectors associated with this element, as depicted in Fig. B.2:

˜
im = ˜

xM2 −
˜
xM1

|
˜
xM2 −

˜
xM1 | ˜

jm = ˜
xM3 −

˜
xM1

|
˜
xM3 −

˜
xM1 |

where
˜
xM1 ,

˜
xM2 ,

˜
xM3 represent the coordinate vector of the nodes. The unit normal

2M

1M

3M

m

k
m

i
m

j
m

~

~

~

Figure B.2: The generic element m, nodes M1, M2, M3, unit vectors im connecting
nodes M1 and M2, jm connecting nodes M1 and M3, km normal to the plane.

vector of the element is then:

˜
km = ˜

im×
˜
jm∣∣∣̃im×
˜
jm

∣∣∣ (B.5)

In the following the subscript m is dropped for the sake of brevity. Consider the derivative
of k in respect of the sth component of coordinate vector of node Mi, that is:

∂
˜
k

∂ (
˜
xMi ·

˜
es)

= ∂
˜
k

∂xMi
s

(B.6)

where
˜
es represents the unit vector directed along the sth cartesian component. By

means of Eq.(B.5):

∂
˜
k

∂xMi
s

=
(

∂
˜
i

∂xMi
s

×
˜
j +

˜
i×

∂
˜
j

∂xMi
s

) ∣∣∣̃i×
˜
j
∣∣∣−1

+
(
˜
i×

˜
j
) [
−
∣∣∣̃i×

˜
j
∣∣∣−2

(
∂

∂xMi
s

∣∣∣̃i×
˜
j
∣∣∣)] (B.7)

Using the fact that
˜
i and

˜
j are unit vectors and adopting some identities valid for vectors,

it is possible to demonstrate that

∂
˜
k

∂xMi
s

= ( ∂
˜
i

∂xMi
s

×
˜
j +

˜
i×

∂
˜
j

∂xMi
s

)
∣∣∣̃i×

˜
j
∣∣∣−1

+

(
˜
i×

˜
j
) (

˜
i ·

˜
j
)

∣∣∣̃i×
˜
j
∣∣∣3

(
∂
˜
i

∂xMi
s ˜

j +
˜
i

∂
˜
j

∂xMi
s

)
(B.8)
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The derivatives of the unit vectors
˜
i and

˜
j can be shown to have the following expressions

(see Appendix of Reference [2]):

∂
˜
i

∂xMi
s

= − δ1i − δ2i

|
˜
xM2 −

˜
xM1 |

[es − (
˜
i · es)

˜
i] (B.9)

and
∂
˜
j

∂xMi
s

= − δ1i − δ2i

|
˜
xM3 −

˜
xM1 |

[
es −

(
˜
j · es

)
˜
j
]

(B.10)

where δ is Kronecker’s delta operator. At this point, Eq.(B.8) is totally defined in terms
of

˜
i and

˜
j. By means of Eq.(B.3), the contribution of the following forces to the tangent

matrix, Eq.(5.14), is completely defined.
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Meshless Interface Algorithm

The procedure of constructing shape functions using MLS approximation and the
way to apply them in order to obtain the coupling between aerodynamic and structural
field with the desired properties is here presented. The values of the function û(x)
on a set of nodes {η1, η2, ..., ηn̂} are obtained from its values û(ξ1),û(ξ2),...,û(ξn̂) on
scattered centers (or sources) {ξ1, ξ2, ..., ξn̂} without deriving an analytical expression.
This extrapolation is denoted by ûh(η) and is built as a sum of m̂ basis functions p̂i(η)

ûh(η) =
m̂∑

i=1
p̂i(η) a

ξ
i (η) = p̂(η) · aξ(η) (C.1)

where ai are the unknown coefficients of the basis functions which depend on the point
η where the value is sought; the vector p̂ of basis functions consists often of monomi-
als of the lowest order such to form polynomial basis with minimum completeness but
particular functions can be added to reproduce a particular behaviour of the variables
investigated. In the present study linear and quadratic polynomials are adopted:

p̂ = {1, x, y, z}

p̂ = {1, x, y, z, x2, xy, y2, yz, z2, zx}
(C.2)

The m̂ coefficients ai describing (as shown in eq.(C.1)) the function in the point η are
obtained minimizing the weighted residual functional (a weighted discrete L2 norm) J(η)

J(η) =
n̂∑

i=1
W (η − ξi) [ũ(ξi, η)− û(ξi)]2 (C.3)
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where
ũ(ξi, η) = p̂(ξi) · a(η) (C.4)

is the approximated value of the the field function in the generical center of the set ξ

obtained by means of the same extrapolation process pointed out in eq.(C.1). A useful
matrix form of eq.(C.3) can be given as follow:

J(η) = (P̂ a(η)− û) ·
(

W (P̂ a(η)− û)
)

(C.5)

where the following vectors and matrices are introduced:

û = {û(ξ1), û(ξ2), ..., û(ξn̂)}

P̂ =


p̂1(ξ1) p̂2(ξ1) ... p̂m̂(ξ1)
p̂1(ξ2) p̂2(ξ2) ... p̂m̂(ξ2)

... ... ... ...

p̂1(ξn̂) p̂2(ξn̂) ... p̂m̂(ξn̂)

 (C.6)

W =


W (η − ξ1) 0 ... 0

0 W (η − ξ2) ... 0
... ... ... ...

0 0 ... W (η − ξn̂))

 (C.7)

Solving the minimization problem

∂J(η)
∂a

= 0 (C.8)

an expression for the coefficient vector a(η) is obtained

a(η) = Â−1B̂ û (C.9)

where Â is called the moment matrix and is given by

Â = P̂ T W P̂ (C.10)

and B̂ is given by
B̂ = P̂ T W (C.11)
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It is now possible to give a definitive expression of eq.(C.1) as:

ûh(η) =
n̂∑

i=1
Φi(η) ûi (C.12)

where Φi(η) is the coefficient of the MLS shape function of node η corresponding to the
center i, which is given by

Φi(η) =
m̂∑

j=1
p̂j(η)

[
Â−1B̂

]
ji

(C.13)

Eq.(C.12) can also be written in the following matrix form, suitable for applications to
the aeroelastic model

ûh(η) = Φ(η) · û (C.14)

where Φ(η) is the array containing the coefficients of the MLS shape function of node η.
The Radial Basis Functions (RBF) that can be adopted for the three-dimensional

cases [227] are
W 0(r) = (1− r)2 C0

W 2(r) = (1− r)4(4 r + 1) C2

W 4(r) = (1− r)6(35
3

r2 + 18
3

r + 1) C4

W 6(r) = (1− r)8(32 r3 + 25 r2 + 8r + 1) C6

(C.15)

where r represents the Euclidean distance between the two considered points. The degree
of smoothness Cn of the RBF bounds the maximum number of continuous derivatives
of the approximant function ûh, as can be argued from the expression of the shape
functions in eq.(C.13). Usually the weight functions in eq.(C.15) are written using as
independent variable r/δ instead of r, where δ is a scaling factor that allows one to change
the function support for different centers, making more appropriate the determination
of the local support dimension in those cases where there is a great variation in the
data density or when it is requested to exactly enforce structural constraints on the
aerodynamic mesh.

The minimization problem has a unique solution if the symmetric matrix Â is
positive definite; this matrix may become singular when the interface is not a well-posed
problem, as for example when the number of terms of polynomial basis m is bigger than
the number n̂ of nodes used in the support domain or when nodes and relative centers
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are such that the basis functions vanish in the local support. Especially the latter case
can often represent an issue if, for example, planar or piecewise planar configurations are
analyzed and it is thus useful to resort to the concept of Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse for
evaluation of a in eq.(C.9). The so-called Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of matrices [248]
is a concept that generalizes the usual notion of inverse of a square matrix, but that
is also applicable to singular square matrices or even to non-square matrices. For this
reason it proved to be particularly useful in dealing with certain least squares problems,
when an approximation for solutions of linear equations like Âz = c is sought, where
Â is a given m̂ × n̂ matrix and c is a column vector with m̂ components; the solution
is expressed as the set of all vectors z⋆ such that the Euclidean norm ||Âz⋆ − c|| has
the least possible value, called the minimizing set of the linear problem, and it can be
demonstrated that this set is obtained through a matrix Â+, named the Moore-Penrose
pseudoinverse of Â and satisfying the following properties:

ÂÂ+Â = Â

Â+ÂÂ+ = Â+

ÂÂ+ and Â+Â are self-adjoint

(C.16)

For the Singular Value Decomposition Theorem [249] a matrix Â can always be written
as

Â = V SW ⋆ (C.17)

where V and W are unitary matrices given by the Polar Decomposition Theorem and S

is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the singular values of Â, i.e., the square
root of the eigenvalues of ÂT Â. Eq.(C.17) shows the so-called singular value decompo-
sition of the matrix Â. It can be demonstrated that the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse
is given by

Â+ = W S+V ⋆ (C.18)

where S+ is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the reciprocal of the singular
values of Â. The crucial point is the choice of which diagonal elements have to be
retained in S+, because this is the way an inverse matrix of a singular one is given,
i.e, just the invertible part is inverted. In the present effort, the following strategy is
chosen: the singular values of Â are normalized dividing them by the maximum one
and a cut off value is adopted such that all the smaller ones are replaced with 0 in S+
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(where the reciprocal would be requested). It should be observed that when the matrix
Â is singular, it has at least one of its singular values equal to zero and so a cut off of 0
could be enough, but it can happen that although Â is non singular from a mathematical
point of view (no zero eigenvalues) it has a high condition number and eq.(C.18) without
further modifications wouldn’t be enough to obtain good results.

The final issue is the conservation of energy [222]. To present the problem and
its solution in the most general way, the following coupling conditions are considered

σs n = −p n + σf n

ηs = ηf

η̇s = η̇f or ∂η̇s

∂n
= ∂η̇f

∂n

(C.19)

where ηs denotes the structural boundary position, ηf is the aerodynamic counterpart, p

is the pressure, σs and σf are respectively the structure stress tensor and the fluid viscous
stress tensor, and n is the normal vector to either a newly defined virtual interface surface
or the surface of the fluid. The first relation expresses the dynamic equilibrium between
stresses on the two fields, whereas the others are kinematic compatibility conditions on
displacement and speed; for the latter one, just the normal component can be used if an
inviscid flows is considered (wall tangency condition). As these conditions are valid for
continuous systems and the two fields are discretized to solve the problem, conservation
properties have to be assured: the change of energy in the fluid-structure system need
to be equal to the energy supplied by external forces. In the following it is demonstrated
how this property can be retained enforcing the coupling conditions in a weak sense
through the use of Virtual Work. Calling δηf and δηs the admissible displacements for
the two respective fields, the relation between nodal quantities (i and j are respectively
the generical aerodynamic and structural node) is

δηf
i =

js∑
j=1

Φj(ηf
i ) δηs

j (C.20)

where if and jf are respectively the number of aerodynamic and structural nodes con-
sidered. The resulting virtual displacement of the aerodynamic surface Γf is obtained
assuming Ni base functions belonging to the aerodynamic field discretization space cor-
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responding to the if nodes of the same surface; in this way, the following relation holds

δηf =
if∑

i=1
Ni

js∑
j=1

Φj(ηf
i ) δηs

j (C.21)

The virtual work of the aerodynamic load is equal to

δW f =
∫

Γf
(−pn + σf n) · δηf dΓ (C.22)

Calling f j the load on the structural node j induced by the fluid, the virtual work of
the forces acting on the structure is

δW s =
js∑

j=1
f j δηs

j (C.23)

Imposing equivalence of the virtual works and rearranging eq.(C.22) through eq.(C.20)
and eq.(C.21) the following holds

f j =
if∑

i=1
F i Φj(ηf

i ) (C.24)

where Fi is given by
F i =

∫
Γf

(−p n + σf n) Ni dΓ (C.25)

Consider now f (F ) to be the matrix whose rows are the forces evaluated at the generic
aerodynamic (structural) j-th (i-th) node, f j ( F i). Thus eq.(C.24) may be written in
the matrix form:

f = ΨT F (C.26)

being Ψ the interpolation matrix that matches the two displacement’s fields, that is,
Ψij=Φj(ηf

i ). Eq.(C.26) shows the sought result: to ensure the balance of the energy
exchanged between fluid and structure, the loads on the structural nodes f have to
be evaluated multiplying the loads F on the aerodynamic grid by the transpose of the
interpolation matrix.
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C.1 Contribution of Freeplay Springs to the Tangent Ma-
trix

It is necessary to recall few mathematical definitions which will be necessary to
develop the spring’s contribution to the tangent matrix:

• U , called the displacement array refers to the generalized displacements. It is then
an array with 3 translational and 3 rotational components for each node. Thus,
for a model with N nodes, U has 6N components.

• x refers to the translational (cartesian) coordinates of a node.

• If a and b are arrays [da

db

]
ij

= dai

dbj

• If a and b are arrays, dyadic operator is defined as:

[a⊗ b]ij = aibj

The keypoint to asses the freeplay spring contributions to the tangent matrix consists
in evaluating the derivatives of the spring reaction (not yet projected to the nodes) in
respect of the nodal displacements, i.e:

d(M eA)
dU

= eA ⊗ dM

dU︸ ︷︷ ︸
term1

+ M
deA

dU︸ ︷︷ ︸
term2

(C.27)

Term1 The first term of eq.(C.27) is evaluated exploiting a chain rule, and evaluating
the derivatives:

term1 = eA ⊗
( dM

d∆θ

d∆θ

dU

)
(C.28)

The first term inside the parenthesis depends on the freeplay spring law relating the
deflection and the reaction of the spring, M = M(∆θ). The last term depends on the
expression of ∆θ given in Eq.(8.2):

term1b = d∆θ

dU
= d

dU

sin−1((nM×nS) · eA︸ ︷︷ ︸
y∗

)

 = 1√
1− y∗2

dy∗

dU
(C.29)
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where:
dy∗

dUi
=
[

dnM

dUi
×nS + nM×dnS

dUi

]
· eA +

[
deA

dUi

]
· (nM×nS) (C.30)

To evaluate the derivatives of the element’s normal, with reference to Fig. C.1, it holds:

n

j

i
N

1

N
2

N
3

Figure C.1: Generic triangular finite element, nodes N1, N2, N3, unit vectors i and j
connecting the nodes as shown, and normal to the plane unit vector n.

n = i×j

∥i×j∥ (C.31)

Considering the derivative of n in respect of the i-th component of the coordinate vector
of node Nj (both i, j = 1, 2, 3), that is:

∂k

∂(xNj · ei)
= ∂k

∂x
Nj

i

(C.32)

where ei represents the unit vector directed along the i-th cartesian component. By
means of eq.(C.31) it is possible to demonstrate that:

∂n

∂x
Nj

i

=
(

∂i

∂x
Nj

i

×j + i× ∂j

∂x
Nj

i

)
∥i×j∥−1 + (i×j)(i · j)

∥i×j∥3

(
∂i

∂x
Nj

i

· j + i · ∂j

∂x
Nj

i

)
(C.33)

Term2 The second term of eq.(C.27), enters also eq.(C.30). Hinge line direction is
expressed by the unit vector defined as (see Fig. 8.1):

eA = xH2 − xH1

∥xH2 − xH1∥
(C.34)

After some calculations it is found that:

∂eA

∂xHj
i

= δj2 − δj1
∥xH2 − xH1∥

[
ei + (eA · ei) eA

]
(C.35)
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Once the expression of eq.(C.27) has been explicitated, the contribution to the
tangent matrix can be easily assessed remembering to equally distribute the moment
(with the appropriate sign) between the two hinge nodes on the master and slave ele-
ments.
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